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ABSTRACT 
The main hypotheis of this thesis is that the use of 
cohesive devices in the writing of near-tertiary students 
(both Ll and E.S.O.L.) reveals different patterns of 
acquisition. Three possible acquisitional influences are 
investigated: familiarity with different registers 
(narrative, descriptive and expository); maturation (age 
differences) and cross-linguistic factors (for the E.S.O.L. 
students). 
The E.S.O.L. data is drawn from the examination writing of 
school leavers in Botswana, as well as from overseas 
students in pre-sessional English courses at London and 
Leicester University. The Ll data is from school students 
in Leics. preparing for G.C.S.E. The main data is drawn 
from free writing in essays and from elicitation by gap-
fill. 
The quantitative findings reveal that the register and 
maturation variables show up different repertoires of 
cohesion, and that Ll and E.S.O.L. students develop cohesion 
differently. The E.S.O.L. data is also examined 
qualitatively with quotations from scripts. 
This is data-driven research, of pragmatic validity. The 
empirical sections discuss many small findings about 
cohesive patterns which may be of use to teachers working 
with similar students. Overall the sequence of acquisition 
seems to be from common core connectives towards more 
advanced cohesion containing topic-organising connectives 
and attitudinals. The evidence of core connectives can be 
interpreted in the light of Accessibility theory, in that 
they may represent universals of cognitive maturation. The 
evidence about attitudinals can be interpreted in the light 
of modern theories about negotiated meaning and "discourse 
communities". 
The pedagogical implications of these findings are discussed• 
alongside textbook examples of how cohesion is currently 
taught with such students. It is asserted that progress 
towards an enlarged repertoire of cohesive devices must go 
beyond immediate co-text and syntactic constraints towards a 
more holistic view of the text, taking into account the 
wider socio-semiotic context of the writer's and readers' 
presuppositions. 
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SECTION 1 INTRODUCTORY 
Introduction 
The impetus for this research comes from my teaching 
experience of first year students at the University of 
Botswana in 1979. The English Department serviced all the 
other faculties except Science with 6 hours per week of 
English for all students. 3 hours of this was supposed to 
be English Language and 3 hours was English Literature. 
A few diploma students did the 3 hours language only. 
There were suggestions that the course should be confined 
to English Language without the requirements of reading the 
prescribed novels and poetry anthologies.However,this was 
strongly resisted especially by lecturers from the other 
departments, notably the social sciences, and by the 
staff at the Swazi campus to which the University was 
linked at that time. The general feeling was that 
students improve their English by reading more and that 
such literature develops the mind. 
Within the English faculty, the staff-student ratio of 
this enormous load of First year "service" English 
	 meant 
that there were pressures to fill these hours with lectures, 
to set assignments which were as quick to mark as 
possible,and to set essays which require holistic marking as 
infrequently as possible. 	 However, the students,who were 
enjoying 
	 the set-books, were eager to write essays in 
response to the literature part of the course than the 
language. So decided to use the literature essay to look at 
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some of their essay-writing problems. 
The literature course we were developing was intended to 
give the students a grounding both in traditional English 
literature and the literature of African writing in English. 
In subsequent years, for those choosing to do English 
courses, there were parallel options in both, and each 
student would have to do some of each before graduating. 
For the first year, the titles had been carefully chosen, 
by a Tanzanian colleague, to enable comparisons to be made. 
For example, two of the set-books were Conrad's Under 
Western Eyes and Ngugi's A Grain of Wheat, which are both 
set in societies which are being challenged by revolut-
ionary radicals, with characters who betray and are be-
trayed. So we set an essay: 
"Compare and Contrast the characters of Mugo and 
Razamov" 
as a test both of their skills in literary appreciation, 
and of the basic ability to write essays of comparison. 
When the essays came in for marking I was much struck by 
the aap between the two skills. The students were - respond-, 
ing well to both books, and knew the main points to make 
about each character. The problem was how to structure 
these into the requirements of the essay. With some stud-
ents this was a problem of overall organisation of ideas 
into paragraphs. Some students even did the essay in two 
parts: one on the character of Mugo and one on the char- 
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acter of Razamov, with very little comparison indeed, 
except in a concluding banal sentence., But many more 
tried to make comparisons point by point and produced 
clumsy sentence-construction in their efforts. 
For example: 
With no limitations, I really do sympathise with 
the victims, Razumov and Mugo. The poor back-
ground, of having no parents, from which Mugo 
and Razumov come from, have revealed them to 
be the first and nearest people one could turn 
to in times of trouble. They are uses as... 
tools of self-defence. Surely if. it was not of 
the above reason, I doubt if Haldane and Kihika 
could have dared to take refuge in the places 
of this two people, because on the otherhand, 
this Haldane and Kihika had never come closer 
to the two victims, until the last day, when 
they came up with trouble accompanying them." 
The main point the student is trying to make is one that 
had been discussed at tutorials but this student is hav-
ing difficulty in putting these ideas into coherent 
English. The topic-fronting of "the poor background", 
though it fits the student's emphasis of ideas, is an un-
wise start to the sentence. The final cadence of the 
argument 
"never come closer....when they came up with trouble 
accompanying them" 
has an almost Biblical poetry in its repetition and rhythm, 
but it is "unEnglish". However, the main problem which this 
student shows is trouble with cohesive markers, either 
avoided or circumlocuted. 
The clumsy sequence 
"Surely if it was not of the above reason" 
is a circumlocution for the word "otherwise". A neater 
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way of expressing that "because on the other hand" would 
be ."especially because". 
I looked for other problems in these essays with cohes-
ive markers, especially in the linking required for compari-
sons. There was a group of errors in sentences with than: 
" He was prepared to put up with the bad treatment 
than go home" 
" He is very much concerned with his future than 
anything else" 
"...because he lived happily than the people" 
Many students used "with" where "like" would have made the 
comparison more explicit: 
"With Razumov, he (i.e Mugo) found it worthwhile to 
be sent as a spy." 
"On the other hand" was over-used, especially in positions 
where "similarly" or "similar" would have clarified the 
comparison: 
"On the other hand, Mugo had the same family back-
ground as Razumov." 
"Mugo on the other hand was also constantly hurt by 
discussions." 
"Mugo on the other hand endured the same conditions" 
All these examples seem to me to reveal lack of practice 
in writing "compare and contrast" essays and uncertainty 
about the appropriate cohesive markers. Thus my research 
project has sprung out of a teacher's hunch arising from 
a particular sample of essays. 
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1982 ) and Interlanguage studies (Selinker, 1972; Corder, 
1981; and many others,as analysed by Ellis, 1985), it seemed 
it might be fruitful to investigate if sequences of 
acquisition could be discovered in the feature of language 
that had attracted my attention as a tertiary level teacher 
7 namely cohesive devices. In surveying_the literature, it 
seemed that although cohesive devices had attracted 
linguistic analysis, most notably by Halliday and Hasan 
(1976), and were increasingly the target of ESP and EAP 
textbook writers (Jordan, 1983; and the English in Focus 
series of the 1970s , systematic research into empirical 
data on student acquisition of cohesive devices was lacking. 
Types of Theory 
Thus this research started from a data-driven base, and 
aimed at inductive processes. The risk of such research is 
that it becomes descriptive rather than explanatory. 
McLaughlin (1987,p.8) contrasts the advantages of deductive 
and inductive theories respectively saying that deductive 
makes more interesting claims, while inductive remains close 
to the data; and the disadvantages, that deductive is remote, 
from the data, while the inductive makes more limited 
claims. For the pedagogical aim, research that produces a 
number of little observations (say, on the actual usage of 
one or more target features) is useful for those teachers 
who want insights into their students' likely problems and 
progress. In McLaughlin's analysis of the inductive 
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Chapter 1 
The Basis of Theory 
The underlying assumption of research into language 
acquisition is that learners start from zero and then 
gradually enlarge their stock of usable language items. At 
any given stage of development, some items will be within 
this usable stock and some will be beyond it. Repertoire 
research should thus reveal significant stages in the 
processes of learning, which should be of interest to class-
room teachers, as well as to those who compose syllabi and 
write textbooks. Choosing, for this particular research, to 
investigate the gradual acquisition of cohesive devices by 
near-tertiary students reflects the importance of their 
eventually gaining a command of a full repertoire of English 
cohesive devices, as used in academic expository writing. 
The starting point for this research were the problems of a 
homogenous aroup of E.S.O.L. *1 students (Setswana Li) doing 
obligatory English courses in the first year of University, 
as reported in the Introduction. The motivation for 
investigating cohesive devices was thus pedagogical: how to . 
assist these and similar students to improve their academic 
writing. Under the influence of the current (circa 1985) 
swing in applied linguistics , towards theories of sequences 
of acquisition (Krashen, 1982; Dulay, Burt and Krashen, 
1E.S.O.L. = English for Speakers of Other Languages 
(to appear as ESOL for the rest of this thesis text), 
a term more appropriate than E.S.L. (English as a 
Second Language) for multi-lingual regions. 
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approach "there is no jump to theoretical statements until a 
large number of empirical relationships,.have been 
established. " 
At the early stages, particularly with inductive research, 
one is dealing with "proto-theory", a collection. of insights 
that have yet to be brought together into more systematic 
theory. Long (1985) also analysed Second language Acquisi-
tion theory with reference to Reynolds (1971) distinction 
between the "research-then -theory" (=the data-driven 
inductive method) and the "theory-then-research" (=the 
deductive method). He classifies one type of the latter as 
the "causal-process" form and states that it has the 
advantage of offering an explanation of a process, whereas 
a "set-of-laws" theory (which is what can be derived from 
the data-driven method) "simply reports what is known about 
a process at any moment" (page 391). 
Does this imply that a data-driven method can never attain 
to aeneralization, or to useful predictions that give 
insight into language learning processes ? If it is not 
possible to follow through one group of students 
maturationally across several years, then cross-sectional 
samples can still provide some indication of strong 
tendencies in similar groups. By taking multiple "snap-
shots" then, within the inductive methodology, it should 
then be possible to make some generalizations about process, 
which have, at least, some pedagogical usefulness. 
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Evaluating Theory 
Kaplan (1964) proposed 3 criteria for evaluating theory: 
correspondence, coherence and pragmatics. Research that is 
close to data should have no difficulty with 
"correspondence", provided the data field to be•investiaated 
is clearly delineated and defined. For -this reason, of 
establishing "correspondence validity"; the next chapter of 
this thesis sets out what is meant by the term "cohesive 
devices", and which aspects came under special scrutiny 
during this research. 
"Coherence" is likely to be a problem in inductive research 
in that a set of "limited claims" or findings are less 
stimulating to other researchers than the "more interesting 
claims" of deductive research based on richer 
generalization. 
"Pragmatics" should be well to the fore in data-driven 
educational research, even though the resulting claims 
are limited. But this pragmatic value may be at variance 
with the coherence value. For example, theories of language' 
acquisition that would score high on coherence (for example, 
Chomsky on Universal Grammar Parameters, or Krashen on the 
Monitor Hypothesis) have not proved to be of much pragmatic 
use for teachers and textbook writers. 
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Cognitive Universals  
With reaard to coherence validity, one initial "grand" aim 
was to see if the acquisition of- cohesive devices can 
illumine Accessibility theory (McLaughlin, 1987). This 
theory declares that the closer a language feature is to 
core universals, the easier it is for the learner (For 
further discussion of the literature on this see page 92-93). 
Comrie (1981) asserted that the interlanguage of Li children 
and L2 learners takes into account universal tendencies of 
language processing, related to universal perceptual/ 
cognitive factors. 
This underlying interest in "universal tendencies" provides 
this thesis with two lines of exploration: that of trying to 
capture the acquisitional sequences of L1 students, and that 
of comparing this with the repertoire of ESOL students at 
various staaes. As the research began with a homogenous 
croup of ESOL students of Setswana Li, there was a basis for 
some contrastive analysis (see page 231 ), but with the more , 
diverse group of students from London, the numbers of any 
one L1 group were too small to investiaate systematically 
differences between different Li groups within the ESOL 
subjects. 
The sequence of acquisition to be explored is not only that 
based on acquiring individual connectives, but also between 
each category of connective, taking relational semantic 
domains (temporal, causal etc), as a whole. The sequence of 
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acquiring and utilizing these relational domains may reflect 
universal features of cognitive maturation (with, for 
example, maybe the time sequence indicators emerging before 
the explanatory or causal). 
Then within each relational domain there may be 
prototypical ways of expressing the domain, with 
these core terms being acquired first (according to 
Accessibility theory). Further refinements of meaning 
within each domain, at different levels of delicacy, would 
then emerae later in the sequence of acquisition. 
Thus in research that compares English Ll and ESOL 
acquisition, one would expect to see the prototypical 
cohesive devices emerge securely in the repertoire first, 
before the more delicate ones. 
For Ll, the prototypical devices emerae in the earliest 
years of language learning, as reported in Perera's review 
(1984) of the research (see Chapter 4). However, 
comparable research on the later staaes, of the Secondary 
school years, when the more delicate words could be presumed 
to emerge, is lacking. 
Pragmatic validity 
As this research was launched with the pragmatic motive of 
discovering data that could shed light on student progress, 
it would seem important to try to locate the findings 
within the possible learning history of the students. Thus 
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the interest is not simply on "acquisition" in Krashen's 
sense (see page 57) but also on whether learning can 
facilitate or quicken the "natural" process. In fact, it 
was not possible to investigate systematically the learning 
history of the students who provided the data. 
However, a third line of exploration, that of investigating 
the cohesive devices found in different essay tasks, has 
possible implications for plotting learning sequence. The 
data uncovered under this heading, called the  register  
variable in the tabulations of the appendices, has obvious 
implications for the planning of writing syllabi, and the 
type of essay tasks chosen for assessment at different 
levels (both in Ll and ESOL examinations). 
Conclusion  to Chapter 1 
Thus this research, although data-driven, is shaped by three 
lines of exploration into the acquisition of cohesive 
devices: 
1. a search for differences in the data according to the 
writing task ( narrative, descriptive or expository): the 
register variable; 
2. a search for differences in the repertoire between 
students of different age-groups: the maturational variable; 
3. a search for differences in the repertoire of cohesive 
devices (and the errors) displayed by English Ll and ESOL 
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students respectively : the cross-lingustic variable. 
As explained in the overview of procedures (Chapter 6), the 
main methods used were quantitive, but within the inductive 
paradigm of research, it was also possible to uncover, among 
the minutiae of the "soft data" (see Chapter 9) and of the 
analysis of gap-fill errors (see Chapter 11), some findings 
which could be of use to teachers closely engaged in the 
problems of the teaching/learning of cohesive devices. Thus 
the value of such research is not so much that of contribu-
ting new theory to the fields of either reaister, 
maturational or cross-linguistic research, but that of 
bringing up evidence within a particular domain of language 
acquisition, in other words, empirical findings with 
pragmatic validity. 
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Chapter 2 
The Cohesive Devices To Be Investigated 
Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in English  (1976) distinguish 
5 types of cohesive ties: 
substitution 
ellipsis 
reference 
conjunction 
lexical cohesion 
A tie that they omit is apposition, which is analysed by 
E. Winter (1982). For the frequency counting on the essays, 
it was decided to ignore substitution, ellipsis, apposition 
and lexical cohesion. The latter is very important in 
academic writing, but the scope of this thesis could only 
skirt around this field of research, touching lexical 
matters mainly with regard to the lexis of argument words. 
The category of reference has been included in.connective 
counting. 
Of sentences and clause-s 
One decision to be made early on was whether to study only 
inter-sentential cohesion or to look at intra-sentence 
cohesion as well. Halliday and Hasan, because they were in 
reaction against the prevailing dominance of sentence-level 
grammar, chose to concentrate on the connectives that 
function between sentences. However, for this thesis, it 
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was decided to include all types of connectives for the 
data-collection because both the inter-sentential and the 
intra-sentential contribute to the texture of a text. 
A further reason for this decision is that the difference 
between a clause and a sentence is a fairly recent one in 
the chronology of linguistics. The term "sententia" in 
Latin meant primarily a thought, an opinion, a proposition, 
and it later became a term of grammar. Emma Vorlat (1975), 
after her reading of the grammarians of the period 1586-
1737, concludes: 
"There is no agreement on whether the conjunction links 
only sentences, or also clauses and even words. As far 
as clauses are concerned, the distinction clause-sent 
ence was not current at the time, at least not in the 
earliest period, though it was known even then." 
Bearing in mind this ancient confusion about sentences and 
clauses, this research has included all types of 
connectives: those connecting words, clauses and sentences. 
Ruclaiya Hasan (Halliday and Hasan, 1976:Ch.l,p.8)is at 
pains to define cohesion as beyond mere structural or 
grammatical links: 
"All grammatical units - sentences, clauses, groups, 
words - are internally 'cohesive' simply because they 
are structured 	
 (p7) 
There are certain specifically text-forming relations 
which cannot be accounted for in terms of constituent 
structure; they are properties of the text as such, 
and not of any structural unit such as a clause or 
sentence. Our use of the term COHESION refers speci-
fically to these non-structural text-forming relations 
	
Since cohesive relations are not concerned with 
structure, they may be found just as well within 
a sentence as between sentences. They attract less 
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notice within a sentence because of the cohesive 
strength of grammatical structure;,.since the sentence 
hangs together already, the cohesion is not needed 
in order to make it hang together.. 
Cohesive relations have in principle nothing to do 
with sentence boundaries...Only certain instances 
of cohesion could be treated structurally, and only 
when the two items, the presupposing and the presup- 
posed, happened to occur within the same sentence. 
But, as we have seen, the question whether the two fall 
in the same sentence or not is irrelevant to the nature 
of the cohesive relation; cohesion- is a more general 
notion, and one that is above consideration of structure." 
This is good authority for investigating cohesion both 
within sentences and between them. 
In addition,there are some pedagogical reasons for this 
all-embracing approach. One view of student progress in 
writing ability would be that students learn first the easy 
paratactic connectors, and and then. Then they progress to 
writing which exhibits a grasp of subordinate clauses, but 
they may also show some uncertainty about which connectives 
are used with substantives and which with clauses (errors 
confusing because of and because, for example). It is only 
at a more advanced stage, when faced with the demands of 
expository prose, will the student be challenged with inter-
sentence connectives. Some students make errors of punctua-.  
tion at this stage, uncertain of the borderlines between intra-
sentential and inter-sentential links in their writing, even 
though they are trying.to use connectives at all tagmemic 
levels, word, clause, sentence and paragraph links. There-
fore it seems sensible to include all these types of 
connective within the scope of this survey of scripts. 
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There is a further reason for examining all types of 
connective in the Botswana scripts and that is the importance 
of sentence-linking as an explicit criterion in the marking 
scheme for these scripts. See Appendix 3 to note that 
"sentence structure and linking devices" appear for the A 
class, and varied or correct sentence structure appear for 
the other classes. ' Does this suggest that the most that can 
be expected of the below-A class is varied/correct intra-
sentential links, but that only the A class would have got a 
repertoire of inter-sentential links ? It is hard to get 
other evidence of this, as I did not chance upon an A 
script. 	 However, in Appendix -5, after each quotation from 
various scripts, the marker's comments [in square 
brackets] indicate that sentence structure or linking werO 
quite often borne in mind at the point of deciding upon the 
mark. 
Categories of Connective 
If one is looking for a full list of cohesive devices to use 
for repertoire research, there is choice between the 
linguists who used corpora and those who did not. Although 
Halliday and Hasan's 1976 book on Cohesion dominates the 
field, it is important to realize that it is based on 
"notions" rather than observation of actual language use. 
What Halliday and Hasan did was to analyse cohesive devices, 
"by the application of some notions about them, to reduc 
them to some sort of order, to discover some sort of 
regularity in them." 
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This method of analysis can be contrasted to more empirical 
attempts, like that of Winter (1971), who analysed 
scientific texts and found 5 categories of connectives 
accounted for 89% of the total: 
Logical sequence: thus, therefore etc 
Contrast: however, in fact 
Doubt and Certainty: probably, possibly, indubitably 
Non-contrast: moreover, likewise, similarly 
Expansion: for example, in particular 
Another empirical enterprise to classify connectives is that 
of Quirk, Greenbaum and Leech (1972) using the London 
University corpus, even in those days before computer 
scanning techniques were developed. It is interesting to 
note that their lists are much fuller than the Halliday and 
Hasan one, and includes devices for emphasis; amplifiers and 
attitudinal adjuncts. Some of the points made in these more 
empirically based discussions are dealt with later in this 
chapter. 
Meanwhile it is important to establish how far the 
connective counting methods used in this research follow the 
categories of Halliday and Hasan, or of the other linguists 
mentioned above. Halliday and Hasan's 1976 analysis of 
connectives contains the following table: 
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Textual Structural(logical) 
paratactic 	 hypotactic 
and Also, and and 
yet However, yet although 
so Consequently, so because 
then Subsequently, then after 
It can be noted that the word logical stands boldly besides 
the heading for the columns labelled Structural. 	 Does this 
suggest they think that logic is to be found at the sentence 
level only and not between sentences among the Textual ? 
The firm line between paratactic and hypotactic can also be 
questioned. S. Greenbaum (1969) gives a rather different 
table labelled 	 "Co-Ordination-subordination gradient", 
for a list of 5 connectives: 
and, or, but, for, so that. 
He comments firmly: 
"We can see from this matrix table that there is a 
gradient from the "pure" co-ordinators and and or 
to the pure subordinators, such as if and because, 
with but, for and so  on the gradient. In this 
study the co-ordinator will only be applied to and_ ' 
or.and but." 
In my count of cohesion from the Botswana scripts, I prefer 
to follow Greenbaum's ruling on the co-ordinators, and I 
counted for parataxis only the clauses beginning with the 
Greenbaum co-ordinators. 
Greenbaum reserves the term "conjunction" for the 5 words 
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in his gradient table, and uses the term "conjunct" for all 
the other connective words. 
Halliday and Hasan use their 4 categories of ADDITIVE, 
ADVERSATIVE,CAUSATIVE AND TEMPORAL for all sub-classifica-
tion of connectives. Some of the sub-classifications fit 
somewhat awkwardly under these main headings. For 
instance, comparisons are put under ADDITIVE, for both 
similar and dissimilar, thus on the other hand and 
by contrast are additives rather than adversatives which 
one would expect. Conditionals are put under CAUSAL, thus 
not making a distinction between factual sentences of the 
type 
"If it rains, then the soil gets wet': 
and hypothetical conditionals 
"If he had missed the train, he would have telephoned," 
"Has he missed the train?" "In that case, he would have 
phoned 
and inferences: 
"He must have caught the early plane; otherwise he 
would have telephoned!' 
This example has to use the textual connectors, in that case  
and otherwise because Halliday and Hasan focussed on inter-
sentential connectives, so it is not fair to them to 
extend the argument to words that come under the hypotactic 
category. 
Greenbaum categorizes differently . Otherwise is put 
in a different category called "inferential".  Similarly 
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comes under additive as it does in Halliday and Hasan, 
but Greenbaum does not attempt to fit the terms of 
contrast under the same sub-category. The connective count 
used for the Botswana scripts utilized a separate 
column for all strucures of comparison, whether for "like" or 
"unlike". 
There is also a separate column for conditionals, which 
included otherwise, and included both the material 
(i.e. factual) and hypothetical conditionals. There was also 
a separate category for alternatives, either/or,which fit 
under additives in Halliday and Hasan's scheme. 
As already explained, Halliday and Hasan's firm distinct-
ion between hypotactic and paratactic and textual 
means that their table only includes what they would 
classify under textual and paratactic.It omits because 
and although presumably because these are subordinating 
or "hypotactic". Greenbaum goes into these distinctions 
much more thorbughly.For instance his discussion of though 
displays his principles of classifying: 
4
A concessive clause introduced by though is often 
mobile with respect to the superordinate clause: 
Though he is poor he is happy 
He is happy though he is poor 
In these two instances though is undoubtedly a con-
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junction. We can,however, juxtapose the clauses and 
place though at the end of what had before been the 
superordinate clause. 
He is poor. He is happy, though. 
though is now a conjunct. 
His earlier discussion of the difference between the co-
ordinators and other conjunctions has used "immobility" in 
front of its clause as the main distinguishing feature of all 
conjunctions. 
The connective counting method used on the scripts over-rode 
any fine distinctions between co-ordinators and conjunctions 
(in Greenbaum's sense) or between parataxis and hypotaxis 
(in Halliday's sense). Parataxis and hypotaxis were counted 
by a different method, of a sentence complexity count, as 
described in Chapter 8. But for the connective counting, 
both inter-clausal connectives (the ones which Greenbaum 
says are immobile in front of their clauses) and inter-
sentential links were counted together, bearing in mind, as 
stated earlier, that the punctuation errors of students 
may blur the differences anyway. The categories chosen 
were: 
Additive 
Contrastive 
Deprivative 
Alternative 
Comparative 
Causal (which included results and inferences) 
Exemplar 
Conditional 
Time 
Reference. 
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For the initial count of the Botswana scripts, two other 
categories, labelled Textual 1 and-Textual 2, were also 
allowed for. The intention was to collect in these the 
cohesive devices which were inter-sentential. The 10 cate-
gories listed above would take in the inter-clausal links. 
Textual 1 was intended to take words, like And and But, 
which in the sentence-initial position convey a link with 
the previous sentence. 	 Textual 2 was supposed to take any 
types of inter-sentential connectives. But in fact these 
two columns had such sparse entries, from the Botswana 
scripts at least, that they were,not included under the same 
headings in appendix 2 or 4. For Textual 1, there was an 
insignificant count on And and But. Intersentential use 
of the ( see note on the in appendix 2), was meraed into the 
"Reference" category. For Textual 2, the few instances were 
put into a mixed category re-labelled "Focus". This 
category of mixed, mostly "textual" inter-sententential, 
connectives proved to be most interesting. Although they 
were sparse in the Botswana scripts, they were more numerous 
in the Hinckley expository scripts, where the list is re-
labelled "rarer" connectives for appendix 12. In appendix 
13, the same data on "rarer" connectives is sub-divided 
under some of the headings of the original 10 categories, 
but listed separately under "rarer" to make the comparative 
tables clearer. Also some new category labels appear in this 
"rarer" list: 
Summary 
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Specificity 
Generality 
Topic Organising. 
Emphasis or Truth Loading 
In order to understand how these categories relate to 
cohesion, it is necessary to probe further into how textual 
surface forms relate to propositional content. 
How does cohesion relate to coherence ?  
Writers on text linguistics try to distinguish between 
coherence and cohesion: 
"a text does not make sense by itself, but rather by 
interaction of text-presented knowledge with people's 
shared knowledge of the world." 
(de Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981) 
"the use of connectives pre-supposes that the sentences 
(i.e propositions) are connected" (van Dijk,1977,p.46) 
"..in order for the reader to confirm (a) sentence as a 
plausibly true aeneralisation...he needs to know some-
things about the larger situational context which 
provides him with particulars which enable him to 
confirm it as true...the reader brings to the generali-
sation presented as "new" ...his "given" (what is known 
to him from the larger context of the expected..)" 
(Winter 1982) 
"So far I have been talking about cohesion and coherence 
as relationships which obtain between propositions and.  
illocutions. In fact, I think it is preferable to 
conceive of these relationships not as existing in the 
text but as established by the inter-active endeavour 
of participants engaged in a discourse." 
(Widdowson, Explorations 1, 1979, p.255) 
"Research investigating the nature of textual coherence 
using the cohesion concept has not found cohesion 
causally related to a text's coherence.... 
To say that one is giving a linguistic description of 
text is to say that one gives a description independent 
of any of the broader contextual factors that may 
influence the interpretation of a text's meaning. 
As linguistic description, cohesion analysis cannot 
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presume to describe a text's coherence; rather it must 
assume coherence and then describe the linguistic, 
cohesive consequences of this coherence." 
(Mosenthal and Tierney, 1984 p.240) 
Each of these writers is referring to the "truth" behind the 
text. 	 Cohesion'is supposed to reflect coherence, but 
cohesion measures will not necessarily validate the 
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coherence of the assertions or propositions that they join. 
This becomes important when considering how to evaluate 
writing, especially expository. It is possible to have 
writing which looks cohesive, in that some connectives are 
in evidence, joining clauses and sentences, but they are 
spurious, not fitting with the underlying propositions. In 
the Austrian scripts, in Appendix 21, the teacher was 
clearly on the alert for "spurious links". In assessing the 
correctness of answers for the gap-fill, solutions were 
assessed as wrong if they did not fit the underlying 
argument, regardless of whether or not they fitted 
syntactically. So there are two sorts of "contexts" which 
condition the choice of connective for a aap-fill, the 
immediate co-text of the surrounding syntactic structures, 
and what Winter calls "the wider situational context". An 
interesting question, to be investigated in Chapters i0 and 
analysing the Gap-fill results, is whether some items (or 
some students ?) are constrained more by co-text problems or 
more by the wider situational misunderstanding. 
Halliday and Hasan pondered over the meaning of connectives 
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and came up with a polarity of terms, "ideational" and 
"inter-personal": 
"What these connections are depends in the last resort 
on the meaning that sentences express, and essentially 
these are of two kinds: experiential, representing the 
linguistic interpretation of experience, and inter-
personal, representing participation in the speech 
situation." 	 (1976, p.238) 
This polarity is given other labels: "internal" and 
"external", and then exemplified (p.321): 
External 	 Internal 
so He drove into the harbour one 	 We're having guests 
night. So they took his licence tonight. So don't 
away. 	 be late 
then He stayed there for three years. He found his way 
Then he went to New Zealand 	 eventually. Then 
he'd left his papers 
behind 
The second example seems clearer than the first: "external" 
represents a sequence of physical movement, whereas 
"internal" represents the sequence of mental operations 
(the physical leaving of the papers happened before the 
finding the way, but the discovery of this, the mental 
operation, was later.) 
In the first example, both instances of "so" answer the 
question "why", and both are based on assumptions of social 
norms. In the "external", the explanation is a report of a 
fact, and in the "internal" the "so" joins a statement about 
the future to an imperative. Is it just the illocutionary 
force of that imperative which puts this in the category of 
"internal" and located more in "the interaction" ? 
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In an earlier discussion of sentences with so, Halliday and 
Hasan acknowledge that the internal/external polarity is 
somewhat difficult to perceive: 
"the value of the distinction we are drawing is 
precisely that it is general to all the different 
relations that enter into conjunction. When we use 
conjunction as a means of creating text, we may exploit 
either the relations that are inherent in the phenomena 
that language is used to talk about, or those that are 
inherent in the communication process, in the forms of 
interaction between speaker and hearer; and these two 
possibilities are the same whatever the type of 
conjunctive relation...the line between the two is by 
no means always clear-cut; but it is there, and forms an 
essential part of the total picture." (p.241) 
Indeed the line is not always clear-cut, which is why the 
connective counting used in this thesis did not utilise this 
Hallidayean polarity of "internal" and "external". However, 
because of the nature of the common hypotactic connectives, 
in being more connected to external phenomena, at any 
rate when used for narrative and description tests, as in 
the Botswana scripts; it can fairly be assumed that most of 
the instances in the 10 common categories would be classified 
under Halliday"s "external" while many of the instances in 
the list of "rarer" connectives are more "internal" and to 
to do with mental positioning with regard to the proposi-
tions within the communicative interaction. 
Matching the swing of theory away from structuralist 
description and towards communicative paradigms, text-
linguistics began to to locate meaning primarily in the 
interaction between the participants of a dialogue. Nine 
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years after writing the above in Cohesion, Halliday 
(1985 p.11) )wrote this: 
"Now, with the sort of social-semiotic perspective that 
we are adopting here, we would see the text in its 
"process" aspect as an interactive event, a social 
exchange of meanings. 	 Text is a form of exchange; and 
the fundamental form of a text is that of a dialogue, 
of interaction between speakers. Not that dialogue is 
more important than other kinds of text; but in the 
last resort, every kind of text in every language is 
meaningful because it can be related to interaction 
among speakers, and ultimately to ordinary everyday 
spontaneous conversation." 
This argument shows how linguistic trends had moved from the 
heyday of register analysis, and text-linguists who tended 
to scrutinize text-structure separate from the social 
interaction, towards a type of discourse analysis which takes 
full account of the dialogic nature of every kind of 
communication, including written texts. 
Oral Devices 
With regard to cohesive devices, it must then be asked to 
what extent are there connectives which are more appropriate 
to spoken dialogue and to what extent are there special 
connectives for written registers ? This is a question 
which can be investigated empirically by work on corpora 
that differentiate spoken and written collections (Sinclair 
and Coulthard, 1975; Biber,1988). If there are connectives 
which are special to different registers, then this has 
interesting implications for repertoire research. Do 
learners gain first the connectives pertaining to the spoken 
modes ? Do they gain the appropriate text connectives only 
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as they become familiar with the registers, not only 
passively in comprehension but also productively in writing? 
These are questions to be investigated (see Chapter 11, p.18/ 
about use of oral connectives in L1 writing, and Chapter 3 
about the effect of different registers and task types). 
With regard to oral connectives, there' may be special 
problems when they are transferred to writing. Some of 
their meaning is conveyed by intonation (Halliday and Hasan, 
1976 page 271), stress and pausing. Indeed close analysis of 
this comes up with interesting examples, like Greenbaum's 
observation (1969) that whereas the temporal then usually 
has a full vowel sound, the illative use of it usually shows 
in a weak schwa sound. Although features like stress cannot 
be indicated through the written version, pausing, 
especially after inter-sentential initial adjuncts, can be 
indicated, by punctuation. Skill, or otherwise, with this 
comma-ed adjunct proved a discriminator in the gap-fill test 
with the group most likely to opt for oral connectives: the 
Ll schoolchildren from Hinckley (as discussed in Chapter 12) 
Attitudinals  
The categories of connectives chosen for investigation 
included not only the standard syntactic categories (causal, 
temporal etc) but also some attitudinal adverbials 
(like "surely"). The reasons for this inclusion are: 
1) That other researchers into cohesion and discourse 
(Greenbaum, 1969; Winter 1982; Stubbs 1983,1986) have 
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paid special attention to what Greenbaum calls 
"attitudinal adjuncts." 
2)that insights, from cross-linguistic research, 
especially from Setswana, the L1 of the students in the 
initial research ,suggest that the devices indicating 
truth credence of propositions is a vital feature of 
adult communication. 
By "truth credence" is meant how much trust the interlocu-
tors can place in the propositions being communicated. This 
is both a matter of pre-suppositions (the schema and prior 
knowledge in the minds of those communicating) and of 
attitudes (the pre-dispositions to accept or reject that 
kind of proposition from that kind of person). 
This is a more communicative aspect of cohesion than "lower 
level" syntactic devices, more communicative in the sense 
that it has to take into consideration more of the 
subtleties of the communicative process, the context, the 
pre-disposition of the potential "receivers" of the message, 
even their "community of discourse" (Swales, 1990). This 
greater awareness of the total communicative process is 
known to be acquired with greater maturity (A.P.U. reports 
1983 on Language Performance in Schools). The ladder of 
acquisition envisaged here starts from a "lower level" of 
intra-sentential devices and ascends with linguistic 
maturity, to inter-sentential devices and then to adverbials 
that express emphasis, attitude and truth loading. Thus the 
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data includes both connectives and discourse markers. 
Some of the "rarer" connectives or discourse markers have 
been labelled in Appendix 13 as "truth loading": connectives 
such as surely and undoubtedly feature here. It will be 
recalled that "Doubt and Certainty" was one category that 
Winter (1981) found in his connective count on scientific 
texts, as quoted above. If "coherence" refers to "shared 
knowledge of the world", as suggested by -de Beaugrande and 
Dressler, as quoted above, then the discussion impinges on 
the deep questions of epistemology. 
Logical Positivism (Ayer, 1936) proposed only 2 sorts of 
"truth" : that of "analysis" for propositions which are 
verified by the rules of logic, and "synthesis" for those 
which can verified empirically, by reference to external 
phenomena. The latter somewhat resembles Halliday's 
category of "external". But linguists, especially those 
quoted above, are more interested in the co-operative 
validation of truth, rather than empirical or logical 
methods. What matters for the coherence of discourse -is the, 
extent to which the participants (or potential participants 
in the case of communication directed at a wider public 
audience) are able to co-operate in a shared understanding.  
of truth. 
de Beaugrande and Dressler repudiate the logician's truth 
conditions in favour of "cognitive thresholds": 
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"at which human beings are disposed to recognize 
objects and believe statementsY. 
This suggests that cognition may be a two stage process: of 
identifying the phenomena, and then of mental assent to this 
identification. 
	
This explains why adjuncts which express 
"doubt and certainty" may be such an important feature of 
expository texts. Halliday and Hasan (1976) are curiously 
unilluminating on this vital aspect of cohesion, although 
they touch on it in the hotch-potch section labelled 
"continuitives" (p.267) 
The corpus-based writers on cohesion are more interested in 
this line of enquiry. Greenbaum (1969) analysed words like 
surely, indeed, certainly, actually, and really. He came up 
with a table that shows whereas discussion texts have a 
frequency of 3.6 of these attitudinal adjuncts per 1000 
words, science and theology have less. Student essays he 
looked at contained only 1 per 1000 words, which probably 
reflects the hostility of the educational establishment (A 
level teachers and examiners) to putting in loaded words 
into expository prose supposed to fit in with the Western 
tradition of "objectivity". The BBC, with a count of .4 of 
these adjuncts, fitted this tradition superbly. 
An interesting question is whether different cultures put 
different values on expressions of "truth loading". 
This is a question to re-visit in more detail in the chapter 
on contrastive analysis and cross-linguistic transfer 
(Chapter 13). Meanwhile it can be pointed out that one does 
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not have to be a polyglot to see that different cultures of 
communication seem to put different values on truth-loading. 
Spoken varieties of English, for instance, as overheard on 
the bus, or at the school gates, contain plenty of truth-
loading expressions: 
she never....you don't say...really...after all, she 
couldn't hardly.. 
Some of these are found mainly in speech, while others have 
been developed for written or more formal registers. Biber's 
book (1988) gives lists of those found in written texts. 
Various terminology has been applied to them: "attitudinal 
adjuncts"; "hedging"; "pragmatic connectives". As Stubbs 
(1983) pointed out: 
their uses in everyday English are not reducible to 
their logical function in the propositional 
calculus, but have to do with speakers giving 
reasons for having confidence in the truth of 
assertions, or otherwise justifying speech acts. 
It is. these connnectives that have been slotted into the 
category of "truth loading" in the connective counting. 
Organisation of Propositions 
Most methods of evaluating writing tend to list separately 
"organisation of content" from "sentence structure" (see 
examples of examination marking criteria, Appendix 3 and 
Chapter 11). Problems of cohesion span both. Some cohesive 
devices (the hypotactic ones) shape the syntax of the 
individual sentences while other devices, the "textual" 
ones, shape the "shared understanding" of the propositions 
that make up the total text. 
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Some of the connectives listed among the "rarer" serve a 
function in delineating the shape and scope of the 
arguments. There are some which specify the particular 
aspects of the topic: in the case of, as regards, both put 
in the category of "specificity", and there are others which 
take a wider focus, generally, overall, put in a category 
termed "generality" which probably overlaps with "summary". 
There are some connectives which serve as signals that topic 
organising is going one: considering with its opposite 
regardless, or this said, or techniques of enumeration. 
These connectives appear to be more " mature" in that they 
appear in expository prose and are regarded as essential in 
the teaching of English for Academic Purposes. (see further 
discussion of this in Chapter 3) 
Positioning' and Information  Flows 
Greenbaum, basing his analysis on a corpus, was able to make 
interesting observations on the position of conjuncts: 
When therefore appears within a the clause and is fol-
lowed by intonation or punctuation separation, it tends 
to focus on the previous linguistic unit, e.g. 
"The hydrogen atoms also, therefore, must occupy 
positions appropriate to these same unit cells" 
In the Survey corpus therefore usually occupies initial 
position in texts drawn from spoken English, while in 
written English it is prevalent before the lexical verb 
or after the equative verb be.' 
A disadvantage of the crude manual connective counting 
which was the method used for this research is that some of 
the phenomena which Greenbaum observed with regard to 
position were not taken into account. Computer programmes 
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developed since this research began, such as the Oxford 
Concordancing Programme, facilitate recall of all instances 
of a target word in a corpus + the sentence context. 	 Thus 
it is now easy to look for relative frequency of different 
positions of connectives within sentences in different types 
of texts or scripts. 
One means of differentiation is the positioning of the 
clauses within the information sequence of a text. This is 
why contextual investigation of connectives is more revealing 
than single sentence examples, or invented instances. E. 
Winter (1982) analysed some instances of although to 
illustrate his argument that but and although, contra Quirk, 
are not equivalent. 
The key statement of his argument is (p.111) 
.(The) ignoring of the information status of the clause 
is characteristic of both traditional and modern lingui 
stics.. 
(information status) is one of the principlal tools we 
use to describe the contextual differences beween the 
meaninas of subordinate clause and independent clause. 
By "information status" he is referring to the Prague 
School's distinction between "given" and "new", as Winter 
explains: 
'For 'new', we take the clause as presenting its 
information as 'not assumed known' or 'not taken for 
grante.d'; and for 'given' we take the clause as 
presenting its information as 'assumed known' or taken 
for granted (as true): 
He gives examples showing that the although clause 
in the front position conveys a different emphasis with 
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regard to the aiven-new flow of information from the. 
although clause in the end position, identified by him as the 
difference between deductive sequence (of the front posi-
tion) and inductive sequence  (of the end position). These 
arguments about clause 'arrangements show how irrelevant it 
is to try to teach connectives away from actual texts where 
the ordering of information can be discussed. These 
constraints do feature in the Gap-fill where this matter 
will be taken up again in discussion (Chapter 10). 
This has implications for the teaching of connectives, as 
Crewe (1990) pointed out with his trenchant criticism of 
teaching lists of spuriously "synonymous" connectives. A 
neat taxonomy of different "functions", with supposedly a 
choice of connectors under each was a favourite exercise of 
some E.A.P. textbooks, as discussed in Section 4. But such 
superficial treatment of connectives avoids the deeper 
problems about information flow through an argument and the 
truth status of what is being asserted between those enaaaed 
in the communicaton pfocess. 
The above arguments, it has to be admitted, show up the 
disadvantages of a crude connective count on a set of 
scripts. Such a connective count will not reveal where 
errors have been made in positioning clauses wrongly. For 
this reason, during the connective counting on the Botswana 
scripts, "soft data" has also been collected: interesting 
examples of clause order that violates information flow 
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norms, or where topicalization has over-ridden normal clause 
order. (see Appendix 5) 
Conclusions to Chapter 2  
This chapter is intended to lay the groundwork for the 
empirical chapters which tabulate the data. Some of the 
discussion has touched on large questions of the philosophy 
of meaning, and the insights of applied linguists into 
coherence/cohesion have been quoted. 
This has assisted in establishing the terminology which will 
be used in the empirical chapter, as the categories used 
there span both intra and inter-sentential connectives, as 
well as discourse markers which convey attitude or "truth-
loading". 
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Section 2 The Literature Survey 
Chapter 3 
Register and Genre  
The purpose of this chapter is to survey the literature 
about how writing skills are developed in relation to the 
writing task. This is in order to set, the analysis of one 
of the variables under consideration, namely "register", in 
the context of educationists' debates about it. The heading 
of this chapter uses the terms both "register" and "genre", 
but they should not be regarded as interchangeable, as 
chronologically there have been developments in thinking 
from the 1960s use of the term "register" (see the quotation 
from Tiffen (1969) on page 52) to the use of the term 
"genre" by Swales (1990). This chapter will discuss further 
these various developments in thinking about both text-
analysis and writing task. In other parts of this thesis, 
for example in Appendix 1, and in Chapter 7, the term 
"register" is used on its own for the sake of brevity. 
However the term should be understood to include some of the 
insights of those who came after the 1960's "register" 
analysts, most notably when discussion touches on the more 
communicative aspects of writing such as the use of truth 
credence devices (already referred to in Chapter 2 p.35). 
Syllabus Design and Register  
As this thesis is motivated by pedagogical implications, it 
is important to investigate how matters relating to 
"register" get taken up into educational practice, that is 
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to say, into textbooks, into examination syllabi, and into 
teaching practice. Textbook writers and syllabus designers 
make decisions about the order of learning, decisions which 
are then put into effect in the classroom, as the pupils 
proceed through the textbook or through the tasks assigned. 
A key question for the researcher is to askif these 
decisions are based on arbitrary guesswork about the best 
order of progression - or if some empirical research can be 
designed to prove that one language task is "easier" than 
another. "Easier" is put into caveat marks here to indicate 
that a lot of related research questions would be contained 
within it. 
This thesis looks at one aspect of writing tasks - the 
type of cohesion demanded -using empirical data on 3 
variables (register;language background of students; 
maturity)- and comes up with some findings about what is 
"easier" on the evidence of which cohesive devices are 
clearly in the repertoire of the majority of the students. 
The assumption is that such evidence may be useful to guide 
both syllabus design and teaching praxis. 
However, it must be pointed out that not all the educational 
literature about writing tasks is derived from looking at 
data by linguistic methods. Some of the writers referred to 
below were primarily educationists rather than linguists. 
Thinking and analysis of writing tasks is of immediate concer 
to textbook writers and syllabus planners and examination 
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boards. However, linguists have also contributed to this 
thinking. So for the purposes of this chapter it must be 
assumed that there is a potential creative inter-play 
between the academic linguists (working usually within 
tertiary institutions) and those involved with school-level 
language education. In some years and situations this inter-
play has been more visible than at others, and in at least 
one case cited in this chapter the conduit, or person making 
the link between the theorists and the teachers, is 
identified and cited (see Grieve (1964) on page 51 below). 
In the literature survey of this chapter, the educationists 
are looked at first, and then the linguists. The 
educationists are looked at with a special focus of the 
extent to which they contributed to the making of the 
ESOL syllabus (Cambridge Board for overseas students) that 
was'in use in Botswana at the time of the first phase of 
data collection for this thesis (1985). 
The Transaction-Expressive Continuum in Writing Tasks 
In order to understand the rationale behind the essay 
choices of the Cambridge syllabus (see Appendix 3, ), it is 
necessary to delve back into British educational theory, as 
the thinking with regard to writing tasks appropriate to 
mother tongue students of English is also reflected in the 
ESOL syllabi. 
Educationalists of this century have postulated different 
ways of categorising writing tasks. The difference between 
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what constituted an essay and what a composition used to 
matter (H.M.S.O handbook 1954) with the essay being the more 
restricted, controlled type of writing. Both terms are now 
used indiscriminately, as this thesis does. Nesfield in 
1922 made a distinction between technical and non-technical 
writing, with elaborate categorisation of the latter, to 
include "reflection" and "censure", essay types that do not 
appear to be in demand in today's class-rooms and examina-
tions ! Another influential categorisation is that of I.A. 
Richards in 1924 who postulated 2 main categories of 
writing: emotive and referential. Britton drew up a contin-
uum for writing: 
TRANSACTIONAL 
 
EXPRESSIVE 	 POETIC 
 
The transactional is the language of getting things done, of 
informing, persuading and advising. The poetic has the aim 
of creating a pleasing piece of. writing, an artefact. While 
transactional writing is in response to a practical need, of 
the reader or writer or both, in poetic writing, the reader 
is assumed to share the writer's delight in the creation of 
a pleasing piece of writing. The poetic is, indeed, within 
the Belles Lettres tradition, of "Spectator essays", or of 
Lamb and Hazlitt, but brought into the classroom, with 
topics within the experience of young people, like the old 
favourite "My first day at School". 
The writing of most elementary children is expressional or 
transitional as they move out of the more egocentric phases 
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of childhood into greater awareness of audience and situa-
tion. So the insights of child psychology suggest that 
transactional writing would be a more mature form of writing 
than the earliest efforts of egocentric story-telling. 
However, research into the skills of children in 
transactional writing is not cited often, possibly because 
transactional writing is usually what is done at home, 
whereas the teacher at school used to set writing tasks that 
demanded the "expressive" mode. The relevant point here is 
that whereas most school writing is done just for the 
teacher, with the aim of practising writing, the other sort 
of writing, done at home, transactional writing, is done 
with specific purposes and readers in mind. 
However, there has been a growing awareness of the need to 
set writing tasks at both ends of the transactional-
expressive continuum, especially as the students go through 
their secondary level schooling. By the mid-1970s, both the 
J.0 syllabus for English language and the Cambridge overseas 
0 level demanded 2 pieces of continuous writing, the first 
could be more "creative" (constrained only by the short 
essay title given) and the second was a more "factual" 
piece, with the context and target reader often specified: 
the first was an "essay"; the second usually "a letter", in 
the J.C., while in the Cambridge examination it is a task 
tied closely to some stimulus material such as pictures. 
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Writing Syllabi in Africa 
A textbook that was much used in Africa, Ogundipe and 
Tregidgo (1966), sets the tone for the revolt aaainst the 
"Belles Lettres" tradition of creative writing: 
"There is a strong tendency among pupils to regard 
composition-writing purely as a stunt, having no 
connection whatever with the normal familiar world 
around them....both linguistically-and educationally, 
it is highly desirable to combat this attitude. 
Pupils should be encouraged to approach their written 
work as if they were saying: This is me, writing 
simply and naturally about what I know about...above 
all NO LITERARY PRETENSIONS 
they then go on to set out a syllabus for Secondary writing 
thus: 
Book 1 Stories, dialogues and conversation, personal 
letters. Straightforward composition ...is restricted 
to the easiest kind: narrative. 
Book 2...with the addition of compositions requiring 
systematic explanations and reports ("expository" 
composition). 
Book 3....with the addition of business letters, 
telegrams and simple essays of ideas. 
Book 4 & 5...with the addition of speeches, letters of 
application, minutes of meetings and more difficult essay 
of ideas. 
As can be seen from the above list, these writing tasks 
include both "compositions" and transactional writing, such 
as letters and telegrams. There is an explicit direction of 
progress indicated for compositions from the easiest kind: 
narrative" to "the more difficult essays of ideas." This 
then is an example of educationists asserting that there is 
a discernible ladder of difficulty for writing tasks - this 
presumably on the evidence of much teacher experience. 
These difficulties would consist of all or any of:  
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the aspects of the writing task. For example, it could be 
shown that planning for a story is "easier" than planning 
for an essay on ideas ( in that a story has a pre-set 
"normal" order, the chronological, whereas the writer has a 
bewildering choice for the organisation of an essay- on 
ideas). However, for the purpose of this thesis, these 
other aspects of what constitutes "difficulty" are not under 
research. The aspects that are looked at the linguistic 
demands, specifically of connectives, of different essay 
tasks, with three types of essay under scrutiny, the 
narrative, the descriptive and the expository, all of which 
featured in the essay choices of the 1985 Cambridge examina-
tion done by the Botswana candidates who provided the 
initial data. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the tutors of the first 
year students in Botswana had a well-founded suspicion that 
students had not had enough practice at expository essays in 
their last years in secondary school. It would seem fairly 
obvious that the connectives that these students failed to 
use (for example, similarly, in the samples quoted in the 
first observation study in Botswana) would not be so likely 
to crop up in writing that is narrative or descriptive, 
unless comparison is built into the task. 
Thus although the rationale for varying the writing tasks, 
both in syllabi, textbooks and examinations, goes well 
beyond the micro-level of sentence and text-analysis, for 
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the purpose of this thesis, these micro-level observations 
of connectives were undertaken with the aim of 
demonstrating to what extent variety of writing task, of 
"register", might contribute both to exhibiting and to 
increasing the repertoire of cohesive devices attained by 
language learners. 
Examinations and Variety of Writing task 
If different types of writing tasks demand different skills, 
then should they be subjected to the same grading system ? 
This is obviously a matter of some importance in an 
examination which is used, as in Botswana, to sort the 
candidates out for further training or not. If there are 
choices of writing tasks in the English examination, can 
some candidates be penalised because they opt for more 
difficult writing tasks ? In Britain, the Assessment of 
Performance had this to say on the problem of task 
variability: 
"with regard to the relative difficulty of different 
tasks, the results of the study indicated that, in some 
measure, judgements on the pupil's writing ability were 
dependent on the task undertaken (although the extent of 
variation in marks that could be related to task 
differences was minor compared to that accounted for by 
differences between pupils). The findings therefore 
lent support to the decision that had been taken to 
devise a procedure for assessment that would take 
account of the relative difficulty of each of the tasks 
employed, in making an assessment of the writing ability 
of pupils1' 
It would be possible, of course, to adjust for differences 
statistically, if it was found that the average for one exam 
essay choice was very different from another. 
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One school of marking in Canada has taken the arguments 
about genre seriously enough to systematize it into their 
marking system. They have developed the system of "Primary 
Trait marking" (Lloyd Jones, 1977) in which the marking 
allocation scheme varies from year to year depending on the 
genre of writing demanded by the questions for "free" 
writing. 
The British National Curriculum has shifted the whole burden 
of assessment away from examinations and towards continuous 
assessment of folders of work. For the Midlands G.C.S.E.board, 
(1990) these folders have to contain writing of the different 
genres: personal, narrative and description, as well as 
expository. 
My random selection of Botswana scripts has produced a 
sample that shows a higher average mark for the narrative 
writing. But I was unable to get a clear answer from the 
Cambridge Board as to whether they found statistical adjust-
ment necessary in this case. 
Text and Register 
The term register began to impinge on teachers in Africa in 
the mid 1960s. Tiffen (1969) claims that many teachers were 
puzzled by the term when it was used by Grieve in his 1964 
report to the West African Examinations Council. 	 Grieve 
recommended that students be examined on their ability to 
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use particular registers appropriately. Tiffen then goes on 
to define register as topic-related language: 
"Registers are words, phrases; and structures that occur 
together in discussing a particular topic;' 
It is a definition dated by its narrow focus on the 
structures and words of a text, rather than its purpose and 
communicative situation. This kind of view of reaister led 
to research into texts that counted sentence types, 
estimated proportions of passives and progressive verbs, 
modal auxiliaries etc. The readability of texts was being 
assessed by such computational measures, for vocabulary 
using word lists in the tradition of West(1953), and for 
sentence complexity using the formulae surveyed in Chapter 
6 below. Such register analysis matched the needs of 
textbook writers to specify the stages of a structural 
syllabus. 
By the mid 1970s, socio-linguistists were insisting on the 
social context of discourse. Halliday's definition of 
register (1978, p33) includes not only "field" (which 
equates to Tiffen's topic) but also "tenor" which refers to 
the social roles of the participants in the discourse, the 
"mode" which is the method of communication (oral/written, 
telephone/memo etc). 
During the 1970s register analysis was harnessed to the 
burgeoning market for ESP books. The launching of the 
English in Focus (1973-1978) series marked a trend in this 
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as did the work of Trimble (1978) in the rhetoric of E.S.T. 
(English for Science and Technology)As the use of computers 
increased in Universities, it became easier to collect and 
quantify instances of particular structures and words in 
different types of texts. Tim Johns in Birmingham in 1986 
encouraged his students to build up collections of EST texts 
to facilitate such class-room based investigations. Douglas 
Biber (1988) is coming up with illuminating quantitative 
data on the structures used by different genres and modes 
(oral/written) through text analysis by computer. 	 All 
this suggests that whatever research tool is used for 
investigating the use of cohesive devices by students, the 
register of writing is a crucial variable to be taken into 
account. If we are interested in the maturational stages of 
language acquisition, then the stages when the different 
registerslpecome familiar to students is pertinent to the 
research. 
Product  and Process in Writing Syllabi 
As is well known, a syllabus can be designed around the 
product or the process. Those who make the end-product 
paramount tend to engage in careful scrutiny of the target 
language behaviour - either the text, or the typical 
discourse of the target situation(s) the students is being 
prepared for (Munby,1978). Within this product-based school 
of analysis, there are various sub-divisions to be dis- 
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cerned, such as the register-analysis school referred to 
above, discourse analysis (Hoey,1983; Coulthard and 
Montgomery, 1981) and genre analysis (Swales, 1990). 
Discourse analysis and some text linguistics (van Dijk, 
1977) differs from register analysis mainly in the shift 
away from sentence-level features with - discrete points of 
grammar and vocabulary and towards inter-sentential features 
with an interest in what makes texts/discourse cohesive 
(Halliday and Hasan 1985). 
As Halliday and Hasan assert in their seminal 1976 book, what 
makes a text cohesive is both internal links (the linking of 
the sentences, vocabulary etc) and external links to a 
a view of reality shared by addressor and addressee(s). In 
other words, they have a firmly social-semiotic view of 
meaning. 
Recent expositions of genre theory (Swales 1990) also locate 
the language of specialized texts, "genres", in "discourse 
communities". Swales is working mainly with ESOL students 
requiring high-level academic writing. His 1990 book araues 
for a social view of these level writing tasks: the 
students' proficiency with the language goes closely with 
their increasing familiarity and confidence within the 
discourse community, especially with regard to tasks such as 
the writing of research papers and conference abstracts. 
Interesting though this is, it is not for the present useful 
with regard to the problems of pre-tertiary students. 
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They are not yet having to perform "genre" tasks in Swales' 
sense of the word. The writing tasks of pre-tertiary 
students are just writing practice or examination essays - 
destined for the teacher or the marker, not for a discourse 
community. So regrettably large aspects of writing research 
that relate to writing purpose have to be discounted here. 
Then what about the other sort of syllabus, that of 
process, which is more centred around the learner ? 
Research into acquisition must be related to beliefs about 
the process of learning. We are not just interested in the 
current state of the repertoire, what we can perceive of it 
through some sample act of language performance: we are also 
interested in how the students acquired that repertoire, 
what they have fully acquired and what they can only use 
imperfectly. Why do they apparently perform with ease 
certain language items. while they make persistent errors 
with others ? Are the explanations to be found in the 
class-room, in the syllabus. the text-books, the teaching, 
or with the evolving discoveries about language acquisition, 
and how the brain processes and assimilates hew language ? 
or both? The research here described is an attempt to work 
backwards from the evidence of some sample text-as-products 
to some insights into the acquisition process of these 
students, specifically with regard to cohesive devices. 
Thus it fits in with the Error Analysis (see p.105) 
approach, which also works backwards from the product to the 
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process. However, these seminal writers on error analysis 
do not seem to have investigated systematically the variable 
of register or writing task. Are some learners more prone 
to certain types of error when faced with certain defined 
tasks ? Or is their "avoidance" ( in Schachter's temino-
logy, 1974) more conspicuous ? 
In the data collection for this thesis, the insight about 
avoidance derived from the Error Analysis literature is 
important because the frequency counts can indicate norms of 
repertoire for the whole group for the given register, and 
thus the deficiencies become cause for comment when compared 
with the higher achievers within the same group (see p.176) 
or with a more advanced group. The "soft" data of direct 
quotation from essays also provides evidence of errors, of 
cohesive devices, that are attempted but are not yet secure 
in the repertoire. 
Conclusion to Chapter 3 
With regard to the register variable, an overriding question 
to consider, for its pedagogical implications, is whether 
some writing tasks, or registers of writing, make greater 
demands of cohesion than others, and therefore that this 
should be taken into account by teachers and planners of 
syllabi. 	 The arguments of both educationists ( on 
different writing tasks), and also of linguists (about 
product and process in student writing),surveyed in this 
chapter, provide insights for data-collection on register. 
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Chapter 4 
Maturation 
Acquisition and Learning - a survey  of the theories  
The term "acquisition" is associated particularly with 
applied linguists such as Krashen (1982) who postulate a 
polarity between "acquisition" and "learning", with acquisi-
tion referring to natural language learning, beyond class- 
room instruction. 	 None of the research studies reported 
here were controlled for variables of input (naturalistic or 
within a syllabus) or for groups of students where the 
background language history vis-a-vis naturalistic or class-
room instruction were categorically known, although 
obviously it must be assumed that Li students have plenty of 
naturalistic input whereas some of the ESOL students in the 
Botswana data would have had input mainly from the class-
room. But it would not be apposite to suggest that L1 
students merely "acquire" (i.e. naturalistically) their 
repertoire whereas ESOL students "learn" theirs. It must be 
assumed, for the purposes of this chapter, that instruction 
has an effect, or could have an effect, on both Li and on 
ESOL students. Nonetheless, it is worth considering the 
ideas that evolved in the course of acquisition studies to 
see what bearing they might have on the cohesion data 
uncovered here. 
Firstly, to avoid the danger of false extrapolation, it is 
important to note the differences: most of the studies 
relate to a lower level of language than the near-tertiary 
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level investigated here, and they focus on certain primary 
grammatical morphemes (such as negatives, or plural -s) 
rather than higher levels of intra and inter sentential 
cohesion. However, that acknowledged, it is still worth 
looking at some of the key terms that emerged from the 
debate about acquisition versus learning. 
For example, when researchers found that the attainment 
order of certain grammatical morphemes was similar across L2 
learners of different Ll origins, this was explained by 
Dulay and Burt (1977) as evidence of common coanitive 
processing, the "creative construction" hypothesis. Krashen 
attributed "acquisition" to these common cognitive 
processing strategies. Class-room instruction, and explicit 
teaching of arammar rules, was demoted in favour of 
naturalistic language contexts which supplied rich "input" 
to enable these natural processes to get to work. 
Some researchers, such.as Felix and Simmet (1981), provided 
corroboration for this polarity of "acquisition" versus 
"learning" by a study which showed that their subjects 
(German High school students) acquired English pronouns in a' 
sequence different from that presented in their instruction. 
Similarly Wode (1981) having surveyed various types of 
language learning (in children, in foreign and second 
language learning, in pidginization and creolization, 
claimed that the developmental sequences reflected universal 
processing tendencies, and that teaching procedures and 
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materials should not run counter to these. 
A further study of acquisition sequences, this time in 
German, was made by Pieneman (1984) looking at Italian 
immigrant children acquiring German naturalistically. Using 
a sequehce already established in former surveys of 
immigrant workers use of German. Pieneman established in an 
experiment of classroom instruction lasting 2 weeks that the 
immigrant children could only progress to a certain stage 
via instruction when they are "ready", i.e. children at 
stage 3 could progress to stage 4, following instruction for 
stage 4, but not the children who were at stage 2. This he 
explained by the "learnability hypothesis", and from that 
"the teachability hypothesis" that learners cannot by 
instruction skip a stage, but that instruction can speed up 
progress to a stage they are ready for. 
Michael Long (1983) had reviewed various studies which 
showed both children and adults developing language at a 
faster rate while receiving instruction, but Krashen (1985) 
argued that this outperformance by instructed learners could, 
be attributed to the fact that the classroom for beginners 
was a richer source of comprehensible input than their 
linguistic environment beyond the classroom. Long continued 
to point out (1987) that instruction was also shown to be 
beneficial in more advanced learners, who could be presumed 
to have access to a richer linguistic environment beyond the 
classroom. 
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In the 1987 article, Long pursued his arauments on the 
merits of instruction by scrutinizing the findings of 
researchers who have done experimental studies of both 
naturalistic and instructed language learners. With regard 
to Pavesi's study (1984), Lona put forward an argument about 
the focus on form that instruction provides. Pavesi, using 
Ochs(1979) term "planned discourse", interpreted her 
findings of the superior performance of the instructed 
learners to their classroom exposure to "planned 
discourse". Long concludes that learners pick up "marked" 
features not because of exposure to "planned discourse" (in 
which the marked features would not be perceptually salient 
to a learner), but because instruction, with a focus on 
form, draws a learner's attention to such features. He 
picks on an experiment by Zobl (1985) with low-level 
learners of French as corroboration of this, as Zobl 
hypothesized that naturalistic learners, exposed mostly to 
unmarked data, do not attain the same level as instructed 
learners who get the marked data. Long concurs that this 
helps to explain the faster rate of learning for those under 
instruction, and also the propensity for fossilization under 
naturalistic conditions for those exposed mainly to unmarked 
features. In conclusion, Long states his own view that 
focus on form is the key feature of language instruction 
because it makes the learners perceive, both in classroom 
input, and in input from the world outside, the saliency of 
the targetted features. 
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The above summary of some of the arguments around the 
learning/acquisition polarity shows that there may be 
problems in utilizing such hypotheses for this study of 
cohesive devices. As Long himself pointed out (1987), one 
of the vague areas of Krashen's assertions was the level of 
language attainment of the students he was applying it to. 
The above mentioned studies are all based on students of a 
lower level than the students used in the studies reported 
in this thesis. So it is a big question how far the 
findings of the studies reported can be extrapolated up to 
higher and more complex levels of learning. Rather than 
attempt this in any rigorous fashion, it would seem more 
fruitful to take some of the key terms used in the debate 
and see how they would apply to the language and situation 
of the students in the studies reported here. First, with 
reaard to the language, the studies focus on "cohesive 
devices". So the question must be asked - how does the 
theory of markedness apply to them ? The theory of 
markedness goes along with typological studies, and with 
research into implicational scales of language processing. 
Unmarked features are the most basic and simple: marked are 
more complex. Thus accessibility theory would posit that 
unmarked features are the easiest and marked features the 
more advanced. 	 With regard to cohesive devices then, which 
would be the marked and which the unmarked ? The cross-
linguistic data, as well as the acquisitional data, suggest 
that some devices are more basic than others: and and but  
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are more basic than moreover and albeit. The latter are 
also associated with more formal, even Slightly archaic, 
style, and with written registers. 
The difference between oral and written cohesive devices has 
been referred to several times (p.38). Does the polarity 
oral/written have any bearing on the polarity 
naturalistic/instructed, as discussed above ? With regard 
to Ll students, it is probably assumed that they learn their 
oral repertoire naturalistically but need to acquire their 
written repertoire, at least partly, by the ordered sequence 
of a syllabus. Many Secondary teachers would agree that the 
oral repertoire is primary, and that weak students, having 
problems with written registers revert to the oral forms (as 
borne out in the gap-fill results reported here). However, 
there has been less research on the effects of instruction 
on the oral repertoire at this Secondary level. The 
backwash effect of the National Curriculum English 
syllabus, and of a syllabus which provides for the 
continuous assessment of the 4 skills is that there 
undoubtedly will be more focus on instruction for oral 
repertoire. 
Under Krashen's Monitor theory, fluency appears to be prized 
more than accuracy in that fluency is acauired through 
naturalistic learning whereas accuracy is the "polishing up" 
of utterances by the Monitor, which is rule-governed. 
Fluency and naturalistic methods are more linked, of course, 
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to oral interaction than to formal lessons in writing. 
Beyond Krashen, researchers with psycholinguistic interests 
have come up with theories about automaticity and control. 
According to Bialystok and Sharwood Smith (1985), language 
output manifests variability depending an how much "control" 
is exercised or how automatic it is. The goal of every 
language teacher, of course, is get the "correct" language 
so internalised that the output is "automatically" correct - 
as it is in an Ll speaker. But with learners, control or 
attention-to-form affects accuracy. The experiment of Ellis 
(1987) showed that students required to write for an hour 
produced more accuracy than students require to relate 
orally, which he attributes to the greater availability of 
planning time for the written work which enables more 
accurate structures to be produced. Skehan (1987) also 
explored psycho-linguistic factors in speech-planning in 
terms of the limited capacity of the short-term memory for 
complex control decisions. Thus attention to form is only 
possible where there is not much else demand on the short-
term memory, which is not the case in the oral output of 
language learners. 
This survey of the literature of S.L.A. (Second Language 
Acquisition) thus reveals a dichotomous list: 
learning 
in classroom 
accuracy 
rule-governed 
control/ monitored 
writing 
acquisition 
in real life immersion 
fluency 
subconscious processing 
automatic 
oral 
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Of course, it is false to conflate all the items on any one 
side of the dichotomy. It is possible to have fluent 
writing, or rule-governed oral output. But for the purposes 
of this chapter, the discussion has to be mainly related to 
the left-hand side of the dichotomy. 
The croups of students investiaated for this research were 
all undergoing formal instruction, either in English as 
their Ll or as ESOL students. The relative effects of 
formal instruction versus naturalistic learning were not 
specifically investigated, although some of the findings on 
the Ll students with regard to oral-type cohesion suggest 
that their "natural" Li cohesion outweighs any influence of 
school-based input. 
Early. Syntax acquisition in Ll 	 studies 
Studies of language acquisition in pre-school children have 
to use speech data. Long before children learn to write, 
they have already climbed some way up the ladder of arammar 
acquisition through their oral/aural language experience. 
Most children are using some forms of coordination and 
subordination in their speech before the age of 3 (Clancy, 
Jacobsen & Silva, 1976; Limber, 1973; Hood, Lahey, Lifter & 
Bloom,1978). Children start by a juxtaposing propositions 
without using a connective, but by the aae of 3 or 4 some 
conjunctions appear (Clancy et al., 1976; Johansson & Sjolin, 
1975; Miller, 1973). The skill of developing appropriate use 
of conjunctions develops all through the elementary school 
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years (Inhelder & Piaget,1964). Studies by Katz and Brent 
(1968) and Neimark and Slotnick (1970) indicate that 
development continues into the years at College. 
Researchers can either collect their data about this 
naturalistically or experimentally. With the naturalistic 
method, one type of research, mostly done by parents who are 
linguists with their own offspring (de Villiers, 1979), 
involves keeping a detailed diary of the first hearing of 
each significant language segment, from single words, 
through to several words together, and then to simple 
sentences, and then compound. The Bristol Child Language 
Project (Wells,1974) involved collecting tape-recorded 
samples from a larger group of children at regular inter-
vals. A Cross-sectional study was done by Fawcett and 
Perkins (1980) on English-speaking Welsh children using 
tape-recorded sample's from one age-group and then comparing 
these with matched subjects from another age-group. The 
samples were collected in 2 structured situations: firstly 
peer-group conversations while the children were construct-
ing a Lego house and secondly in an interview with an 
adult. 
However, one drawback of Naturalistic studies is that 
though they enable to researchers to count the first 
appearance and frequency of certain language features, they 
do not facilitate studies of comprehension. So experimental 
methods have been devised, using pictures or toys, to elicit 
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the utterances to be studied. An obvious disadvantage in 
some of these experiments is that the test situations and 
sentences often seem rather forced. The child is being 
compelled to respond, when both the grammar and the situa-
tion may seem unusual. This elicitation method can be 
defended, however, by - pointing out that this skill is often 
what is needed at school, where reading books might confront 
a child simultaneously with unfamiliar context and difficult 
language. To what extent knowledge of the context is the 
most powerful factor in language comprehension is an inter-
esting question which can apply both to these pre-school 
studies right up to studies of tertiary students. 
For the naturalistic method, the criteria used for the 
counting can vary. Do you count only the first appearance 
of a structure, or wait until it is firmly established and 
error-free ? And how should errors of various types be 
assessed ? Some are mere slips of the tongue in hurry or 
tiredness, but some show incomplete grasp of the structure. 
It requires some linguistic judgement to sort out such 
errors. 
Some researchers (Brown et al.,19697 Menyuk,1969; Bloom, 
1971) of children's language development observe such 
features as word order of early clause utterances. Brown 
observes adverbials which gradually increase as the subjects 
progress through primary school. The study by Loban (1963) 
shows that children have quite a large repertoire of clause 
patterns at the primary school stage, but they use only a 
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few -SVO,SVOA,SVA,SVC- for most of the time. Loban also 
commented on the flexibility of phrase use within those 
basic clause patterns in the primary age repertoire. For 
the purposes of this study of cohesion, studies of clause 
development are relevant, but other aspects of language 
acquisition studies, such as the appearance of tenses, of 
negatives, of modals,of questions of different types, have 
to be left aside. So this account will be continued 
concentrating on those studies which have some bearing on 
cohesion, largely following Perera (1984). 
Modifiers  
In a large unpublished study by Rosenberg and Koplin (1968), 
reported Perera (1984), subjects of various ages were asked 
to join simple sentences. 	 The youngest children joined 
the sentences with and 
I have a coat and it is red 
while the adults and older children tended to use modifiers: 
I have a red coat. 
The study shows that the ability to handle modifiers, both 
before and after the main noun, developed gradually, not 
reaching "adult norms" until the age of about 15-16 on 
average.This evidence from a large Ll study should be borne 
in mind by expatriate teachers in Botswana where the post-
noun modifiers of Setswana result in frequently clumsy 
adjectival clauses in L2 English such as: 
She hung out to dry her dress which was wet  
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What this implies for the cohesion count on Botswana scripts 
reported here is that excessive use of and and which could 
be a symptom of ianorance of more - fluent modifier 
structures or avoidance because of uncertainty about them. 
and 
The earliest cohesive marker to be acquired is and in 
English, being used both to link nouns and also to link 
clauses and sentences. Its earliest instances, in 
utterances such as "Mummy and me" is not relevant to this 
study of cohesion. However it is worth noting that the and 
with the function of joining compound clauses appears early, 
at 2 and a half (Bloom et al. 1980) and frequently. Limber 
(1973) remarked that compound utterences first appear 
without and at about 2 and a half years: 
you lookit that book; I lookit that book Phrasal joining 
then precedes clausal joining (de Villiers 1977, Hakuta et 
al. 1982). They first appear in clauses that are 
reversible: 
you play with this one and I play with this 
(Limber,1973) 
before the use of and in clauses which convey temporal 
sequence: 
you snap and he comes ( Brown'2 1969) 
Menyuk reports that and is used by 95 of her subjects in the 
3-7 age-range. The Fawcett and Perkins' transcripts show 
that it is probably more frequently used in conversations 
with adults, that are mostly descriptive and narrative, 
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whereas peer-group talk is more commentative at that age. 
and and but  
There is some evidence that and is used as an all-purpose 
connector in the early years so that children have diffi-
culty in elicitation tests designed to test how well they 
distinguish and and but. Robertson(1968) tested children 
aged 8 to 12 in a study of conjunctions and adverbial 
sentence connectors. The average for all connectors was 
67%, the score for and was 60.9 while the score for but 
was 66.6. 	 Robertson's method was multi-choice completion 
of a sentence chopped after the connective. Perera comments 
that given 4 choices many of the children found all the 
alternatives acceptable after and, which illustrates its 
all-purpose function in this early stage. 
But and adversatives 
Hutson and Shub (1975) found that 6 year olds got 75% of the 
and sentences right but only 42% of the but having put and 
frequently in the but sentences. By 12 years, they get high 
scores on both, so they appear to have sorted out the 
distinction at that age. 
Katz and Brent (1968) used pairs of sentences to test 
the comprehenson of but: 
Jimmie went to school but he felt sick 
Jimmie went to school but he felt fine 
Only 19% of the younger children chose the first sentence as 
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correct, while in the older age group 68% of the children 
made this correct choice. 
A study of secondary school children by Gardner (1977), 
using similar methods of sentence completion like Robertson, 
and multiple choice gap filling shows the finding that 
confident use of but and yet improves during these years, 
with an 18% increase for but, and 17% increase for yet  
between the ages of 11 and 15. 
All these studies cited above use elicitation methods. Thus 
particularly in the samples from the young age-groups, the 
validity of the test items may be threatened by the 
different views of the phenomena as seen by the child and by 
the test-constructor. In the Katz and Brent example above, 
for instance, a child who frequently feels sick in the tummy 
in the course of the school day would prefer the first 
sentence linked with and. In other words, the decision about 
the correctness of and and but in those examples would 
depend not so much on the arammar as on your view of the 
frequency of feelings of sickness in the context under 
discussion. We are back again at the problem of shared or 
unshared coherent contexts. For this reason, I would put 
more faith in the naturalistic studies which study the 
frequency of such connectives in spontaneous speech, for 
example the study by Katz and Brent which found that 12 year 
old used but much more frequently than the 7 year olds. 
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Clausal Development  
Turning now to complex sentences, studies (Bowerman 1979, 
O'Donnell 1967) show that the use of subordination begins 
quite early. Noun clauses, such as 
"I'll show you what I want" 
begin early, but Menyuk (1969) found no examples of noun 
clauses in the subject position in her data on children aged 
3-11. O'Donnell's count of the proportion of types of 
clauses shows that the proportion of noun clauses remains 
about the same (34% for kindergarten children and 35% for 
the 13 year olds) whereas the number of adverbials increased 
by 13 % over the same aae-span while the number of 
relatives declined by 14 %. The easiest time clause is with 
when which can be uttered by 2 year olds (Marsland, 1980) 
Menvuk in her sample of 3-7 year olds found that 82% used 
because clauses, 39 % so clauses and 36% if clauses. 
By the age of 8 children can use a wide repertoire of time 
connectors (Fawcett and Perkins). O'Donnell's tables show 
that the significant increases in the use of adverbials 
occur between the ages of 5 and 6 and again between 11 and 
13. Time, Reason and Condition are more frequent than 
Result and Purpose introduced by so. Other adverbial 
clauses of place, manner and concession are rarer in the 
expression of primary age children. (only 1 although 
in Fawcett and Perkins sample, and none in the Katz and 
Brett data). 
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Before and After  
In the research designed to test the comprehension of 
certain connectives, it has been noted that the order of the 
clauses may affect understanding significantly. A standard 
test of such sequences for younger children involved getting 
them act out or draw the sequence they understand from a 
sentence with a before or after in it.  According to 
Perera's summary of this research, some (Clarke,1971) 
suaaest that before is semantically easier than  after. 
Others (French and Brown,1977) sugaest that children 
decode whatever is in the main clause more readily than the 
subordinate. Coker's study (1978) seems to reveal that 
there is special difficulty, among subjects aged 6-7 years, 
when the order of clause does not match the seauence of 
events and the first event appears in a subordinate clause. 
With 9 year olds, Bormuth found that the the violation of 
time seauence was the most significant. 
I once did a test with a class of Batswana students on 
before and after sentences. The teaching intention, if 
-recall, was to help them to be more flexible with the clause 
order when we were looking at writing about PROCESSES. I had 
an idea that. there might be a problem of language transfer, 
for although Setswana has forms that can be directly 
translated into the English before and after, it also has a 
lIn Setswana, Botswana is the name of the country, but 
Batswana is used to refer to persons (plural). 
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way of expressing a series of actions (using  a bo a) in a 
list of verbs in chronological sequence of performance 
( even more than the sequence of 3. verbs which is the norm 
in English). The test consisted of various before and after 
sentences, some right and some wrong. The students had to 
spot those that were wrong and correct them. There was a 
definite tendency among the weaker students to mark wrong 
the sentences with clause order violating the time sequence, 
for example: 
"Before he took off, the pilot talked to the control 
tower" 
But when we were discussing this example, I suddenly 
realised that although our class-room was alongside the 
airport perimeter, many of the students had no idea of the 
sequence of events inside the cockpits of those machines 
that roared close by our class-room roof. At least one 
student seemed to have assumed that the pilot starts 
talking to control tower only AFTER getting into the air. So 
this is yet another piece of first-hand experience which has 
revealed to me how very difficult it is to disentangle the 
testing of cohesion from that of comprehension, of grammar 
from that of schema. 
Causal Connection 
Some studies which have looked at the comprehension of 
because sentences: namely, Emerson (1979);Flores d'Arcais 
(1978) and Pearson (1975) have shown that up to the age of 
12, at least, children's understanding of these sentences is 
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better if the sequence is the same as the time 
sequence.Emerson showed that non-reversible  because 
sentences appear to be easier than reversible ones which 
have the because clause in the second position. Sample 
sentences from test are: 
He could hear the loud noises and laughing because he 
went outside 
He went outside because he could hear the loud noises 
and laughing. 
The task was to rearrange pictures to fit the sequence, 
which was achieved "successfully" by only 66% of the 
subjects. My comment on this is that the two sentences above 
do not represent a replicated task and that a picture 
seauence test is a simplistic way to test the subtle use of 
because in English. I interpret the problem as being that 
because is used both for true causation and for explanation: 
thus in Emerson's test items, the first sentence is an 
explanation while the second expresses causation. A 
sentence can easily be invented using because in the 
explanatory sense which has the verb in the present tense: 
He has gone out because his car is not in the garage 
In English I would guess that the because of explanation is 
put at the head of a sentence only very rarely. The 
because of causation or motivation can be more readily 
transposed. A Setswana/Sesotho-speaking informant 
assures me that this is so in those languages too, with the 
clause-fronting for the same purpose of emphasis. 	 He also 
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points out that Setswana has at least 2 expressions -ka 
gonne, and ka ntla - for causation/ motivation, with the 
latter being more frequent for motivation, especially for 
situations of blame. Because in English can be used for 
physical, for affective and for concrete logical causation, 
as Corrigan (1975) pointed out in a study that-showed that 
children find the physical and affective causation easier 
than the logical. This would be an additional variable 
affecting Emerson's test with the picture sequence method. 
A study by Segal, Duchan and Scott (1991), of adults 
recounting stories told by children, showed that the major-
ity of becauses did not mark successive events but were 
explanations of events that had preceded them. For all of 
them, the explanations could be understood by the reader as 
being in the subjective thought of the story character. 
Thus it can be seen that a more detailed study of how a 
particular connective is used, especially with regard to the 
flow of information, and inferencing, reveals subtleties 
that a mere count of connectives does not show up. 
Reference and Determiners 
In the studies of cohesion by reference or substitution, 
Scinto (1977) noted that children's pronouns are often 
unclear in their reference, while Moberley noticed that this 
improves between the ages of 9-12, but substitition causes 
problems if there is a sentence or more between the 
substitution and the first lexical expression. 
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The use of the determiner is complicated in English. 
Evidence from error analysis in different parts of the 
world reveal that determiner errors make up a significant 
proportion of the total in tertiary level samples. (In an 
unpublished study done in the University of Botswana 
Aspinali (1981) found 7.5%). Some of these errors seem to 
stem from cross-linguistic problems of whether or not to put 
determiners before proper names or before abstract nouns, 
and the rules about mass and count nouns in English. 
Two problems should be singled out as being connected with 
maturation. Specificity depends on knowledge. At the simple 
level, most children soon realise there is only one 
sun. But it takes knowledge of cars to know there is only 
one crank-shaft.This kind of knowledge presumably continues 
to crow, even after language growth as such has ceased.The 
other problem concerns the meaning that is being negotiated 
between speaker and listener. The object being singled out 
by the has to be clear to both, but young children do not 
clearly distinguish between the phenomena that are external 
and the things that are going on inside their own heads, as 
de Villiers and de Villiers (1979) put it: 
"a difficult lesson that the child learns over the 
first ten or more years of life is that others do 
not have the same privileged access'that he does to 
his thoughts and past experience and that to be 
skilful in conversation he must share that knowledge 
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explicitly." 
Investigation into the use of the brings up the problem of 
distinguishing cohesion and coherence. 	 As the de Villiers 
quotation hints, explicit cohesion is what helps to make one 
person's coherent utterance clear to another who may not 
previously have cohered the phenomena in that particular 
way. This is a point worth returning to when considering 
other cohesive markers besides the. 
Contextual Semantics  
A problem with a mere frequency count is that it does not 
reveal the distribution of meanings in connectives that have 
multiple meanings, like and and as. This means a crude 
frequency count from a corpus like COBUILD would not reveal 
enough data, unless each local sentence context was recov-
ered and categorized. And can be interpreted as additive, 
temporal, or causal depending on-the semantics of the nearby 
clauses (Bloom,et al.1 1980). 
A problem with this is that if such connectives can only be 
interpreted with regard to the contextual semantics, then do 
such connectives add anything to the meaning ? There is a 
body of opinion (Kintsch, 1977; Shank & Abelson, 1977; Stein 
& Glenn, 1979; van Dijk, 1977, 1980; Warren. Nicholas & 
Trabasso, 1979) that interclausal connectives have no 
semantic purpose: the context binds the meaning. Some who 
are interested in "story grammar" (Schank & Abelson, 1977; 
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Stein & Glenn, 1979) propose that the relationships between 
sub-units of narrative do not need explicit connectives. 
Those who research inferencing in reading (Trabasso & 
Sperry, 1985; Warren et al. 1979) suggest that readers 
understand the relationships between clauses from the 
semantics of the adjacent text, or by asking wh-questions as 
they go along. 
In spite of these arguments for the uselessness of 
connectives, the fact that they apppear among the phenomena 
of language development is a strong argument in itself for 
investiaating further into their functions. Givon (1979) and 
Ochs (1979) show that young children string together their 
discourse mostly without any explicit linking. 	 However, 
Katz and Brent (1968), with subjects aged between 6-19, 
showed that they all preferred a complex sentence explicitly 
linked by because to one with an implicit connection. The 
research, Umker-Sebeok (1979), shows that narrative connec-
tives tend to appear first in maturation, between 3-5 years, 
while the explicit ordering of descriptive or explanatory 
discourse comes later. 
In the written mode, explicit connectives are likely to be 
used more often than in the oral mode to indicate how the 
writer perceives the relationship between the propositions. 
Thus one would expect differences in studies based on oral 
discourse and those based on written data. 
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In their study of sentence connectives, Fawcett and Perkins 
(1980) found that six year olds used all 4 types of 
connectives in the Halliday and Hasan (1976) scheme, i.e. 
additive, adversative, temporal and causal. And and But were 
the most frequent. Some connectives, of course, are almost 
never used in spoken language: for example,  hence and 
accordingly. These sorts of connectives are presumably 
acquired only as a student becomes more familiar with 
registers of written English. 
Henderson (1979) selected 16 of such connectives and asked 
students to write sentences incorporating them. In her 
results, there was a big difference between the good and the 
poor students. Such research indicates that some connectives 
are acquired late in linguistic development. Robertson 
(1968) found that children aged 9 - 11 had trouble with 
however and thus, while Gardner with a group aged 11-15 
found that fewer than 50% understood similarly (compare 
avoidance of this in my Botswana University study), further 
and that is. Henderson's 1979 study with college students 
showed that even good students scored less than 30% on 
instead, also, and moreover. Of course, one would need to 
know more about the method of testing and the tested group 
to be able to comment fully. 
Two comments can be made, however. Firstly, it appears 
from these quoted studies that the connectives that these 
presumably mother tongue subjects had difficulty with appear 
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to be broadly the same as those which are rarely handled 
well, or are avoided, by Batswana students (see Appendix 2 
and 5). This suggests that the ESOL students are 
following broadly the same path as the mother tongue 
students. Secondly, as well as being acquired late in the 
maturation process, some of these connectors, e.g. moreover, 
are comparatively infrequent and confined to academic 
prose. This question of relative freqUency in English can 
be empirically tested by consulting the COBUILD use of 
English computerised counts (see Appendix 10). 
Sentence Complexity  Counts 
This study of cohesion in the scripts from Botswana utilised 
several different methods of quantitative measurement. As 
the decision had been early on that both intra-sentential 
and inter-sentential connectives should be counted, it 
seemed appropriate to compare these with other measures of 
syntactic complexity. 	 The marking Scheme for the Cambridge 
0 level (see appendix 3) made explicit reference to sentence 
structure. It would be possible to compare quantitative 
measures of sentence complexity with the raw mark 
awarded by the script examiners. 	 It would also be possible 
to compare sentence complexity counts with measures of the 
repertoire of cohesive devices. 
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Survey of Sentence Complexity Research  
There is a long history of research which uses quantitative 
methods of complexity counts for maturational studies. 
These studies were begun by educationalists, primarily 
American, studying the progress of children's language dev-
elopment from Elementary school upwards. Initially they 
were not concerned with non-native speakers of English. It 
may be useful to summarize these studies here so as to be 
able to see how the techniques of such quantitative methods 
have evolved. 
La Brant's study in 1933 compared 3 groups, elementary 
pupils, High School students and 21 adult contributors to 
a learned journal "The Psychologist". The school students 
were asked to do 20 minutes of rapid writing: the adult 
sample was drawn from the first and 10th page of published 
articles. La Brant focussed on predication, calculating a 
subordination index by the ratio of dependent predicates to 
total predicates. His findings were that language develop-
ment was marked by an increase in the percentage of sub-
ordinate predicates. Complexity of sentence structure 
increased with age to at least 16. The mean length of 
sentence of the psychologists was considerably greater than 
that of the oldest school pupils. The frequency of various 
kinds of depemdent clause increased with maturity but their 
distribution remained constant i.e. time clauses were always 
more frequent than conditionals. The connectives were more 
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varied with increased maturity. Although these findings 
form interesting pointers for later researchers, the 
inclusion of the adult sample is somewhat problematic 
as the adults were not constrained by the rapid writing task 
aiven to the school pupils. One wonders what the compar-
ison would be for a serious expository writing task 
without time-constraints if given to both the 16 year 
olds and to the learned adults. 
Schonell's study in 1942 looked at median attainment in 
the writing of school pupils. His samples included 4 
types of writing from each subject (reproduction of story, 
narrative-descriptive; imaginative; explanatory). Like La 
Brant, he found that the quantity of writing and complexity 
of writing increases with aae. All age groups wrote most 
about the reproduced story and least about the explanatory 
topic. The characteristics of the sentence structure were 
the same for each age group regardless f the type 
writing (LI. 
Such a finding (!) is at variance with the cohesive 
differences reported in this thesis (Chapter 7) from the 
Botswana scripts, according to essay type. However, the 
sentence analysis applied to this rather dated, early 
research appears to have counted sentence length, 
in compound and complex sentences only, and not discourse 
signalling or cohesive devices. 
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Templin's study in 1957 looked at spoken samples only. It is 
worth mentioning because of the quanti.Eative complexity score 
used. A score of 0 was given for all utterances which were 
grammatically incomplete. A score of 1 was given to simple 
sentences including those with a phrases in apposition, with 
compound subject or predicate. A score-of 2 was given to a 
sentence with 2 or more phrases, or with a compound subject 
or predicate + a phrase. A score of 3 was given for com-
pound sentences, and a score of 4 for all complex sentences. 
The main finding was that use of subordination increased 
over the five year age span tested (3 years to 8 years). 
What is of interest in this test is that the technique 
of assessing subordination tries to award marks for 
phrases as well as for clauses. 
Harrell's study in 1957 used a sample of pupils aged from 9 
to 15. Like the other researchers he looked for higher 
counts with increased aae for length of composition, and 
length of clauses. His samples were both oral and written, 
and the increases were almost always greatest in the 
written work. 
"Since these measures showed an increase through the 
last age level included, it cannot be said that for 
any measure a mature level has been reached". 
This conclusion invites further maturational research at 
the top end of school and the first years of tertiary 
education. 
Lawton's research in 1963 was motivated by the Bernstein 
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theory of Restricted and Elaborated Codes associated 
with socio-economic class. The test was of writing, 
using 4 thirty minute essays of the same categories as 
Schonell. 
	 He then looked at the length of compositions, 
at sentence length, clause complexity, and vocabulary. The 
working class sample showed narrower ranae of vocabulary, 
word classes and sentence patterns.But he cast doubts on 
the usefulness of sentence length as a measure of maturity, 
and considered the subordination measures "linguistically 
crude". 
Loban's study also in 1963 used oral samples only, from the 
first 6 years of schooling. His method of quantifying 
subordination is referred to frequently by later researchers, 
and a modified version of it was used in my count of the 
Botswana scripts.. It is a method of weighting which 
awards more for dependent clauses modifying dependent 
clauses, thus: 
1 point for each dependent clause; 
2 points for any dependent clause modifying a 
dependent clause; 
2 points for any dependent clause containing a 
verbal construction such as infinitive, gerund 
or participle; 
3 points for a dependent clause in the third order 
of embedding. 
His findings, like the others, show that subordination 
increases with maturity. He also found that the adverb 
clause discriminated between the high and low aroups. He 
also made the intriguing assertion that 
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'!those subjects who proved to have the greatest power 
over language...were the subjects who most frequently 
used language to express tentativeness." 
Hunt, Kellog W, in 1964 was trying to devise a new proced-
ure for measuring language maturation in High School pupils. 
For this, he used the T-unit, defined as one main clause 
plus any subordinate clause or non-clausal structure that 
is attached to it. Thus either a simple sentence or a com-
plex sentence would be one T-unit, whereas a compound 
sentence would consist of 2 or more T-units. His findings 
were that the best index of syntactic maturity was words 
per T-unit; the second best - words per clause, third - 
clauses per T-unit, and the fourth, words per sentence. 
He also showed that the variety of "introductory 
words" (cohesive sianals ?) increased slightly with aae. 
He suggested the method needed adapting for use at 
intermediate level to take into account the relative 
complexity of various structures. 
Endicott (1973) tried this,using transformational models, 
giving 1 point for an adjective or adverb; 2 for a 
wh-clause and 3 for a noun clause. 
It must now be asked how useful this cursory survey is to 
the research on ESOL students' language developemnt. A 
few obvious points must be made. Firstly, some of the 
pre-L1970s maturational studies have taken samples of school 
children, without regard to their languages of the home. In 
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the earlier studies one wonders how many "ethnic minority" 
children of "melting pot" U.S.A. got mixed in with the 
sample. 
If we transfer some of the techniques, for instance Kellog 
Hunt's T-unit count, to E.S.O.L., then there are problems. 
Do we count the erroneous T-units or not ? Larsen-Freeman 
(1977) found that a count of error-free T-units with 
E.S.O.L. students was a better predicter than a crude 
T-unit count.There is now more of such research which looks 
at E.S.O.L. students in particular. (Ervin Tripp,1974, 
Susan Gass, 1979)) 
But secondly are we to assume that the indices which have 
been applied to samples of mother-tongue school students 
should be applied to any E.S.O.L adults, reaardless of 
linguistic maturity in the mother tongue ? An E.S.O.L. 
tertiary education student is likely to have linguistic 
maturity in his own language: the problem is whether this 
is transferable to English or whether he has to proaress 
aaain through the same stages of syntactic acquisition as 
mother-tongue children go through. 	 There do not seem to be 
many studies which test the writing for an academic 
field both in the first language and in second language 
with tertiary level students. K. James study of "Marcos" 
printed in ELT Docs. 17 is a fascinating and relevent observE 
ional account, but is rather scanty on the nature of Marcos' 
writing in Portuguese. 
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Thirdly, it is important to note that this sentence 
complexity research, as surveyed above, was strongly 
based on structural grammar rather than the larger pat-
terns of rhetoric which involve cohesion. The reseachers 
took the text-as-product rather than the text-in-situa- 
tion, as a total communicative act. 	 Although Schonell and 
Lawton designed their research to look at different kinds 
of writing, they are not really looking at the text as 
communication. Those who looked at both oral and written 
samples, like Harrell, made observations on grammatical 
complexity, but they did not look at larger discourse pat-
terns or cohesive signalling. The only one of these 
researchers who makes an observation which takes the 
communicative act into account is Loban's remark on 
tentativeness, but it is not clear which textual features he 
was referring to., whether, for instance, he meant more 
modals or more "truth-loading" adverbs. 
If we are trying to look at larger discourse patterns, of 
the rhetorical patterns in paragraphs,then the nature of 
the communicative situations must be taken into 
consideration, a point to be discussed more fully in Chapter 
14. 
Conclusion to Chapter  4 
This chapter has surveyed the literature on maturation in 
three areas: the acquisition\learning debates; research 
reports into evolving syntax of the growing child; and 
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sentence complexity measures. It was pointed out that the 
data-collection for this thesis, being snapshots of the 
repertoire students have attained, was not designed to throw 
light on how those repertoires were attained, whether by 
naturalistic processes or by formal learning. However, it is 
important to bear in mind this aquisition/learning 
dichotomy, especially when looking, 	 in Chapter 11 
at data differences between L1 and ESOL students doing the 
same task, as some of the differences could- be assumed to 
stem from tha fact that some ESOL students have been 
formally taught certain aspects of cohesion, whereas the Ll 
students applied their natural language usage (oral mode) to 
the aap-fill task. 
With regard to the second section of this chapter, most of 
the survey covers early childhood syntax,as there is a 
notable lack of comparable empirical research for the 
Secondary years. The underlying question to ask when 
looking at the details of Ll language progress is the one 
that Dulay and Burt (see p.58 above) propose: does L2 
Progress mirror Ll progress in the language aspects under 
consideration - or not ? This is a question with which to 
approach the section of this thesis which describes the data 
collected from both Ll and ESOL groups. 
The third section of this literature survey on maturation 
covers sentence complexity research. Unlike the 
connective-focussed data-collection of the early childhood 
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studies, sentence complexity research was applied to 
students in their Secondary School year of development. 
The clause-counting methods proposed by these researchers 
seemed a useful quantitative way of measuring writing 
maturity in the first batch of data collected, from the 
Batswana candidates of the Cambridge 0 levels. An 
additional reason for using such techniques is that sentence 
complexity is an overt criterion for the markers in this 
exam {see Appendix 3).Thus sentence-complexity and 
connective counting were both used as measures of 
maturation. 
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Chapter 5 
Cross-Linguistic Influences  
Universalist Views  
In order to discover some of the potential difficulties that 
learners of English face, we shotild start this analysis by 
looking at what may be universal to all languages. 
Linguists involved in semantic analysis across languages 
find it useful to divide the total semantic system into 
domains (Nida, 1975). These domains will, of course, differ 
in their boundaries, relative size, and importance from lan-
guage to language. At the most universal level, Nida claims 
that there are 4 domains: 
1. Of entities or objects 
2. Of events, both actions and processes 
3. Of abstracts, qualities, quantities and degrees 
4. Of relationals: spatial, temporal, deictic and 
logical 
The metalanguage of English grammmar classifies'1) as nouns, 
personal or inanimate 2) as mostly verbs 3) as mostly 
adjectives and 4) as prepositions, demonstratives and con-
junctions. But it is not helpful to try to fit languages 
that differ greatly from English into these traditional 
grammatical "parts of speech". 
Even in English,"abstracts" may be expressed either by 
an abstract noun or by an adjective. In other languages 
nominalization even of the relationship domain is the norm: 
Nida quotes the example of Maya which expresses "with Peter" 
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as "his-withness Peter". 
Thus if we say that the deepest, and most universal, level 
of language is that of the main semantic domains, it should 
be realized that different languages use different morpho-
syntactic means of expressing these. 
Formal logic is supposed to be universal, just as mathema-
tics is, but it has the symbols for only a small range of 
connectives:and, or, if...then, if...and only if, 
and negation. As Allwood, Andersson and Dahl point out in 
their book, Logic in Linguistics(1977) 
"Most of the connectives of ordinary language have not 
been studied. 	 Words like therefore, since, while, 
although, and before have hardly been studied at all as 
far as their contribution to the logical structure of 
sentence is concerned." 
They point out that the connectives which can be translated 
into logical symbols are those that are "truth functional", 
which means that the truth value of the compound sentence is 
a function of the truths in the 2 simple sentences that are 
combined. They give three examples: 
There is a thunderstorm and I feel good 
There is a thunderstorm but I feel good 
Since there is a thunderstorm, I feel aood 
Only the first of these three examples is truth-functional, 
in that it is true if the.two propositions it contains are 
true. 
	 In sentence 2, the two propositions could also be 
true, but formal logic is unable to explain how but differs 
from and. The  but would be required because the speaker 
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knows, and probably assumes that the hearer knows, that 
normally thunderstorms make people feel'-bad. It is pragma-
tics that can explain the connective here, not logic. 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) have this to say at the beginning 
of the section discussing conjunctions: 
"There are certain elementary logical relations 
inherent in ordinary language; doubtless these derive 
ultimately from the categories of human experience, and 
they figure importantly in the sociolinguistic con-
struction of reality, the process whereby a model of 
the universe is gradually built up over countless 
generations in the course of semiotic interaction (They 
can be regarded as departures from the idealized norm 
represented by formal logic; but it is worth remember-
ing that in the history of human thought the concepts 
of formal logic derive, however, indirectly, from the 
logic of natural language. (p.320" 
The temptation is to become fascinated by the possibility of 
those elementary logical relations, and neglect the awkward 
shape of the natural language. 
Prototype Theory and Accessibility Theory 
If it is possible to draw up a list of basic logical 
relations - to fit in with Nida's semantic category of 
'relational', for instance - then it might be possible to 
test across languages if they all have words or means to 
express these universal connectives. But I do not intend to 
embark on such a gargantuan Greenbergian task here. 
However, if such a task could be done, then it might be 
possible to see whether the "universal" connectives are also 
the easiest to learn - both the first attained in the Ll and 
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the easiest for foreign learners . 
Prototype theory (Rosch,1978; Wittgenstein, 1953) 
investigates which sets of word with similar meanings can be 
perceived as being closest to the prototype: for example, a 
robin is a more prototypical bird than a penguin. This has 
implications for language learning in that it could be 
claimed that students learn best the words with the more 
prototypical meaning before advancing to more delicate 
semantic differences. 
Prototype theory has been applied not only to lexis (as in 
the robin/ penguin example) but also to syntactic sequences, 
Gass (1979), Gass and Ard (1980). de Villiers (1980) did an 
experiment with children's use of passive, the hypothesis 
being that passives on action verbs are more accessible than 
on other kinds of verbs. The results of her experiment 
confirmed the prediction. Slobin (1985), interested in 
Basic Child Grammar, claimed that certain syntactic patterns 
emerge first, for instance accusative markers which show 
objects that have been acted upon by agents (thus again 
showing the primacy of action verbs in the developing child 
mind). Slobin believed that children first grasp the 
syntactic pattern in prototypical schemas (of the physical 
action verbs) and then go on to abstract the pattern and use 
it for other verbs. He also stated that "children move from 
a universal grammar to the divergent grammar of individual 
languages" (Slobin, 1985, p,1160). 
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Thus it can be seen that with "accessibility theory" (see 
also Chapter 1 p.15. 2 lines of exploration of this thesis, 
namely the maturational themes of inquiry, and the cross-
lingual themes, converge. The line of argument would be as 
follows: 
if certain relational concepts are universally found in 
all languages 
if they are core grammar in the sense of being closest 
to prototypical universal concepts 
then - 
they should be the first to appear (among 
relationals) in the language of children learning Ll 
they should be the first to appear when foreigners 
learn a language 
Such a line of argument would appeal to those who like 
explanatory simplicity, but in its vast, over-arching 
claims, would be difficult to prove with empirical data. 
Even with computer corpora of citations, fair comparisons 
across languages would be almost impossible for several 
reasons. Although modern corpora collection, of the COBUILD 
type, avoid the O.E.D. error of collecting de-contextualized 
"citations", and cull their samples from more extended 
texts, the researcher has to do more than simply just get a 
print-out of instances, as I discovered at COBUILD. First, 
you need to know if the instance was written or spoken. 
Then you might need to know more about the genre of the 
contexts. These two tasks are to discover if languages have 
different connectives for the 'same' logical function 
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depending on genre or mode. But the more you have to delve 
into the pragmatics of the occasion of use the further you 
get away from anything 'universal' and 'logical': you are 
back with presuppositions again ! 
Diachronic arguments against universality 
Another argument against the 'universality' of conjunctive 
relations can be followed up through the history of Western 
classical grammar. The metalanguage used to describe diffe-
rent conjunctive categories varies from writer to writer. 
Although there was the inclination to stick as closely to 
the classics as possible, there was room for plenty of 
variation, as survey by Emma Vorlat (1975) shows. There was 
not, in fact, complete agreement as to what the salient 
divisions if conjunctive relations were: some grammarians 
produced more and some less, by amalgamating categories, or 
drawing them differently. 
It is not only the metalanguage of grammar that has varied 
across the centuries. The surface forms of connectives in 
English have changed across the centuries. For example, if 
we take a C16 type of expression, thereupon, called by 
Wilkins (as quoted in Vorlat) "declarative of event", and 
try to update it: 
16C 	 He spake and thereupon arose.. 
20th 	 After speaking, he got up immediately 
This example shows that the surface form using a connective 
in Cl6th English, thereupon, has now become a time 
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connective (after) + a time adverb (immediately) together 
with a sequence of tense indication using a participle. 
Within the domain of relationals, there may be an overlap of 
terms. In English, some prepositions do double duty both 
for temporal and locational uses, for instance, before. 
Some connectives appear to have developed out of a combina-
tion of a preposition with a deictic: therefore, hereby, 
heretofore. 	 Legal and archaic English abounds in such 
connectives, and they stem directly from the prepositional 
nature of Anglo-Saxon connectives. It is interesting to 
note that as they dropped from common usage, the need to 
express some of these relationals is once again re-composed 
of a preposition + deictic: heretofore becoming 
before this. 
Diachronic surveys may be illuminating because of current 
theories that link Ll language acquisition (of children) wit 
L2 acquisition, and both these with these with universal 
processes of language-making. Young L1 learners and adult 
L2 learners both go through stages of lexicalising 
(Schumann, J.H., 1974)) before they can apply morpho-
syntactic rules. Studies of pidgins show that the users of 
this convenience language pick up the vital lexis they need 
for minimum communication and ignore the morpho-syntactic 
complexities. But when the next generation nativises this 
pidgin into creole, the basic lexis takes on syntactic 
functions. 
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If this is how languages develop, through cyclical processes 
of lexicalisation - complexification, then this should be 
apparent in the domain of relationals. This can be seen in 
several English connective. For example, the word because  
in English is clearly derived from the Latin causa via the 
creole of Middle English. 
All these examples from diachronic approaches to language 
should make us cautious in asserting any universality for 
the grammar of "relationals". The history of language 
indicates that the same semantic space can be expressed 
differently: in some cases by function words, "relationals", 
and in others by lexis. 	 The same is likely to be true 
across languages. 
In both classes of words, the "open system " lexis and in 
the "closed system" function words (relationals), there is a 
semantic drift diachronically, but at different speeds. 
This is admitted by Eugene Winter in a footnote to his 1977 
paper: 
"Open-system words are nouns, verbs, adjectives, and 
adverbs like cat, take, sick, beautifully etc. This 
is the open end of language which new words 
can enter. Closed system words are grammatical 
items like a,the,and, if, when,why etc. 
These function words change very slowly in the 
language.This is one reason why we call it the 
closed end." 
A prime example in English of a function word that has 
slowly changed would be the function word but. In the 
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Oxford English Dictionary it has 30 separate meanings 
listed.It has drifted from its prime meaning in Anglo-Saxon 
as a deprivative to its most normal meaning in modern 
English as a contrastive. What this shows is that we should 
regard connectives as having fixed meanings, perhaps corres-
ponding to logical universals, and therefore likely to have 
exact translations in other languages. We should keep an 
open mind and recognise that other languages may divide up 
the semantic domain of "relationals" in slightly different 
ways, using different "parts of speech" maybe, or with 
morphemes attached to other words, or with clitics. 
The opposite of the universalist argument is the Sapir-Whorf 
hypothesis that languages, as they manifestly contain 
different semantic categorization, express different 
perceptions of reality. Culture determines language, which 
then expresses distinctions which are important to that 
society. This relativist theory would permit universal 
domains only at the most general level. For example, all 
languages may have kinship terms (because all human 
societies acknowledge kin) but many languages divide up the 
kinship terms differently, some with more categories and 
some with less. Work by anthropologists on the comparative 
lexicon for colours (Berlin and Kay, 1969) or on kinship 
terms (Lounsbury, 1956; Goodenough, 1956) has advanced the 
relativist arguments. 
But do similar relativist arguments apply to the semantics 
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of "closed system" relationals ? 	 This is difficult to 
research because it demands both vast diachronic knowledge 
of how certain languages have changed, and also the 
resources to compare contemporary languages of today's 
world, cross-linguistically. Ekkehard Konig (1988) attempts 
such a methodology in a study of concessive connectives 
across 70 languages. 	 He points out at the start that any 
such study is constrained by the quality of the data, 
because for many languages the representative sample might 
not be a sufficient base for generalising. 
This constraint is tight with regard to diachronic studies, 
as there is no possibility of getting fresh data: the 
researcher is stuck with the samples of the language 
(written only) that have survived. Nonetheless, Konig makes 
some interesting observations about concessives "which seem 
to have developed fairly late in the history of the 
languages for which we have evidence". He generalizes: 
"In all those languages where a clear distinction can 
be made between concessive conditionals and concessives 
(e.g. even  if versus even thouah0, this distinction was, 
established fairly late". 
So a diagram of the diachronic development of relationals 
would show a branching into differentiated meanings over 
time. The earliest samples would show the most generalised 
meanings. Konig confirms this when he asserts: 
"In older stages of the Romance languages a limited 
number of subordinators carried a wide range of 
meaning." 
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He points out that in Latin the concessive subordinators all 
carry a more basic meaning, such as a time or mannner 
adverbial clause connnective. He then investigates the 
affinity between concessivity and other domains. On the 
basis of etymology, he discerns 5 domains for concessivity: 
1)obstinacy, spite, contempt (Eng. in spite o 
regardless) 
2)free choice (Eng. -ever, -all, Latin licet) 
3)conditional or temporal connective + a 
focussing particle (Eng. even though, 
Fr. quand meme) 
4)emphatic truth (Eng. true he did say that 
Germ. zwar 
5) The concomitance of 2 facts, unhindered (F 
n'empeche que, Eng. notwithstanding) 
Thus concessive constructions in most languages have grown 
out of several different semantic domains. In the history of 
the development of the language some of the concrete 
meanings were lost as the expression became more widely used 
(for example, spite was formerly what human agents had, but 
the concessive use began to apply it to things). As the use 
became conventionalized, the awareness of the semantic 
etymology becomes dimmer. So languages arrive into the 
twentieth century equipped with a bunch of terms, all used 
for the "same" purpose (of concessivity in the case of the 
examples quoted above), but with different etymology. The 
interesting question is: are they truly equivalents and 
interchangeable ? In some cases, the use may still have 
subtle constraints, buried in native speaker awareness of 
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collocations, that are inherited from the pre-modern usage 
of the term and its etymology. 	 This kind of awareness is 
difficult for the ESOL student to acquire, without studying 
pre-modern literature. But maybe a diligent attention to 
actual differences of use in authentic modern texts may 
gradually achieve the same proficiency. - 
Synchronic problems  
Konig's diachronic examples, as discussed above, revealed 
that meanings have branched and become differentiated as the 
language matured. This problem of basic meaning versus 
differentiated meanings is one that is familiar to 
translators, or any language learner who becomes aware that 
whereas one language might have only one word, the other 
language might split the semantic space into two or more 
words, for instance, Eng. know = Fr savoir/connaitre. 
This is a synchronic problem of becoming aware of the total 
system, langue (Saussure), in which the words operate. The 
semantic boundaries of a word are defined by the other words 
that co-exist with it in the same language, in the same 
speech community and era. 
But if we want to investigate and compare these semantic 
boundaries cross-linguistically, across several contemporary 
languages, it is possible that the same phenomenon of 
branching that Konig uncovered in his diachronic survey, 
would turn up in a synchronic survey, that is to say, 
whereas some languages would have only single terms, or 
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basic terms for certain relationals, other languages would 
show greater differentiation. 
But one should be cautious in exploring whether or not some 
languages lack complexity in relationals. It should not, 
for example, be concluded that certain finer distinctions in 
relationals (like the even if/even though distinction) 
cannot be expressed in the languages producing the minimum 
lists of connectives. Maybe these languages express the 
finer distinctions through other means, such as tense, mood 
or aspect, in addition to their basic connectives. 
However, if it could be shown that all languages in the world 
have, at least, the same basic categories for relational 
semantics, this would undermine the relativist hypothesis 
and reinforce notions about the universality of certain 
domains. This argument for basic domains would still allow 
variations, across languages, in the morpho-syntactic, or 
lexical, ways of expressing these basics. 
With regard to lexical ways of expressing these basics, 
Eugene Winter (1978) pointed out that clause relations 
can also be expressed in a special vocabulary: 
"These relations are finite and few in number and 
can be named by this special vocabulary, e.g. 
achievement, affirm, cause, compare, deny, diff-
erent, effect, example, follow, mean, method, 
purpose, reason, result, same, similar, time, 
true, unique etc. These items appear to be on a 
continuum between open- and closed- system 
meaning. The open system is to be observed in 
their lexical behaviour in the clause; the closed- 
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system in their connective behaviour in discourse." 
It is interesting to see if this special vocabulary is 
easier for ESOL students to pick up than connectives. This 
has various implications for English for Academic Purposes 
(EAP). In a hard-hitting article about the over-teaching of 
connectives in EAP, W.J. Crewe (1990) advocates a second 
"expansionist"approach of getting EAP students to express 
text relations by means of explicit markers. He tabulates 
implicit markers (the usual list of therefore, on the  
contrary etc) aaainst the explicit version, for example: 
explicit 	 implicit  
A different view is 	 on the other hand 
Another consideration is 	 in addition 
It would be worth exploring this further to find out whether 
this special explicit vocabulary in English is any easier 
for ESOL students than the implicit connectives. 
Contrastive Analysis  
in Language across the Cultures, Lado (1959) advocates 
listing the features of the Ll beside those of the L2. An 
inventory of the differences would then provide the teacher 
with a list of the students' predicted errors which would 
then provide a syllabus for the teacher. There have been 
various criticisms of this version of contrastive analysis. 
Firstly, there is the temptation to draw up lists on 
systemic principles, which look beautiful, but as they are 
decontextualized, they may omit essential differentiation. 
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In those days, different levels of linguistic analysis were 
kept apart: phonetics was not mixed syntax nor with lexis. 
But as empirical research on more communicative paradigms of 
linguistics has advanced, it is obvious that some essential 
differences between languages may involve mixing the levels: 
questions in English are expressed both through syntax and 
intonation. Lexical distinctions in Chinese and Bantu 
languages are expressed through tone on the same morphemes, 
and so on. But even if all these things are taken into 
account, and the comparative lists include the finest 
details of usage, there are still a lot of questions to be 
asked about the learnability of the differences. 
Contrastive Analysis (CA) suffered by its association with 
stimulus-response educational theory, within the audio-
lingual school of language teaching circa the 1950s and 
early 1960s. When these were superceded, in the USA 
especially, by cognitivist theories, interest in CA 
subsided, although in Eastern Europe especially, some 
Universities continued to pursue quite large contrastive 
research surveys (James, 1980). 
The part of the Contrastive Analysis theory that made 
assumptions about learnability came to be questioned in a 
number of ways. Firstly, it was too simplistic to state 
that "predictions" could be made from tabulations of the 
difference. What the teacher would want to know is the 
direction of the predictions. Would the differences help 
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or hinder ? 	 From what has been suggested above language 
differences, there are many possible permutations of 
differences. What if a student's Ll has a "basic" category 
and then the L2 has many "branches" ? 	 What if both 
languages have branches, but they are different ? What the 
teacher is interested in is not just the "contrastive 
analysis" of language descriptions, but investiaation into 
how similarities and differences actually affect students, 
that is the cross-lingual transfer. 
Cleveland et al. (1960) researched the speed of learning 
languages among English Ll diplomats, an found that Romance 
languages or German take two thirds of the time of Russian, 
Greek or Finnish, and half the time of Chinese. So the 
concept of "language distance" from the mother tongue enters 
into the calculation. Cross-lingual transfer can both 
facilitate and interfere with learning. Some linguists, like 
Lee (1968), have claimed that more distant languages are 
easier to learn because there is LESS cross-lingual trans-
fer, ie less interference. 
Error Analysis and Interlanauage 
As more researchers began to look at the actual processes 
and language production of different groups of learners, 
contrastive analysis was devalued (except in phonetics, 
where the Ll of the student has considerable influence on 
production of L2 sounds). It was found that the percentage 
of errors attributed to cross-lingual transfer was small 
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compared to that which could be attributed to other factors 
(Dulay and Burt, 1972). Selinker (1972)'formulated the 
theory of interlanguage, which postulates that all learners 
go through stages of learning. The errors that they make 
(not to be confused with mere mishaps) reveal a system which 
resembles a transitory grammar,as learners operate on the 
current sets of rules they have deduced from the language 
input they have been exposed to. Further communicative 
demands, or teaching, might induce them to revise that 
grammar in the direction of the correct target language 
forms, but the interlanguage will ao through many stages 
before achieving error-free production. Various researchers 
(Adjemian, 1976 ) have investigated the variability of 
interlanguage or its systemicity. 	 An important 
contribution to interlanauaae studies was made by 
Schachter's research (1974) into avoidance. She looked at 
the frequency of restrictive relative clauses in 
compositions of students of various L1 backgrounds. She 
found that the Chinese and Japanese exhibited a low 
frequency of these and postulated that these students were 
avoiding a language structure they found difficult. This 
research is of relevance to the methodology used here for 
repertoire research, which, like the Schachter survey, is 
based on frequency counts. If one connective category, or 
one common connective, proves to have a low count - could 
avoidance explain it ? 
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But to observe avoidance does not explain what causes it. As 
this thesis has already suggested there can be several 
reasons for a low frequency count: the essay task (genre); 
the maturational level of the student; the inherent 
difficulty of the English construction or some problems of 
cross-linguiStic transfer from the student's L1. It is the 
latter that must now be looked at in more detail. 
Cross-Linguistic Surveys  
Lado (1959) suggested that what teachers have to do is to 
compare the target language with the mother-tongue and 
predict the difficulties the students will have with cross-
linguistic transfer. Since then, much linguistic research 
and discussion has flowed under the bridge. Contrastive 
analysis as promulgated by Lado went out of fashion as other 
more language learner-centred ways of analysing language 
acquisition were developed. But it is significant that the 
main research writers on the language acquisition theories 
that displaced contrastive analysis are mostly North 
American, presumably English-L1, doing research on students 
whose Ll language they may not have a strong grasp of. 
Interest in contrastive analysis has been sustained among 
researchers who share the L1 language of their students or 
research subjects. Carl James cites research done by Tran-
Thi-Chau, 1975; Mukattash, 1977; Gruberg, 1971. At IATEFL 
annual conferences, there is usually at least one 
presentation by a teacher-researcher who has used Li as a 
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tool for interpreting students' problems with English: 
Khalil, 1988 on Arabic problems with connectives and 
reduplication for reference words; Michal Post, 1990, from 
Poland, on contrastive lexis, and Alba Paz from Spain, 1991, 
on word-order. 
Conclusion to Chapter 5  
This chapter has surveyed literature which illuminates the 
cross-linguistic theme of this research. It was noted that 
both diachronic and synchronic surveys of "relationals" show 
how difficult it is to make any stable classification of 
this aspect of language, especially with respect to the 
morpho-syntactic surface forms. The search for universal 
semantic domains in relationals, through surveys of 
languages (in the style of Greenberg, 1974), runs into 
trouble because enquiry would be forced to explore the 
communicative contexts more closely. 
Another source of data is to tabulate the learning progress 
of Li children, or foreign learners of the language, a line 
of exploration already discussed in the chapter on 
maturation. With reaard to the foreign learners of the 
language, there would have to be detailed error analysis of 
their production of connectives, also bearing in mind that 
there can be several reasons for avoidance. 
Nonetheless, it was pointed out there is a continuing 
interest in cross-linguistic research, so it is worth 
approaching the analysis of student repertoire of cohesion 
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with a hypothesis that some of the patterns of error or 
avoidance might have some cross-linguistic influence. Even 
if detailed analysis of any one Ll group is not feasible, it 
is still worth exploring if a mixed group of ESOL students 
(such as that providing the data from London University 
reported on in chapters 13) show a different repertoire, and 
different types of error, from the Li students. The 
underlying interest is to see whether there could be claimed 
to be any universal progression route, along a core grammar 
of relationals which matches cognitive development. Thus 
the maturational and the cross-linguistic lines of 
exploration converge. 
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SECTION 3 DATA-REPORTS 
Chapter 6 
Overview of Research Procedures  
Because this research spanned such a long period, from 1985-
1990 in collecting data, the structuring of this thesis has 
been vulnerable to time-shifts and shifts in the focus of 
interest. 	 The structure broadly follows the chronology of 
the research from the early data collection to the later. 
But in each enterprise of data collection, the same data 
could be utilised for several purposes, often by linking the 
findings to the next set of data. 	 The data is analysed 
for its primary purpose, referring to an appendix which 
tabulates the findings. 	 In the same appendix, additional 
data is sometimes found, which will be discussed in a later 
section, in connection with further data. Appendix 1 
tabulated the main themes of this interlinked structure 
against the chronology of the data collection, so that the 
overlap is visible. All the different phases of the research 
are, of course, with reference to repertoires of cohesive 
devices, which are categorised and analysed in Chapter 2. 
In more detail, an account of the chronology of the data. 
collection is described below. 
	 The sequence of this 
account is thus slightly different from the sequence in 
which the findings have been reported in the rest of this 
data-report section of the thesis. This is because it seemed 
sensible to group the data-reporting, where possible, under 
the headings of the 3 lines of exploration: the register; 
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the maturational and the cross-linguistic, even though in 
fact these were mainly explored simultaneously. Thus 
although there was an interest in contrastive analysis early 
on, with an attempt to tabulate Setswana connectives to see 
if these illuminate the problems in the Botswana scripts, 
the contrastive analysis data has been shifted to Chapter 
12, along with later efforts to explore cross-linguistic 
factors. 	 Thus in contrast to the data-reporting chapters, 
this overview is arranged in order of chronological 
progression of the research. 
Furthermore, rather than interrupt this account with more 
detailed explanation of such procedures as "weighted 
frequency count" or "clozentropy ", 
	
explanation of 
these are placed at the end of the chronological account on 
page 88-100. 
The Botswana scripts 
As the source of my interest in the sequence of learning 
linking devices arose from Botswana, the first step was to 
get further samples of scripts from near-tertiary level 
students. 	 The easiest source was to visit the offices of 
the Cambridge Examinations board, and request some old 
scripts submitted by Botswana candidates for the 1985 
Cambridge 0 level in English Language (overseas). 
	 The 
intention was to get a sample of around 100 scripts from 6 
centres, getting a good range of high -low scores (the raw 
scores being conspicuous on the front of the scripts.) So 
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it was not a random sample, but a roughly stratified sample, 
screened for geographical spread and range of scores. 
Unfortunately when the sample was examined for data analysis 
about 30 of them were wasted because it was clear from 
the names and the code that some bundles from Zimbabwe had 
got mixed up with the box of scripts labelled as all coming 
from Botswana. 	 This reduced the final sum of usable 
scripts to 79. 
From these scripts, it was possible to : 
1:1 Estimate the proportions of candidates choosing the 
various essay options, to see the preferred genre for the 
essay writing. 	 Mainly 2 genres or essays types appeared: 
narrative and description. 	 The number of expository essays 
was too small; 
1:2 Do a sentence complexity count to see if it correlates 
with the examination raw mark (for this question) which was 
written on the marked scripts; 
1:3 Get the frequency scores for use of the different 
linking words;  
1:4 Use these frequency lists to compare the use of linking 
devices in the two genres; 
1:5 Get a weighted value for each linking device, so that 
the commonest had the least value and the more "advanced" or 
rarely used one had the greatest value. A weighted cohesion 
could then be calculated for each candidate and see if this 
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correlated with any of the other scores,-for the candidates; 
1:6 Get a repertoire count for - each candidates, i.e. of the 
variety of linking words used, and check for correlations 
with the other scores; 
1:7 Collect interesting examples of errors with cohesive 
devices. 
2. As a first attempt at Lado-type contrastive analysis, the 
availability of cohesive devices in Setswana was 
investigated. 
3. First Comparative Trials 
A teacher in Hinckley, Leics, agreed to set 2 classes the 
same essay topics as that done by the Botswana candidates. 
This produced data on the frequency of connectives in Ll 
scripts which could be compared to the ESOL Botswana results. 
4.Elicitation pilot tests 
The slow connective counting method by manual means, with 
the aid of squared paper, was not entirely reliable. So 
another method of tapping into students' repertoire was 
sought, using elicitation as a more direct way of making a 
test for particular connectives. 
	 The original hope was to 
use this test to make a comparison between Ll students of 
near-tertiary stage and students in Botswana, in vain,as it 
turned out. 
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Two pilot tests were devised: one a gap-fill passage with 
the connectives blanked out, and another a jumbled sentence 
exercise. 	 These were piloted with a 1st year A level class 
in a Leicester school, of class size 21. 
4:1  The gap-fill produced an item difficulty list for the 
various connectives of this passage. 
4:2 The candidate scores for the gap-fill could be compared 
with the candidate scores for the jumbled sentences. 
4:3 Comparison of these scores with a teacher's rating for 
class work, or for any school examination, might have proved 
interesting, but the teacher declined to provide these. 
5.Expositoryscripts 
So another group was sought to use for gaining data 	 on 
expository scripts from an Ll group for eventual comparison 
with an ESOL groUp. 	 The teacher of English at Hinckley who 
was teaching 3 streamed classes, two of 5th year ( i.e. 0 
level year ), and one of 4th year, agreed that these classes 
should be set a discussion essay comparing the use of 
television and radio. 	 But these classes were not the same 
as those who had produced the narrative and descriptive 
scripts the year before. 
A new gap-fill passage was devised, on the same topic as the 
essay, a comparison of the use of T.V. and radio. 
The teacher's mark for the essay and for the course-work 
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mark for the year's work were also available for these 
classes. 
5:1 The connective counts from the expository scripts could 
be compared with the earlier findings on the narrative and 
descriptive scripts. 
5:2 The connective counts could be compared to the 
teacher's ratings. 
5:3 The connective counts on the essays could be compared to 
the performance on the gap-fill. 
5:4 On the gap-fill, the item difficulty list could be 
compared with the frequency of different categories of 
connectives found in the essays. 
5:5 	 As the classes were supposed to be streamed, an 
analysis of variance could be done to see if either the 
scores for 4:2, or for 4:3 discriminated between the aroups. 
5:6 
	 Sentence complexity counts on these Ll scripts were 
also done to compare them with those of the Botswana 
scripts, although the topic task was not the same. Also the 
sentence complexity measured could be used to see if these 
correlated with the other scores for these groups, and 
whether it discriminated between the groups. 
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6.  Cobuild data  
Meanwhile the data from the Cobuild computer in Birmingham 
was being made available at last to research students. 
6:1 Print-outs for the frequency counts of various 
connectives could be compared to the frequency counts in 
the Botswana and Hinckley samples. 
7.The London data 
With such a wealth of data from the Ll classes at Hinckley. 
a comparison of Ll and ESOL students was sought, using the 
same essay topic and gap-fill passage. 	 Additionally, if a 
large enough sample of ESOL students could be obtained, some 
differences between those of different L1 origins might show 
up. 	 For this, tutors working with an EAP pre-sessional 
course for overseas students entering London University co- 
operated in implementing the test material. 	 The students 
were of various Ll backgrounds although the numbers of any 
one Ll were probably too low for extrapolation of their 
results. 	 Further groups of ESOL students were sought, to 
use the same test material, but response came only from 
Austria. 	 This data - was merged with the other ESOL data, 
although commented on separately because the quality 
differed from the London batch. 
7:1 The results on the gap-fill could be compared with 
the results on the essays for connective counts. 
7:2 	 Those two sets of results, as under 5 above, could 
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compared with other scores, such as E.L.T.S. scores, the 
pre-sessional test, and the teacher's'-impression mark for 
course-work over the session. 
7:3 On the gap-fill, the item difficulty list for this ESOL 
group could be compared with the results from the Ll 
Hinckley sample. 
7:4 On the cohesion scores on the essays, any marked 
difference between candidates from different Ll groups could 
be noted. 
7:5 	 Any interesting examples of malfunctioning sentences, 
because of cohesion errors, could be noted. 
8.The Longman data 
At this point, my attention was drawn to the availability 
of a corpus of learner English from different Ll groups 
already keyed into a large-capacity computer at Longmans. 
It was decided to do a sample test of connective collecting from 
expository essay scripts in English, 10 from Arabic Ll, 10 
from Chinese and 10 from Spanish. 
8:1 Frequency ratings could be compared between the 3, and 
also with the Botswana list and with the Hinckley Li list. 
8:2 The Oxford Concordancing programme (O.C.P.) could be 
used to recall the text environment of connectives. 
9. Trawl in Leics. Univ. Word-Processing Files  
There was an attempt to "milk" essays already stored in the 
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Leicester University VAX computer by overseas students word- 
processing their assignments. 	 But unfOrtunately, very few 
students were willing to let theif text be copied across, in 
spite of explaining the anonymity of the process and giving 
other reassurances. About 20,000 words ++ from three 
English L1 students (N. American) and 20,000words +++ from 3 
ESOL students (from Greece, India and Ghana respectively). 
were obtained by this method. These were put through the 
Oxford Concordancing Programme in-the same way as the 
Longman sample under 8 above. 
9:1 	 The Connective Counts could be compared for the EL1 
three as against the ESOL three, for the top frequency 
connectives. 
9:2 	 This data could be compared with the Longman corpus. 
They were all supposed to be expository scripts, but the 
Longman's ones were at intermediate level, and the Leic. 
Univ. trawl was with post-graduate or diploma students. 
10.Cross-Linquistic Class survey 
With a pre-sessional class of overseas students at Leicester 
University, the opportunity arose of getting them to compare 
a set of English cohesive devices with "the equivalents" in 
their own languages. 	 This is using a Lado-type of 
contrastive analysis, with native speaker informants. 	 The 
aim was to explore the notion of prototypical cohesive 
categories, and also to see if languages closest to English 
have similar branches of meaning in cohesive categories 
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whereas those more distant show up with a different semantic 
grids. 
11. The Clause-ordering exercise  
With the same class, we were also doing an exercise on how 
the flow of information through a text affects cohesion via 
the chosen order of clauses. 	 To some .extent, the jumbled 
sentence test tried out under 4 above was testing the same 
feature. 	 The students were doing at one point in the course, 
a clause ordering exercise designed by Hamp-Lyons (1984), 
might produce some interesting differences between Ll 
groups, on the hypothesis that the Ll clause-order or even 
SVO/SOV language-type might influence how students perceive 
the best way to organise the information flow in English. 
11:1 The answers of the students could be tabulated and then 
compared across the Ll groups. 
12.Soft Data Collection 
With each ESOL sample the "hard" quantitative methods were 
supplemented by collecting samples of malfunctioning 
sentences or paragraphs, which are then discussed in 
connection with errors predictable from contrastive analysis, 
or features that have already shown up in the connective 
counting. 
Further explanation of the weighted frequency count  
In the quantitative survey of the Botswana scripts, the 
initial count tabulated the raw frequencies of each connective 
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used by each candidate in the essay script. A calculation 
was then devised to express the scarcity value of each 
connective across the whole group. As n = 80 (including the 
narrative, the descriptive and the few expository scripts), 
the scarcity value was calculated by dividing the total 
frequency of that connective (added from across the whole 
group of 80) into 80. 	 Thus frequent connectives such as 
and, which had a large raw frequency total, produce a small 
weighted value, while a connective which appears only once 
appears with a weighting of 80. 
It should not be assumed that this "scarcity value" somehow 
bestows "value" on the essays which displayed the most 
exotic and rare conectives. 	 It was simply a device to get 
some numerate method for indicating which scripts used the 
most of these rarer connectives (as they would then get the 
highest weighted count). 
	 This could then be compared to 
other measures that were available, such as the examination 
mark for the script, or the sentence complexity count. 
There was no prior hypothesis about whether or not the 
successful candidates would have the highest count on this 
weighted frequency. There was a keener interest on how this 
weighted frequency might correspond to sentence-complexity 
counts, as those who take risks with more layers of clausal 
complexity might also be those who take risks with more 
exotic connectives. 
	 There was special focus on those risk- 
takers who appear among the unsuccessful candidates, and who 
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gain a low mark because, among other things, they have not 
got these elements securely in their tepertoire, but are 
trying to use them erroneously. 
Further explanation of elicitation by gap-fill  
Elicitation by gap-fill is a method which has grown out of 
Cloze testing, originally pioneered by Wilson (1953, 1956) 
who used it as a measure of text difficulty. Then gradually 
it came to be used as a tool for testing students' 
proficiency ( for review of this research see 011er and 
Perkins, 1980). Scores obtained correlated well with other 
objectively scored tests (Darnell, 1968; Hinofotis, 1980). 
There was debate around procedures for scoring. 
	 Some tests 
(Stubbs and Tucker, 1974) got better correlation with other 
tests by using the exact word method (i.e. only the word 
which was in the original text). 	 Others, such a Hinofotis, 
testing 100 students at Illinois, as against their TOEFL 
results and the University placement test, got better 
correlation by scoring as correct any semantically 
acceptable word. 
There was also research investigating the effect of 
different deletion rates, from every 5 words to every 12th 
word, or random deletion (usually done by computer). 
Different deletion rates give different results, leading 
Alderson (1980) to conclude: 
"Testers should beware that changing the deletion rates 
on scoring procedures, or using different text, may 
well result in a radically different test, not giving 
them the measures they expect." 
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Thus correlation results on Cloze may vary depending on the 
type of text used, the deletion rate, and the scoring 
method. 
For this research into the use of connectives, a gap-fill 
task is a type of elicitation that would allow comparison 
between the repertoire used in a holistic task (such as 
essay-writing) and that which would manifest in the focussed 
and atomistic task of gap-fill. Although James Deane Browne 
(1980) had observed that 56-70% of deletions in a Cloze 
passage relate to cohesive devices whatever the deletion 
gap, it was decided to select a text and then target the 
connectives for deletion. 
Originally the aim of the first pilot run-through on this 
text was to get an item discrimination by using an Ll group 
near at hand in a Leics. school. 	 This would then enable a 
scoring method 	 to be based on "clozentropy", that is a 
method of weighting the answers given by Ll students and 
then scoring the ESOL answers according to this weighting. 
This notion of using LI groups for "ideal" answers is based 
on IChomskyan, ideas of ideal competence. 
	 But if other 
factors (such as maturational progress, or oral preferences) 
are clearly dominant (as in the Hinckley pilot sample), then 
thi- idea of "clozentropy" has to be abandoned, in favour of 
more direct and explicit comparisons of the Ll and ESOL 
answers on the same elicitation gap-fill task. 
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Conclusion to Chapter 6  
As can be seen from the above account, the- empirical 
enterprise of data-collection stretched over a number of 
years. 	 Thus it was susceptible to shifts of direction and 
interest. 	 The over-lapping treatment of the data reflects 
this. For example, the data from Ll subjects was originally 
sought to provide a control group to measure against the 
ESOL group (initially from Botswana) which was the main 
focus of attention. 	 But when the data from the Ll subjects 
came up with such strong evidence of maturation gains, this 
became a further line of exploration. 
This should not be regarded as "unscientific". 	 Although it 
	 mai  
be assumed that much scientific experiment achieves success 
by hypothesis-testing, much scientific discovery also comes 
about by the scientist being open to what the data shows, 
even though it may cut across the original aims of the 
experiment. As was explained in chapter 1, this thesis sets 
out an account of data-driven research so it is not,  
surprising that the procedures described above show over-
lapping use of the data as the focus of interest shifted 
'according to what emerged from the data. 
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Section 3:2 Findings on Register 
Chapter 7 
Initial findings 'on Register (Botswana script: 
The evidence of the essays quoted in the introduction seem( 
to show that these Batswana students had inadequate practic 
expository writing, especially with tasks of comparison. T1 
end-of-school examination which these students take is the 
Cambridge 0 level for Overseas candidates. The results of 
this form the basis for their selection for tertiary 
education. Thus the requirements of this examination can 1 
expected to have a backwash effect on the school syllabus. 
So it is important to look at the options offered in the 
English Language paper. 
It is obvious that candidates will avoid options they 
anticipate will be the most difficult. I had already 
experienced. this as the Chief Examiner for the Junior 
Certificate, ( which is taken 2 years before 0 level), whe: 
we found that most candidates avoided the poetry option. 
So, with regard to expository writing at 0 level, it would 
be interesting to see if candid-ates were avoiding the 
expository topic in the essay question. 
This was tested for in the first part of this research by 
taking a random sample of scripts from Botswana from the 
Nov 1985 examination. Paper 1 comprised the writing tests 
lasting one and a half hours. Candidates were advised to 
spend 60 minutes on question 1 (the essay options listed 
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below) and 30 minutes an question two (narrative writing 
based on a picture sequence). The question 1 options were: 
1. Helping in and around the house 
2a) "The wind suddenly rose.." 
b) "Darkness always terrified 	 me, 
Choose EITHER a) OR b) and continue the story 
3 What do you like or dislike most about the area or 
district in which you live ? 
4. Dancing 
5. Do you consider that the lives of women in your country 
could be improved ? 
All the scripts I pulled out contained writing on one of 
questions 2, 3 or 5. I classify the options 2a and b as 
narrative; option 3 as descriptive, and option 5 as 
expository.  
The sample of scripts pulled out was not entirely random. 
Firstly, a range of scores was wanted. As the raw scores 
were written conspicuously on the front of the scripts, it 
was fairly easy to ensure the sample batch contained a 
range. -Secondly, using knowledge of Botswana and of -the.  
language characteristics of candidates' names, scripts were 
not selected which came from a Centre likely to have a lot 
of Kalanga speakers or from other minority languages, and 
names from Afrikaans or English or an Asian language. This 
was done because at this stage in the research it seemed it 
might'be fruitful to look more closely at problems which 
arise specifically with Setswana L1 candidates. 
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After this method of screening out non-Setswana L1 scripts, 
79 scripts (out of the 120 random scripts taken from the 
offices of the Cambridge board) were selected. Of these, i 
was found that 36 had done one of the 2 narrative options; 
35 had done the descriptive option, and only 8 had done the 
expository option. 
Discussion of this finding  
1. This finding confirms the suspicions of the UBS English 
Department that school students lack confidence in their 
skills in expository writing. 
2. Because of the backwash effect, it is probable that the 
teachers were not giving the students enough practice-in 
this either. They were concentrating the effort on skills 
which would help them pass the examination, rather than on 
those which would help them with tertiary education. 
3. On the sample size obtained, it would not be statistical 
valid to measure if those doing the expository option were 
being unfairly treated, and I could not get a clear answer 
from the Cambridge Board about whether they did tests on th 
whole yearly candidature to see if the average marks 
obtained for each option was roughly the same. If the mark 
for the expository option were shown to be lower than for 
the others, this would show that it is a more risky option 
to attempt.„, If the marks were higher than the average, the 
this might show that the higher ability candidates tend to 
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attempt this option. 
4. The sample I got from Botswana scripts was sufficient 
size to make some comparisons of the relative frequency of 
different connectives in the two main genres: narrative and 
descriptive. But the frequencies of connectives more likely 
to be of use in academic expository writing were low or 
negligible. 
Discussion of Frequency Table Connectives (appendix 2) 
If we are interested in the variety of connectives used, 
then the table shows that the narrative genre appeared to 
activate a larger part of the repertoire than the 
descriptive mode. 	 A crude count of the variety of 
connectives 
categories, 
appearing, 
shows this 
divided into the 
up thus: 
cohesive 
Narrative Descriptive 
Temporal 20 10 
Additive 11 8 
Deprivative 4 2 
Contrastive 8 7 
Conditional 4 2 
Causal 9 9 
Purpose 4 4 
Comparison 4 6 
Exemplar 1 2 
Alternative 2 2 
Focus 8 0 
Deictic 6 6 
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From the evidence of this table, it can be suggested that 
narrative appears to provoke a wider use of repertoire than 
descriptive - if it is permissible to generalize from this 
sample, based on the essay titles as stated. The only two 
categories in which the descriptive mode shows up as 
utilizing more variety than the narrative is, as might be 
expected from the topic, the category of comparison, by the 
narrow margin of 3 instances, and the category of exemplar, 
by the slightly larger margin of 7 instances. 	 Narrative 
scripts used more variety in the temporal category, as might 
be expected, and also in the additive, the deprivative, the 
contrastive (one more only); the conditional, and the rather 
mixed category I have labelled "focus" as it shows the 
writer trying to take a stance with the topic, to qualify, 
modify, emphasize or expand their assertions. All the 
instances of "focus" ( in  fact, indeed, actually, at  
least no matter, in that - 5 of them single instances, and 
instances of at  least) occurred in the narrative scripts, 
and none in the descriptive. This would suggest that for 
some reason these topics attracted the writers (the few of 
them) who try to focus - a skill that should mature into 
further use with expository tasks. One might well ask why 
the "descriptive" task - which seems at first glance to be 
half way to being an expository task since it invites 
comparison - did not appear to encourage these "expository" 
skills or attract the writers with these skills. 
Now to turn to look in detail at which connectives are 
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prominent in this comparative table, it can be noted that 
and (in the paratactic use, with verbal clauses, not 
the coupling use joining nouns, pronouns, adjectives or 
adverbs) occurs more than twice as frequently in the 
narrative scripts, thus showing its basic use in sequence of 
action discourse. This use of and is basic in that it 
turns up early in the speech of children in sequence-telling 
(see Crystal's Stage 5, as re-printed in Singleton,1989). 
It is also basic in Anglo-Saxon, such as the language of 
the Chronicle where the main syntax is co-ordinative strings 
of action. It is also basic in narrative passages of the 
Bible (Authorized version, for example, almost every verse 
in Genesis starts with a narrative And). It is possible that 
these Batswana student writers were influenced by a similar 
narrative linking in Setswana using mme. Teachers of 
English commonly used to try to coax.L1 students out of 
joining all their sentences with and, by encouraging them to 
diversify into other structures of sequence, such as before 
and after clauses, or participle phrases. With L1 learners, 
these structures develop later than and, as shown in 
naturalistic studies (see chapter 4). The same is true of 
L2 learners. Here instances of and are more than all the 
instances of other temporal connectives in either genre. Of 
course, it should not be assumed that all these instances are 
sequence of action uses. It can be assumed that most of the 
instances in the descriptive mode are not. But the 
comparatively big score for  and in the narrative mode 
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strongly suggest a large part of the "surplus" is connected 
with the syntax of narrative sequences. 
This discussion of and shows up a problem that crops up in 
crude connective counting, whether manual or by computer. 
If the researcher becomes interested in different uses of 
the same word, it would become a very large task to sift 
back into the sentence contexts to see the relative 
proportions of the different uses. (Connectives as and so  
would present this problem, having multiple uses). However, 
at the present stage of this discussion, we will just have 
to assume that the surplus of and in the narrative scripts 
can be accounted for by numerous sequence-of-action 
sentences. 
In comparison, though with a much smaller total number of 
instances,  also is more utilized in the descriptive mode. 
An odd finding in the deprivative category is that only the 
narrative genre showed up instances of deprivative but as 
in 
" I told everybody but my father.." 
But in the contrastive sense is also more numerous in the 
narrative scripts. 
	 This is against expectation, as one 
might predict that there would be MORE use of contrastives 
in the essays attempting comparison. 
There are more if clauses in the descriptive essays. they 
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are mostly conditional is : 
"if you visit my town, you can see several shops.." 
whereas a narrative essay would be more likely to demand 
difficult conditional 3s: 
"if I had not climbed the tree, I would have been killed" 
and so more candidates would be likely to avoid the more 
difficult if-clauses demanded by a narrative in the past. 
Within the causal category, it can be noted that instances 
of because are nearly equal. The narrative essays yielded 
all the instances of so that (explaining purposes or results). 
8 out of 10 instances of therefore were unexpectedly in the 
descriptive essays. Although this total is perhaps too 
small to make any meaningful extrapolation, it seems to 
show a slight tendency for a descriptive essay with a 
comparative task, such as the one set, to encourage the 
syntax of making conclusions, an essential component of 
expository prose. 
In the Deictic category, the descriptive essays contained at 
least 50 more instances over all (but it should be borne in 
mind that there may be considerable under-counting of they. 
It appears to encourage greater use of wh-relatives, and of 
this/that. 
Conclusions to chapter  
Thus we see from the above that even allowing for 
inaccuracies of manual counting, there appear to be notable 
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differences in the frequency of structures used in the two 
essay options. A teacher could make sure that a good varied 
"diet" of tasks would assist students in developing a 
fuller repertoire. This is not a particularly startling or 
novel conclusion: most textbooks and teachers probably do 
try to vary the writing tasks. But the value of working 
through some scripts to produce laborious frequency counts 
is that the syntax details of this "diet" becomes plain. The 
converse of this is that if students are not encouraged to 
attempt a variety of tasks, then they may be narrowing 
their usable repertoire of connectives. 
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Chapter 8 
Sentence-Complexity and Connective Counting 
Discussion of the findings (appendix 8 and 9)  
The study of the Cambridge 0 level scripts involved compar-
ing marks awarded by the Board's examiners with various 
quantitative measures of sentence complexity. 
A/Sentence Complexity 
The method of procedure was crudely quantitative. 	 The recom- 
mendation based on Larsen-Freeman's research (1977, quoted 
above) that error-free T-units are better measurements to 
apply to ESOL students was not followed. It would have 
been much more laborious to consider the degree of error for 
each clause. It seemed more suitable to analyse erroneous 
patches of script not quantitatively, but qualitatively, by 
discussion of different examples, as in Chapter 9 based on 
quoted extracts (see appendix 5). The rough and ready method 
was an attempt to see if the marker's often quoted criterion, 
of rambling sentence structure, would show up in a sentence 
complexity count. Moreover, it would be interesting to see 
if there are indeed two types of failed scripts: the rambling 
variety and those who play safe with simple sentence syntax 
(as suggested by the Cambridge Marking Criteria for D b) and 
c) scripts. 
The procedure was as follows: 
a) a word count of the whole script 
b) a sentence count, i.e. a count of full-stops ( ignoring 
punctuation mistakes where a syntactic sentence had 
not been terminated correctly) 
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c) a sentence length count, a) divided by b) = words 
per sentence 
d) a count of main verbs. The parataxis figure could 
then be calculated by dividing the sentence count b) 
into the main verb count. 	 This is a crude average 
of parataxis. It would not distinguish between the 
scripts which used parataxis for every other sentence, ar 
the script which had just a couple clf long sentences, eac 
with 5 main verbs, or rather 2 long sentences joined by 
a punctuation error of an omitted full-stop. 
e) a count of all verbal constructions. The hypotaxis 
figure could then be. calculated by subtracting the main 
verb count from this, and then using it to divide the 
sentence count into it, as with parataxis above 
f)A subordination count, using an adapted from of 
Loban's count of embedding, as described at the begin-
ning of this chapter. 
The results of this for the narrative and descriptive 
scripts was then run through the SAS programme ( appendix 
7), and SPSS 9 (appendix 8). 	 The 8 essays on the 
expository task, on the status of women, are too small a 
number for comparison. The SAS print-outs were only done. 
for the results which showed up something significant in the 
SPSS results, so the two should be looked at together. 
The Sentence complexity counts showed up several significant 
correlations, as may be expected. On the PASS data 
(Appendix 7, Table 1, Appendix 8 Table 1), on a one-tailed 
test, the correlations are as follows: 
words per sentence with hypotaxis 	 at .0005 
words per sentence with subordination at .0005 
subordination with hypotaxis 	 at .0005 
words per sentence with parataxis at .025 
parataxis NEGATIVELY with subordination at .05 
The first two are not surprising: the more clauses, the more 
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words. But the relationship is not so strong with 
parataxis: those with parataxis apparently produced shorter 
sentences. It is to be expected that hypotaxis would 
correlate with subordination as the latter is just a more 
detailed way of measuring the same thing. The interesting 
finding is that there is a NEGATIVE correlation (although 
_not a very strong one) between parataxis and subordination: 
in other words, the less the students use and the more they 
are likely to embed clauses and verbal constructions. This 
is the statistical reflection of the teachers' advice to 
students not to use and so much but to diversify sentence 
structure. 
On the FAIL data (Appendix 7 Table 2, Appendix 8 Table 2) 
the factor of words per sentence correlates to parataxis and 
hypotaxis but NOT to subordination. This rather odd 
finding is at variance with the finding on the PASS data. 
Presumably it means that some of the FAIL scripts produce 
both shorter sentences and more complicated embedding, but 
it is not a consistent trend that way, or a negative 
correlation would show it up. Parataxis correlates with 
hypotaxis, again a finding at variance with the negative 
correlation of parataxis and subordination found on the PASS 
scripts. Here it can be interpreted as that scripts which 
use compound sentences also use - more complex sentences. 
But, curiously, there is NO correlation of subordination to 
hypotaxis. This could be interpreted as that the scripts 
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with high hypotaxis, i.e. having one or two clauses at 
first level subordination for lots of their sentences do not 
tend to have much further embedding. Or conversely, scripts 
with several sentences of nested embedding that produce a 
high subordination count do not have many other sentences 
with first level subordination. 	 This is possibly the 
statistical reflection of the uneven syntax which is 
supposed to characterize the Class D scripts (see Marking 
Scheme in Appendix 3): either the sentences ramble (too much 
embedding, out of control) or they are monotonous. They 
lack the syntactic control of the PASS scripts which 
produced the correlation between hypotaxis and subordina-
tion. 
Appendix 7 Table 3 is put in as a warning about how 
difficult it is to "read" correlation in the SAS charts. 
One conspicuous peak distracts the eye from the overall 
trend, which in this case showed up no correlation on the 
SPSS count. 
Tables 3 and 4 of Appendi: 	 were very discouraging. They 
show that the sentence complexity counts do not correlate 
with either the weighted cohesion count (worked out on the 
weights listed in Appendix 6) or with the exam mark. 
In other words, this means that the attempt to give an 
objective quantitative validation to the proclaimed marking 
criteria with regard to sentence structure was unsuccessful. 
The null hypothesis had to be accepted. This was 
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particularly surprising as an impressionistic reading had 
seemed to corroborate the marking scheme: the failed scripts 
did seem to have recognisable faults in sentence 
construction (see data in Appendix 5). But the fact that 
there are TWO criteria for syntax in the D and E groups 
could be a source of this statistical randomness. The 
failed scripts contain BOTH those prone to long rambling 
sentences and those prone to short monotonous sentences. So 
the effect of this BI-POLAR distribution is probably to 
cancel any significant correlation, either positive or 
negative. There is a statistical method, the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov formula, for measuring if there is a curve in the 
distribution rather than a slope, which can be applied to 
curvilinear data. This was later tried out for a different 
form of the cohesion count by category (see below) on the 
same scripts, but this also showed no correlations. 
However, on the narrative scripts there was a near 
NEGATIVE correlation at .05 for words per sentence and the T 
score (Appendix 7, Table 4, Appendix8,Table 5). So on the 
narrative scores at least the markers marked down for these 
rambling sentences. But there was no such correlation for 
the descriptive scripts. 
B. Cohesion Weighting  lAppendix 6)  
This is an attempt to give a numeric expression to the 
notion of a repertoire that contains more than the usual 
cohesive devices displayed in all the scripts. As has been 
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explained in the overview of procedures, the method was to 
total the instances for each connective for the whole batch 
of scripts (79). Then the number of scripts (for ease of 
comparison rounded up to 80) Was divided by the number of 
instances. Thus a device that appears most frequently, such 
as and, gets the lowest value. A device that appeared only 
once, in the entire set of scripts, would aet a weighting of 
80. 
The instances of each connective per script were then 
multiplied by that connective's weight and then the totals 
were added together for all the different devices, to give a 
weighted cohesion count for each script. This appears as 
either the C score or the W score in the SPSS printouts. 
All this could then be correlated with the Tscore, ie the 
examiner's raw mark. 
Correlations found (see Appendix 8) 
With the descriptive -scripts only the cohesion count 
correlated NEGATIVELY with hypertaxis and with 
subordination, a figure which would be explained as that 
either those who used lots•of clauses did NOT use lots of 
rare connectives with high weightings, or that those who did 
use those rarer connectives tended to have rather simple 
syntax otherwise. If the latter fits the findings, then 
some of the rarer connectives appeared in the failed 
scripts, rather reinforcing the suppositions that some 
candidates in this group over-stretch themselves in 
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risk-taking. 
This impression is somewhat reinforced by the finding 
(Appendix 8 Table 8) that the exam mark correlated negatively 
(just, at .10) with the cohesion count: i.e.the lower the 
mark the more high scoring "rarer" connectives. 
Appendix 8, Tables 9 and 10 , shows that with the narrative 
scripts the exam mark correlated with the cohesion count at 
.05 and with the descriptive scripts as .10. It is difficult 
to confirm this with a look at the SAS tables (Appendix 7 
Tables 6 and 7), as it seems to the untutored eye that the 
peaks and troughs of each look randomized compared to the 
slope for the exam.mark. 
Thus although the quantitative measures being used seemed to 
suggest some relationships (as described above), they did 
not seem adequate to express the characteristics of the 
different scripts from low scoring to high. Of course, 
the examination mark was awarded on a global impression, 
taking into account other criteria besides sentence 
complexity, such as vocabulary, so it is not surprising that 
the correlations were not across the board. 
The sentence complexity count did not take faulty linking 
and punctuation into account, as already mentioned. 
This method of doing the weighted cohesion count seemed 
increasingly unsatisfactory. The cohesion count was boosted 
if a candidate used one instance of a linking word that 
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if a candidate used one instance of a linking word that 
nobody else used - ie scoring 80.for it, or if one other 
had used it, scoring 40. 	 The extracts in Appendix 5, show 
that some of the scripts at the bottom of the descriptive 
pile were the ones who used "in addition" and "moreover". 
Also there were some cases of a "rare" 'connective being used 
wrongly: for example on the contrary in D11. Although these 
should not have been counted for the cohesion score, but 
there were probably some that slipped in. 
So instead of a weighted cohesion count, an attempt was made 
to investigate the difference between pass/fail scripts by 
tabulating the connectives in the different categories, and 
then doing further correlational calculations 
Pass/Fail Data by Connective Category 
In the majority of scripts there were no examples of inter-
sentential joining. This could be attributed to the genres 
of the essay titles. But it could also be asserted that 
this reveals that these prertiary students have not had 
much practice in the type of expository prose that uses 
inter-sentential links. Inter-sentential was counted as any 
joining device that made reference to a previous block of 
text. At the simplest level, this is most likely to be a 
reference + a joining word: 
Because of this, we stayed indoors 
or a reference word on its own: 
When my mother saw this 	  
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It could also be the which links to something already 
established in the text (rather than the of something unique 
like the sun). In fact it proved - very difficult to keep 
count of these, and there are probably many (random) 
omissions in this column. 
In most cases in the Appendix 2 lists, the connectives with 
the highest frequencies are the intra-sentential ones. They 
appear first in the lists under each category before the 
less frequent ones. The temporal category displays the most 
inter-sentential connectives - the 16 connectives listed 
from firstly downwards (but omitting since and as soon as  
which are intra-sentential). It can be noted that the total 
number used in the batch of scripts was less than 10 in each 
case, mostly only 1 or 2 instances. 
The Additive category also displays some inter-sentential 
linking, but again in low frequencies : 
in addition 2 
as for 1 
what's more 4 
moreover 1 
furthermore 3 
In the Contrastive category, there is only 
on the other hand 
	 3 
In the Conditional category: 
otherwise 	 2 
Listed under the heading Focus may be found 3 others, each 
with only one instance:  indeed, in fact, actually.  
Some common connectives, and, but, or, so, may be used in 
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the sentence initial position, inter-sententially. English 
teachers often advice against And in this position 
(although, as already pointed out,it has a very basic and 
well-established function there, especially in narrative). 
Supposedly, this advice is part of the general encouragement 
to students to diversify their sentence structures and avoid 
prose full of and. But, So, Or don't seem to suffer these 
strictures. It has become a matter of personal style, 
rather than grammar, whether these connectives are preceded 
by a comma or a full-stop. 	 So during the count on the 
Botswana scripts it did not seem practicable to separate out 
the intra-sentential use from the inter-sentential for these 
4 common connectives. 
In Appendix 4 the data has been averaged out, to give an 
average i (= instance or frequency of this category of 
connective per script) and an average v (= variety of 
connectives in each category per script). The tabulation 
shows the average per script because there were, as noted, 
different numbers of scripts in each genre, both pass and 
fail. On the whole, the narrative scripts were more 
successful, as already discussed in Chapter 7. 
The first thing to note about the table in Appendix 4 is 
that in almost every category of connector the narrative 
genre had a *higher average count than the descriptive. The 
exception is, as might be expected, a small reverse for the 
comparative mode, with the descriptive having slightly more 
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of this. The descriptive also has more%of the reference, 
but, as noted, this column is the most unreliable. 
Secondly, in almost every category, the scripts that passed 
had l*more connectors and greater variety of them than the 
failed scripts of the same genre. This -matches the marking 
criteria, and the markers' comments. Scripts with 
monotonous sentence structure or poor clausal links were 
marked down. The total lack of conditionals in the failed 
narrative scripts is worth remarking on - even though this is 
a generally low frequency category. The averages for 
Exemplar and Alternatives were so small that it would be 
meaningless to put them in the averages chart. 
Thirdly, some categories have higher averages than others: 
*the temporal is obviously in demand for narrative, whereas 
there is *more reference for the descriptive genre. What 
these essay tasks did not demand - or what the candidates do 
not have in their repertoire - is connectives for exemplars, 
for deprivatives, for conditionals and for alternatives. 
Are these then categories that are more in demand in other 
genres ? 	 An immediate reaction certainly would be to 
suppose that it is precisely these categories that would be 
needed in greater quantity for more argumentative prose. 
lall comments marked * should be re-read in the light of 
findings commented on in the section "further statistical 
refinement" later in this chapter. 
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Fourthly, an extra column was made to count and separately 
from the other words in the additive category. The strong 
narrative use of and shows up boldly - nearly double the 
frequency of the descriptive and. The markers were clearly 
on the alert for excessive use of and, and red-circled such 
instances. Among the lower scoring descriptive scripts, 
there was one with 28 ands (which scored 21 -just a pass), 
and three in the failed scripts, with instances of and  
amounting to 19, 11 and 11 respectively. High frequencies 
of and among the narrative scripts did not matter, because 
this is normal in action-sequence prose. (Another reason why 
narrative is a safer bet for a good mark ? More parataxis 
allowed ?). In the final count of *averages, and  
frequencies still got higher averaaes for the pass scripts 
in each genre. There was not a predominance of and in the 
failed scripts, as might be expected from the criteria. 
Fifthly, a separate column has been made for wh-relatives. 
Because of the way Bantu languages express any noun modifier 
adjective by a subsequent pronoun which agrees with the noun 
it modifies followed by the adjective or verbal- adjunct or 
clause, a common error often found in the English of Setswan 
Li students is to use the relative excessively instead of 
finding the adjective, or appropriate participle (verbal 
adjective), to fit before the noun. Sure enough the figures 
in the failed column for the descriptive scripts show that 
these candidates are making *more use of wh-relatives than 
the successful ones. (But the narrative failures, not so 
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much). 
So far this quantitative data has confirmed what teachers 
and markers of scripts from this part of the world would 
expect. 
Further statistical refinement  
The above discussion based on Appendix .4 uses averages in the 
Pass/fail groups. This is a superficial way of tabulating 
results, using pen/paper + pocket calculator. It was then 
decided to put the raw figures through the SPSS programme 
to use a Kolmogorov-Smirnov formula to calculate the signi-
ficance of the pass/fail differences for each connective 
category counted. This formula should detect a significant 
difference even if there is a curve, rather than a gradient, 
in the score ranking. 
A check on the probability tables reveals that NONE of the 
tests showed up any significant difference between the 
results of comparing pass/fail in any of the connective 
categories. It did not seem worth wasting paper to enclose 
the SPSS print-out of these results in an appendix. The 
samples size in some of the categories is, of course, 
extremely small, anyway. 
However, it seems worth including the histograms on each 
connective category (in appendix 4, following the Table of 
averages.) These were done for Narr. Pass and Fail, Descr. 
Pass and Fail, and for All groups, showing the i ( frequency 
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of connective category instances in each scripts) and the v( 
variety of connective in each category). The histogrammes 
show what proportion of the total "i" or "v" came from 
scripts that only had one instance, and which from scripts 
that had many more. The computer print-out uses up more than 
60 pages, but it is not useful to include it all in the 
appendix. Some of the categories depicted only very small 
numbers of valid cases, i.e. among the Narrative FAIL cases 
only 3 students used an additive other than and. There are 
some differences in the shape of the histograms between the 
two genres, but it does not seem worth using up more than 
66 pages of appendix to show this. But in order to give 
some idea of what the histograms show the print-outs for 
the whole batch of scripts (i.e.e Narr + Descr.) have been 
included in appendix 4. The contrast can be made between 
the categories with varied spread, such as temporal category 
where many people used only one instance but one candidate 
used 10, and categories such as deprivative V where there wa 
only one connective on the repertoire : without. 
Scripts which are very "way out" from the norm show up 
clearly in this histogram depiction: in the Temporal I, one 
scripts showed 25 instances of temporal connectives, and in 
Causative I, another shows 21 instances. Among the "v" 
print-outs (for variety of connectives, one script showed 10 
different temporal connectives. In this way. these histo-
grams show an alternative way of depicting graphically the 
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repertoire profiles across the group, category by category. 
The shapes of the "stacks" for each category show up which 
categories have good potential for repertoire 
(causative and temporal) and which have a meagre repertoire 
(exemplar, conditional, alternative). The meagre profiles 
are, of course, as much a reflection of the nature of 
English (the scarce choices in some of these categories) as 
of any deficiencies in the students, although it should be 
observed that in some categories, for example "exemplar" 
the choices are more than the students displayed. This 
appendix should be read in conjunction with appendix 6 which 
shows another way of expressing the relative frequencies of 
connectives in the whole group. 
Nonetheless it did not seem worth utilising further this 
method of depicting repertoire,as it is somewhat difficult 
to "read" the print-out's correctly (granted that the symbols 
vary in whether they indicate .20 of cases or .40 etc). 
Furthermore the fact that the K-S tests showed up no 
significant differences confirms that further argument 
cannot be built upon this sets of results by connective 
category and topic task and pass/fail. Indeed the results 
of the K-S test invalidates some of the preceding discussion 
on the differences that seemed noticeable in the tabulation 
by averages. A * has been put besides the statement that 
would have to be modified in the light of the K-S results. 
However, both have been included, as a warning that 
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"eyeball" assessment is not enough and it is necessary to 
process results by more rigorous statistical means. 
Conclusions  
These various statistical attempts to :establish measures 
of repertoire of connectives had so far proved confusing. 
Why did the cohesion weighting correlate with both the 
narrative and the descriptive exam marks, but not with the 
PASS scores ? Why did the connective counting show up NO 
differences, on either overall frequency or on variety, 
between the pass and fail scripts ? One answer is obviously 
that the exam mark reflects several other criteria besides 
repertoire with connectives. 
However, quantitative methods are only one way of 
illuminating data, and at this point, it seems better to 
move on to look qualitatively at the data. As stated above, 
the quantitative methods probably do not take error 
sufficiently into the calculations, and this might have been 
a factor influencing the markers more than positive points 
of connective repertoire. Examples of clumsy sentences may 
reveal more about a learner's development than 
counting methods, so it is now time to turn to analysis of 
extracts from the scripts in Chapter 9. 
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Chapter 9 
Discussion of Soft Data from Botswana Scripts 
The purpose of this chapter is to look more closely at some 
of the syntax and methods of cohesion actually used by the 
Botswana candidates. The problem of using quantitative 
data, as in the previous chapter, is that the tidy columns 
of averages iron out some of the peculiarities. The teacher 
who wants to use error analysis as an aid to teaching would 
probably find the quotations from the scripts found in the 
long Appendix 5 more interesting than the rows of figures 
in Appendix 2, 4 and 6). 
All the references in this chapter refer to Appendix 5, 
To preserve anonymity, the candidate numbers have not been 
used, but the scripts were numbered with an ID in each genre 
(N=narrative (question 2), D= descriptive (question 1 or 
3)), starting with the highest scoring = N1. The raw marks 
given for this essay by the marker are put beside that ID. 
The marker's comments, if any, are put in square brackets at. 
the end of the quotations. For ease of reference, the 
quotations have been arranged in ID sequence in the 
respective genres. But the discussion below the comments 
and arguments do not follow the ID sequence. Some exanples 
to be discussed occur in several different scripts anyway. 
So the discussion is arranged according to topics of 
linguistic or pedagogic interest, rather than following a 
rigid plan of commenting on each quotation in sequence. 
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Organising Signals  
D 7 is a script that won the marker's praise for "controlled 
SS". It makes use of enumeration: firstly, secondly, 
lastly. It shows correct use of connectives of reason or 
result or cause: hence and because, and also verbs of 
cause/effect: this leads to,  causing. There is apt use of 
emphasis : even swim. There is outstanding stylistic use 
of only to find.  
Dli is another example of a script which uses both 
connectives and verbs to effect good sequencing signals. The 
candidate rings the changes between when, after (+noun or 
participle), and  then 	 follows and is followed. 
Both these scripts show the effectiveness of a repertoire 
which includes both the connectives and verbs that fit the 
same semantic frame. Crombie(1985) argued for syllabi that 
teach the structures related to the same semantic frame: 
"...it is likely to encourage learners to concentrate or 
the communicative function of arammar by bringing 
together, at a particular point in the syllabus, certain 
different constructions through which a single, under-
lying semantic relation may be realised." 
R.R. Jordan, in his textbook Academic  Writing  Course, 
(1980) had already done this, to some extent in the 
Structure and Vocabulary Aid sections at the ends of each 
Unit. 
Use of wh-relatives and pronouns 
The nature of Bantu languages, with the trail of pronouns it 
concord with the topic-noun (in one about 8 classes) or top: 
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verb (in Setswana, expressed with a trail of go..), may be 
explored as a possible explanation for the over-use of 
repeated pronouns and wh-relatives by learners of English 
from that Ll language type. 
An example of a pronoun unnecessarily repeated is: 
N29 "Immediately when he stood he carried on and so he 
increased his speed" 
which have been more fluently expressed with participles: 
" Immediately standing up again, he carried on, even 
increasing his speed" 
but poor candidates are uneasy with participles. 
Sometimes errors of duplicated wh-connective + pronoun 
appear: for instance in D8: 
"...there is a plan to build a reformatory which I 
think it would be able to reduce a number of crimes" 
and N32 
"I started searching for them in the areas where I knew 
it is their grazing area" 
In some scripts, a more elaborate construction which uses a 
pronoun or relative is preferred to, say, an infinitive of 
purpose: 
N28 "I wished I had enough money to hire somebody so that 
he can fasten the roof back" 
N31 "there was no thunder which could light my way" 
D30 "no good traverbord that link to food markets... 
no industry that can supply people with employment" 
In Setswana, the topic of a clause or modifier is easily 
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followed along the trail of carefully concorded pronouns, so 
it is easy to see why a student from that L1 background 
would feel unhappy with such as loose tie as "to". Such 
students may not quickly grasp the fact that English relies 
more heavily on strict rules of sequencing to show what 
reduced modifying phrases relate to. 
In fact, the crasser forms of error, with wh- clauses used 
instead of adjectives: 
I wore my coat which is red 
do not appear in these scripts: they should have been 
banished in the first year of Secondary School (at least, in 
my brief experience of teaching at that level, that is what 
I found was a common error at that stage). So if one is 
looking for stages of acquisition, starting from an error 
that arises in the structure of the Ll, one can see here 
that an early stage, for Bantu Ll students, is to use 
adjectives correctly, but the underlying traces of Bantu 
concords still persist through the five years of English to 
appear in more subtle ways, in avoidance of infinitives of 
purpose. 
Topicalization 
N15 shows a marked tendency towards topicalization that 
some of the sentences have the cadence of Anglo-Saxon 
poetry, for instance this concluding sentence of a story of 
a lion-hunt 
"Even today I could still recall the animal. Placid it 
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had seemed, leaving the dead man, moving with dignity 
like Moses leaving the presence of Pharaoh" 
(incidentally, the Biblical allusion gives the extraordinary 
impression that this candidate, from a lion-hunting tribe, 
is equating Moses and liberty with lions, and his own hunting 
people, including a man killed by the lion, as the oppressing 
Pharaoh). 
Two other examples underlined by the marker of 
topicalisation are: 
"Fears we had cropped from the fact the strong wind woud 
erase the track" 
and 
"Myself amongst the men we had oraanized ourselves 
carefull, making sure we took along brave men" 
In the context of a life-threatening lion-hunt, the desire 
to emphasize the fear and his own bravery obviously 
overwhelmed this candidate's ear for more normal English 
syntax. 
Although there are not many other such extreme examples of 
of topicalisation in this bunch of scripts, it is a 
linguistic phenomenon that deserves further reserve, cross-
linguistically. W. Rutherford (1988) remarked that English 
shows an "extreme use of word-order to signal grammatical 
rather than pragmatic relationships". He adds that this 
causes problems to learners of English coming from topic-
prominent languages: 
"the topic prominent nature of Mandarin leads to early 
use of this in English i.e. the syntactization of complex 
semantic material in subject/topic position." 
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Problems with so  
(ref N3,N7, N24,N30,N35) 
This problem is with the construction so (adj or adv) 
	 that. It is interesting to note that the more 
advanced scripts, N 3 & N7 which received an overall B 
grading, show the achievement of putting the so before the 
adjective or adverb (which is an achievement, in that the 
equivalent in Setswana, mo eleng gore, would ao after it) bu 
spoil the effect by duplicating the so with with a so much 
or a so that. N17 & N30 have not attained the pre- placing 
of so and uses so much that where so ....that would be 
appropriate. 
	 N24 uses so much so which sounds a bit 
heavy: 	 so that would be better, granted that the punctua- 
tion is as for one sentence. This is an interesting example 
which shows the need to teach these items contrastively, 
within a longer text, so that the students can see the flow 
of the text, the punctuation and the emphasis. 
N 16 shows the error of using very....that, where 
so 	 that is required. 
In several scripts, so that is used when an infinitive of 
purpose is required: 
N28 I wished I had enough money to hire somebody so that h( 
can fasten the roof back 
D19 people had tried to write to...other officials so that 
they could do something about it 
(incidently this extract also has a rare example of the 
correct pre-placing of so "The smell is so terrible that 
The problem seems to be that in both cases the subject of 
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the sentence is different from the subject of the action. 
The use of so to explain a reason or a result is 
comparatively rare in these scripts (see Chapter 6 for 
comparison with the frequency of so in the Hinckley scripts). 
But there was one candidate, D27, who overused so in a 
failed script. The marker red-circled 10 instances of so on 
the last page. The two instances in the quoted extract, 
though they sound odd, fit the harsh probabilities of those 
months ( I was in Botswana in Dec. 1985 and feared similar 
probabilities ) i.e. if your village was near the border, 
then you faced a greater risk of South African attacks, esp-
ecially because if the invaders didn't find the targeted 
people then they were just as likely to kill innocent 
residents. In other words, the so in this script is trying 
to convey a clear path of explanation - but the attempt is 
spoilt.by over-use of so earlier in the script. It is also 
noticeable that this candidate has a strong explanatory 
tendency: there are three explanatory wh-relatives about 
about the fish, the rain and the hills, and the connectives 
thus and as a result to emphasize the reason for the main 
economic industry, beef-cattle. This candidate seems to 
have a strong argumentative or expository inclination, but 
scores low because of "loose style, v repetitive". 
It is interesting to note that many of the examples of the 
inter-sentential connectors come from this low scoring D 
group: D 31 and D 32 feature sentence initial in addition, 
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moreover.„ for example and consequently. Why is it that 
these low-scoring candidates are more inclined to use the 
more sophisticated connectors ? Are they attempting to use 
tools they have not yet mastered ? This is a vital question 
for teachers working with students at this stage of 
learning. Should the candidates be encouraged to play for 
safe and stick with simple structures ? But the marking 
scheme also penalises candidates with monotonous sentence 
structure. 
From looking at the wildly swinging line of the failed 
scripts in the SAS print out (appendix 8) of sentence 
length, and weighted cohesion count, these candidates with 
risk-taking syntax from a noticeable proportion of those whc 
fail to make the grade. Of course, the errors of syntax are 
often accompanied by gross errors of other sorts, with 
sing/plural, with tenses, with vocabulary. As the marking 
system stands, of course these candidates fail. 
But from my experience of Botswana, I am all too aware of 
what were the consequences of failure: the admission to the 
University and to B.T.C. (the Government Training Centre) 
and other courses was very dependent on grades attained, 
especially in English. But from my reading of these 
scripts, some of the students who show the best ability to 
think about their surroundings, and analyze come from this 
low-scoring set who attempted the descriptive essays, for 
instance, D 27, D 30, D31, D 33, D35, and some in the 
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narrative essays, for instance N27, N36. From the subject-
matter, it can be surmised that these candidates also come 
from the more remote areas (with the least exposure to 
English). Maybe their intelligence gets them higher scores 
in their L1 and in their other subjects, It seems a pity if 
their errors of English syntax prevent them proceeding to 
tertiary education. 
The Chief Examiners at the Cambridge Board are clearly aware 
of the problem of different types of failed script as they 
distinguish (see Appendix 3 )between type b) with "short, 
trite content; mainly correct language because no risks are 
taken" and type c): 
" long, racy scripts with interesting content but so much 
carelessness and inaccuracy that we should be unwilling 
to employ the writer in simple clerical tasks..." 
This revealing comment about clerical work reveals that 
they consider a pass should show someone has potential for 
simple clerical tasks. So what do those with the long, racy 
scripts do in society ? It seems to me they would make good 
agricultural demonstrators, or secretaries of village 
development committees - but their current language 
performance might debar them from the training. 
This brings us back from the sociological implications of 
examination grading to a consideration about the language 
acquisition path of these students. The successful students 
perform within their repertoire: the failed ones (of the c 
type) perform beyond it, that it is to say, they have the 
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words or phrases, but have only partly grasped how to use 
them. The b) failed category apparently lack the more 
sophisticated connectors in their productive repertoire. 
the interesting pedagogical point, to be looked at again in 
Chapter 14, is whether these two types of potential failed 
students need different types of teachina/classroom . 
experience/exposure to texts. 
Over-rehearsal of star routines  
The expression "star routines" is deliberately chosen from 
the world of dance. In some sense, examination candidates 
are performers, all concerned to shows their best acrobatic 
tricks like at some audition for star parts. As mentioned 
above, it is often the failed candidates who try to produce 
the heavy connectives (like furthermore, and moreover) - 
often inappropriate within the text contexts. 
But it is also interesting to note that once a writer has 
trot hold of a neat expression it is often repeated several 
times in the text. For instance in D 13, the use of the 
elliptic so is repeated 3 times. 
Candidate D31 displays his repertoire of present 
participles, but over-uses it as in: 
"for examples, coperatives buying agricultural 
products" 
Candidate D30 repeats erroneously: 
"they is no good traverbord 	 they is no'industry" 
Candidate D35 repeats "compare to other areas" 
These repetitions seem to be similar to the repetitions 
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that Martin Bygate (1988) observed in his class-discussions 
where students were picking up helpful expressions from each 
other. There are similar repetitions in the language of 
young children learning their L1. I can vividly recall 
over-hearing my eldest daughter, then aged about 18 months, 
chattering away to herself alone in the bedroom in the 
evening, with repeated rehearsal of words and sentence 
fragments that had clearly taken her fancy. 
All this rather suggests that repetition is an important 
stage in the acquiring of new structures. When a new 
structure is still being assimilated into the linguistic 
repertoire, it is as if the productive faculty gets 
temporarily fixated on it, resulting in repetition and over-
use. It would be interesting to research this further, 
longitudinally, to see how long this staae lasts with 
different parts of a language repertoire and with students 
with different learning styles. Perhaps it does not happen 
with all types of students, but only with some. In this 
sample of scripts the occurrence of this type of repetition 
is mostly in the failed scripts - and the markers were on the 
alert for "laborious style and repetitive SS". But the 
implications of these repetitions for teachers is the same 
as the general lesson of error-analysis (Selinker et al., 
1975; Adjemian, 1976): that these are not regrettable signs 
of what has NOT has been attained but as hopeful signs of 
an advance on to a new rung of the language attainment ladder. 
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Section 3:3 Maturational  
Chapter 10 
The Pilot Elicitation - gap-fill 
Originally the aim of the first pilot attempt at using Gap-
fill was to test out the text and item discrimination with 
an accessible group near at hand before sending the test out 
to Botswana for further use with students in the' first year 
at the University. 
For this first effort at elicitation , a local Leicester 
class of Ll students at 1st year sixth level was selected as 
the pilot group. As well as testing out the test passage, I 
also took advantage of the access to this class by trying 
out a jumbled sentence exercise to see if the results 
correlate with the gap-fill. 
The rationale behind the linking of these two tests is 
that both are tests of reading for inference. Cohesion can 
be seen as the question-answer dialogue between the writer 
and the supposed reader (Winter, 1982; Crombie,1985). The 
expectations created by the text narrow down to near-
certainty, in some cases, the type of sentence-linking that 
must follow. 
Jumbled sentences are a well known teaching method for 
Getting students to focus on text context, and cohesive 
devices. The discussions that can be generated around gap-
fill choices are also useful. So it was not too difficult 
to get a teacher willing to try out these tests with a 
class. 	 But the same teacher refused when asked for 
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any other benchmark grades, such as he'i term assessments, to 
see if performance on the tests.'devised correlated with 
these. On reflection, it can be seen that this was in any 
case an optional extra to the main purpose of using her 
class which was to test out the gap-fill, to see what order 
of difficulty emerged for the different cohesive devices. 
For the gap-fill test (see Appendix 10), the opening passage 
of African Languages Literature by Albert S. Gerard was 
chosen, bearing in mind the possible African destination of 
the test if the pilot proved fruitful. The subject-matter 
would fit in with some of the 1st year work at the 
University of Botswana, as it. was still hoped that more data 
could be collected from there. 
However, as a text, there is one major objection to the 
African passage by Gerard: the book is translated from the 
French - so it could be argued that some of the cohesion is 
not truly "English" anyway ! This was the main factor why 
this test had to be discarded after the pilot test and 
another one devised. However, as this pilot test produced 
some research insights, the findings are worth reporting. 
Discussion of findings (see  ,Appendix 9)  
One way of looking at the result of Test 1, the gap-fill, is 
to see it as a '.measurement., of the item difficulty of the 
cohesive words. In this, it can be seen as an alternative 
tool to the cohesion count on the scripts. The cohesion 
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count revealed the productive repertoire of the writers -. 
.but always bearing in mind the restrictiqns of the writing 
task, already discussed in Chapters. 3 and 7. The weighted 
count provided a method of ranking the frequency or rarity 
value of these items. 	 Similarly the item difficulty of 
this elicitation could provide a ranking of cohesive devicE 
- but with the caveat that this ranking is specific to this 
passage. Another passage might produce a different rankin( 
with the same students. If the aim had been to discover t 
inherent difficulty of certain. English cohesive devices, 
then the testing would have to be on a much larger scale, 
with different groups and different texts. Nonetheless, 
with the more focussed aim of piloting this particular 
passage, it seemed worth implementing and getting an item 
difficulty list for the 20 students in the class. To some 
degree, even if one must allow for peculiar difficulties c 
this particular test, the elicitation task is testing the 
students' facility with cohesive devices, the repertoire 
they can draw on. 
Correlation results (appendix 9) 
The gap-fill was scored using various different ratings: 
a = aap was filled in with same word as the original 
b = another word was used in the same cohesive catego 
c = sub-total of a and b 
d= another word was used which fits grammatically 
e = a total of c+d 
The second test;- for jumbled sentences, (page 2 of append 
9), consists of sentences, :or half-sentences,, that nearly 
all contain clear cohesive clues. There are two paragrar 
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The order should be: 
para 1: 	 3,10,6,2+1,5 
para 2: 	 4,8,9+12,&+11 
The half-sentences should be paired according to the + sign 
above. 6 ways of scoring this test were used: 
F = the number of mistakes in attempted linking 
i.e. which would make nonsense of the argument 
G= how many of the links were achieved correctly 
H = whether each para. had the correct sentences in, 
regardless of the order within the para. 
I = the correct first sentence of each para. 
J = whether the para. division was correct 
K = whether the correct position of each sentence was 
achieved (regardless of whether surrounding sentences 
were correct or not) 
The results shown in page 3 of appendix 9 reveal that .•Tith a 
Pearson's correlation, the correct scores on the gap-fill 
correlated (negatively as one would expect) with the F score 
on the jumbled sentences. The correct score on the gap-fill 
also correlated with the correct position score on the 
jumbled sentence. K also correlated, just, with the C 
column of correct + same coh. cat in the gap-fill. The 
totals E on the Gap-fill also correlate with the linked 
sentence aspect of test 2. 
So far this seemed to confirm the hypothesis that the 2 
tests were tapping into the same faculty (inferencing ? 
cohesive repertoire ?) with this Li group. 
Item difficulty results  
The results are in the table below, with the items listed in 
the order they appear in the passage: 
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correct answers 	 in same coh. cat acceptabl 
however 	 12 
too 	 1 	 10 
And yet 	 14(even) 
because 
	 10 
likewise 
	
2 	 1 
only 	 3 
this 	 14 	 2 
such 	 5 
for 
since 	 17 
indeed 	 1 	 7 
in fact 	 6 	 3 
even 	 2 	 16 
thus 	 1 	 11 
but 	 3 	 3 	 10 
on the other hand 	 10 
although 	 3 	 9 
of course 
	
12 
by contrast 	 7 	 4 
or 	 20 
It is interesting to note that one of the 2 gaps that got a 
unanimous response was or. One reason for this lies not jus 
in the shape of the gap (that coming at the end of the text, 
the cohesive options narrow) but also that it is a coupled 
aap aoing with whether. A cursory glance down the items 
shows that the easiest items were because, this, since.  
Other gaps which do not have a high correct score pick up 
in the next two columns, to achieve a positive answer 
somehow: in other words, the sense of the original was 
arasped, even if the cohesive repertoire is differently 
used. It is interesting to note that no one guessed and vet 
(a symptom of the French origin of the passage ?) and many 
opted for even, which appears frequently and strongly in 
English. Not'surprisingly then, this emphatic device seems 
to be picked up early, in my teaching experience. In the 
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Botswana scripts quoted (appendix 5)  even  appears well-
used: an early item acquired by the leatners in their 
repertoire. 
What is the more remarkable is the gaps that these Ll 
students had difficulty with. Likewise-only scored 3. 
Maybe this could be attributed to the rather archaic value of 
likewise: maybe similarly is more favoured in modern 
prose. Another explanation could be sought in the nature of 
the propositions and the cultural assumptions of the 
students tested. Xhosa was unfamiliar to them. They could 
not equate German, a language they knew about, with this 
unpronounceable, exotic language which also produced 
scholars. 
This particular passage, with its strong cultural subject-
matter, turned out to be peculiarly fruitful for exploring 
this relationship between cohesion and cultural pre-
suppositions. For example, gap 6 should be filled in with 
only, which forms the climax of the argument that writing in 
African languages should receive scholarly attention. This 
would be a much more obvious and emotive matter for the 
educational elite of Africa than for an English-educated 
class. It would indeed have been interesting to compare the 
English results with some-UBS sample on this very point ! In 
fact, only 3 of the English sample filled in this gap 
correctly. 2 of them used the near-acceptable 
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eventually, which at least does not cut across the main 
argument. The rest of the class used unacceptable guesses 
like also and certainly.  
As it happens, there was one African student (from Ghana) 
the "English" sample. Just for comparison, I also tried out 
the test with my 10 year old Afro daughter. Obviously her 
scores did not match up with the the average of the A level 
group. However, it is remarkable that both she and the girl 
from Ghana chose to put the attitudinal adjunct, 
fortunately, in blank 11, where only 1 of the rest of the 
class put the correct word, indeed, with another 6 putting 
the acceptable of course. This use of fortunately by both 
Afro candidates highlights the importance of prior coherencE 
in inferencing tasks, of having a mental set already aliane 
with the writer's viewpoint. 
This finding in the pilot gap-fill test directed my 
attention to attitudinal adjuncts as a sianificant cateaory 
in cohesion, impelling me to be more systematic about tryinc 
to collect instances in future work on expository writing. 
Attitudinal adjuncts as a category have already been 
discussed in Chapter 3, but in the chronology of this 
research, they were not a target for connective collecting 
until after this finding on the pilot gap-fill. Thus it is 
possible that low instances recorded (for the Botswana 
scripts, under the heading "Focus" in appendix 2) are a 
reflection of the fact that they were incidental rather that 
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central to the research interest 	 It is likely that the 
topic task differences between the first scripts surveyed 
(narrative and descriptive) and the second (expository) mean 
that attitudinal adjuncts were more in evidence in the 
expository scripts. It may be that the Batswana students 
had been warned off (or not taught) attitudinal adjuncts. 
The textbooks on academic writing (see ,chapter 14) mostly 
ignore this problem of the devices for slanting an argument. 
At other levels, it is not ianored. The syllabus for the AEB 
Communications 303, which is used with ESL students in 
Leicester, includes a specific section on handling biassed 
language. 
The nature of attitudinal devices in shaping cohesion is a 
point to explore cross-linauistically too, so further 
discussion here will here be postponed until Chapter 13. 
Conclusion to chapter 
Meanwhile, the completion of this pilot test produced 
mixed conclusions. 	 On the one hand, the test had been 
- unexpectedly enlightening about pre-suppositions because of 
it exotic subject-matter. On the other hand, it was 
realised this same passage should not be used again, because 
of its French origins. Also since co-operation from 
Botswana was not forthcoming, another passage (without 
African subject-matter) could be chosen which would be more 
universally coherent and useable with other classes of ESOL 
students. The gap-fill method, as a much easier way of 
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getting a ranking of cohesive devices than laborious counts 
on scripts, was still worth utilising further. 	 The results 
on the gap-fill correlated with jumbled sentence exercises, 
but would they correlate with connective counting on essay 
scripts ? If it is to be claimed that both gap-fill on 
connectives, and connective counting, produces scores that 
reflect cohesive repertoire, then it seemed vital to find 
groups to perform both tasks, ie do a gap-fill and an essay 
on the same topic, and then compare their scores. This then 
became the next phase of research, using Ll students in 
school in Hinckley as related in Chapter 11. 
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Chapter 11 
Comparison of Gap-fill and Essay Count  
A teacher in a school in Hinckley, Leicester, co-operated in 
a research exercise that involved 3 classes: two streamed 
fifth form class (i.e on the verge of taking 0 levels) and 
one fourth form classes. The catchment area of the school 
does not include areas likely to include children of multi-
lingual family, nor do the names of the pupils indicate any 
children likely to have any L2 problems with English. Each 
student was first set an essay task: 
Compare the use of television and radio in society today 
 
Then they did in class time the gap-fill exercise which was 
a two page text on the same topic. 
As with much educational research the circumstances of 
gaining the sample did not go smoothly. Some students got 
behind with their essays and handed them in late. So these 
individuals probably did the gap-fill before the essay. It 
had been requested that the gap-fill should be done first so 
as to avoid students lifting ideas and whole chunks of 
cohesive sentences directly from that text. As it turned 
out, there was in fact no risk of this, since the students 
seemed happy with the topic and had plenty of ideas of their 
own. They tended to write more about television than about 
radio. In fact, many of them did not stick to the terms of 
the question, and ignored the comparison task. Some of them 
even copied down the title wrongly as " The influence of 
television on society". 
	 It can be assumed that the teacher 
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marked these essays holistically, and in the same way as he 
marked the other written assignments from these classes. 
In contrast, the counting methods used for this research, 
both sentence complexity counts and connective counting, 
were based on surface features only, ignoring content. These 
results were then processed through SPSS for Pearson corre-
lation coefficients. The results, shown in Appendix 9, 
reveal an array of strong correlations, as follows: 
Top 5th Lower 5th 	 4th fora 
Term to Essay mark 	 yes 	 yes 	 yes 
Term to word count 	 no 	 no 	 no 
Term to sentence count 	 yes 	 no 	 no 
Term to main clause count 	 yes 	 no 	 no 
Term to parataxis count 	 ves 	 no 	 nr) 
Term to cohesion f 	 no 	 no 	 no 
Term to cohesion v 	 no 	 no 	 no 
Essay to word count 	 yes 	 yes 	 no 
Essay to sentence count 	 yes 	 yes 	 no 
Essay to main clause count 	 yes 	 yes 	 no 
Essay to subordination c. 	 yes 	 no 	 yes 
Essay to parataxis 	 yes 	 yes 	 no 
Essay to cohesion f 	 no 	 yes 	 no 
Essay to cohesion v 	 no 	 no 	 no 
word count to sentence count 	 yes 	 yes 	 yes 
word count to main clause c. 	 yes 	 yes 	 yes 
word count to parataxis 	 yes 	 yes 	 no 
word count to subordination 	 yes 	 no 	 no 
word count to cohesion f 	 yes 	 yes 	 yes 
word count to cohesion v 	 yes 	 yes 	 yes 
sentence count to main clause c.yes 	 yes 	 yes 
sentence count to subordination yes 	 no 	 no 
sentence count to parataxis 	 yes 	 yes 	 no 
sentence count to cohesion f 	 yes 	 yes 	 yes 
sentence count to cohesion v 	 yes 	 yes 	 yes 
main clause count to subordinat.yes 	 no 	 yes 
main clause count to parataxis yes 	 yes 	 yes 
main clause count to cohesion f yes 	 yes 	 yes 
main clause count to cohesion v yes 	 yes 	 yes 
parataxis to subordination 	 yes 	 yes 	 yes 
parataxis to cohesion v 	 yes 	 yes 	 no 
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subordination to cohesion f 	 yes 	 no 	 no 
subordination to cohesion v 	 yes 	 yes 	 yes 
cohesion f to cohesion v 	 yes 	 yes 	 no 
For the combined data of all forms together the only thing 
which does not correlate is the term mark with parataxis ! 
The correlations for the various counts are not surprising: 
in varying ways they reflect sentence complexity and length 
of text. The fact that the teacher's marks mostly do not 
correlate shows that the holistic marking does not 
correspond to this analytic grading based on surface 
features -except for a sentence counts for the top class. 
It should also be noted that this teacher's mark for this 
essay is consistent with the overall term mark awarded to 
these students by him. 
The gap-fill, exercise, as found in Appendix 11, was a text 
contrived by me to elicit different types of cohesion, with 
several instances of each type, including some lexical words 
of argumentation, such as "assumption". 
	 In order to ensure 
that the students could understand what type of words were 
acceptable for the gap-fill, a sample text -was taken home by 
them to read before coming to the class to do this exercise. 
This sample text is also in Appendix 11.. It is important to 
note that students were given this aid, as the marking of 
this exercise revealed many inadmissible words positioned in 
the gaps. 
The marking of this exercise produced columns of scores, 
using various methods of assessing correct gap-filling. 
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Research on Cioze passages has shown that scoring for the 
same word as used in the original text produces the most 
stable results (Stubbs and Tucker, 1974). For this Gap-fill 
exercise, there seems to be at least 4 types of positive 
answer: the word from the original text ; another connective 
from the same cohesive category; another connective which 
makes sense and does not violate syntax -or- change the 
meaning drastically (for instance, putting a "because" 
instead of a "when"), and then using another type of filler, 
not a connective, which makes sense, but which violates the 
instructions, given on the sample passage, about the type oi 
fillers that would be allowed. These impermissible fillers 
mostly included frequency time words, or adjectives. Simi-
larly, among the Negative answers, various degrees of 
wrongness are discernible. The first problem, as in many 
tests, is what to do about the blanks. In this test they 
were counted as negative although it should be remembered 
that where students did not complete the test (as in the 
case of the London sample) the numbers of blanks certainly 
skew the item difficulty rankings, so that the items at the 
end of the text would have a high difficulty score. In the 
first sample of texts marked there was an attempt to note 
separately wrong answers which violated meaning and wrong 
answers which also violated syntax but found this method 
impossible to sustain systematically. In order to be 
systematic about punctuation violation, as it soon became 
apparent that this is a major problem on some items, the 
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category of wrong because of punctuation was created. In 
this category were put those answers might be acceptable, 
that is those that make sense, but will not fit because of 
the punctuation already marked in the text, which signal the 
particular clause configuration required. 	 The permissible 
fillers, already mentioned, could also be regarded as a 
negative category. 
Thus in deciding how to tabulate the fields for computer 
processing, separate columns have been made, as listed 
below: 
CORR = correct according to the original 
S.CAT= a connective in the same cohesive cateaory 
ACC = another acceptable connecting word 
N.Con = not a cohesive word, but it fits e.g. a time word 
wrong = wrong: it doesn't fit the sense 
punct = wrong, and it violates punctuation rules 
blank = student left this blank 
POS1 = CORR +S.CAT 
POS2 = POS1+ ACC 
POS3 = POS 2 + N.Con 
NEG 1 = Blank + Wrong 
NEG 2 = NEG1 + Punct 
NEG 3 = NEG2 + N.Con 
Results of the Crosstabs on the qap-fill 
1) Discrimination between classes 
The first statistical process done with these figures was 
to see if any of these scoring methods discriminated between 
the 3 classes which were supposed to be streamed. They did 
not, in the main. The interesting exception is the N.Con 
category. Does this mean that the "bright" students were 
better at disobeying instructions and improvising in the 
gaps ? A curious result, but one that does not support the 
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main purpose of this test. 
Once the essay marks had been tabulated it was possible to 
do a cross-comparison of this gap-fill with the various 
essay scores. When this cross-tabs was done for different 
classes, no significant correlations were obtained. 
2)Cross-Tabs for the three classes combined 
The print-out arrived for the whole group, n=55, reveals a 
more interesting picture . First, it is important to 
note that the gap-fill results, with the strict method of 
marking, CORR, correlates with the term mark, the teacher's 
essay mark, and ALL the analytic scores for the essays 
(except parataxis). This confirms the findings of other 
researchers that the strict method of marking gap-fill seems 
the strongest. In other words, there must be some overlap 
between the linguistic skills that enable students to 
reproduce the cohesive markers.of a gap-fill and the 
linguistic skills that produce aood term and essay marks, 
and the surface features of sentence complexity + length of 
text. In the next column, of the answers in the same 
cohesive category, there is still correlation with the term 
and essay mark, much less with the sentence complexity, but 
quite good correlation with the connector counts. 	 In the 
next column, of acceptable answers, there is no correlation. 
Nor is there any correlation with the N-Con, inadmissible 
answers - a finding which somewhat contradicts the earlier 
finding that this column does discriminate between the 
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classes. 
In the Negative columns, there are correlations (negative, 
of course) in each section of the grid. 
In the results for POS and NEG, there are strong 
correlations in all sections of the grid. It is noteworthy 
that the strongest figures, with p=.000 are for the 
correlation with the term and essay mark, and with the 
variety-of-cohesion calculation on these students' essays. 
From this, it can be concluded that a gap-fill test such as 
this is a strong measuring tool both for overall ability at 
English and also as a test for repertoire of cohesion 
devices. Of course. The correlation of CLOZE tests with 
holistic grading has been verified so often before that 
CLOZE is well-established as a testing medium. The result 
reported here shows that the same result can be obtained 
with a more contrived gap-fill, based on specific syntactic 
items, rather than the random spread of a true CLOZE. 
The correlation with cohesive repertoire is the finding that 
is most relevant for the purposes of this thesis. It can be 
concluded from this finding that this text would be suitable 
to use with ESOL students too. Because of the correlation, 
on this Ll sample, with connective counting, it was decided 
that. this text could be used, instead of connective 
counting, to measure cohesive repertoire. 
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There were some interesting findings from a closer scrutiny 
of the item difficulty ranking for the gaps in this test. 
But as this analysis was done in the course of comparing the 
performance of these Hinckley school students with ESOL pre-
University students, it seems sensible to postpone further 
discussion of the particular features of this test until 
then. 
The Essay  Count 
The essay was an expository essay, with a topic involving a 
comparison. The sample size, of three classes, was larger 
than the smaller sample used earlier to get comparative 
frequency of connectives in narrative and descriptive essays 
(to compare with the Botswana scripts). Although all three 
classes were included in the earlier correlation with the 
teacher's mark, it was decided to select two classes only, 5 
and the 4th form class for further analysis of the actual 
connectives used. This made the arithmetic much simpler, as 
the numbers of the groups was nearly the same i.e. 41 in the 
original sample of narrative-descriptive writing and 44 for 
the expository writing, an equal number from each form. 
It is easier to look at the tabulation of raw frequencies, a 
in Appendix 12, to compare the use of connectives across the 
genres, but it must be remembered that the expository aroup 
had three extra students. 
It would have been a purer test of the influence of aenre or 
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writing if it had been possible to get the samples from the 
same class, during the same term. But ftle constraints of 
research in schools is that the research student cannot 
design ideal testing situations, but has to fit in with the 
school programme, and with what co-operating teachers can 
offer. 
The two samples are as near a match as possible, granted 
those constraints. Variables of catchment area, teaching 
style, and age have been avoided by choosing the samples 
from the same school in Hinckley; taught by the same teacher, 
and both were fifth forms. 
The tabulated results of the connective count in Appendix 12 
show that on the whole the expository writing demands or 
produces more connectives: a count of those that appear more 
than twice in either aroup reveals a total of 970 for the 
narrative/descriptive essays and a total of 1380 for the 
expository essays. This is counting the raw frequencies for 
the more common connectives put in a manual grid. For each 
sample the cohesive devices which were rarer were also noted 
in the order in which they appeared. 
	 The rest of appendix 
twelve contains this list. It should be noted that whereas 
the narr/descriptive sample used only 9 of these extra 
cohesive words, 8 of them time-connections, the expository 
sample had seventy two extra words. Thus the expository 
genre draws on a wider repertoire. 
Within this sample there are some startling individual 
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contributions. One of the Form 5 girls contributed to 20 of 
the devices in the list, from the word Considering down to 
the word afterall in the list. She used each only once, and 
other students contributed to the frequency score for some c 
these. 
It is because of the need to point out this individual 
contribution that the list has been typed in order of 
appearance rather than of cohesive category. But as the same 
list reappears in appendix 13, arranged by the categories, 
this can be cross-referred. The definition of  cohesive  
device for this supplementary list includes both lexical 
argument words, in Crewe's sense (words like  example and 
conclusion ) and words which convey the truth loading, such 
as undoubtedly. The importance of these devices to academic 
prose is discussed in Chapter 2. Meanwhile, in this survey 
of results, it must be noted that some of these devices 
begin to appear in the repertoire of Ll fifth formers for 
expository tasks, but that in the main, they are not 
freauent. 
Now looking again at the main tabulation in this appendix, 
it should be noted that there are six connectives which 
aet a higher frequency in the the narr/descr. scripts than 
in the expository ones: and, but,so as if, where and as 
(for time). Because the raw frequencies of these diverge 
considerably (from 2 to 3 digit numbers) the picture is 
clearer, mathematically, if the difference is converted to 
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percentages,(by subtracting the smallerfrequency from the 
larger and expressing the difference as a percentage of the 
smaller figure), as follows: 
% more in narr.descr. scripts 
and 	 9.2 
but 	 21.2 
so 	 31 
as if as compared to 0 (more than 1500)! 
where 136 
as 	 compared to 0 (more than 4600)! 
To take these one at at time for comment, the explanation 
for the larger number of ands in the narrative scripts is 
that and is used as a connective for a time-sequence, as 
well as for parataxis for other types of cohesion. The 
prevalence of but does not indicate that the narr/descr 
genre requires more adversative ideas because a tot-up of 
the frequencies across the whole category of connecives for 
contrastives reveals that whereas the narr/descr adds up to 
150, the expository has 184, i.e. 22.6% more in this cateaory. 
But they are spread across the repertoire of six words, 
with however and whereas being more prominent. ThiS is an 
indication that the expository genre, even at this pre-
tertiary staae, evokes a more varied repertoire. 
A similar calculation can-be made for so. In the 
narr./descr genre, the cohesion for causation is mostly 
expressed by three connectives: because, as,so. But in the 
expository mode, the connective therefore appears 
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prominently. The totals for the category of 
causation/purpose are 116 for the narr/descr: and 195 for 
the expository, an increase of 68.1% 
The prominence as if in the narr/descr. was surprising, 
although the overall total. is small compared to the more 
common connectives. 9 students used it, but one of them 
used it 5 times, thus showing a personal "routine" similar 
to the repetitive structures found in the soft data on the 
Botswana scripts. It is interesting to speculate whether 
these are writers who tend to be, repetitive anyway, or 
whether this phenomenon could be of psycholinguistic 
significance, similar to the repetitive babbling of small 
children learning a language. If you have just acquired 
something, you need to practice it to see how it works ! 
A longitudinal research design would capture this - to see 
if such devices appear first as a repetitive routine, or 
whether they gradually appear in the scripts of the same 
individual. Or whether in a longitudinal sample there are 
some candidates only who show this tendency, on more than 
one device. 
Personal preference for a connective also contribute to the 
totals for as where five individuals had 4 or more instance! 
each. As is a connective that is difficult to count because 
of its several uses. For this reason, too, it could be 
difficult to get the overall COBUILD frequency, without 
recalling all the contexts to check to see if each usage is 
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for time or causation. The two purposes, in some contexts, 
merge into each other and are indistinguishable. Here, most 
of the large number of uses of as for time express 
simultaneity, as in "The bus left, as I watched", where 
while would have been synonymous. 
The greater number for where in the narr/ descr is not 
surprising. 
Now to turn to the connectives for which the expository 
essays, the following % tabulation can be worked out: 
% more in the expository scripts 
also 	 616 
even 	 600 
whereas 
	 (more than 1300!) 
although 	 140 
if 	 184 
for example 3100 
such as 
	
2700 
because 	 178 
therefore 	 360 
as(caus) 	 45 
or 	 213 
before 	 433 
The prevalence of also  and even in the expository scripts 
show that his genre demands more topic organisation for 
focus. The greater quantity of connectives for causation has 
already been commented upon, but it is interesting to note 
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that whereas appears firmly as the choice for expository 
texts and not at all in the narr./descr. 
Not surprisingly, if, appears more in the expository mode. 
Presumably,in telling a story or describing something, at tl 
there is less speculation about what might be or might have 
been than in the expository mode. Furthermore, the ability t 
chain two, phenomena together, of the type "If it rains, the 
ground gets wet", goes along with perception of causation, E 
it has already been observed that there is more cohesion of 
causation in the expository mode, including of  because  anc  
because of, and even, to a lessee extent,  as.  
Alongside this observation about causation, it should also 
be noted that therefore is apparently a connective for the 
expository mode but not for the narr./descr. There is 
slightly more of so in the narr/descr scripts and it might 
be assumed that _so_ is more appropriate to those modes, 
whereas therefore is heavier and more explicit of 
argumentation. It should also be noted that therefore does 
not even appear on the list of the first 28 connectives in 
the COBUILD list of Appendix 11, which means that it is 
considerably rarer than so in the whole corpus. This 
probably implies that it is restricted to formal written 
registers, which would make up only a small proportion of 
the whole corpus, compared to the registers in which so 
would appear, granted that so is also used frequently in 
spoken registers:Of course, when considering the fact that 
• 
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so is the 11th in rank in the COBUILD frequency list of 
connectives, it should also be noted that the COBUILD 
retrieval system used for this count would not distinguish 
the various uses for so, for instance as an intensifier, so 
+ adjective or with substitution, "He was told to lift the 
crate, and he did so". All the instances counted for this 
comparison of narr/desc genre with expdsitory did not 
include these latter two uses. 
For example and such as appear to dominate this percentage 
representation of the comparative tabulation because of the 
paucity of the exemplar category of connectives in the 
narr/des. scripts. Learning how to express examples, to 
specify and illustrate what is being referred to, is 
apparently an inherent part of the expository genre. 
There is also more or. This seems to indicate that 
expository texts explore alternatives. Thus, to use the 
psychological terms, they indicate divergent, rather than 
convergent, thought processes. Narratives and descriptions 
have to converge and focus. 
Finally, there is the curious finding that the expository 
scripts use more before, and the narr/desc more after. This 
somewhat contradicts the research finding reported earlier, 
of Clarke (1971) that before is easier than after for young 
children learning in their Ll.: or rather, 0 would 
contradict, if one was trying to build up the argument that 
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the connectives that young children acquire most easily are 
those that appear in the "easier" genres of narr/desc. while 
the more advanced ones appear in the expository. But as the 
absolute frequencies of both these are comparatively small, 
there is probably no merit in trying to extrapolate such an 
elaborate contra-hypothesis on this tiny finding. 
Maturational Findings on the Expository Essay Count  
As already explained, the figures above for the expository 
essays, on based on two classes, a 5th and a 4th Form, i.e. 
GCSE year and the year below. As there were equal numbers 
of each, it is an easy task to tabulate the raw frequency 
counts of each connective, as in appendix 13. 
A summary of this data by category of connective is as 
follows: 
5th 	 Form 	 4th 	 Form 
additive 	 201 	 180 
contrastive 	 123 	 59 
deprivative 	 18 0	 3 
conditional 	 31 	 40 
exemplar 	 52 	 48 
comparative 	 79 	 43 
causative 	 120 	 93 
alternative 	 49 	 26 
Time 	 37 	 59 
Reference 	 135 	 68 
Rarer Cohesive devices 	 126 	 45 
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TOTAL 	 947 	 659 
This shows that the older class.used absolutely more 
connectives or cohesive devices in their expository essays 
on the same topic. They had much more of the contrastive-
more than double that of the younger group. They also used 
nearly double the amount of reference (which includes wh-
relatives). Their scripts also showed more comparative 
devices, and more alternatives But, intriguingly, the 
younger class had more conditionals and more temporal 
devices. The older class had a much larger repertoire of 
rarer devices (though it should not be forgotten that one 
student contributed 20 of these!). 
The individual items of appendix 13 reveal that whereas some 
connectives have nearly the same frequency in each class set 
of scripts, other can be singled out for the remarkable 
difference. The ones that are nearly the same are and and 
but. The ones with less than 25% difference also and if and 
for example. The older class has about 50% more wh-
relatives, and more the or this as an inter-sentential link.. 
The younger from has more because/of but the older group 
appear to use  as  causatively much more to make their total 
of causative constructions. 
The contrastive category is one of the most striking. The 
4th formers use but, and little else. By contrast, the 5th 
formers have a larger repertoire that includes whereas, 
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although, though, and however. 	 The score for however is 
the clearest example of a connective which is frequently 
used by the 5th formers and totally absent in the 4th form 
scripts. 
There are some connectives that are more favoured by 4th 
formers than 5th formers: like, because -of, when, therefore. 
The function of like is partly taken over in the 5th form 
scripts by as. There is also much more use of comparative 
adjectives + than in the 5th form scripts. Similarly, the 
function of because seems to be taken up by as. Indeed as, 
in its various uses, seems more prominent in the repertoire 
of the 5th formers altogether. 
The finding that the 4th formers use when more often, and 
indeed, the whole temporal category tempts speculation. Do 
they prefer temporal in so far as they have not yet 
developed enough causative or explanatory thought patterns ' 
Perhaps the difference is not great enough to hazard such a] 
guess. In terms of the perceptions of logic, it would seem 
easier to posit a continuum of the repertoire along the axi: 
of temporal - causal rather than look to some other categor' 
such as the contrastive where there does not seem such an 
obvious continuum. 
Within the category termed "causative" (which also includes 
results and conclusions), there appears the odd finding tha' 
the 4th formers prefer the heavier connective therefore, 
whereas the 5th formers use more so. Is this use of the 
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lighter, more versatile, connective (similar to the more 
frequent use of as by this class, as already noticed) a 
feature of a maturing style ? Both so and as are also much 
used orally, and they appear in the top 12 frequency in the 
COBUILD list (of the connectives). Perhaps the more mature 
students are more at ease with using the more colloquial 
connectives alongside the more formal therefore, whereas the 
4th formers are more stilted, and tend to stress their 
conclusions with the heavier therefore.  
The list of the rarer cohesive devices has been categorised 
in appendix 13. The collection includes not only 
connectives but any closed system words that contribute to 
the argument of the expository text. It was intended to 
include a few "argument" words of lexis too, of the type 
discussed by Crewe and Winter (pp. 102 -103 )• But in the 
end few of these were noted down; only example appears in 
this list, a token that arguments can be built around the 
lexis of argument, but that at this stage students mostly 
don't. (It is probable that some of the lexis of argument 
was overlooked, easy words like fact and point)_. 
The categorizing is rather crude, because the problem with 
these rarer connectives is that they have more subtle 
purposes. For instance, in fact is not a pure contrastive. 
It is also used for expanding and confirming an argument. 
According to my native speaker insight, it seems to have a 
vestiaial force as an attitudinal adjunct for truth loading, 
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saying 'this is a fact...as opposed to all the other 
speculations'. 
In this list are some words that are not syntactically 
connectives: merely, same/different,example. They have beer 
included in the count because they seem to be words with 
some cohesive powers. The introductory chapter on the 
categorization of connectives has already indicated that the 
distinction between inter-sententential and intra-
sentential, though important arammatically, need not be 
valid for all purposes. For the purpose of this thesis, ant  
words which contribute to the cohesion of the arguments in 
expository prose are potentially candidates for inclusion it 
the count. Obviously, there s a continuuum in the 
categorization from the "closed" system words, which 
grammarians have always recognized as joining words, throual 
to the key words which provide.the lexical links in an argur 
For the present discussion, the "open" lexical words, that 
are the key words in any particular topic within the 
expository_ text, are not part of the analysis. But 
persuaded by the arguments of Winter (1982) and Crewe(1989) 
there seems to be some merit in looking at the lexis of 
words which are often necessary to any araument, regardless 
of the topic: words like result, conclusion, example. One 
reason for including these is that same step in an argument 
can either be taken using the lexical form: 
The result was.... 
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The conclusion is.... 
Another example is... 
or re-phrased to use the connective: 
As a result, 	  
In conclusion,.... 
For example,.... 
So the count on the essays was intended to inclUde these. 
It can be noted that only example actually appeared. 
A similar argument can be used to justify the inclusion of 
same/different or merely in the count. In the case of the 
adjective, it is likely to be easier than the connective. 
The fact that the 4th Formers used it a little more than 
the year above rather indicates this. A pair of concocted 
sentences such as: 
The same thing happened to my friend the next day.. 
Similarly, my friend, who took the train the next 
day.. 
shows that the adjective format seems simpler and less 
formal than the second version with an inter-sentential 
connective. 
Merely can be used, like only, in front of a noun or a 
phrase or a whole clause, as illustrated in these concocted 
sentences 
He arrived with merely his rucksack 
He could bend spoons merely by looking at them 
She relaxes merely when she is gardening 
The point in all these sentences relies on the extra-textual 
notions we have about how to travel, how to bend spoons and 
how to relax 
	 merely gains force from the deprivative 
process of realizing all the items and factors that are NOT 
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present in these propositions. So it is on a par, in its 
intra-sentential function, with other connectives like excel 
and without.  
These three cohesive devices are singled out for comment 
above to emphasize that the categorization of "connectives" 
is a broad one, and is not narrowed to Halliday's inter-
sentential connectives only. It covers any word that 
seemed, in the reading of the scripts, to contribute to the 
language of the argument (excluding key lexical words, of 
course - which form cohesion in a different way). 
The list of categories for the rarer connectives beaines 
with the 10 categories of the main list. Then 5 categories 
have been added: 
Summary 
Specificity 
generality 
topic organising 
truth loading 
Again within these cateaories can be found both devices that 
are clearly connectives in Halliday's inter-sentential 
sense, such as in conclusion, and devices that seem to be 
just modifying adverbs, such as possibly. 
	 The reason for 
including them is that, in their context, they assist in the 
shaping of the topic of the argument. A word like finally 
can appear in the temporal category, in a narrative. But 
its appearance under Summary means that it was counted here 
as a topic-organising word meaning "and this is the last 
point to discuss." 
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The words that appear under Specificity and Generality also 
relate to whole propositions, defining or extending them. 
Topic Organising contains various devices that are used when 
moving on from one point in the argument to the next, 
stating what has been stated or what is about to be. 
It is interesting to note that in all four of these topic-
organising categories: Summary, specificity, generality, and 
topic organising the instances were almost entirely found in 
the 5th Form scripts,thus showing that topic organising 
skills are a feature of maturing expository prose. 
The last category in this list is truth loading. It could 
be argued that these are not cohesive devices, but 
attitudinal adjuncts. However, it can also be argued that 
there is some overlap between cohesion and attitude, which 
sometimes coincides when the same device expresses both 
cohesion and attitude, words like in fact (as already 
discussed) and indeed. 
	 To discuss this matter thoroughly 
it is necessary to refer to the over-arching function of 
coherence (see chapter 2 ) in shaping the cohesion of 
particular texts. In brief, the writer, in shaping the 
cohesion of a text, has to make assumptions about what is in 
the mind of the possible readers - what is their coherent 
view of the propositions. 	 This is particularly clear with 
the use of contrastives, which function as contradicting 
expectations (which the writer assumes the readers share.) 
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It is only a small step from using a neutral connective like 
but, in this contra-expectation function, to using a contra-
word that also has some emotion in it, like sadly or 
unfortunately. An instance of this arose in the elicitatior 
experiment with the first gap-fill passage, where, as noted 
in the discussion about that experiment, only 2 'students, 
both Afro, chose to use a strong attitudinal word in the 
gap, rather than a more neutral word. 
The relationship of connectives to words which have a 
stronaer lexical meaning is a fascinating subject of its 
own, which can be pursued diachronically, as the lexical 
roots of some connectives can be exposed in earlier forms. 
It can also be investigated cross-linguistically, as some 
languages might express cohesion more lexically or with 
adjuncts that imply more "truth loading". It has already 
Pointed out that this is probably the case with Setswana, aE 
used in kgotla disputation. To understand the "truth 
loading" of cohesive devices and to use them effectively 
obviously demands high-grade argumentative skill. 	 Without 
elaborating further on this point here, it is enough to not( 
that in this particular Ll sample from Hinckley, the more 
mature 5th Formers (and only a few of them) achieved a few 
of these truth-loading connective devices, and the 4th 
formers hardly any. 
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Conclusions _ to Chapter 
Appendix 16 summarizes the findings of both the maturational 
comparison between the 2 forms, and also the comparison 
between the two different methods of assessing their 
repertoire, via the gap-fill and via the connective count on 
their essays. 
	
The SPSS programme results had already 
indicated overall correlations, but appendix 16 focuses on 
the different cateaories of connectives. 
The differences between the G and the E count within the 
same form are, of course, conditioned partly by the topic of 
the gap-fill and by the number of gaps there were designed 
for each category. Thus we see that the opportunities in 
the gap-fill for showing off knowledge of additives were 
fewer than the opportunities to produce additives in the 
more naturalistic essay exercise. To try to express this 
point about the relative opportunity to use a connective 
category in the gap-fill, the figures have been reworked in 
terms of % of total possible of correct answers in this 
category in the gap-fill. 
The relative frequency of the different categories is partly 
a function of the topic (which was the same for both the 
gap-fill and the essay). Thus if this list is compared with 
the earlier lists for narrative, it is obvious that time 
connectives will be more frequent in narrative prose. 
The relative frequency of different categories in the essay 
count between the forms does seem to be significant. There 
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are several categories where there is a large difference 
between the two forms. In nearly all cases, except the 
temporals and the conditional, the 5th formers had more 
connectives than the 4th formers in the essay count. 	 In 
every case in the gap-fill, the 5th formers performed better 
than the 4th formers showing a superior-grasp of the 
cohesion of this particular passage. In one category, the 
contrastive, this superiority gave a score more than double 
that of the fourth formers in both the gap-fill and the 
essay count. It can be concluded from this that maturation 
is a significant factor in the acquisition of cohesive 
devices in the Ll population. 
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Section 3:4 Cross-Linguistic 
Chapter 12 
Discussion of word-choices on Gap-fill 
The gap-fill text was written specifically as an elicitation 
test for connectives. Thus it could be claimed that it is 
not an absolutely natural piece of prose, and in places it 
could be seen as stilted. 	 Readers must use their Ll 
insights to judge this for themselves by reading the 
original version BEFORE reading on below into the detailed 
discussion of the errors the students made. It would, of 
course, be a test of the inherent difficulty of some items 
if readers attempt the gap-fill first themselves even BEFORE 
reading the original. For these purposes, both types of 
copy are supplied in the appendix - one with the blank gaps, 
and one with the blanks filled in. 
The intention in concocting such a passage was to be able to 
compare the rank order of the answers with the frequency 
ratings of the same connectives, or connective categories, 
which appear in the scripts on the same topic of the same 
classes. Thus in order to make the comparison as full as 
possible, there was a large number of connectives to be 
included, especially in order to give several opportunities 
to display repertoire for each connective category. 
This attempt to cover everything in one test also proved to 
be a design weakness in the experiment. Firstly, the test 
proved to be too long, especially for the ESOL group from 
London University, many of whom did not get to the end of 
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the text. Thus the high difficulty rankings for some of the 
items at the end of text can be attributed also to the many 
blanks left by those who ran out of time. Only 18 out of 44 
in the ESOL group attempted to fill in the last blank. The 
procedure for collecting the rankings also increases this 
effect: the rankings for the larger group, the 67 students 
at Hinckley, who did the test, were processed by a computer 
programme which eliminated the scores of those who left more 
than 10 blanks. No such elimination was done on ESOL group, 
partly because it would reduce the size of the group by too 
much in comparison to the Hinckley group, and partly becausE 
the blanks were not all at the end as was the case with 
the 10 students of the Hinckley group who were eliminated. 
Thus although some of the ESOL group had obviously run out c 
time and so left the last part of the test blank, there were 
others who, faced with the same problem of lack of time, 
skimmed through the end paragraphs and filled in what they 
could, leaving others blank. So in other words the rankingf 
were not gained on an identical procedure, but this does not 
seem to matter, as the precise statistical figures are not 
the main purpose of the discussion below, but an impression 
of relative ease or difficulty for the different groups is 
sufficient to direct focus on the peculiarities of 
differential performance. However, where the focus is on 
the items towards the end of the test, the distorting 
effects of the blank answers should be borne in mind, 
particularly for the ESOL group. 	 The details of wrong 
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answers given, in Appendix 18, are culled from the original 
tabulations of data, and so include, in Hinckley's case, the 
10 scripts eliminated from the rankings. 
Another feature which had a distorting effect on the answers 
is the popularity of the option to put the, THE most 
frequently used word in the English language (according to 
COBUILD). The connective category for reference is of great 
interest, especially because it is well known that many-
groups of ESOL learners find the English uses of the  
exceptionally difficult to acquire, and they still make 
errors with this up to quite advanced stages of study 
through the medium of English. So the has been included as 
one of the allowable items. The rules for this are 
carefully spelled out in the demonstration passage on the 
use T.V. But nonetheless this possibility of using the was 
an attractive loop-hole for the Ll students whenever they 
faced any difficult gap which could conceivably be filled by 
the, whether or not it fits the rules as spelled out in the 
demonstration passage or whether or not it is consistent 
with the use or absence of the in earlier sentences of the 
same paragraphs. 	 As we shall see, the blanks which could 
be (erroneously) filled by the  had their negative ratings 
boosted by this. 
In mitigation of these admitted design faults, it must be 
pointed out that the educational researcher is working 
within constraints of what the teachers can feel can be 
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done by their classes without disrupting the normal planned 
syllabus. I was aware that it I had tried to ask for 2 or 
occasions to impose gap-fill exercises on these students, 
some of the teachers would have baulked at this. They were 
already being asked to: 
1) Do an essay on a topic of my request;  
2)look at the demonstration gapfill for homework;  
3) do the gap-fill under controlled conditions; 
4) Give me the marks for these classes, both the 
essay mark and other marks. 
More could not be demanded ! So the " solution" in this 
case was to make the gap-fill rather too long and 
comprehensive. But the results are still worth scrutinizinc 
as long as the distorting effects of this are borne in mind 
during the discussion. 
The first thing to look at in Appendix 18 is the handwrittel 
numbers under the correct word listed beside each item 
number. A low number means that it was HIGH on the list fo: 
 
NEG2 count i.e. was found to be difficult.The first of thes,  
on the left hand side, is the rank order of difficulty for 
this item in the total sample (in the case of Hinckley, for 
all 3 classes, n=57). ,The number on the right is the rank 
order of difficulty for the ESOL group (n=44). Because the 
sizes of the groups is different, it is easier to use the 
rank order as a measure of comparison rather than the 
absolute figures. In fact, for the Hinckley group, the ran 
order was processed by the computer, calculating NEG 2. Fo 
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the smaller London group,this was done manually. 
The scores were marked in different ways: 
C= the correct words, same as the original 
S = in the same connective category 
A = in a different connective category,but still makes 
sense 
N = makes sense, but infringes the rules of the test 
by not using a connective or the type of word 
specified in the demonstration passage. Using a 
verb or time word, for example, qualified the 
answer for an N, but ONLY if it fitted the 
sense of the passage 
W = any wrong word. It might be wrong syntactically or 
because it violates the sense of the passage. Non-
connectives are also found here, if they do not 
qualify for N by making sense. 
P = it makes sense, but is wrong ONLY because it 
violates punctuation rules. There are plenty 
of W answers which also violate punctuation rules. 
B = blank 
In the computer count through NEG 1 included only W, P and 
B. NEG2 included N along with W, P and B. It was actually 
quite difficult to keep to the N,W,P distinctions, and when 
the checking through was done, it seemed that in a few cases 
a change could be made. For example, on item 23, a small 
group of L1 who had put Even, had been assigned a P score, 
but on reflection, it may seem admissible to use Even, as an 
adjeunct with a comma immediately after it. It did not seem 
to be worth reprocessing the whole sample through the 
computer again for these few cases of second thoughts. They . 
would not alter substantially the significant rank order 
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totals. The main burden of the arguments below rest, in any 
case, on the examples of wrong answers which are set out in 
Appendix 18, and where the number of these are more than 2, 
this is printed beside the wrong word choice. 
Items which both groups, L1 and ESOL, found difficult  
Item 27, requiring the word if, appears as a difficult 
finding. This is an odd finding because other instances of 
if  in this test, such item 2 and item 22, proved to be 
easy. 	 One explanation of the particular difficulty of 
this item could be the somewhat jerky style at this point, 
and the fact that the succeeding sentence is rather long, 
with co-ordinate clauses within the if clause. This is 
probably what tripped many of the Ll group, particularly the 
4th formers. But it should also be noted that conditionals 
are exceptionally rare on the essay counts for the ESOL grol 
(see Appendix 16), so there is possibly some avoidance goinc 
on, a symptom that their repertoire for conditionals is 
somewhat shaky. 
The next item that was difficult for both groups is item 33 
a result clause. Interestingly, the L1 group found this 
MORE difficult than the ESOL group, although both found it 
difficult. By far the majority of the Ll group selected 
very - 27 of them. Further analysis of this reveals how 
difficult the syntax of this particular result clause is. 
Similar correct sentences using very could be generated: 
It became very important for non-smokers that smoking i 
public places was becoming unacceptable 
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-here the "that" noun clause branches from the main clause, 
answering the question "what was important ?" But in the 
test sentence, the answer to the question, "what was 
important" is "to speak BBC English" and the RESULT of those 
two linked ideas (+ the third elitist idea of "educated 
people") was that the regional accents became 
unacceptable. Syntax like this obviously has a heavy 
cognitive processing demand - too heavy for many of the Li 
students. It may not be the so  before the adjective that is 
the difficulty. Li insight would confirm that the syntax 
of simpler pairs of sentences: 
I was so tired that I called a taxi 
I was tired. So I called a taxi. 
are probably of equal frequency in common parlance. So it 
must be assumed that the difficulty of the text item was the 
linking of 4, not 2, propositions (importance, educated 
people,BBC English and regional accents), with the last 
result clause dependent on the other 3. 
The next item which both groups found difficult is item-34, 
then. The position of this at the bottom of the page, 
before the turn to page 2, adds to the problem of figuring 
out the whole sentence. It starts with the narrative then 
and then switches tenses mid-way from the start-up in the 
past to the situation in the present. 
The next item which both groups found to be difficult is 
item 35,  so that, of a result clause. So that did not 
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appear in the essays, although there is plenty of so. If 
students had filled in so in this gap it would have been 
counted as S, and correct. But a negligible number did so. 
The explanation for the difficulty probably lies in the 
inherent complexity of the sentence, as explained above. 
The next two items which proved to be difficult are item 36, 
compared to, and item 38, by contrast. 	 This is an 
especially interesting finding, as here the passage is in 
full performance with its comparative function, comparing 
T.V. and Radio. It will be recalled that a substantial 
number of the Ll pupils dodged the comparison tasks 
altogether and chose to write mostly about T.V. 	 It will 
also be recalled that the essay in which the students in 
Botswana showed their inadequate repertoire of connectives 
of comparison was also a comparison task. 	 All this seems 
to be additional evidence that essays of comparison are morE 
difficult than some other types of expository prose - a 
point to return to in discussion of syllabi and text-books 
(see chapter 14) for this stage of linguistic maturation. 
But to return to the particular features of this gap-fill: 
it is important to note that an answer with less sophistic-
ated words, such a unlike for item 36 and but for 38 would 
have gained S, and so would have lowered the difficulty 
ranking for these items. But students did not even achieve 
these. A substantial number of both Ll and ESOL students 
failed to follow the comparison at this point. This is in 
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spite of the fact that the item than at-the end of this 
paragraph proved to be one of the easiest items. 
The next item which both groups found difficult is item 39. 
The reason for the NEG answers among the Hinckley students 
was the loophole option of the. Although 6 of the ESOL 
students also chose this loop-hole, there were other odd 
wrong answers like on the contrary, or N answers like 
normally.  
Towards the end of the test, there are difficult items which 
are probably affected by the blanks of the non-finishers, as 
explained above. The wrong answers for the either...or of 
item 65 are surprising. Several of the Ll group put both 
here are that was allowed, but others sported a variety of N 
answers. Maybe they did not like the emphasis on the 
alternatives which is given by that either, which 
underscores the point that different people have different 
tastes. A similar point could be made about the failure of 
both groups to fill in correctly the blank for item 67, 
"each in their own way" which underscores the difference 
between the two media. Again this seems to indicate an 
avoidance of consideration of alternatives, of what is 
special and different about each. This is an essential 
skill in making comparisons and contrasts: the little words 
like either and each reinforce the language of 
discriminating, of selecting, of choosing. It has already 
been shown that the less mature Li group in their essays do 
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not spontaneously use as many "alternative" connectors. So 
may be it could be posited that the poor performance on 
these 2 items is another -small- piece in the accumulating 
evidence that the expository tasks of comparison are 
difficult, and acquired late - or rather, at least, that the 
surface structures required to express them are not in the 
most readily used part of the repertoire. 
Finally, the last item of all, otherwise,  has a high 
difficulty ranking. For the ESOL group this can be 
attributed to the students' exhaustion before the end, with 
only 18 completers. For the L1 group, the reason is an 
astonishing 28 who put not as an answer here, thereby going 
flat against the thrust of the argument of the preceding 
sentence about buying concert tickets because of what they 
hear on the radio. One explanation could be that the L1 
students were flagging at this point, and they misread that 
"unaware" as "aware". Maybe this is some indicator of 
the processing difficulties of negative prefixes. 
Alternatively, some argument about current cultural 
predispositions could be constructed. It would have to run 
something like this: T.V. and radio do not teach us things 
we do not know: they just help us enjoy more the things we 
already like, such as football and pop music. The mental 
bias, in other words, is towards assuming the know-it-all 
position, rather than admitting to extensions of knowledge. 
This argument may seem a bit far-fetched, but such a strong 
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pattern of errors in the L1 group (for all classes) invites 
such speculation. 	 Underlying research into the peculiar 
features of cohesion, even among the minutiae of syntax and 
punctuation problems, it must be assumed that the larger 
phenomena of shared social assumptions, of what makes for 
coherence, are likely to affect the surface features. 
Items with different rank difficulty between the groups  
The first item which shows an interesting difference is item 
11 which is a lexical answer. This was inserted in the test 
as a one-off, to see if the lexis of argument poses a 
problem. 	 To test for this more thoroughly, a text would 
have to be contrived with more instances. The word 
assumption was carefully chosen here as a semi-repeat of 
assumed which occurs in the previous sentence. The result 
shows that the ESOL group found this test of lexis much 
easier than the whole L1 group. About half of the ESOL 
group got a POS on their answers, mostly using an acceptable 
word like fact,  with a few using something more 
sophisticated like hypothesis, or supposition. The ESOL 
group presumably have been exposed to the lexis of argument 
both in their own Li and in English (and in many cases using 
the common international lexis of the European classical 
heritage, such as hypothesis). 
In the L1 sample, most of those who scored a POS on item 11 
were in the top streamed 5th form: 23 out of 24 produced an 
acceptable lexical item in this gap. But in the lower 
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streamed 5th form only 10 out of 19 got a POS answer here. 
In the 4th form group, only 7 out of 24 got a POS answer, 
with 4 of those filling the gap with idea. It can thus be 
inferred that there is a strong maturational factor in the 
acquisition of the lexis of argument, at least as far as the 
evidence of this Hinckley sample shows.  Had the top 5th Fo/ 
in Hinckley had special coaching in the, lexis of argument 
If this had entered specifically into the syllabus, then why 
 
had so few of the other 5th form picked it up ? The easy 
answer to this would be the old teacher's excuse "they were 
taught and they didn't learn " - that's why they are in the 
lower set ! This question is tantalising because a number 
of years elapsed with the data unanalysed before this 
difference between the two sets emerged. It is now too lat., 
to ask the teacher if he can remember doing any explicit 
teaching with the top 5th which he did not do with the lowe 
5th set. Furthermore, this question touches upon the 
crucial questions of language acquisition: to what extent i 
acquisition naturalistic and to what extent taught ? And i 
a teacher tries to teach beyond the students' natural 
maturational readiness does it get absorbed or blocked ? 
These are pedagogical questions to be postponed until 
Chapter 14 which will survey the teaching materials and 
methods for cohesive devices. 
There is another methodological concern surrounding the 
lexis of argument: namely, Crewe's argument that students 
should be taught to understand and use the lexis words to 
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make cohesive links explicit. On the evidence of this gap-
fill, only slightly more than half achieved a lexical 
answer. It has already been pointed out that the essays did 
not spontaneously produce the lexical words of argument 
(except the word example). On this slight evidence, it must 
be suggested that a lot more research would need to be done 
to prove that the lexical versions really are easier for the 
students. 
Now to move on to the next set of items which show a 
differential ranking, it can be noted that all three items 
of enumeration, 12, 13 and 14, were more difficult for the 
L1 group than for the ESOL. A glance at Appendix 15 shows 
that within the Hinckley group, the 4th formers had virtually 
no grasp of techniques of enumeration. The scores of the 
top fifth form resemble the scores for the ESOL group. So 
there seems to be a maturational factor within the L1 group. 
The argument used above, with regard to the lexical item, 
could also be applied here: maybe there is some explicit 
teaching of enumeration between Form 4 and Form 5. ESOL 
groups admitted to London University would also be more 
likely to have been exposed to techniques of enumerated 
prose than Hinckley 4th formers. 
The next item with differential ranking is item 21. The 
item required is the common so. The Li students put an 
astonishing array of N answers rather than recognise the 
proposition as a result of the previous one -about the need. 
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to see the famous face. But a closer look at the sequence 
of sentences in this paragraph reveals that the source of 
difficulty is probably that the cohesive thrust at this 
point is cataphoric - towards the magnetic semantics of the 
word T.V. The proposition about seeing the famous face does 
not become clear until after the gap for so - until the word 
T.V. appears. This cataphoric link is added to the processi 
difficulty of the previous sentence which starts with an 
although. So the skill in getting this answer seems to 
depend on the ability to scan a larger chunk of the syntax 
than some of the other parts of this text. 
Now to move on to the next item which shows differential 
ranking, it should be noted that item 23 was easier for the 
L2 students than for the Ll. Appendix 18, with the list of 
errors made by the Hinckley group, shows that many of these 
are errors of punctuation, made mainly by the 4th formers. 
the top 5th form managed better by using the acceptable 
also, or however. (It has already been shown that however 
is firmly in the repertoire of the top 5th form and absent 
in the 4th form). The success of the ESOL group was shown 
by the clever use of various adjuncts here, such  in fact,  
of course, as a result. The trouble for the 4th formers w 
that they appear to be unfamiliar with inter-sentential 
adjuncts, and in particular with the convention of 
punctuating them with a comma separating them from the rest 
of the sentence. The need for this is easy to explain 
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because it stands for the pause which the voice makes if the 
sentence is spoken. This explanation is not, of course, 
helpful to those who never use a register so formal as to 
require inter-sentential adjuncts. The Hinckley sample would 
doubtless fit neatly into Bernstein's findings about the 
class factors in learning. So the 4th fbrmers suffer a 
double bind: they don't communicate in a linguistic 
environment full of adjuncts, and they haven't been taught 
the punctuation of them. This handicapped them for several 
other items : 12, 13 and 14 (the enumeration); 45; 52; 56; 
64. 
At this point some teachers might question the whole thrust 
of this argument as being on rather a pedantic point. 
Shouldn't we be trying to reduce the number of commas ? 
They are a nuisance to typing. They do not really assist 
comprehension. Is surface accuracy really all that 
important when what is required is "language for 
communication" ? 	 As a practising teacher, you cannot duck 
taking a stance on such questions. A decision not to teach 
such facets of language is, by default, contributing to 
their demise - at any rate among the sectors of the 
population that only acquire these formal registers by 
receiving explicit teaching of them. 	 Here we come up 
against the larger current debate of whether English 
teaching should "return to grammar ". 
Nobody has suggested we do away with the teaching of 
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punctuation altogether. It appears within the National 
Curriculum guidelines, and is among the stated features to 
be assessed for GCSE grades. So the question is how 
refined the punctuation should be, and at what stage, 
bearing in mind that the trend of this century is probably 
shifting towards lighter punctuation. The practical 
purposes of all those commas is clear to anyone who has 
tried to read out aloud in a formal setting or on the radio. 
The punctuation of those initial adjuncts follows the 
natural voice pause which gives the receiver time to absorb 
the attitudinal thrust or the change of emphasis that is 
often signalled by initial adjuncts. So to teach or not to 
teach ? Those who are going on to careers that will requirE 
close attention to written scripts - as scholars, 
translators, secretaries, radio announcers etc (NOT lawyer: 
- they avoid punctuation altogether..) - will need this 
handy tool, the comma-ed adjunct. The rest may find it 
doesn't serve their needs - and they are probably already t( 
be found among the ranks of the lower set of Form 
5, judging by the sample just surveyed. 
With regard to the ESOL group, they have already been 
selected for tertiary education. They do not tend to make 
the punctuation mistakes on the gap-fill that are found 
among the lower L1 groups. They do not overlook the commas 
and run the sentences together. The way they have learnt 
English appears to have made them more sensitive to the 
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punctuation conventions of formal prose than the L1 school 
students. 
Item 29 is an example of a different sort of punctuation 
error and concerns the syntactic constraints of this 
sentence. A strict form of punctuation would require a 
comma after "distractions" which , unfortunately, got 
omitted in the typing up of the text. However, even 
without this comma, the syntax of the sentence clearly 
requires an initial clause and then the main clause. If 
this were not so, then the clause beginning with "the 
speakers" would have to start with a capital letter. Again 
this item was excellent for discriminating between the top 
5th Form and the lower one + the 4th form. Less than half 
of the ESOL group made errors on this item, which meant that 
in the totals it still features as an easier item for them. 
the list of some of their errors in appendix 18 features 13 
punctuation errors, mainly using inter-sentential 
connectors (which would then create the punctuation error 
further along the sentence). The inferior groups in the Ll 
just made two types of error: the and  but. In so far as 
this is one of the items where the loophole to answer with 
the has been used by a large proportion, this factor can be 
said to have interfered with the answer as a test of 
connectives + punctuation. However, this does not invalidate 
the point that the weaker students tended to ignore the syntax 
of the subsequent segment. Here one could perhaps speculate 
about the strategy necessary for performing gap-fill tests 
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successfully. 	 The successful students, like good chess 
players, appear to be able to take into account larger 
chunks of text than the less successful. 
The next item which shows the L1 students performing worse 
than the ESOL is item 32, requiring which. 10 of the Li 
students put this here, which would be allowable only if 
there were a full stop before it. This is another instance 
of the L2 students, together with the top 5th form, being 
much more sensitive to punctuation constraints. The lower 
5th form were in turn slightly better than the 4th Form on 
this item, i.e. in having fewer instances of this punctuatic 
mistake. 
The next item where there is big difference is item 39, 
requiring the answer of which. Other acceptable answers 
were where or when. This did not present a problem to the 
ESOL and top 5th form, but the lower 5th form and the 4th 
form produced a variety of wrong answers, especially using 
and. the lower 5th form was worse than the 4th form here. 
The next item to discuss, 44, needed the word even. the 
reason for this does not seem to be any inherent syntactic 
difficulty here: it is the attraction of the N option for 
the L1 group - of using a verb or an adjective at this 
point, as found in at least 32 of the L1 answers. 
Item 45 features an initial adjunct,  in addition. As 
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already discussed, these appear to be easier for the ESOL 
group than for the natives. 
The next item which the Ll students found difficult was item 
47, requiring as for. This can be explained mainly by the 
attraction of using the here, although this violates the 
punctuation, as do most of the other wrong answers that 
featured here. The ESOL group showed higher achievement 
here, with expressions that serve the same topic-stating 
function such as in the case of or with regard to or as  
regards, or regarding. The one ESOL student who put with 
regards to was assigned a w for it, but synpathetically 
because he is over-generalizing from as regards or kind  
regards. Indeed this is an item answer that gives pause for 
second thoughts: maybe there is some current slippage in Ll 
usage hereabouts, and with regards to could be attested. 
But a check in the Collins dictionary revealed with regard 
to  firmly in place as meaning 10, so the Cobuild corpus has 
probably not yet turned up with regards to. But one would 
not want to over-correct such a student. 
Item 59 is the next problematic item for the Ll students , 
many of whom opted for the N answers of many  or some  
rather than recognize the contrastive thrust of the argument 
about out-of-the-home forms of entertainment, like cinema 
and football stadiums versus T.V. Again the explanation 
possibly lies also in the kataphoric cohesion around the 
word T.V. which appears to clarify the sense of the 
argument only at the end of this syntactic chunk. 
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Items which the ESOL students found more difficult  
The first two items to comment on, 25 and 30, both require 
reference words, the and these respectively. The finding 
that ESOL students found the difficult on this item fits in 
with many error-analysis reports from different parts of the 
world about the inherent difficulty of English the. the 
problem with the confusion of this/these is also well known 
to many teachers who deal with students used to the Latin i 
phoneme. 
The difficulty the ESOL students had with the answer 
without on item 50 is inexplicable. The list of wrong 
answers does not seem to give any clue either, except that 
they were having difficulty finding any structure that 
fitted the syntax. 
Item 57 is the next gap which both groups found somewhat 
difficult. Without being tendentious, this can be attribu-
ted to the magnetic pull of "Dallas" at the time of this 
test. "Dallas" then had top ratings in the U.K. and was 
being screened in many other countries of the world ( it 
was there in Botswana, in Dec. 1985 !). Thus it could be 
suggested that there was some sub-conscious resistance, mor( 
among the ESOL group than among the L1, to the assumption i] 
this passage that anything could be superior to "Dallas". 
However, it should also be observed, from cross-checking 
with Appendix 16, that alternatives in the essay count are 
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one of the categories that show a maturational factor. So 
the explanation here could reinforce the argument used above 
about either  and each above. Just as some students did not 
take on board the alternatives proposed by the concluding 
paragraph, so at this penultimate paragraph, many of them, 
especially the ESOL group, did not see the climax of the-
argument that local culture was a viable alternative to 
"Dallas". The cultural implications of this are terrible, 
as would possibly be admitted by the ESOL students if the 
matter were to be thoroughly discussed in class. the 
alternative explanation of the ESOL difficulty with this 
sentence could be that there is some hidden semantic 
difficulty, with the word "Dallas" or maybe with the phrasal 
very "end up". But the notion that they didn't know about 
"Dallas" at the time of doing this test in inconceivable 
because the programme had - or had just had - almost world 
coverage. 
With item 60 onwards, the scores for the ESOL students are 
being depressed by the non-finisher factor. Apart from this 
factor, it is not at all clear why the ESOL students 
performed so much worse than the Li on the word since for 
item 61. Because would be a POS answer here, but the ESOL 
students didn't get it. Maybe the fatigue factor defeated 
them particularly as this is the third gap in a fairly 
complex sentence. 
Item 64, requiring in fact, also showed the ESOL students 
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performing worse than the L1. Several opted for the N 
answers of "there " or "nowadays". Regrettably, the comma 
for an adjunct got missed off here. It may well be asked if 
more ESOL students would have taken the hint had it been 
there, as we have already seem that they more sensitive to 
punctuation. Many of the top 5th formers got the correct 
answer of in fact here, but most of the 4th formers opted 
for "there are". 
There is an important category of mistake made by a few ESOI 
students. It is worth pointing out because of its 
implications for teaching. The category of mistake concerns 
the instances where a student picks the right cohesive 
category (he/she understand the passage at this point) but 
uses the wrong format for the syntax of the sentence, using 
"during" instead of "while" (item 4), or "because of" 
instead of "because" or " as" (item 29); "despite of that" 
instead of "although" (item 18); "comparing with " instead c 
"compared to" (item 36). These are the errors in the erro-
analysis sense of "approximation" (Nemser) - the student is 
displaying not failure, but an approximation to success. 
The interesting question for the teacher is what method to 1 
with such students. It could be claimed that a gap-fill 
passage like this is not only a good testing tool: it is 
very useful for teaching purposes. The syntactic contraint 
of different options can be dicussed in the context of a 
particular passage. The same applies to readily confused 
connectives like "by contrast" and "on the contrary" (see 
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item 38), where the morphological similarities may prevent 
the student from understanding the two completely different 
functions. The difference in meaning has to be brought up by 
examples, preferably embedded in a longer text where the 
direction of argument is clear. 
Conclusion to Chapter  
The above discussion has been detailed, even pedantic, on 
some of the finer points about cohesive devices. In the 
process some interesting differences have emerged, both 
maturational between the 5th form and 4th form of the Ll 
group, and also contrastive between the sort of errors the 
Ll students made and the sort of errors the ESOL group 
made. 
It has also been shown what a demanding test a gap-fill like 
this can be. It is testing propositional understanding 
(semantics, knowledge of the things referred to etc.) as well 
as syntactic processing and punctuation. It may also be 
testing the students' repertoire of the cohesive devices 
required for expo-sitory texts, in so far as the categories 
of cohesion which showed the greatest contrast of 
performance between the groups on the gap-fill were the same 
that showed up on the essay count as being differentially 
available. 
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Chapter 13 
Cross-Linguistic Influences 
Connective Counting as a Tool  
Some analysis has already been done in Chapters 11 and 12 
comparing the performance of an English-Li group with an 
ESOL group. But the observations on this phase of the 
research did not go into further details with regard to the 
L1 background of the ESOL students in the London group. In 
Appendix 21, the same data on the frequency and variety of 
connectives in the essays of the London ESOL students has 
been re-arranged according to the Ll of each student. The 
obvious flaw in such data is that the size of any one group 
is rather too small for extrapolation and generalization. 
It should be noted that the figures for v - variety of 
connectives - are for the whole group, i.e. if Student A us( 
x and y and Student B of the same Ll used y and z that 
amounts to 3 connectives in the v count. 	 The figures for 
i are given as an average per script, so that average for a 
group containing 4 students can be compared with that of a 
group containing one student. But such a comparison is 
shaky if one pillar of it depends on the vagaries of only 
one representative of that Li group. So the observations 
made here will be confined to the more numerous Ll groups: 
the Chinese (n=4); the Japanese (n=8; Arabs (n=4); Greeks 
(n=4) and Latinos (mixed Spanish Italian and Portuguese L1 
-n=6) and Germans (1 German and 6 Austrians). The Austrian 
came from a different group, further into their University 
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studies at Vienna. 
If we look at the totals at the bottom first, it can be seen 
that the German-Austrians are using nearly twice as many 
connectives as the other groups. This may be a reflection of 
the language nearness to English of German, but more likely 
it is a reflection of the fact that the Austrians were doing 
more advanced Ehglish studies with a teacher who was alert 
to problems with linkers (see his comments on mistakes, as 
printed out in Appendix 22). The i (instances) total scores 
for the Chinese, the Japanese and the Arabs, is nearly the 
same; the Greeks and the Latinos are a bit below. But when 
it comes to the v (variety) count, the Japanese have 63, the 
Latinos 46,with the Chinese,the Arabs and the Greeks all 
having about the same, nearly ten less than the Latinos. 
The high count for the Japanese is rather intriguing. Have 
they done extra work on cohesive devices ? Has Japanese got 
a bigger repertoire than the other languages ? Or is this 
figure artificially inflated by the larger n for this group 
? this is not the explanation for the German-Austrians top 
the bill with 81, as their group is one less than the 
Japanese. So once again the explanation is probably as 
given for their high i as above. 
A look at the individual category counts shows some 
contrasts that stand out. The Additive count for the 
Austrians and Arabs is higher than the rest. The explanation 
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for the Arab additives probably lies with the tendency for 
co-ordinate sentence patterns, which has been called the wa-
wa style, well documented by Kharma (1981) and others. The 
Austrian v here, at 11, is outstanding. 
	 In the 
Contrastive category, (which has already been noted as an 
important discriminator in the Hinckley results), the v 
figures which stand out are for the Japanese and the 
Latinos, and, of course, the Austrians. With the 
Deprivatives and Alternatives, again the Latinos and 
Austrians have the greatest repertoire. In the Exemplar 
category, the Austrians again show up as having, between 
them, a command of 8 different devices. In the Comparative 
category, it is noticeable that the Far Easterners, the 
Chinese and Japanese have slightly more "v" than the Latino: 
and the Austrians. In the Causal category, the Austrians 
have the most "v" with the Japanese only one less, but the 
Chinese had the greatest frequency , "i", in this category. 
In the temporal category, the Austrians had the same "v" as 
the others, 4, but the Japanese had 7 . Then in the 
Reference category, the Japanese topped the list with an 
outstanding 11 in "v" compared to only 6 for the Austrians. 
The Textual category is perhaps the most interesting becaus 
it contains the rarer connectives that fine tune attitudes, 
and shape the emphasis of an evolving argument. In this 
textual category, all the other ESOL groups were weak 
compared to the Austrians 2.5 for "i" and 14 for "v". 
'This quantitative method, though having limitations, does 
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give some objective corroboration to evaluation of 
expository scripts. The Austrians were certainly the most 
advanced group and this shows up on the count in almost 
every category. 
The Extracts from ESOL essays (appendix 22) 
Appendix 22 is sequenced according to L1 groups, but the 
discussion below will single out different types of error to 
discuss, errors which are made, maybe, by stude.nts from 
different L1 origins. 
One type of error is exemplified in Extract 1 "instead of 
can only listen" where the student has used the right 
cohesive device but with the wrong grammatical forms, in 
this case verbal forms, after it. 
This is similar to the errors that appeared on the gap-fill 
( items 4,29,18 )answers from the same group of students: 
errors of putting during instead of while student and 
because of instead of because (already noted in the previous 
chapter). It appears that the student in acquiring the device 
does not acquire with it the grammatical constraints. Some-
students, like the French student in the Leic. sample who 
contributed to Appendix 19 page 7, have apparently been 
taught the grammatical categories of "conjunction"and 
"preposition" in the L1. A question to consider in the next 
chapter is what kind of teaching material would help 
students who exhibit this kind of problem. 
Another type of problem appears in Extract 7,8, 17, 18 ,19, 
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where the student has got the right cohesive device but 
have it in a slightly wrong form -a type of "approximation" 
to use the term from Error analysis. In these extracts, the 
following approximate errors appear: 
comparing with 
In regard to 
respecting to 
as regard 
regarding to 
It should be noted that among the Gap-fill errors there is ' 
regards to". These expressions are tricky for students, not 
just because of the problem of which preposition to use, but 
also because of the confusing overlap in English of various 
terms using the same semantic root of "respect" and 
"regard". Latinos (and the last 3 in the list above come 
from them) possibly have some Ll interference here too. 
Similar examples of expressions that only just miss appear 
in extract 2 "the other hand" and extract 10 "In another 
word". Extract 10 also contains an example of an expressioi 
which must usually be acquired as a formula or prefabricate( 
routine (Nattinger,1980), but the student has just missed i 
with "one point which is worth to-mention". The worst 
examples of prefabricated routines that have gone wrong are 
found in the Portuguese L1 extract 21 "I don't subscribe to 
the point of view...". The problem here may be that this 
student is trying to import wholesale familiar expository 
phrases from his Ll. So he produces the unEnglish " "it is 
indiscutible" when what he wants is a sentence initial 
"undoubtedly". He writes "without" when he probably needs 
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to use "unless", which would then bring, in verbal 
complications that this student is probably trying to 
avoid.This is the extract which most exhibits a type of 
learner risk-taking in which the learner is clearly 
attempting to use complicated argument beyond whatever 
repertoire of cohesive devices he has. 
Punctuation errors appear in extracts 3,5,9: "on the other 
hand" preceded - by a comma; "Since...whereas" as a sentence; 
and "whereas..." clause as a sentence. This shows some 
confusions about which devices can be used inter-
sententially and which are intra-sentential, and raises the 
question about how this can be conveyed to the students: 
again a point to consider in the next chapter. 
The Greek student who produced extract 15 has used "except" 
twice when "apart from" would be correct. It is actually 
quite difficult to define the error on this, as in many 
contexts apart from and except would be interchangeable 
synonyms: 
Everyone got on the coach except for him 
Everyone got on the coach apart from him 
But in extract 15 the function is different: it is topic-
organising, excluding some aspect, of a point just made from 
a generalisation about to be made. In the pair of sentences 
above the generalisation precedes the deprivative. 
In several extracts, the grammar of the sentence or clause 
after the linker has gone awry: extract 9 "But for 
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National...news which is broadcast...every national radio 
station must broadcast it";extract 11 "but sometimes 
difficult to be received" ; extract 20 "because his message 
it is easier to understand". The problem here seems to be 
uncertainty over reference, so that extract 9 has an 
intrusive final "it"; extract 20 a surplus "it", and 
extract 11 lacks a crucial "it". Extract 9 would have been 
OK if the student had used as for at the start but perhaps 
it was not his/her repertoire. 
Extract 12, from an Arabic Ll, has too many connections 
using and, a phenomenon often observed in Arabic Li writing 
in English (Kharma et al.). 
In Extract 14 and 15, 2 Greeks each use the expression "As 
conclusion", and then go on to make a point that does not 
sum up or generalize from the preceding points. The 
sentences following make new or extended points: finally 
would be a more appropriate linker here. These Greeks do no 
seem to have realized the summary function of the Anglo-
Saxon conclusion. 
The Korean, in extract 8, is trying to be explicit in his 
linking with "conversely, for this reason..." but it does 
not quite succeed because of the clumsiness of the precedin 
sentence which it difficult to locate the reference for 
"this reason". 
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The Japanese, in extract 4, the placing'of actually seems 
wrong. It would be correct, as a near synonym for "in 
reality" if it had been placed before "occurred", but in a 
sentence initial position, it takes on a function as a 
nuanced contrastive contra the expectation of the preceding 
proposition - which it clearly is not intended in this case 
because it introduces a sentence that reinforces the 
preceding statement. 
The Austrian examples which make up the last page of this 
appendix are interesting mainly because of the ocmments of 
the teacher who was obviously alert to problems with 
linkers. I have added a few more which seem slightly off-
meaning according to my English Ll insight. In extract 24, 
such as seems more appropriate than like, ( which seems to 
carry with it a notion of "not that, but something like it" 
whereas here the sentence requires specifying the exact 
things. But perhaps this is being extra finiscky as there 
are probably regional differences over this even within the 
UK. 
The odd ring of "as a matter of fact" in extract 25 seems to 
be that whereas here the student is using it to give a 
genuine fact, we are more used to it cropping up as a linker 
with an emphatic function, usually with a contrastive nuance 
of surprise. Nuance problems like this are difficult to 
explain to students, and clearly have to be acquired through 
exposure to contexts, a point to take up in the next 
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chapter. 
This survey of the errors these ESOL students actually made 
has not revealed anything new about cross-linguistic 
transfer mainly because I am not competent to pronounce on 
L1 influences on those students. But it has revealed some 
interesting sets of problems that have ,implications for the 
way these connectives and linkers are taught or explained. 
It has shown too that for some students, the repertoire does 
not consist only in correctly used devices: there may be 
several that are insecurely in the repertoire and being miE 
Contrastive Analysis 
Since there is a theme of cross-linguistic interest 
in this research, it may be worth reporting here on the dati 
obtained from the pre-sessional class at Leicester 
In Appendix 19 their work is photo-copied as it is, because 
it is impossible to transcribe accurately, and readers with 
a knowledge of any of the languages might be interested to 
check what connective these students put down as equiva- 
- lents. The students are from the following L1 (listed 
roughly in order of language distance from English): 
Danish 
French 
Italian 
Spanish 
Greek 
Arabic 
Turkish 
Finnish 
Malay 
Thai 
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Chinese 
Japanese 
Quichua 
Twi 
For the purpose of identifying gaps, or branching meanings, 
a knowledge of all these languages, with their different 
writing forms, is not necessary. 	 It is easy to see where 
some students found an equivalent (or several), and where 
they bracketed several English words as the same and gave 
one equivalent. In looking at this, one has to bear in mind 
that this was a rough and ready survey, decontextualised. 
The students obviously varied in their grasp of English, 
though they would all have attained at least ELTS Stage 5 
for admittance to the University. There is some variation 
in the replies from students from the same language group 
(for example, among the Arabs and the Chinese, which each 
contained 3 students), but proper analysis of this variation 
would have to come from those who share the Ll. 
The particular teaching occasion which gave rise to this 
exercise was a dispute that had arisen among 3 Greeks in the 
class about the meaning of "to be more specific", which had 
turned up in the reading matter. This had evolved into an 
after class discussion among themselves and with me, about 
whether Greek has the same categories for the "exemplar" 
category or not. 
	 After this incident, I explained it to 
the class, and gave this as the reason why it seemed 
worthwhile to spend part of a class doing this cross-
linguistic listing. Students from the same language group 
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were encouraged to consult each other. 
Now to turn to the data, one of the most striking results 
appears in the contributions from the the Twi speaker (from 
Ghana) and the Quichua speaker (from Peru ). They are 
striking in their brevity. One explanation of this could be 
that the students are of the learner type that goes for 
minimalist solutions, but that is not the explanation to 
explore here. An interesting line of enquiry would be to 
hypothesize that these languages, being quite distant from 
English, and without a wealth of written tradition, are 
genuinely lacking in cohesive devices that correspond to the 
ones Jordan (1988) listed as essential to academic English. 
This is not to advance a theory that some languages are 
"poorer" or "more primitive" than English: simply that they 
may have cohesive devices used for different purposes than 
these, for example more appropriate to spoken modes (an idei 
to be developed further when we come on to look at the data 
on Setswana). 
In several of the lists, students bracket together the 
English connectives that seem to be obviously synonymous, 
such as for instance, for example (see Danish, Finnish, an,  
Turkish). The Turkish student brackets these together 
and then gives 3 or 4 Turkish equivalents. The Danish 
student only gives one equivalent. The Chinese apparently 
can give a one-to-one equivalent for each of these. 
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The French student did a thorough job, and often put several 
French words opposite one English one, for example in the 
summary category. 
The Greek problem with "to be specific" is that each word in 
the following list has a separate Greek equivalent: 
more especially 
especially 
in particular 
in parts 
to give an example 
One Greek seemed to think that the word he put opposite 
"more especially" is also the nearest Greek has to 
"specifically": another disagreed. The Greeks had clearly 
manifested a problem, in the reading exercise, of how to use 
"specific" (in contrast to giving an example, or a word 
like "particularly"). It is interesting to note that even 
if Greek ( or these three Greeks at least) seemed to have a 
linguistic gap with regard to specificity, their Ll seems to 
provide a convenient connective for analysis that English 
lacks: the one that indicates the parts of something ! 
Thus there is enough evidence, in this rather rough and 
ready survey, that ESOL students can be alert to the 
problems of the matching their growing repertoire of English 
connectives to the linguistic and cognitive grounding they 
have from their Ll. 
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A brief look at Setswana Connectives (appendix 20) 
A look into the Setswana grammar book of D.T. Cole (1955) 
may reveal where English and Setswana cohesion differs. On 
page 381, when discussing ebile, erile, etlare, Cole 
comments: 
The tendency to treat such forms as conjunctives seems 
to arise mainly from the fact that idiomatic rendering 
thereof in English and other European languages 
requires the use of link words, eg. 'when' for erile, 
etlare etc, 'furthermore' for ebile and 'since' for es  
He points out that they are "verbal conjunctives" in 
Setswana: the stem rile, tla,  bile, sale are all verbal. 
One can recall here the earlier discussion in this chapter 
about the different grammatical forms that different 
languages can use for connectives: relationals in English 
tend to be closer to prepositionals, in the Anglo-Saxon 
derivatives, while here, in Setswama, they are closer to 
verbal forms. 
A further hunt for differences between Setswana and English 
would come up with a rich list of Tswana adjuncts that have 
nuances that are only apparent in the situation of the 
conversation, as Cole carefully points out with the 
following: 
a (hightoned) used to introduce interjections of 
surprise aitse (afterall, don't forget, of course) -
(closely linked with itse meaning know, ke itse = I 
know -CM] 
antsaana (actually) -usually expressive of some 
surprise 
boo (as if..! considering that..not ie when asked in 
impossibe circumstances) 
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ekete (apparently) 
ntekane (whereas, afterall, but actually) This is 
usually expressive of some surprise on realising 
something unexpected 
ntla (after all; why,...! oh that...; how then 	 -?)  
Somewhat similar in significance to ntekane, but seems 
to be more emphatic and often has the additional 
implication that an answer or explanation is required 
In the above explanations, one can see .Cole wrestling with 
the problem of trying to find English equivalents and 
finding it quite difficult. The impression is that Setswana 
is rich in devices for indicating attitudes. This can be 
connected with the point made in Chapter 2 about attitudinal 
adjuncts, and also to the point about the differene between 
oral and written devices. The Setswana devices above have 
an oral quality ( for instance 'boo') that would be unlikely 
to be required in writing. This has pedagogical 
implications. If we are working from the assumption that 
some students might have problems from their Li, this might 
stem not only from semantic or from grammatical mismatch, 
but also be a problem of switching modes, from familiarity 
with oral discourse signals across to the conventions of 
expository formal registers. This may be a problem 
especially for ESOL students from some countries, like 
Botswana, where the L1 is mainly used orally and the 
English-medium secondary education develops expository 
skills mainly in the L2, English. The necessity to switch 
across modes and registers is also a problem among 
English-Li students too, as it takes time to develop the 
repertoire for formal communication (as the data from 
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Hinckley showed, in the 4th formers smaller and more 
"oral" repertoire). 
With regard to the Lado-type exercise that constitutes 
appendix 20, some of the problem points could be observed. 
The distinction between and and but is unclear ( it is in 
English too, in some contexts !), with ,Setswana mme being 
used in non-contrastive ways on occasion. The frequent use 
of gape as a reinforcer (equivalent to English Furthermore) 
means that Again in the initial position appears frequently 
in the English writing of Setswama-Ll students. Examples o 
sentences illustrating these points follow the listings in 
Appendix 20. 
Corpora Counts  
During the period of this research, the Oxford Concordancin 
Programme became available for general use. The advantages 
of a speedy computerized method of counting frequency are 
attractive to the researcher. The facility of recalling th 
context is also useful for those looking closely at the 
placing of connectives, in sentence initial or sentence 
medial positions. But the OCP became available too late to 
be used in a big way for this research. 
There are various drawbacks to using it for connective 
counting. Some connectives, such as so and as, have severa 
uses. The researcher would still have to go through the 
laborious process of checking each instance, if it was 
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necessary to do the calculations according to the different 
uses. Frequency counting for the purpose of detecting 
differences in the use of connectives according to Ll 
origins of the students would need large quantities of text. 
So in order to experiment with this method of connective 
counting, quantities of student writing already 
keyed into a computer store were sought, by visiting 
Longmans and culling some samples from the Longman Learner 
corpus. An attempt was also made to milk texts straight 
from the word processing files of overseas students at 
Leicester University. The results are tabulated in Appendix 
23 and 24. 
The Longman corpus from which the samples were drawn 
consisted of intermediate level texts from different parts 
of the world, classified by Ll origin. So choosing 3 L1 
groups, and selecting the files that were supposed to be 
expository texts, I copied off text files: 
Chinese L1 approx. 19814 words 
Arabic L1 approx 22092 words 
Spanish L1 approx 39099 words 
(there was no word count facility, so the estimate is from 
the number of bytes). Unfortunately, after all the 
calculations had been done, I discovered that some of the 
Spanish sample are not expository topics at all, but 
letters. 
	 However, as this is not a major part of the 
research, it still seems worth printing out and commenting 
on the results, as a small example of what can be seen by 
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using computer counts to detect cross-linguistic 
differences. 
The columns in Appendix 23 have been averaged out so that 
the count is per 1000 words of learner script (taking no 
account of how many scripts were in the .sample). Although 
the rank order of frequency is nearly the same in esch of 
the 3 Ll groups, there are some interesting differences to 
observe. The Spanish used less the and more this. Spanish 
has the definite article, whereas Chinese does not. Is the 
comparatively lower Spanish count a symptom of avoidance, 
because of Spanish awareness that the use of the definite 
article is bit different in English ? The Chinese, who hav 
had to learn to use the article with no Ll interference, 
cope with it more often. Arabic has most and which fits in 
with other research and evidence already mentioned in this 
thesis. The Spanish scripts have the most of each 
connective in the column from as to which (apart from an 
inexplicable absence at before). 
Lower down the differences appear to be smaller, 
but it should be remembered that these were calculated out 
of a much larger corpus collection. The Spanish results 
show some gaps here: no still, no however; since and than 
are less than the other two. Towards the bottom, it can be 
seen that some of the Spanish and Chinese sample appear to 
have acquired the slippery quite whereas the Arabic student 
avoided it altogether. 
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In Appendix 24, the sample sizes that provide the figures 
for the main columns of the English L1 trio and the ESOL 
trio are based on samples only about 2-3000 words more than 
the Longman Li groups surveyed in the previous appendix. 
But the figures have been tabulated per 100 words, instead 
of per 1000 words. The samples were drawn from the work of 
only 6 students, working within the University at the 
department of Mass Communications, so the English of the ESOL 
trio must have been at least above an ELTS 5.5 which is the 
admission requirement for Leicester University. 
For ease of comparison the total for the 3 EL1 students has 
been put in a column beside the total for the ESOL. It can 
be seen that for almost every connective, the EL1 are using 
more. The figures are broadly comparable in rank order to 
the figures on the previous appendix (from scripts of 
intermediate level), but there are some differences to 
comment on. The tertiary level students apparently use less 
but. Maybe a possible explanation is that they are using 
more diverse ways of expressing contrast. The tertiary 
level students used about the same amount of or (if the 3 
11 groups of appendix 24 are averaged out.) This is a 
connective category which does not have much choice or 
variety in English, so this would tend to support the 
tentative argument just advanced that the lower figures for 
the tertiary scripts can be accounted for by more diverse 
use of connectives or types of cohesion. 
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Across the 3 columns of different L1 scripts, there are some 
differences to point out. The Greek, who provided the 
largest sample, is the most infrequent user of if, but used 
more as  than all the others including the EL1 students. 
This number-crunching method of detecting differences may 
not be the most useful way of finding out what problems the 
students have. One needs to find out more about the 
sentence context. The print-out obtainable through the OCP 
reveals some things to be commented on. Only two of the 
instances of still are the sentence initial "Still," of a 
sentence linker; the others are all time adverbs. the uses 
of so are diverse, with "a year or so" and the so of 
substitution, as well as so much and so that. Because so  
that emerged as a difficult item in the Gap-fill with the 
other ESOL group, it seemed worth checking what proportion 
of the total instances of so were from so that:  out of a 
total count of 46 instances, 5 were from so that. 
As these efforts with the OCP were in the nature of 
explorations of the facilities, it is not worth commenting 
exhaustively here on the findings. These facilities 
probably would show up cross-linguistic differences in all 
sorts of aspects, such as preferences for certain types of 
connectives by certain Ll groups, pace of diversifying the 
repertoire and so on. But in order to be confident about 
drawing conclusions from the results, huge amounts of data 
would be necessary, all carefully tagged with the topic of 
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writing (which should be the same across the groups to be 
compared) and the stage of learning (.if - the research is 
longitudinal). The pilot explor.ations described above were 
rough in comparison with what could be done computer counts 
on large corpora. 
But there are still some basic flaws with using OCP. It 
cannot capture errors -unless you knolir exactly what erorr to 
word-search. Nor can it capture problems with clause or 
topic order, which is the feature to be looked at in the 
next section. 
Topic and Clause Ordering 
The final pilot experiment to report in this Chapter on 
Cross-Linguistic influences is quite different from the main 
part of this research. Whereas most of the research 
concerned connectives and linkers, it is also evident that 
clause ordering and topicalization may crucially affect 
cohesion. English has fairly strict SVO format compared to 
many other languages, which permit different word ordering 
within the clause if emphasis requires. Languages also 
differ as to where the most emphatic points of sentence can. 
be. Some languages can postpone key-points, the most 
obvious example is the way German postpones the verb until 
the end. 	 Problems with clause ordering or subject/topic 
choice appear in-some of the extracts quoted in the various 
appendices (Appendix 5, N15; Appendix 22: Numbers 9 .and -19-);,,  
so I began to wonder if some elicitation test could be 
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devised to probe these problems further. 
The opportunity to some impromptu research on this came up 
during a pre-sessional course with overseas students at 
Leicester University. Included in the course was .a 
sentence/clause ordering exercise in the- book "Study 
Writing" by Hamp Lyons and Ben Heasley, Unit 5 Task 9 
(see page i of Appendix 25). Although the aim was to use 
to discuss in class how different ordering produces 
different meanings or effects, we decided also to collect 
all the answers from the several classes doing this 
exercise, and tabulate them according to L1 group. The 
results are printed on page 1 of Appendix 25. 
From the cross-linguistic point of view, the exercise doe 
not, at first sight, appear to be very fruitful. There ar 
not large numbers in any one group. 	 Also, looking at wha 
is there, it can be noted that in several Li groups, the 
answers are varied, as if there is no consistent L1 
influence. 
As this text displays the structure of a comparison, it ca 
be compared to some of the examples of malfunctioning 
sentences in essays of comparison from the University of 
Botswana, the cases that sparked off this research in the 
first place (the topic-fronting of "the poor background" a 
quoted in the introduction and in Appendix 20:19) Most of 
this research has followed the main line of enquiry about 
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the repertoire of connectives, but the sequence of 
information also drastically affects the cohesion. This 
point was discussed on pages 45-46 with reference to some 
analysis done by Greenbaum (1969) and Winter (1982). 
The particular text used for the impromptu test is not ideal 
for testing, for example, exactly the elements discussed by 
either Greenbaun or Winter. But it is worth looking at the 
spread of results from the 54 overseas students to see what 
shows up. 
The first thing to comment on is that on looking at the 
choices on the first pair, a & b, a majority of Germans and 
Japanese, and some Turks preferred the version with a time 
clause preceding the Topic/Subject. 
In the next pair, the placing of "on the other hand" in "c" 
is wrong because it is attached to a predicate "spatial 
cocoon" that is not one of the two things being compared. 
Not surprisingly, most students spotted this, and only 7 
opted for c. Incidentally, the placing of "on the other 
hand" is something that could be word-searched through a 
corpora, to follow up the question of whether it is better 
to put it before the topic-subject, in the sentence initial 
position, or immediately after it. 
The e or f choice is similar to the first pair, and again a 
majority of Germans like to suspend the topic/subject until 
the mid-point of the sentence, with the other L1 groups 
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divided. Each option here could be regarded as "correct", 
so it is a matter of stylistic choice 
However, in the g or h pair, g is grammatically wrong 
because it contains a "hanging" participle without a 
subject. Despite this, again a majority of Germans chose 
the option which suspends the subject of the sentence. All 
the Greeks chose this, and most of the Chinese. 
In the next pair, i or j, the majority of all students 
rightly avoided the unEnglish placing of the predicate 
first. But by choosing i, the same students who had chosen 
g in the previous pair (the majority of Germans) clearly 
did not realize that the referent for the pronoun "they" was 
missing. Thus it can be seen how useful this task is to USE 
in class discussion for some remedial teaching on hanging 
participles and missing referents, a point to discuss in the 
next chapter. 
In the next pair, k or 1, the Germans are not so attracted 
to the initial clause before the subject, but the Greeks arE 
equally divided. 
In m or n, the question is the placing of the time-phrase 
"during illness". Again the majority of Germans and Greeks 
preferred the sentence initial position, as well as half the 
Turks and 4 of the Chinese. In this case, their answers 
matched the original. 
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With o or p, the answers divided 17:27. The stylistic 
inversion of o fits the original. A majority played safe 
and opted for the unmarked version, while the "bigger" L1 
groups were divided on this, with Germans, Turks and Chinese 
exhibiting either response. 
With q or r only 15 supported the original with its 
attitudinal phrase at the end. Most students appear to be 
used to the English method of bracketting off cohesive or 
attitudinal markers after the subject. 
With the s or t pair, the original has the time clause in 
the initial position for a change. For the ESOL group as a 
whole the totals are divided on this grammatically neutral 
choice. It is interesting to note that this time the 
majority of Germans did not choose the t version with the 
initial time clause, but preferred to end the sentence with 
the main proposition. A majority of Chinese, in contrast, 
opted for the initial time clause. 
From the above analysis it can be seen that this task is 
quite useful as a teaching tool to discuss various aspects 
of placing within a sentence and text. It was designed as a 
teaching tool, of course, not as a test. For serious 
research about sequencing, one would need much more data. 
Some of the pairs involved stylistic choices only. Some 
aspects of placing could be researched via the OCP using 
word-search on the trigger words for different types of 
clauses, for instance time connectives or the key-word 
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"hand" for a search on "on the other hand". But this would 
be text research in a big way to see when different types of 
writers or texts use certain preferred positions. There 
does not seem to be much research on what are the marked and 
unmarked sequences for, for example, time-clauses in a text 
of comparison, which is at issue in several of the 
choices analysed above. 
If the aim of this of the research was to find cross-
linguistic influences, then huge numbers of responses would 
have to collected and analysed by researchers who know both 
the L1 and English. 
Conclusion to chapter  
This has been the problem with all research reported in this 
Chapter because to do cross-linguistic research thoroughly 
data has to be collected on a much bigger scale. 
Nonetheless, it seemed worth tabulating and reporting what 
data had been collected, as a pointer to further research 
for those able to embark on it. 
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Section 4 Pedagogical  Implications  
Chapter 14 
Pedagogical Implications 
The purpose of this chapter is to revisit some of the 
findings of the earlier chapters and endeavour to draw out 
the educational implications with reference to appropriate 
textbooks and techniques. Although initially the findings 
will be discussed under the three headings that have 
structured this thesis, of register, maturation, and cross-
linguistic  factors, it is not possible to maintain this 
tri-partite structure rigidly because, as was pointed out 
earlier, the lines of exploration converge in that some 
topics under register also show maturational factors, and 
some findings with the Ll maturation groups also apply to 
the ESOL groups. 
Summary of  register findings 
1. The first case study, of the essays from the University of 
Botswana showed that some ESOL students in their first year 
at the University had problems with the cohesion of passages 
of comparison, exhibiting clumsy circumlocutions, and 
avoidance of words such as similarly.  
2. The sample of examination essays, from the U.C.L.E.S. 0 
level, Batswana candidates, showed that only a small 
proportion of candidates attempted the expository essay. 
This seems to show that candidates are least confident in 
that register, and prefer to opt for other types of writing, 
i.e. either the descriptive or the narrative. 
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3. From the sample, it appeared that the narrative essays 
achieved slightly higher marks than the descriptive. 
4. The connective counting revealed different frequency 
counts between the narrative and the descriptive registers. 
5.The data tabulated in appendix 4 shows that the narrative 
mode appears to activate a greater range, from the potentia: 
store of English connectives, than the descriptive register 
with the ESOL group studied. 
6.Appendix 12, of the findings from an Li group, reveal tha-
compared to the narrative and descriptive register, the 
expository register produced an increase in the use of: 
also 
although 
whereas 
however 
without 
for example 
such as 
more..than 
because 
as 
either/or 
and a large list of rarer connectives tabulated in the 
categories in Appendix 13, under summary, specificity, 
generality, topic organising, and  truth loading. This 
backs up the finding 2 above that the expository essay task 
is more demanding in that it demands a larger repertoire of 
cohesive devices. 
7. Data from the gap-fill (see Chapter 12) shows that both 
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ESOL and Li students had difficulty following the comparison 
at items 36-38. This supports the initi,a1 findings from 
Botswana that essay tasks demanding comparisons are 
difficult not only from the topic organising problems but 
also because students appear to find the actual syntax of 
comparative sentences difficult. 
Thus the findings above suggest that there is maturational 
progression, for both Ll and ESOL groups, from one register 
to another, with the narrative and descriptive preceding the 
expository. There is nothing novel in this finding, in that 
it confirms educational practice, where students often do 
not get into the expository register until they are near-
tertiary level. 
What is interesting is to observe the details of the syntax 
difficulties. The pedagogical question to ask then is -can 
the path be smoothed by more explicit teaching of the 
cohesive devices and appropriate syntax ? There are various 
ways of doing this, as set out below: 
Writing Syllabi in Britain 
Textbooks used in British schools usually aim to give 
students a variety of writing tasks. For example, the 
widely used Oxford Secondary English by John Seely provides 
excellent stimulus material followed by writing suggestions. 
The "Skills" section (placed in the second half of the book 
separate from the stimulus material) contains explicit 
teaching of parts of speech, punctuation, spelling rules 
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etc. There is progression of writing tasks, with expositor) 
writing appearing in Year 3. The Skills section, on p 172, 
proclaims: 
"key words when expressing an arguments are why, 
because, therefore, since, as, so. 
Year 3 is for 14 year olds, the year below the students 
tested in the 1987 Hinckley sample using the same essay 
topics as the U.C.L.E.S. examination, and a year below the 
students tested on the expository option. There are 
maturational factors here which will be discussed below in 
that section. 
Teaching of Rhetoric  in the U.S.A.  
Unlike most British Universities, American Universities do 
not assume that students emerge into the tertiary level 
confident in all skills of expository writing. American 
Universities have fresher year classes in "composition" or 
"rhetoric". An American informant who teaches such classes 
at a tertiary college says that the norm is to have one 
Anthology book (of stimulus material and model writing) and 
one rhetoric book which contains both rhetoric material 
(i.e. material on sequencing of ideas and paragraph 
coherence, what British essay examiners call "structure" an,  
"appropriacy") and "mechanics" of punctuation and spelling. 
Even though there is such generous provision of explicit 
teaching, there is still dissatisfaction with the fare 
provided, for example by Cargill(1981) who discerned " a 
gigantic gap" between intermediate and advanced level 
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materials and argued for the need to bridge the gap sentence 
level grammar and "advanced composition, which looks at 
stylistics". The method he recomended was that of giving 
model paragraphs. 
The Model texts method.  
This is an old method, as used from classical times. The 
rhetoricians, Aristotle, Quintilian, and Tudor schoolmen 
such as Puttenham, show that this models method assists with 
a grasp of patterns of argument. Both the macro and the 
micro features of textual forms can be targetted for 
imitation. This is essentially the same method utilized in 
the ESP books of the 1970s such as English in Focus, and the 
series edited by Candlin, utilizing texts from specialist 
fields. 
Genre Research 
For writing for academic purposes, Swales (1990), points out 
that the student writer is an apprentice in a discourse 
community, learning how to write the sort of texts produced 
by the leaders in that discourse community. Computer 
corpora counting techniques now facilitate research into the,  
micro features of such texts. Biber (1988) did a factorial 
analysis if various academic texts and stated that such prose 
shows: 
"a distribution of features as representing a dimension 
that distinguishes highly expliCit and elaborated, 
endophoric reference from situation-dependent exaphoric 
reference." 
Near-tertiary students exhibit writing that is somewhere 
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along the continuum towards achieving the repertoire 
appropriate for academic communities. 
The research reported in this thesis shows that the Ll 
secondary students made a leap from 4th to 5th year in such 
essentials as specificity, gemerality, topic organising, anc 
truth loading devices, thus showing progress along this 
continuum towards academic expository prose. 
Computer programmes such as O.C.P now allow students 
themselves to search the micro features of academic texts, 
technique developed by Tim John and Dudley Evans at 
Birmingham University. 
Conclusions about the model texts methods 
The problem with all the methods outlined above - all of 
them ultimately based on the tradition of the rhetoricians 
of providing model texts - is that there is no certainty 
that students actually learn from models. Even though the 
techniques are explained, and micro features, such as 
connectives, targetted and tabulated, there is no guarantee 
that students will be able to utilize the repertoire 
appropriately. 	 There are dangers of picking up surface 
forms without a real grasp of the "discourse" that underlie 
them. This is a point to develop further in discussion 
later in this chapter. 
Maturation 
Summary of the Maturation findings 
1.Finding 6 under the Register summary above (page 244') 
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indicates that the expository register is more demanding 
than narrative or descriptive with regard to cohesive 
repertoire. 
2. The most advanced L1 group showed a much bigger 
repertoire in the expository register than the other Ll 
groups 
3. The most advanced ESOL group (the Austrians) also had a 
greater command of the cohesive repertoire for academic 
scripts 
Oral and Written repertoire (L1)  
The findings of the gap-fill shows that many of the Hinckley 
group ignore the constraints of a written text 
(e.g. punctuation) and opt for words that sound right, as if 
the passage was spoken discourse. This is not a particularly 
startling finding. Since Bernstein, teachers have been well 
aware that school children come from different class cultures, 
some from mainly oral cultures, with very little exposure to 
formal "standard" (i.e. tertiary-educated) English, either 
oral or written.The National Curriculum, 1989 DES document, 
Att.3:level 8 para 6:50 again is explicit on requiring 
attention to spoken and written differences with regard to 
cohesion:. 
"organisational differences between spoken and 
written English...words and phrases that link ideas 
in a spoken language; words that can substitute for 
and in the spoken language; words that can subst-
tute for and in the written language e.g. 
in addition, also, moreover, furthermore.." 
Unfortunately the way this is worded rather suggests a 
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short list type of methodology, though it need not. The 
evidence of the gap-fill suggests it would be vital to 
teach these devices from a context, not only because for 
awareness genre and discourse functions, but also because 
of co-text features and punctuation conventions. Using a 
gap-fill passage for this, similar to those used in the 
tests, would seem to be good method, which could target 
the features and generate class discussion. 
A general point to make with regard to the National 
Curriculum requirement on teaching oral cohesion is that 
the materials to do it have not yet been developed, to my 
knowledge. The tremendous range of oral linkers, as found 
in Ball (1986) for instance, needs to be contextualized in 
tape cassette form for class-room discussion at school leve 
(Some materials are available for tertiary level ESOL 
language support, but they target the linkers used in 
lectures and seminars). For EFL teaching as well, although 
there are plenty of textbooks with cassettes, there does no 
seem to be one that targets the intonation patterns of 
linkers, as described,for instance, in Ball's analysis of 
well (p. 116) where he lists five different meanings 
associated with different intonation. 
This lack is probably a reflection of cultural assumptions, 
associating advanced cohesive repertoire with advanced 
education, which in a book-dominated culture means advanced 
expository writing. But with the shift in cultural norms 
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towards doing more of our public thinking or exposition of 
views on television or radio, it is time that more analysis 
and teaching effort is directed to the linguistic micro 
features, including cohesive devices, that are needed for 
oral exposition. 
There are also some cross-linguistic implications of this 
oral/written dichotomy, to be further discussed in the 
appropriate section later on. 
ESOL superiority in academic prose  
In the analysis of the gap-fill answers on pp. 207 and 210 
it was noted that the superior scores of the ESOL group on 
several items can probably be ascribed to their maturity, 
rather than to cross-linguistic factors. The fact that 
with several items the most mature Ll group have similar 
answers strengthens this assumption. But this raises the 
question as to what "maturity" means in this case. As the 
poor L1 group of the same age cohort did not have similar 
answers, age is not the only causative factor, at least as 
far as the Ll group is concerned.Input maybe crucial here, 
as one can assume that those who have been exposed to more 
formal expository prose have the larger repertoire, but as 
has already been pointed out, we have no data on the input 
for any of the groups. And for the poorer Form 5 group the 
input/intake arguments may apply. 
The specific items in which the more mature ESOL group had 
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superior repertoire are: enumeration, the comma-ed adjuncts, 
and the topic-focussing item 47. These are all features 
which go beyond sentence-level linkers, and show a grasp of 
text formation. Furthermore, for several items (e.g 29) it 
was evident that the ESOL students were reading kataphoric-
ally with more efficiency than most of the L1 students. It 
is interesting to speculate whether thii is because of matui 
ational factors (older brains can process larger chunks of 
text) or because language students get accustomed to search-
ing in the larger linguistic environment for clues of 
meaning. 
Cross-Linguistic  or ESOL matters 
Different Learner Tyoes: the risk-takers and  the cautious  
The findings for this section are to be found in the 
reports in Chapter 8 on the Botswana data for the sentence 
and clause-embedding counts. The mark scheme states that 
there are two sorts of failed candidates: those with short 
sentences and monotonous structure ("the cautious") and 
those whose syntax rambles out of control. It is suggested 
page 136, that the various measures used , both the graphs 
and the correlational work reflect this duality. A further 
impression, from the Botswana data, is that the failed 
scripts produced an unexpected crop of "rarer" connectives, 
wrongly used. 
Pedagogical Implications of different learner types.  
The findings on syntax suggest that teachers and textbooks 
should be aware of the likely presence of both types of 
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students. There is a battery of exercise types used to 
develop syntax control: 
join these clauses together 
arrange these sentences in order 
matching clauses from two lists to make complete 
sentences 
gap-fill on linking words sentence completion 
making notes of kernel sentences and sub-points 
reconstituting passages from such notes 
( for full list of these, see Pincas, 1982) 
It would be common sense to target the sentence expansion 
exercises at "the cautious" and the exercises designed to 
ensure that syntax matches the ideas sequence ( i.e. the 
latter two) at the "risk-takers".With regard to the prec-
ocious use of rarer connectives (in addition, moreover), 
there is no evidence that these were gained through the 
methods deplored by Crewe (1990) - of teaching decontext-
ualized lists of connectives. It is possible that these 
candidates picked these up by trying to read prose above 
their level, as can happen in a country where use 
of prestigious English provides the route to social 
promotion. 
However, this finding ( small though it is) suggests that 
it is particularly important in an ESOL context where 
English has that role to ensure that repertoire expansion 
is closely associated with progress in understanding diff-
erent genre types,and the discourse reasons for certain 
organising signals. Otherwise the result can be a rather 
incongruous repertoire giving a false tone to a writing 
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task. 
Approximation errors.  
There were several items on the gap-fill which showed up 
some ESOL students as having some confusion between the 
different grammatical levels of linkers - 
phrase/clause/ inter-sentence: 
item 4 	 during/while 
item 29 because of/because 
item 18 despite of that/although 
item 38 by contrast/on the contrary 
and in the essays: 
without/unless 
except/apart from 
There were also confusions with the -ing endings and with 
the prepositions: 
comparing with/compared to (item36) 
and in the essays, approximations such as: 
In regards to/regarding to/as regard 
respecting to 	 comparing with 
Prefabricated routines. 
Some students attempt to transfer wholesale some expos-
itory gambits from their L1, for example "it is indiscut-
ible"; "I don't subscribe to the point of view". A 
routine that was nearly right appeared as: "it is worth 
to mention". 
Uncertainty over reference  
On the gap-fill the L1 students tended to insert the too 
often, as an avoidance technique for any syntactic puzzle. 
The ESOL students had trouble with the at item 25.With 
regard to problems of reference in the essays, page 224 
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points to examples of re-duplication of the subject or 
of an extra pronoun. 
Attitudinal linkers  
Example 25 in Appendix 22, quoting from the Austrian 
essays, provided a misuse of as 'a matter of fact,  
where some expression like it is true that or certainly_ 
would fit better. As a matter of fact ( as used for expansion 
and emphasis) and in fact (used as a contrastive, or for 
focus) are both nuanced expressions with transparent lexical 
links to a system of cultural values that places "facts" 
above ideas and dreams. German Ll speakers are prone to use 
both as if the fact still had its full lexical meaning, using 
in fact instead of "it is a fact that", whereas English Ll 
speakers use more frequently, and just for emphasis. 
Actually is another example of an adjunct used by Li students 
which is a "false friend" for Latin Ll groups who may tend 
to give it a temporal meaning rather than interpret or use 
it as a contrastive linker. 
A glance down the list of "rarer" connectives listed in 
Appendix 10 shows several that one could predict would be 
difficult for ESOL students. But it is important to note 
that there is also a register factor showing up in Appendix 
12, where most of the rarer connectives featured in the 
expository Ll essays, and a maturational factor, where the 
5th Form used more of these rarer connectives than the 4th 
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form. In fact is a connective which shows up on these countE 
Oral Attitudinal adjuncts  
The section above already mentioned that some of the less 
mature Ll students were prone to complete the gap-fill in 
the oral mode, ignoring other syntactic or punctuation clue: 
But in this regard, the possible problems of ESOL students 
coming from mainly oral languages should be noted. The brit 
account of some Setswana connectives from Cole's book 
indicates that Setswana, which could be classified as a 
mainly oral language, is rich in ways of expressing attitude 
especially for "truth loading". So it is important not to 
set up false dichotomies: 
more attitudinal 
	
less attitudinal 
more literary language 	 more oral 
narrative/descriptive 	 expository 
more mature student 
	
less mature 
A mature speaker in his/her own Ll probably has a rich 
repertoire of oral connectives, but they are not transfer-
able to written expository English. Instead what written 
English provides is a rich crop of attitudinals - in fact, 
actually, naturally - which have slippery semantics for 
ESOL students at near-tertiary level. 
Core Connectives 
Accessibility theory (see p.92) would suggest that there is 
some sequence to acquisition, in that "core" connectives 
will show in the repertoire first before those with more 
delicate meanings. The core connectives may also be those 
that are most frequent in English, as shown up in COBUILD 
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data listed in Appendix 10. This shows that what gets in 
the repertoire for frequent use is broadly the same for 
L1 and ESOL compared to COBUILD frequency, but there are 
some finer differences of rank order of frequency. For 
instance, the Botswana writers used because more frequently 
than the Cobuild texts, and used or less. 
There was some attempt to look at connective categories 
to see if some get a bigger repertoire than others at a 
given stage of development. It was pointed out that 
variety of repertoire is not a key criteria for maturity, 
as some of the categories, such as alternative, or depriv-
ative, do not contain many possible terms anyway. 
Another way of investigating the idea of core connectives 
was to use the rough and ready classroom survey of L1 equiv-
alents. The most interesting finding there was that the 
two languages which are least literary and most oral, 
Quichua and Twi, produced the smallest lists, suggesting 
languages either stick to core connectives only, or if they 
have diversified within the categories have morphologically 
(or maybe phonetically ?) different ways of expressing 
this, such that it is not possible to write them opposite 
the English terms. 
So would it be possible to apply theories of "core" grammar, 
'or marked/unmarked to a repertoire of connectives ? Appendix 
10E shows up what are the most frequent connectives, from 
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the large COBUILD corpus. But there are interesting differ-
ences between the 3 columns of this Appendix, showing that 
the Hinckley and Botswana students do not utilise the same 
frequency levels as COBUILD or each other. This could be 
explained by register differences (COBUILD is a vast corpus 
covering many different registers); maturational differences 
(COBUILD is an adult corpus); and interlanguage differences 
for the Botswana sample. These have been discussed in greatE 
detail in the preceding sections of this thesis. 
But even without going back into the detail of the data, a 
closer look at the three lists on this Appendix 10E produces 
some interesting questions with regard to "core" repertoire.  
A crude theory of core connectives would posit that each 
cognitive category should have one prototype connective: 
additive-and; adversative -but; alternative-or, and 
one would expect to these in the top 30 first before the 
peripheral meanings. But what the COBUILD list shows is 
that some of the categories - deprivative and comparison - 
do not appear in the first 30 at all (although, notably, 
they do appear in the Hinckley list). 	 But within categori 
the frequency ranking is interesting: 
when and then precede while; 
after comes more readily than before (which at variance 
with the maturational research mentioned on page 183); 
In the causal category so precedes because in the 
Hinckley count, and in the Cobuild (where it is of dubious 
status being drawn from the different uses of so). 
It could be posited that the reason for this latter finding 
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is that because is more of a core connective than so, cross-
linguistically (so also being "difficult" for ESOL students 
because of its other uses). The pedagogical implication of 
this is that whereas because will be picked up fairly early 
by ESOL students,  so and its various uses may have to be 
taught and targetted more explicitly. 
The Discourse Approach 
Connectives in Context.  
Winter (1982), quoted on page 40, and the growing number 
of researchers who are using computers to recall contexts, 
reveal that the positioning of connectives in the sentence 
can be a crucial variable, and the positioning of the 
subordinate clause before or after the main clause. The 
thrust of Winter's argument is that the positioning is cond-
itioned by the given-new flow of the propositional inform-
ation. As Winter (1977 p.35) wrote: 
"Clause relations is a system of predictability of 
context; that is given one sentence with its preceding 
context, the lexical selection in the next sentence is 
frequently predictable, and this predictability is the 
crucial part of the semantics of the clause relations. 
His careful analysis of the different positions of although, 
and of the difference between although and but (Winter 1982 
p.110-111) reveal the superficiality of any approach that 
assumes connectives in the same category are synonymous, on 
the basis of made-up examples of pairs of sentences: we 
need a context in which to examine the semantics and grammar 
of the clause pair, and to note how changes of sequence and 
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of explicit connection affect its fitting the context. 
This has implications for how to devise exercises to assist 
ESOL students in extending their repertoire. Exercises based 
on de-contextualized sentences would not help the student be 
aware of the information focus. 
This matter of focus was picked up in a study by 
McClure and Geva (1983), who investigated the use of but  
and  although, with educated adults, and with school students 
of various ages. The results showed that a large majority 
of their adult subjects followed the proposed rule of focus, 
but that the school-children did differently: 
(they) do not use a rule of focus in order to determ-
ine the appropriateness of but and although. Instead 
they use a syntactic rule, whereby although is used at 
the beginning of sentences, and but is preferred in 
sentence medial position. 
They also found that level of performance on this task is 
positively related to reading level. The maturational 
stages are that by grade 4 children have mastered the advert 
ative function of these words, and most seem to be aware of 
the syntactic constraints, but even grade 8 children do not 
seem to be aware of the focussing function. These findings 
indicate that repertoire expansion should be measured not 
just on the acquisition of the words, or even on the abilit' 
to get the surface syntax correct: a true grasp of the 
contextual use of the connectives is required if the learne: 
is to be able to use them to focus information 
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Some textbooks target connectives, but with exercises 
primarily designed to teach the syntactic rules, rather their 
function in the flow of information. An example of this is 
in Longman Proficiency Skills by Kingsbury and Spratt 
(1984) which has exercises for connectives in the chapters 
on composition skills page 16: 
A variety of joining words makes for a far more inter- 
esting style of writing and allows for more precise 
expression. 
Study and do these exercises. 
1. Words that introduce contrasting information: 
whereas,though, despite, etc 
He promised he would behave but in fact he quickly 
went back to his old ways 
Rephrase this sentence using the words in the sent- 
ences below. 	 Be careful ! 	 You may have to make 
changes in punctuation or in grammatical construction, 
or both. 
1.  Whereas 	  
2.  On the one hand 	  
3.  Much though 	  
4. 	  However, 	  
5.  Despite 	  
6. 	  Nevertheless 	  
7.  In spite of the fact that 
8.  Although 	  
9.  While 	  
10. 	  yet 	  
Do you know any other 'contrast' words ? Make a list 
of them. What grammatical constructions do they 
require ? 
This is presumably the type of exercise that Crewe (1990) 
criticizes for presenting spurious lists of "synonyms", 
encouraging students to use "variety" but without engaging 
in the contextual function of these connectives at all. 
From the studies of Winter, and of McClure and Geva, quoted 
above, it is clear that but and although have subtle funct- 
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ional differences. However, it is also clear from McClure 
and Geva, and also from my own results on the gap-fill, 
that many school students are not yet secure in their 
grasp of the syntactic constraints of some connectives. 
Kingsbury and Spratt chose to concentrate their exercise 
on the syntactic constraints at the price of neglecting the 
focussing function. 
R.R. Jordan (1980) in Academic Writing Course is also 
concerned to inculcate the correct positioning of cohesive 
devices (in this case for exemplification), as in the 
following instruction on page 40: 
The following sentences are based upon the inform-
ation contained in the passage above. Complete the 
sentences making use of each of the following word 
(use each one only once) 
This is more contextualized than the Kingsbury and Spratt 
exercise in that it is based on information given in a 
passage. Furthermore the devices for exemplification do 
not present the same given-new problems of the adversatives 
But even so, there still seem to be problems with an exerci 
which involves fitting cohesive devices into isolated sent-
ences, without getting a feel for the flow , or even the 
register and tone, of the whole passage. For sentence 6: 
The number of signals that an animal can make is 
very limited: the Great Tit is a case in point.  
Presuming that the underlined part is the right answer, 
it seems rather a heavy and marked expression. 
	 One 
could only tell if it was apposite by having a longer 
passage to gauge the appropriate tone and cohesive focus. 
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In Unit 6, Jordan presents some exercises on cause and 
effect. Stage 1 gives some clauses to pair, which feature 
both lexical means pf ;omlomg like the verb caused, and 
subordinating devices like because of. Again the main 
purpose here seems to be to help with the syntactic con-
straints of these devices. The evidence from the ESOL 
students in London shows that some students still have 
problems with these syntactic constraints. This exercise 
is not as wooden as the Kingbury and Spratt examples above, 
and does focus on sequence, even though the larger context 
is lacking. 
The next exercise is semi-contextualized in that it is a 
gap-fill based on the information in the reading passage. 
But on page 56 of Jordan's book, we are back with lists of 
"synomyms" based on single sentence examples: 
"Look carefully at the connectives or markers of cause -
effect relationships shown below. Notice particularly 
how they are used in a sentence construction." 
Then follows-8 single sentence examples, with some of them 
containing 8 or 9 bracketted "synonyms". What is needed is 
a type of exercise that teaches simultaneously the syn-
tactic constraints as well as giving enough of the context 
for the students to gauge the information flow. 
It can be suggested that the gap-fill type of exercise 
based on a passage, similar to the passage used for the 
gap-fill part of this research, would satisfy this need. 
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Instead of giving the students a total round-up of all 
possible connectives for a given function, the teacher can 
start with the repertoire the students already exhibit, in 
their answers to the gap-fill. Class or group discussion car 
then establish why one filler fitted better than another. 
Hopefully this discussion would take note both of syntactic 
constraints (e.g. those troublesome punctuation indicators, 
which the Ll students ignored) and also the given-new flow. 
If the filler requires a word beyond the students' repertoi/ 
then it is all good input, giving the new cohesive device it 
context, not in a disembodied list form. 
One serious objection to gap-fill based on contrived passage 
is that, even if composed by an Ll writer, the need to 
display and target certain devices may distort the natural 
flow. Also a piece artificially constructed for teaching 
lacks the "negotiation of meaning" that goes on between 
encoder and decoder against a background of assumption of 
shared knowledge. For this reason, the computerization of 
compora is to be welcomed as now providing a fast means of 
searching authentic examples. Where an institution is geare( 
for this, as Tim Johns was in Birmingham, once he had got 
students to suggest technical articles to be keyed into 
a corpora, this could generate student discussion around 
authentic examples. But institutions without this facility 
still have to depend on examples put in compact form on 
paper. This need not be a big problem, provided that the 
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writers base the exercises on what can be discovered from 
authentic examples, in other words, use,.the computer search 
on corpora first rather than relying on L1 insight. As Jane 
Willis et al. in the COBUILD team are discovering, the 
actual uses of words and expressions can sometimes run 
counter to the assumed "wisdom" of teachers and L1 insight. 
Another form of exercise to generate class discussion 
around alternatives is a clause-ordering exercise like 
the one re-printed in Appendix 24 from Study Writing by 
Hamp-Lyons and Heasley (1987) Unit 5 Task 9. In the 
previous chapter of this thesis, the analysis of the 
performance of some Leicester ESOL students focussed, 
rather inconclusively, on possible differences from Li 
clause ordering cross-linguistic transfer. Some of the 
choices appear to be stylistically neutral while others, 
such as j) with verb-position violation, are obviously 
wrong. It generated rather uneven class-discussion of 
options. The type of exercise seems right for targetting 
clause ordering problems, but the technique needs developing 
with different types of passages, targetting the type of 
clause-ordering relations described by Winter et al. 
Clause-Ordering can also be targetted by discussion of 
muddled paragraphs in student essays. The extracts from the 
Botswana scripts (Appendix 5) showed some examples of 
unEnglish topic-fronting. Some Chinese and Japanese 
students are prone to produce similar passages, which launch 
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firmly into the topic-word, and then gets into a syntactic 
muddle thereafter. Teachers could make collections of such 
muddled extracts from year to year, to build up a class-set 
for useful clause-ordering discussion work. 	 It used to be 
said that such "correction" exercises are risky in that the 
give negative input, but in my experience students can get 
considerable satisfaction from straightening out someone 
else's problems - and there is no embarassment factor if the 
sample is from a different class or a different year. 
Local or  Global Linking 
Segal, Duchan and Scott (1991) identify 4 prevailing views 
on the role of connectives: 
1. That they serve no meaningful role,as in a coherent 
communication, the connection is inherent in the 
semantics; 
2. That they serve as local discourse devices, signifyin( 
the semantic relations of nearby units of text; 
3. that they mark cohesive relations both with nearby 
units and with the global units of discourse; 
4. that "inter-clausal connectives cue how meanings 
expressed in successive clauses are to be integrated 
into an evolving mental representation in this view, 
the connectives serve as an indicator of continuity 
between the ideas yet to be expressed and the ideas 
already held in the mental model of the reader or 
listener" 
They claim that Halliday and Hasan (1976) represent view 2, 
a claim that seems unjustified in the light of what Hallida 
and Hasan said (page 20) about "context of situation": that 
the decoder 
" take into account all he knows of the environment: 
what is going on, what part the language is playing, 
and who is involved." 
This sounds more like "the mental model" view 4, although, 
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admittedly, most of their book is about the minutiae of 
textual links. Their later 1985 book ekplains further 
the "context of situation". 
The initial research attempt reported in this thesis, with 
the frequency count of the Botswana scripts, to count 
separately what were termed "textual linkers", was an 
attempt to distinguish the connectives which chain one 
clause to the next (local linkers, as in view 2) from those 
which link whole chunks of text as discourse units (as 
in view 3 above). 
The assumption was that there might be a recognisable 
progression from local linking at the more elementary 
level to a more discourse-organising type of linking in 
the more mature writers. It proved difficult to maintain 
this category, partly because there so few "textual 
linkers" in the Botswana scripts. This category ended up 
as the "rarer connectives" list for the Hinckley scripts, 
and indeed this reveals that the more advanced L1 writers, 
on expository scripts, have the greatest repertoire of 
these. 
The gap-fill exercise also had some items that discrim-
inated between candidates who took a localised view of 
each item and those that scanned a large chunk .to 
retrieve the meaning. Those who used the global method 
scored on these items, and they tended to be the more 
mature students or the ESOL students (as reported in Chapter 
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11 and 12). 
The pedagogical implications of this are that paired clause 
exercises are not enough to achieve a grasp of the full 
range of cohesive repertoire. The need to understand global 
linking entails setting tasks based on longer passages. 
The linkers can then be pointed out, and explicit questions 
asked as to what chunk of text they relate to. For example, 
a task based on the passage in Appendix 9 on African 
Literature could focus on item 7 this new field, and ask 
"which new field is the writer referring to ?" The correct 
answer can cannot be gained just by a localized look back 
to the preceding sentence "the output in African tongues" 
because that misses the thrust of the whole paragraph which 
is about the new field of written African language creative 
literature. Tom Kwame, whose University of London thesis 
had originally been on cohesion, used to set this type of 
passage + questions focussing on cohesion week by week at 
the University of Botswana for the Year One English 
language tutorials. It is a more fruitful activity than 
mere sentence-manipulation exercises. 
Negotiated meaning 
In the seminal article by Winter (1977: page 37), he 
points out that one of the 
"defining criteria for establishing the connection 
between two sentences is that we can make the 
relation explicit by showing what (typical) questions 
were being answered by the second sentence or group 
of sentences." 
He goes on to analyse rhetorical questions as connective 
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sentences, and states that such connective sentences are 
"functionally much the same as that of the sentence 
connectors of Vocabulary 2 
[as distinct from his Vocabulary 1 which are the subord-
inating connectives]. 
The key idea here is that connectives serve to answer 
predicted questions. In other words they are vital in 
the ongoing process of negotiating meaning between encoder 
and decoder.This ongoing process of negotiating meaning is 
what Halliday (1985, Chapter 1, page 9)analyses as "context 
of situation", stating: 
we know what the other person is going to say..and 
this is the most important phenomenon in human comm-
unication. We make predictions - not consciously, of 
course; in general, the process is below the level of 
awareness -about what the other person is going to 
say next; and that's how we understand what he or she 
does say.. 
This understanding of cohesion as linked to coherence in 
the shared mental schema of the encoder and decoder has 
implications for teaching.The method of teaching logic and 
philosophy in Socratic. fashion, via questions and answers, 
is at the roots of the Western tradition of education. It 
involves the student in a dialogue with the teacher - or 
with other class-mates. Thus the way to improve the logical 
structuring -the cohesion- of a piece of writing is to 
involve the writer in inter-active dialogue about it. 
Anne Raimes (1983) in "Techniques in Teaching Writing" has 
a number of suggestions to get students talking about writing. 
One exercise is for a descriptive essay, with a volunteer 
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describing the city he comes from, using play-blocks or the 
board to show the physical configurations. The teacher ther 
describes it again, prompted by the other students. Then tr 
 
teacher asks the first volunteer further questions about the 
city. Then the students discuss in groups how to write up 
this description - and only after all this, the individual 
writing activity begins. The dialogue can continue after 
the writing, when the time comes for marking. Raimes 
recommends short "conference" times with each student about 
his/her writing 
"talking to a student about what he has written is often 
the only way to find out what he was really trying to sa: 
But it may be difficult to find time for such oral inter-
action for each and every student, and is not feasible for 
correspondence tutors, who nonetheless want to involve thei: 
students in question-answer dialogue to elucidate what the 
student is still groping to express. 
Ron White at IATEFL 1990 gave a virtuoso account of how he 
switched all his marking of the writing of a class of 
Japanese students to the dialogue type, away from the con-
ventiOnal marking of "mechanics" with its focus on lin-
guistic forms. The interesting assumption on which such 
marking is based is that via the question and answer tech-
nique the requisite linguistic features will eventually 
surface - coherence emerges from the interaction. 
Audience Awareness and Attitudinals  
One of the problems of school writing is that it is 
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"practice", not real communication. Conventionally, it was 
an essay done for the teacher to mark. Some clever students 
would utilise what they knew of teacher to wangle higher 
marks by angling the writing to take account of teacher's 
predilections and prejudices, but that is as far as 
"audience awareness" could go. In examination conditions, 
the candidates used to write for the mysterious figure of 
the marker. For ESOL students, the culture gap between 
students and markers could cause serious discrepancies. 
There was concern in Botswana in the late 1960s about 
the marking of examinations by white South Africans, 
faced with marking across a culture gap. With the 
Cambridge Board in 1985 during the markers' seminar in 
Botswana the local teachers pressed the Cambridge represent-
ative about the markers' understanding of local varieties 
of English, for example "the lands" for fields. The trend 
since then has been towards the localisation of marking in 
Botswana, and in Britain towards more in-school course work 
evaluation, which means all student writers have a better 
chance of knowing who they are writing for. 
Another ploy to introduce the element of audience aware-
ness into a writing task is to describe who the imagined 
receiver of the message is to be. This is much used for 
the "closed" type of writing (in Britton's sense), the 
functional writing, letters, or business communication. 
Within English for Academic purposes, Swales (1990) view 
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of discourse communities implies that by top tertiary level 
students must be audience aware and able to progress into 
the prose of the discourse community. The frequency counts 
on the Hinckley scripts went some way to test out this 
technique, on cohesive devices only (while not having the 
count of a mature text for comparison). What was uncovered 
was a large maturational difference between the 4th formers 
and the top 5th formers, with the latter producing more 
words for specificity, generality, topic organising, 
and truth loading. 
With regard to truth-loading, awareness of the norms of 
the discourse community is crucial because in forming an 
argument the encoder needs to be alert to how much credence 
can be allowed to propositions of different types, and 
downtone or emphasize assertions accordingly. Truth loading 
devices collected include such expressions as "it could be 
argued" and "it cannot be denied". It was evident 
from the London ESOL essays that some students at that leve 
still have problems with these devices of argument 
(Appendix 22, example 20 "it is indiscutible..."). 
Some of these expressions can probably be learned as 
formula. Translated lists of them, as in the new edition 
of the large Collins Spanish-English dictionary, are 
probably useful for students who already have a high level 
of academic writing in their own language. But the problem 
with repertoire acquisition by lists, as already argued in 
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connection with lists of connectives, is that more context 
is needed to gain a sense of how such words or expressions 
fit in with the flow of argument and information. The 
Collins Spanish-English list is compacted to one sentence 
per formula. 
Again this is where corpus text search could help by 
recalling longer texts to illustrate the use of some 
formulae.But a sense of the relative distribution of such 
formulae and truth loading devices in a particular type of 
academic text can really only be gained by reading a lot of 
such texts. The process of enlarging the repertoire is not 
then a conscious targetted activity but an unconscious 
intake of new text devices, along with all the contextual 
features that contribute to the flow of the argument. 
Conclusion 
The main hypothesis of this thesis is that there is a ladder 
of acquisition evident in the use of cohesive devices by 
near-tertiary students. The frequency counts, especially on 
the Ll school groups, confirmed this hypothesis. For 
teaching purposes, the broad findings are perhaps not as 
useful as the some of small findings, such as those about 
the type of errors Ll or ESOL students make with cohesion 
- as revealed in the appendices containing extracts 
from the ESOL essays or in the sections analysing gap-fill 
responses. 
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For the purposes of further research, it must still be 
asked whether looking at student output'for repertoire is 
merely an arduous exercise of painstaking description or 
whether it has any power to shed new light on linguistic 
acquisition. 
The most striking data to emerge were the maturational 
differences between the Li classes, with large frequency 
increases of contrastives, causatives, reference and 
"rarer" connectives, all on the same essay task. This 
repertoire increase seems to signal some cognitive gains. 
It is not just an increase in linguistic surface forms. 
It indicates that students of that stage are able 
to think of causal explanation more frequently, or make 
comparisons, or anticipate the contra-expectation turns in 
the discourse. 
With the cross-linguistic ESOL data (Appendix 21), it is 
also apparent that the most advanced group (in the German-
Austrian group) produced the most cohesive devices, with 
more instances and more variety in virtually every functionz 
category. 
Thus the repertoire counts have illumined in various ways 
some of the peculiarities of the acquisition process 
of cohesive features of language. 
	
Using a repertoire 
count as a research tool is helpful pedagogically because 
by focussing on details of student output it throws light 
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on what sequence of progression can be predicted, which has 
implications for input and the tasks which can be con-
structed to facilitate intake. 
The discussions of this chapter have shown that a notion 
of repertoire merely based on lists of cohesive devices can 
lead to faulty teaching methods, based on false "synonyms". 
Gaining the repertoire for cohesion is not merely a matter 
of practice with the syntactic constraints (though these 
are important for Ll students too), it is also a matter of 
getting familiar with different contexts in which different 
devices are appropriate, and this involves getting skilled 
at angling the language to fit the predicted response of 
the decoder/audience . 
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Appendix 1 
The Research Structure: 
Phases 
THEMES 
Themes and the•.Data-Collection 
Chapter/pages 	 Data used 	 Appendix 
REGISTER 
(Genre) 
7 & 8 124-148 Botswana 
scripts 
2-8 
11 176-184 Hindkley 6,10,12 
MATURATION 11 184-193 Hinckley 13,14,15,16 
CROSS-LINGUISTIC 12 195-217 Hinck.+Lond. 14,15,16,18 
13 218-226 London 21 
226 Leic.E.F.L. 19 
230 Setswana 20 
232 Longman 23 
235 Leic. 24 
238 Leic. 25 
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Connective Count on Botswana Scripts 
Narrative essays n=36 
Descriptive essays 
Temporal 	 Narr 
n=35 
Frequency counts 
Descr 
	
122 	 73 
	
57 	 9 
	
26 	 5 
Adjusted:Freq./n 
	
Narr 	 Descr 
	
3.38 	 2.08 
• 1.58 	 .25 
	
.72 	 .14 
when 
while 
then 
after* 26 13 .72 .37 
before* 17 4 .47 .11 
until 8 4 .22 .11 
first(ly0 5 6 .13 .17 
next 3 .08 
meanwhile 1 .02 
at last 6 .16 
finally 1 .02 
now that 3 .08 
everytime 1 .02 
as soon as 2 .05 
thereafter 1 .02 
eventually 1 .02 
the day (that) 2 .05 
the tine (that) 3 .08 
imuediately 3 .08 
coincidentally 1 .02 
since 3 2 .08 .05 
at once 1 .02 
Additives 
409 188 11.36 5.37 and* 
also 7 55 .19 1.57 
again 1 4 .02 .11 
in addition 1 1 .02 .02 
as well as 1 1 .02 .02 
as for 1 .02 
too 1 .02 
even 13 10 .36 .28 
whats more 1 3 .02 .08 
moreover 1 .02 
furthermore 1 2 .02 .05 
Deprivative 
2 1 '05 .02 without 
except 2 6 .05 .17 
but 1 .36 
apart from 1 .02 
* A blank = no occurrence 
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Contrastive 
Botswana Connective Count (cont..) 
Narr 
	 Descr 
	 Narr 
	 Descr 
but 96 36 2.6 1.02 although 2 5 
.05 
.14 even though 7 10 
.19 
.28 on the other hand 3 
.08 yet 2 
.05 
only to 2 
.05 however 7 5 .19 
.14 in spite of 4 4 
.11 
.11 while/whereas 1 2 
.02 
.05 
Conditionals 
14 32 
.38 .91 if 
otherwise 1 1 
.02 .02 provided 2 
.05 in case 2 
.05 
Causal 
because 88 87 2.44 2.48 
so 23 35 .63 1 
as 20 5 .55 .14 
since 18 9 .5 .25 
result 3 2 .08 .11 
consequently 1 .02 
so 	 ..that 21 .58 
for 6 1 .16 .02 
due to/owingto 3 7 .08 .2 
therefore 2 10 .05 .28 
Purpose 
3 .08 in order to 
to + infinitive 15 18 .41 .51 
so that 7 8 .19 .22 
so as to 2 1 .05 .02 
for the sake of 2 .05 
Comparison 
like 4 21 .11 .6 
as 6 4 .16 .11 
as if 23 1 .63 .02 
as...as 1 .02 
rather than 1 2 .02 .05 
same/different 2 .05 
. 
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Exemplar Appendix 2 	 (cont.) 
especially. 3 4 .08 .11 
for example 6 .17 
Alternative 
7 16 .19 .45 or 
instead of 5 1 .13 .02 
Focus 
1 .02 in fact 
indeed 1 .02 
actually 1 .02 
at least 3 .08 
no matter 1 .02 
Deictic 
The* 16 9 .44 .25 
this/that* 21 62 .58 1.77 
It 22 4 .61 .11 
wh-relative 114 164 3.16 4.68 
where 23 16 .63 .45 
that is 2 4 .05 .11 
in that 1 .02 
Notes  
after and before The frequency scores noted are for intra-
sentential instances only, and for clausal use. There were 
also some instances of these introducing a phrase or a 
single noun: in the descriptive essays, 5 for after and 2 
.for before. There were also 3 instances of inter-sentential 
after this in the descriptive essays. 
and  The scores noted are for intra-sentential use. Also 
noted were instances of coupling of phrases or single 
words::30 for the narrative, and 32 for the descriptive. 
There were three instances of sentence-initial and, all in 
the narrative essays. 
due to/owing to ; while/whereas Unfortunately these were 
written to share a column because not many instances were 
expected and I had to make economies to fit the exercise on 
to squared paper ! 
Deictics  
There is probably a large margin of error in counting the . 
I was attempting to count only the instances where the 
refers back to something already mentioned (but not where 
the would be used anyway, of a unique thing). Similarly for 
this/that and it, I was attempting to count only inter-
sentential connections. 
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MARKING SCHEME 67C-r-E-1-1-0-2-A71.4:FUNI-NL/S.C. 1985 
0 AMPLIFICATIONS OF ESSAY CLASS DEFINITIONS  
A/B CLASS 	 PART ONE 31 - 40 marks  
A CLASS 	 (36 40) 
Ample material, fully relevant, high interest value/persuasiveness; originality; 
positive merit of form and arrangement/paragraphing/unity of tone/approach; 
fluency; very good to excellent linguistic ability; 
no gross errors; very few slips or miner errors; 
wide variety of apt vocabulary, sentence structure and linking devices; 
Descriptions have atmosphere, observation, sensitivity. 
Discussions present complex, cogent argument with force and economy. 
Narratives, where appropriate, show merits of structure, characterisation, 
description, suspense, pace. 
All work in this Class must show awareness of significant detail, or wide 
information, or apt illustration. 
B CLASS 31 - 35) 
Ample material, fully relevant, interesting and sustained theme/approach; 
well-arranged and Taragraphed; 
good to very good linguistic ability; 
vocabula::y and sentence structure varied and appropriate but not necessarily 
outstanding; 
very few gross errors; some slips and minor errors. 
Some essays may be'long, sound, well-arranged, but without much originality; 
others will be original, but not so well-sustained/balanced as A scripts. 
C CLASS 	 PART ONE 21 - 30 marks  
UPPER C (26 - 30) 
Ample, competent but somewhat uninspired subject matter; less originality than. in 
B Class, quite well-arranged, properly paragraphed; 
largely correct, varied vocabulary and sentence structure; 
free from monotonous repetition; 
few major errors; some slips and errors. 
LOWER C (21 - 25)  
Length without much originality but fairly correct; rambling, rather repetitive; 
OR simple clarity and correctness, shortish; flat content; well-arranged; 
few gross elementary errors, some errors, more minor errors and slips than in 
Upper. C. The meaning.msct not be in doubt, though the vocabulary may be limited. 
SenLenceu may be mainly short and stereotyped, but there must be some complex 
sentences. Sentences should be 4trectly separated, except for occasional slips. 
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LANGUAGE CLASS DEYINITIONS cont'd. 
D CLASS 	 PART ONE 11 - 20 marks  
UPPER D 	 (16 - 20) 
Dull but sensible content not explored in depth, nome repetition; ideas fragm 
or va,-ue, lack of sustained development, some attempt to arrange; clear evide 
relevance, but perhaps occasional short digressions; 
expressi.on flat, limited, uncertain; 
some serious faultS of sentence construction, punctuation, vocabulary and ten 
paragraphs short or run together; 
sentence and paragraph linking inappropriate or haphazard. 
These types will fall into this classifiCation: 
(a) scripts with enough competence for a limited range of simple point 
to be expressed unambiguously, with fair clarity, but with little 
vocabulary and few, if any complex sentences; 
(b) short, trite content; mainly correct language because no risks are 
(c) long, racy scripts with interesting content but so much carelessn 
and inaccuracy that we should be unwilling to employ the writer in 
simple clerical tasks: inability to punctuate consistently, especi: 
in the separation of sentences. 
• D 	 (11 - 15)  
Clear limitations of content and arrangement; digressions; confused thought; 
flimsy development, poor links, repetitive ideas and constructions; 
many errors of all kinds. 
Despite the obvious failings, scripts here have something relevant to say, an( 
manage to communicate without too much effort on the part of the reader. 
E CLASS 	 PART ONE(0 - 10)marks 
Throughout the Class, we find the following: 
Vague, confused ideas,. with little sonne of development; 
communication impeded by heavy error incidence; 
errors in basic vocabulary' and simple idiom; 
breakdown• of sentence structure; 
gross errors of all kinds. 
UPPER E (6 - 10)  
Countless grammatical and syntactical errors, fair spelling, sense mostly 
decipherable but some passages necessitating re-reading and the exercise of 
the reader's deductive powers. 
Content flimsy, ideas disconnected. 
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Pass/Fail Data: Connective Count 
And Add Cont Dep Cond Caus Comp Ref wh-rel Temp 
Nar.Pas.i 12.6 .95 5.04 .12 .79 6.08 .95 9.45 5.5 2.79 
v .83 1.87 .12 .54 2.9 .58 4.54 2.1 
Des.Pas.i 6.05 2.1 2.1 .25 .7 3.9 1.1 3.35 6.9 4.4 
v 	 1.2 1.4 .25 .45 1.8 .9 2.15 2.3 
Toz.Pas.i 9.63 1.47 2.75 .18 2.75 5.09 1.02 6.27 6.1 3.52 
v 1 1.6 .18 .5 2.4 .72 3.43 2.2 
Nar.Fai.i 8.4 .33 2 .08 5.9 1.16 7 4.83 3:9 
v .33 1 .08 2.9 .91. 3.6 2.16 
Des.Fa:;.j 
	 4.6 2.5 1.9 .13 1.2 4.6 .8 3 7.9 5.06 
1 1.5 .06 .6 2.4 .6 2 2 
Tot.Fai.i 6.3 1.5 1.9 .1 5.8 .96 4.7 6.5 4.5 
v .7 1.2 2.6 .74 2.7 2.07 
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ADDI 
Value 	 Label Value Frequency 	 Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cum 
Percent 
1 15 	 21.1 36.6 36.6 
11 	 15.5 26.e 63.4 
3 o 	 8.5 14.6 78.0 
4 2 	 2.8 4.9 82.9 
2 	 2.8 4.9 87.8 
6 2 	 2.8 4.9 92.7 
7 2 	 2.8 4.9 97.6 
8 1 	 1.4 2.4 100.0 
. 30 	 42.3 Missing 
Total 71 	 100.0 100.0 
Count Value One symbol equals 	 approximately .40 occurrence! 
15 1.00 =:=;',.*************************** 
11 2.00 
6 3.00  
2 4.00  
2 5.00  
2 6.00 **** 
2 7.00  
1 8.00 
I 	 I 	 	 I  
0 	 4 	 8 	 12 	 16 	 20 
Histogram frequency 
Mean 
	 2.610 	 Std dev 	 1.935 	 Kurtosis 	 .961 
Skewness 	 1.349 	 Minimum 	 1.030 	 1aximum 	 8.000 
Valid cases 	 41 	 Missing 	 cases 	 30 
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ADDV 
	
Valid 	 Cum 
Value Label 	 Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
1 	 26 	 36.6 	 63.4 	 63.4 
2 	 11 	 15.5 	 26.5 	 90.2 
3 	 3 	 4.2 	 7.3 	 97.6 
5 	 1 	 1.4 	 2.4 	 100.0 
	
30 	 42.3 	 Missing 
Total 	 71 	 100.0 	 100.0 
	
Count 	 Value 	 One symbol equals approximately 	 .60 occurrence 
	
76 	 1.00 	 *-;;:;,:t.****t=;t*t -7.. .-:*t:,=4. 	 -r: 
	
11 	 2.00 	 *::.==',==.*:;t:::: 
	
3 	 3.00 44*-  
	
0 	 4.00 
	
1 	 5.00 ** 
T 	
 I 	  1 	  T 	  T  1 
6 	 6 	 12 	 16 	 24 	 3C 
Historam trequency 
Mean 	 1.512 
	 Std aev 	 .840 	 Kurtosis 	 6.350 
Skewness 	 2.219 	 Minimum 	 1.000 	 Aaximum 	 5.000 
Vella cases 	 41 	 Missing cases 	 30 
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CONTI 
Value 	 Label Value Frequency 	 Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cum 
Percen 
1 17 	 23.9 27.0 27.0 
2 1Z 	 16.9 19.0 46.0 
3 10- 	 14.1 15.9 61.9 
4 9 	 12.7 14.3 76.2 
5 4 	 5.6 6.3 82.5 
6 4 	 5. 6 6.3 88.9 
7 2 	 2.8 3.2 92.1 
8 3 	 4.2 4.8 96.8 
9 1 	 - 1.4 1.6 98.4 
19 1 	 1.4 1.6 100.0 
. 8 	 11.3 Missing 
Total 71 	 100.0 100.0 
Count Value un.a symbol equals 	 approximately .40 occurren. 
	
17 	 1.00 	 *;.-***,--4******************* 
	
12 	 2.00 	 =;“=4:1;:;t**4=.v*****4---:::= 
	
10 	 3.00 
	
9 	 4.00 	 ,==;= 1:::;=::==;= 1:=***4=..=***: 
	
4 	 5.00 *=;=******;=* 
	
4 	 6.00 
	
2 	 7.00 
	
3 	 8.00 .,. =',=v*. =,=*=1*.  
1 	 9.00 	 :,=;;* 
0 	 10.00 
3 	 11.00 
0 	 12.00 
0 	 13.30 
0 	 14.00 
0 	 15.00 
16.00 
17.00 
0 	 18.00 
1 	 19.00 **;: 
I 
 
I 
 
I 	 I 	 I 
 
   
 
4 
 
8 	 12 	 16 
Histogram frequency 
mean 
Skewness 
3.444 
2.756 
Std day 
Minimum 
2.917 
1.000 
Kurtosis 
Maximum 
12.058 
19.000 
Valid cases 63 	 Missing cases 
	 8 
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CONTV 
Value 	 Lapel Value Frequency 	 Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cum 
Percen7 
1 33 	 46.5 52.4 52.4 
2 20 	 23.2 31.7 84.1 
3 u 6 	 8.5 9.5 93.7 
4 3 	 4.2 4.8 98.4 
6 1 	 1.4 1.o 100.0 
8 	 11.3 Miss in o 
Total 71 	 100.0 100.0 
Count Value One symbol equals 	 approximately .80 occurrenc 
33 1.00  
20 2.00 1-;ge,===********:**;:**1:=7** 
6 3.00 
3 4.00 
0 5.u0 
1 o.U0 
I 	 I 	 I 
U 
	 8 	 16 	 24 	 32 	 4( 
Histogram frequency 
Me an 	 1.730 	 Std dev 	 1.003 	 Kurtosis 	 4.514 
Skewness 	 1.360 
	
Minimum 	 1.000 	 Maximum 	 6.000 
Valid cases 	 63 	 Missing 	 cases 	 8 
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GEPI 
Value Label 
Valid 	 Cum 
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
 
1 	 9 	 12.7 	 90.0 	 90.0 
2 	 1 	 1.4 	 10.0 	 100.0 
. 	 61 	 65.9 	 Missing 
 
Total 	 71 	 100.0 	 100.0 
 
	
Count 	 Value 	 One symbol equals approximately 	 .20 occurrence 
	
1.00 	 . r,t=!=***4==x=;=.******* 44::,=*;:=4“ex4=11“4*** 
	
1 	 2.00 	 *: 
I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 
0 	 2 	 4 	 6 	 8 	 10 
Histogram frequency 
Mean 	 1.100 	 Std oev 	 .316 	 Kurtosis 	 10.000 
:Skewness 	 3.162 	 minimum 	 1 . 0 JO 	 Maximum 	 2.000 
Valid cases 	 10 	 Missing cases 	 61 
O E P V 
Valid 
	 Cum 
Value Label 	 Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
1 	 10 	 14.1 	 100.0 
	 100.0 
61 	 85.9 	 Missing 
Total 
	
71 	 100.0 	 100.0 
	
Count 
	
Midpoint 	 One symbol equals approximately 	 .20 occurrences 
	
10 	 1 	 Ji.•'Ji  
I.....+....I....+....I....+....I....+....I ....+....I 
J 	 2 	 - 4 	 6 	 8 	 10 
Histogram trequency 
Mean 	 1.000 	 Std dev 	 .000 	 Minimum 	 1.000 
IMMUM 
	 1.000 
Valid cases 	 10 	 Missing cases 	 61 
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Value 
	 Lapel 
0/VD 
Value Frequency 	 Percent 
Appendix 4 page 1 
Valid 	 Cum 
Percent 	 Percent 
1 15 	 21.1 48.4 48.4 
2 13 	 13.3 41.9 90.3 
3 1 	 1.4 3.2 93.5 
4 1 	 1.4 3.2 96.8 
6 1 	 1.4 3.2 100.0 
. 40 	 56.3 Missing 
Total 71 	 100.0 100.0 
Count Value One symbol equals 	 approximately .40 occurrent 
15 1.00 4tN=:;44:4;',:::;:**4.*:.;:rp.;444.***),:* 
13 2.00 1:*******;t*****;***ec*** 
1 3.00 :',4;.=;:= 
1 4.00 =10; 
0 5.00 
1 6.00 4=;c* 
0 	 4 	 8 	 12 	 16 
HIE.togra,m frequa-ncy 
Mean 
	 1.742 
	
Std dev 	 1.064 
	
Kurtosis 	 8.191 
Skewness 	 2.512 	 Minimum 	 1.000 	 Maximum 	 6.000 
Valid cases 	 31 	 Missing cases 	 40 
CON DV 
Value 	 Label 	 Value Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cum 
Percent 
1 29 40.8 93.5 93.5 
2 2 2.8 6.5 100.0 
40 56.3 Missing 
Total 71 100.0 100.) 
	
Count 	 Value 	 Line symbol equals approximately 	 .60 occurrent 
	
29 	 1.00 **);:************:it******;1****%*****x%********** 
	
2 	 2.00 
0 
	
6 	 12 	 18 
	
24 
Histogram frequency 
	
1.065 	 Std dev 	 .250 	 6urtosis 	 12.717 
Skewness 	 3.32d 	 Minimum 	 1 . C 	 riximum 	 2.000 
Valid cases 	 31 	 Missing cases 	 40 
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COMPI 
	
Valid 	 Cum 
	
Value Label 	 Value 	 Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
	
1 	 16 	 22.5 	 41.0 	 41.0 
	
2 	 11 	 -15.5 	 28.2 	 69.2 
	
3 	 8 	 11.3 	 20.5 	 89.7 
	
4 	 2 	 2.8 	 5.1 	 94.9 
	
12 	 1 	 1.4 	 2.6 	 97.4 
	
14 	 1 	 1.4 	 2.6 	 100.0 
	
. 	 32 	 45.1 	 Missing 
Total 	 71 	 100.0 	 100.0 
Count 	 Value 	 One symbol equals approximately 	 .40 occurrences 
	
16 	 1.00 
	
11 	 2.00 
	
8 	 3.00 
	
2 	 4.00 
	
0 	 5.00 
	
0 	 6.00 
	
0 	 7.00 
3.00 
31 9.00 
10.00 
	
0 	 11.00 
	
1 	 12.00 
	
0 	 13.00 
	
1 	 14.00 
*************************************** 
******:;,=* 
;:t*r."."****t***1,=4: 
I 	  
0 
    
I 
    
 
4 12 	 16 
Histogram trequency 
20 
ean 
	 2.462 
	
Std dev 	 2.654 	 Kurtosis 	 12.950 
Kewness 	 3.503 	 Minimum 	 1.000 	 maximum 	 14.000 
alio cases 	 39 	 Missing cases 	 32 
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;OMPV 
	
Valid 	 Cum 
Value Label 	 Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
1 	 27 	 38.0 	 69.2 	 69.2 
2 	 7 	 9.9 	 17.9 	 87.2 
3 	 3 	 4.2 	 7.7 	 94.9 
4 	 2 	 2.8 	 5.1 	 100.0 
. 	 32 	 45.1 	 Missing 
Total 	 71 	 100.0 	 100.0 
	
Count 	 Value 	 One symbol equals approximately 	 .60 occurrences 
	
27 	 1.00 n:::=,=:*****:::*x.:***1.1(**************** 
	
7 	 2.06 ****44**=;4**** 
	
3 	 3.00 ***:** 
	
2 	 4.00 
0 	 6 	 12 	 18 	 24 
Histogram frequency 
Mean 	 1.487 	 Std dev 	 .854 	 Kurtosis 	 2.383 
Skewness 	 1.776 	 Minimum 	 1.000 	 Maximum 	 4.000 
Valid cases 	 39 	 MiSsing cases 	 32 
I 
30 
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EXI 
Value Lapel 
	
Valid 	 Cum 
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
1 	 14 	 19.7 	 56.0 	 56.0 
2 	 7 	 9.9 . 	 26.0 	 84.0 
3 	 3 	 4.2 	 12.0 	 96.0 
6 	 1 - 	 1.4 	 4.0 	 100.0 
	
46 	 64.8 	 Missing 
        
        
Total 
	 71 	 100.0 	 100.0 
	
Count 	 Value 
	 One symbol equals approximately 	 .40 occurrence 
	
14 	 1.00 =0********v***4=****=;***:;*** .  
	
7 	 2.00 =::***==************ 
	
3 	 3.00 =;=****** 
	
0 	 4.00 
	
0 	 5.00 
	
1 	 6.00 
I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	I 
0 	 4 	 8 	 12 	 16 	 20 
Histogram frequency 
mean 
Skewness 
1.720 
2.452 
Std dev 
Minimum 
1.137 
1.0 0 0 
Kurtosis 
Maximum 
7.702 
6.000 
EX V 
Value Label 
Valid 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
Cum 
Percent 
	
. 1 	 19 	 26.8 
	 76.0 	 76.0 
	
2 	 6 	 8.5 	 24.0 	 100.0 
	
. 	 46 	 64.8 	 Missino 
Total 	 71 	 100.0 
	 100.0 
	
Count 
	 Value 	 One symbol equals approximately 
	 .40 occurrences 
1 	 1.00 ,,,*,),*,*411=-;-**r.r**44*******=:::::****** 
	
6 	 2.00 	 :,:ix*:::.:*:: 
1 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 
0 	 4 	 8 	 12 	 16 	 20 
Histogram frequency 
Mean 
Skewness 
1.240 
1.297 
Std dev 
' Minimum 
.436 
1.000 
Kurtosis 
Maximum 
-.354 
2.000 
Valid cases 
	 26 Missing cases 
	 46 
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Valid 	 Cum 
Value Label 	 Value FrequencY Percent Percent Percent 
1 	 3 	 4.2 	 33.3 	 33.3 
. 
1 	 3 	 7.3 	 55.6 	 88.9 
6 	 1 	 1.4 	 11.1 	 100.0 
. 	 62 	 67.3 	 Missing 
Total 
	
71 	 100.0 	 100.0 
Count 	 Value 
	 One symbol equals approximately 	 .10 occurrence 
3 	 1.00 44::***************4==x****e.:*** 
5 . 	 2.0* '',=',-:--:.*:',- t';' 	 -'--,== --:-. 71=4=4:*******4-.4.t*** 
O 	 3.00 
... 	 4.00 
0 	 5.00 
1 	 6.00 	 =;=,x4:***:c.4.4:;= 
I 	 I 	 . 	 I 	 I 	 I 	 I 
0 	 1 	 2 	 3 	 4 	 5 
Histogram frequency 
Mean 
	 2.111 	 Std dev 	 1.537 
	 Kurtosis 	 6.638 
Sio-iwness 	 2.423 
	 Minimum 	 1.000 
	 Maximum 	 6.000 
ALTV 
Value Label 
Valid 	 Cum 
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
 
1 	 7 	 9.9 	 77.8 	 77.8 
2 	 2 	 2.8 	 22.2 	 100.0 
	
62 	 67.3 	 Missing 
 
Total 	 71 	 100.0 
	 100.0 
 
Count 	 Value 
	 One symbol 'equals ap,3roximately 	 .20 occurrence 
7 	 1.00 	 'Jr.
" 
	
2.00 	 **=;4**;:tr,t 
I 	 I 	 I 	 I 
0 	 2 	 4 
	 6 
Histogram frequency 
 
I 
8 
 
I 
10 
  
mean 
	 1.222 	 Sta dev 	 .441 	 Kurtosis 	 .735 
Skewness 	 1 . o20 	 Minimum 	 1.000, 	 Maximum 	 2.000 
Valid cases 
	 9 	 Missing cases 	 62 
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Value 	 Lapel Value Frequency 	 Percent 
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Valid 
	 Cum 
Percent 	 Percent 
1 5 	 7.0 7.5 7.5 
2 9 	 12.7 13.4 20.9 
3 7 	 9.9 10.4 31.3 
4 9 	 12.7 13.4 44.8 
5 8 	 11.3 11.9 56.7 
b 7 	 9.9 10.4 67.2 
7 8 	 11.3 ' 	 11.9 79.1 
8 2 	 2.8 3.0 82.1 
9 4 	 5.6 6.0 88.1 
11 2 	 2.8 3.3 91.0 
14 3 	 4.2 4.5 95.5 
15 1 	 1.4 1.5 97.0 
17 1 	 1.4 1.5 98.5 
21 1 	 1.4 1.5 100.0 
4 	 5.6 Missing 
Total 71 	 100.0 100.0 
Count Value Une symbol equals 	 approximately .2C occurrences 
5 	 1.00 
9 	 2.00 
7 	 3.00 
9 	 4.00 
8 	 3.00 
7 	 6.0J 
8 	 7.00 
2 	 8.00 
4 	 9.00 
0 	 10.00 
2 	 11.00 
0 	 12.06 
0 	 13.00 
3 	 14.J0 
1 	 15.00 
0 	 16.00 
1 	 17.00 
o 	 is.00 
0 	 19.00 
0 	 20.00 
21.00 
****;::*y 
*********************************** 
:X:4**i,***;:******************** 
:***;4*:******;=*********;4****************** 
*;=**;:*****=;t********** **************** 
*:vx**:*****t-r********;:****1::***** 
*;:::************4:***y***),44.4 * *;= -44 
;'•.***.;;;*; 
** ****Yx*:::* 
v***;.***: 
I 	  
0 
	 2 	 4 	 4 
	 8 	 10 
Histogram frequency 
ear. 	 5.776 	 Std cev 	 4.071 	 rcurt.Dsis 	 2.749 
<ewness 
	 1.532 	 rinimum 	 1.030 	 maximum 	 21.000 
alio cases 	 67 	 rissing ce,ses 	 4 
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CAUSV 
Value 	 Label VE1ua requency 	 Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cum 
Percent 
1 18 	 25.4 26.9 26.9 
2 19 	 26.8 28.4 55.2 
3 9 	 12.7 13.4 68.7 
4 12 	 16.9 17.9 86.6 
5 7 	 9.9 10.4 97.0 
0 1 	 1.4 1.5 98.5 
7 1 	 1.4 1.5 100.0 
. 4 	 5.6 Missing 
Total 71 	 100.0 100.0 
Count Value One symbol equals 	 approximately .40 occurrences 
16 
19 
1.00 
2.00 
******=';=A*****:**************::c***;=****** 
****:;t*****.=;=******1 144.-***** 
9 3.00 :=:ePt:::*g:******** 
12 4.00 .4: 5-.;:r4t5 5. 4.*4.Yp5-**5,"45- 5 - t=5:. 
7 5.00  
1 6.00 
1 7.00 
0 	 4 	 8 	 12 	 16 	 . 20 
Histogram frequency 
Mean 	 2.672 
	
Std dcv 	 1.501 	 Kurtosis 	 -.329 
Skewness 	 .669 	 Minimum 	 1.000 	 Maximum 	 7.000 
Valid cases 	 67 	 Missing cases 	 4 
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TEMPI 
Value 	 Label 	 Value Frequency percent 
Appendix 4 page 14 
Valid 	 Cum 
Percent 	 Percent 
1 -7 9.9 10.4 10'.4 
2 11 15.5 16.4 26.9 
3 6 8.5 9.0 35.8 
4 3 4.2 4.5 40.3 
5 9 12.7 13.4 53.7 
6 2 2.8 3.3 56.7 
7 3 4.2 4.5 61.2 
6 7 9.9 10.4 71.6 
9 4 5.6 6.0 77.6 
10 3 4.2 4.5 82.1 
11 3 4.2 4.5 86.6 
12 3 4.2 4.5 91.0 
13 2 2.8 3.3 94.0 
14 2 2.8 3.0 97.0 
17 1 1.4 1.5 98.5 
20 1 1.4 1.5 100.0 
. 4 5.6 Missing 
Total 71 1u0.0 100.0 
Una symbol equals approximately 	 .40 occurrences 
	
Count 	 Midpoint 
	
0 	 -1.5 
	
0 	 .0 
	
18 	 1.5 
o 3.0 
	
12 	 4.5 
	
2 	 6.0 
	
10 	 7.5 
	
4 	 9.0 
o 10.5 
	
3 	 12.0 
	
4 	 13.5 
15.0 
	
1 	 16.5 
18.0 
	
0 	 19.5 
	
0 	 21.0 
	
3 	 22.5 
	
0 	 24.3 
	
1 	 25.5 
	
0 	 27.0 
	
3 	 28.5 
4,,,,*-,*4 4,-,..*;,*;•**4-.;%********** 
=1)x***1. ***** 
*..*= 
t*x*;t.****4trz“ 
*****=;t**** 
*t1z*v* it *A 
:;;==;z.vv• 
1 00.40+000 	 • I.•• •+• • • • I....+....I..••+• • ..I 
0 
	 4 	 8 	 12 	 16 	 20 
Histogram frequency 
Mean 	 6.343 	 Std dcv 	 4.7)8 	 Kurtosis 	 3.232 
Skewness 	 1.368 	 Minimum 	 1. 13 	 Maximum 	 26.000 
Valid cases 	 67 	 Missing cases 
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Appendix 4 page 15 
TEMPV 
Valid Cum 
Value 	 Label Value Frequency 	 Percent Percent Percent 
1 11 	 - 	 15.5 16.4 16.4 
2 13 	 18.3 19.4 35.8 
3 14 	 ' 	 19.7 
 20.9 56.7 
4 12 	 16.9 17.9 74.6 
5 8 	 11.3 11.9 86.6 
0 7 	 9.9 10.4 97.0 
7 1 	 1.4 1.5 98.5 
10 1 	 1.4 1.5 100.0 
4 	 5.6 Missing 
Total 71 	 100.0 100.0 
Count Value Una symbol equals 	 approximately .40 occurrences 
11 1.00 ,„44:*,,* -...-44*-:t.,,*)..,..4.* 
13 2.00 =:",..1-ttI ttt*'rt**-:"..-***** 
14 3.00 ****4********************:*** 
12 4.00 -,e., 1 -.-,-4-******************** 
8 5.00 44f..:**=.4:*=:=1,4* 
7 .00 *******:::::= 
1 7.00 
U 8.00 
9.00 
1 10.00 
I 
0. 	 4 	 12 	 16 	 20 
Histogram frequency 
Mean 	 3.373 	 Sid day 	 1.824 	 Kurtosis 	 1.185 
Skewness , 	 .827 	 Minimum 	 1.000 	 Maximum 	 10.000 
Valia cases 	 67 	 Missing cases 	 4 
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DEIXI 
'Appendix 4 page 16' 
Value 	 Label 
Valid 	 Cum 
Value 	 Frequency 	 Percent 	 Percent 	 Percent 
1 	 3 	 4.2 	 4.5 	 4.5 
2 	 8 	 11.3 	 12.1 	 16.7 
3 
	 4. 	 5.6 	 6.1 	 22.7 
4 	 6 	 8.5 	 9.1 
	 31.8 
5 	 10 	 • 	 14.1 	 15.2 	 47.0 
6 	 5 	 7.3 	 7.5 	 54.5 
7 	 1) 	 14.1 	 15.[ 	 69.7 
4.2 
	 4.5 	 74.2 
5 	 7.^ 	 7.6 	 81.8 
l',:i 	 4 	 5.6 	 6.1 	 87.9 
11 	 2 	 2.9 	 3.0 	 90.9 
12 	 i 	 1.4 	 1.5 	 92.4 
13 	 1 	 1.4 	 1.5 	 93.9 
14 	 1 	 1.4 	 1.3 	 95.5 
15 	 2 	 2.8 	 3.0 	 98.5 
17 	 1 	 1.4 
	 1.5 
	 100.0 
. 
	 5 	 7.3 	 Missinc 
Total 	 71 	 100.0 
Count Value ane 	 sy;ntol 	 equals 	 approximately 	 .20 	 occurrences 
1.00 r,: 	 •r  
8 2.00 *****1*=;:**********v******=;******* 
4 3.00 *****;=***4:**:***;*** 
10 
5 
5.00 
6.00 
r,==x*****:::************.****************** 
*******.**4:**;=**=.:*****;* 
	
MJCw 
 
10 7.00 **1;=************ ********=;*********** 
3 8.00 ;=1.= -44****:,=*** 
3 9.00  
4 10.00 4t4c;=***.vi“c**,,,,%*,,e.f.. 
2 11.00 .4=1**:;=*Y,:** 
1 12.00 1,4**;:g* 
1 13.00 lx=x**v 
1 14.00 ',c:',c;t4“4 
2 15.00 41::::****m* 
O 16.00 
1 17.-00 , 44=',4**4 
0 	 2 	 4 	 6 	 8 	 10 
4istogram trequ,:incy 
Mean 
Skewness 
6.394 
.784 
Std oev 
Mlnimum 
3.671 
1.000 
Kurtosis 
Maximum 
.387 
17.000 
Valid cases 66 	 Missing cases 	 5 
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Appendix 4 page 17 
DE IX V 
Value 	 Lapel Value Frequency 	 Percent 
Valio 
Percent 
Cum 
Percent 
1 18 	 25.4 27.3 27.3 
2. 27 	 38.0 40.9 68.2 
3 14 	 19.7 21.2 89.4 
4 6 	 8.5 9.1 98.5 
5 1 	 1.4 1.5 100.0 
. 5 	 7.0 Missing 
To -t1 71 	 lUO.0 100.0 
Count Value One symbol equals 	 approximately .60 occurrence 
15 1.00 *:4“14=.**=,z4:******=:::::**:',:e.:*:x 
27 2.00 *****:****Ix*:;:***********x:*********=:=****, 
14 3.00  
6 4.00 7,=*,,e.. 
1 5.00 ** 
I 	  , 
	
I 	 I 	 ,  I 
0 	 6 	 12 	 18 	 24 . 	 30 
-iistogram frequency 
	
2.167 	 Std dev 	 .986 	 Kurtosis 	 —.064 
Skewness 	 .646 	 Minlmum 	 1.000 	 Maximum 
Valid cases 	 66 	 Missing cases 
	 5 
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Appendix 5 
Extracts from Botswana Scripts 1985 Cambridge Overseas School Certificate 
N3 31 I was returning from a reluctant visit to my best friend who had so kindly 
urged me to visit him so much so that I could not resist him. 
[Acc. fluent Well varied style B just] 
N7 30 My parents always insisted that I avoid watching horrid movies, but I was 
so s tiff-necked so that I could not listen to their advise. 
N15 27 Fears we had cropped from the fact the strong wind would erase the 
track of the lion we after and the possibility that we would end up in danger was 
high as we couldn't make out when and where the lion would be or had passed 
the place. How the lion had entered the kraal we didn't know, but that it must 
have done simply because that night our cattle have not been knacked.. It was 
9.00 am and we had walked for three hours tracking the animal and it was at 
eleven minutes past 11 when we entered the deadly quest. Each and everyone 
cocked his rifle, they looked powerful but were Elizabethan rifles which had 
been used during the wars between the British and the Boers. My uncle on the 
other hand armed with a . 33 automatic rifle which had a microscopic was cold 
and collected. Not because he had an automatic gun, but that it wasn't his first 
time to go for a lion. [C on errors Builds up suspense. Varied vocab.] 
N16 26 I was very grateful to father's attitude towards the matter that I even 
went to take the money I had hidden and gave it to him. [Fairly acc. Not much 
gross error Story qui te well told. Vocab fairly varied] 
N17 26 I always felt uneasy when walking alone in darkness so much that I 
always avoided m aking a sound which might arouse any ferocious animal in 
the bush __[Fairly acc. Limited ss and sent op-gs but some v. good vocabulary. 
Quite exciting c+] 
N22 22 Poison was sucked out of the brothers leg by giving him some milk , 
solution of cow dung to drink and the spot was bandaged.Death is feared by 
everyone. You can even go to an extent of killing your relatives or eating your 
totem only for your sustenance. It was then roaring in the western direction 
when dawn approached. The moon had risen and people who woke early had 
already started to wake those who knew nothing of the previous day's events. 
[Fairly acc but errors oftengross. some int. exp and content. Lack of links leads 
to confusion. Nicely arranged as a whole] 
N24 21 The party started to break up at midnight, and as I could not find my taxi, 
I decided to walk all the way. However, since it was dark and already la te, my 
friend had asked me to stay the night, but because I was a little drunk I insisted 
on going home. Moreover, I even told my friend I was not afraid of the dark. It 
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tugged at my heartstrings so much so I felt like crying I tried to move away, but 
my lira bs refused to budge, I was sure by now that they knew of my presence 
and were having fun at my expenses because one would come cl ose to me 
and would let the fire to come out of his or her mouth, and I would try to move 
away, but I could not move. [Punc. weak . Sents not sep SS not strictly 
controlled - tend to ramble. Repetitive in places but style + content fairly 
intersting. Deserves C- despite errors] 
N25 19 When the wind rose I was about in the middle of the bush. Here, as I 
have been many people had b een killed by lions What was I to do. Camping 
was not on my mind. "I will climb this tree over there and try to check I can not 
see any nearby village...." I think I cried but I cannot remember clearly what I did 
thereafter 
N26 19 ..we put our luggage i n the tents and ate our supper, thereafter we 
rested on our blankets then our tents caught fire which we had left burning. We 
were able to take our blankets and clothes only because we _had nothing to 
extinguish the fire, we left them to burn to, ashes [ Q .inacc despite lack of a^^ 
(illegible)...in style. The wind comes late in the narrative] 
N27 18 Sooner the thunder lightning started to keep them awake, within a 
second they heard a burst all over the village, one of the traditional house was 
falling in it stayed the oldest woman in the village and the people were 
convinced that she must die because she was a witch. The storm destr oyed 
more than fifty houses in the village and the people still believe it was because 
their Gods were punishing them for somethin g, but nothing like poor building 
The storm also resulted in a bitter argument between generations the old blame 
the new while th e new blame the old for its beliefs, since only one young man 
died in the storm the new generation was convinced that the storm wa s to show 
how evil the culture is 
N28 18 In fact I passed time working because actually I had nothing to eat. 
When my mothe r left me I had plenty of food, but I used to invite my friends to 
come and have lunch or supper with me, and as such I ran out of food before 
time.. I saw thick clouds gathering on the Eastern part of the village. I never 
thoght they could be serious as such I wished I had enough money to hire 
somebody so that he can fasten the roof back I continued picking up the papers. 
I was almost going to give up and stop the business of picking the papers when 
I found that by the place I had been standing on when the thoughts were 
harrassing my mind was a twenty pula note stuck on the fence. I was very 
pleased and I threw all the papers on the grou nd and went to a nearby builder. 
Fortunately I found him at home and he quickly left what he was doing after I 
pleaded with him an d went home with me. He looked at the roof and told me 
that to straighten up the mess will only cost him twelve pula. I thought t hat as a 
kind offer and after paying him the twelve pula, I used the eight pula change for 
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buying food so that mother can find foo d by the time she comes back [Fairly acc 
but limited vocab + ss Repetit] 
N29 17 Everyone entered this long journey for the sake of exercising 
themselves, but the one who was supposed to arrive first other than anyone 
else he was going to be given _a gift . But they had to walk fifty kilometres. As 
there left with twenty kilometres, two of them fell down... Unfortunately one 
steppe d on a hole and fell down. Immediately when he stood he carried on and 
so he increased his speed..but would never catch the one who was ahead.. This 
man was dirt and because as he fell down the soil-stick his body because he 
sweated and was wet all over his b ody. [Repetitive laborious style. Wind not v. 
relevant Some bad misuse of words] 
N30 16 The interior of the house was simi lar to the exterior, meaning that the 
inside the house was just the same as outside as the wind blew and caused 
harvoc equally T his wind rose suddenly where everyone was relaxed, so much 
that the distractions it has caused seemed a joke to us [SS not control led. Many 
gross errors. Vocab repetitive/misused lacks org] 
N31 16 Clouds were slowly covering the sky and I noticed that when the last 
part of the sky was covered no star could be seen and there was no thunder 
which could light my way and so I could not know where I could run. Suddenly I 
heard my name called behind me I was suprised by that. What suprised me was 
that who could be knowing me in such a darkness so I stopped and look behind. 
I stood there suprised and I could hear that noises were coming from the men I 
have been fighting and they could me by the hand and some rushed and get my 
feet and lied me with stomach and they threshed me 
N32 15 I started searching for them in the areas where I knew it is their grazing 
area. I looked for them in most of theareas. [Sentences limited uncontrolled 
Much gross erros. Yet narr int.] 
N35 13 The wind was heavy that the soil was carried and there was a lot of dust 
that nobody can see even the house in the vilage _and to make matters we 
could not walk because of the dust. At her place there was a big house of eight 
rooms. The roofing of this house was taken away by the wind. When this 
happen her mother, father and younger sisters and brothers were indoors. As 
the roofing was taken away they tried to escape to the nearest house 
unfortunately the iron sheets from the roofing meet them as they were carried by 
the wind and bumped them some had se vere wounds and some died on the 
spot. [Poor idiom Much error Rather repetitive. Limited in everyway D-] 
N36 12 he had the guts to ask any further one would be questioning the gods 
powers a thing that is liable to be punished of by the gods, an unf orgivable 
offence. Before the begining of the water downfall, ice droplets fell from the sky. 
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These droplets fell for about 20 mi flutes. They created the loudest noises on the 
roofings of houses. These noises affected those people in houses without good 
roof. There was no outside movement. Children were shivering next to the stove 
and by firewoods. Immediately after these ices the re was a heavy downpour of 
rains [ Full of errors of all kinds. Rambles but communicates fairly clearly. Vocab 
OK 12] 
D4 28 In the village courts cases are treated at the same level, no matter 
whether a person is how rich or poor [ Acc. -mid C but vocab v.g Ideas v. well 
developed and expressed Many short or coord sentences which are 
rathermonot] 
D6 27 Another thing is since most houses did not have water, the toilets are 
built at the back and they are not using wa ter sometimes they get blocked that 
the whole of the area will have a bad smell. People also will be able to breathe 
in bacteria , unfresh air and end up sick. I also like the people working in a clinic 
of the place because they are friendly to everyone that they handle people in 
such a good way. 
D7 27 Dispite all these good activities, I dislike the area for a number of reasons 
. Firstly, a passerby during the night would hear noises of people, domestic 
animals and machines of the agricultural goods proce ssing factory. This leads 
to noise pollution. Secondly, the area has no water taps and hence rely on rivers 
for water. Water fr om these rivers is not fit for human consumption because it 
habours harmful disease causing organisms like mosquitoes in some areas 
where water is stagnant. Some people even swim on these. Lastly, the area 
lacks police protection and this leads to common cas es of robbery. The nearest 
police station is about 30 kilometres away. Law here is very loose because there 
are no governemnt of ficials yet as in other areas. People are unwilling to take 
their caaes to the capital only to find that they lose against their oponents. 
[Competent Good vocab. controlled SS] 
D8 26 The villagers have formed crime prevention a comittee which is not able 
to control these robbers but there is a plan to build a reformatory which I think it 
would be able to reduce a number of crimes 
D 10 26 the people of this district have really retained their tradition They still go 
out into the bush for initiation to learn the secrets of the tribe as they say. This 
leave us a proud tribe. Even the headmen go with the initiation of the forest to 
see the proceedings there. [Mid C SS + vocab of good and varied Sent op-gs 
lack links disj.] 
Dll 26 Helping in and around the h ouse is one of the most interesting things 
one can keep busy with if one is not lazy. On the contrary, it can be one of the 
monot onous experiences one can have. When one wakes up in the morning, 
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there is the bed to be made. After bed-making... After breakfast, the dishes are 
cleaned... Cleaning in the house is followed by spending some time watering 
the flowers and vegetables... One can then take a short walk... When one 
returns, preparation of lunch follows and it is enjoyable if one knows exactly 
what to prepare.... Serving _follows One can then retire to the garden.. 
D12 25 on page 1: Mochudi is a rural type of settleme nt and the homesteads 
here are clustered together. Most of the people living in this area are engaged in 
agriculture, that is thekeeping of livestock and cultivation of crops. All this is 
done at a subsistence level, that is people produce for their own consumption. 
What I like most about this area is that people living, in it are in harmony with one 
another. They share other people 's problems and when one of them is pleased 
with something they all rejoice. For instance if a family is not able to produce 
enou gh food... on page 2: However, there are certain things that I do not like 
about this area. People here keep their standard of h ygienie very low and thus 
the area does not look nice. They throw rubbish everywhere. Some do not have 
toilets and therefore th ey put their waste materials in the open air and in most 
cases near the river. when the river has water, they use it and thus the y get 
infected with a variety of diseases. Another thing is that there are no enough 
improved educational and health facilities.. . ....The rainfall has become 
inadequate and thus poor agricultural yield. Therefore those children who were 
not send to school d o not find jobs and therefore some of them tend to steal in 
order to earn their living. [ The 1st page is B standard 2nd deterio rates in SS 
vocab + acc-y Ideas are not developed in the 2nd para. C+ only just adeuqate 
length] 
D13 25 In my district tradit ion is still well maintained. Old men and women 
respect our culture. They force young men and women who think they are 
modernise d to respect our culture. Most people think this is corruption but I do 
not consider it so because these people are helping us. . .. Even though I like 
our culture there are still some things which I do like. They are a disadvantage to 
everybody although theydo not consider it so, because they used to it. .... 
Nobody had to eat the crops that he or she produced before the chief has had 
the first taste of them. Even the wild fruits no one is allowed to eat them before 
the chief. If anyone is seen doing so ... 
D14 24 _ Despite of the fact that they are uncivilised people they do good 
things like co-operation. 
D15 23 Anyway I have said much about the things I like in the area I live but 
there are many things as well which I don't like. I hate and even develop a fe 
eling of teasing those people entrusted with the responsibility of forbidding 
people to collect firewood but provide nothing in to rn. the worse thing about it is 
that the people were not even informed. the thing which made it to appear rather 
harsh. 
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D18 21 To my suprise I saw my sister drinking beer and I wondered if my 
parents knew all this. I tried to ask her why she was doing so and she nearly 
beat me and said I should never come with her again. I left her at the place and 
went home. On my way home I met t hree boys and were all drunk. They ask me 
to return with them to the palce and when I refuse one of them took out a knife 
and sa id if I was not prepared to listen to what they say, I would soon be in 
trouvle. Luckily, a police car arrived in time and it sto pped. I told the police 
everything and they took me home. [Material crudely intro-d + linked. Limited SS 
+ vocab. Fairly am] 
D19 21 However, there are many things that I dislike most about Lobatse. I very 
much dislike pollution that Lobatse experience at certain times. For instance the 
Lobatse Tannery situated in the eastern side produce a bad smell. The smell is 
so terrible that at other times people are forced to walk covering their noses and 
mouths. Sometimes the smell comes at exactly lunch time. Therefore some 
people who cannot cope with this stinking area remain hungry as they vomit a 
lot, immediately when the smell comes. Furthermore, people had tried to write to 
the government and other officials so that they could do something about it, but 
not hing has been done to it. 
D20 20 Evening milking would be carried out and after it calves would be 
separated from their mother s so that they would not suckle throughout the night 
and thus depriving the herdboy of his general food, milk. But during the dry 
season the cattle are watered at the local boreholes using a primitive method 
of drawing up water. The structure used is made by two poles close to the 
height of a grown man's chest, driven into the soil, each on the opposite side of 
the well's mouth. Across this, another pole is put just like a cross- bar of a foot-
ball goal mouth but the difference is that there will be levers whic h help the 
herdboys to roll up. A bucket is tied to the cross-bar pole using a chain. When 
the water is drawn, the cross-bar pal e is rolled and when it is rolling the chain 
rolls on the pole and the bucket is drawn up full of water. ..I dislike..where one is 
always idling around the streets and some of the boys as a result of these idling 
turn to be thugs and foes around snatching mane_ y and small handbags from 
the old and young..... In my district the atmostphere is poluted by the copper• 
smelters which are usin g coal. Coal gas is in the atmosphere and it is now 
causing very undesirable diseases and some children and old people are 
unableto see properly because of the effect from this gas. This gas is smelling 
also and one is unable to smell the nice smell from his food. [Unfortunate 
problem of tenses. Also other gross errors of agreement, misuse of pronouns D 
Some clear wr-g + controle d SS. Q.g. vocab D+ Irrelev ? Was the wr-g about 
the work of the herdboys perhaps dragged into the essay - it is inordinately long 
in view of the title ] 
D22 17 Young men like fighting which sometimes lead to death. So I don't like 
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people to die fro m such incidents. ... When one has finished with his education 
there are few areas where he can work earning satisfying wages. This lead turn 
to a problem of leaving that areas to seek for a job in an urban area. [Not v. 
idomatic. Limited SS + vocab.. D] 
D2 3 16 However, there is one thing which I dislike most and this is the way 
people dress. Even though this kind of dressing is p ractised world wide but it 
looks as if in my district is worse. [Limited SS. many short sentences. Sents not 
well linked Acc -y deteriorates to D. Ideas not really devel-d. paras rather 
rambling] 
D24 16 there is a time when the confusion started, it w hen the schools are 
closed for holidays. Our parents complain about our behaviour because when 
we arrived at house we now neglec t work. By doing so, thinking that we are 
grown up an enough, no _longer looking after cattle because we are edcated. 
This also dislike it. 
D25 16 But there are not many incident and accident as in case of urbans and 
towns because during the year everybo dy is busy with the products in lands; in 
case of rainy season. But part of the population is sometimes went to the mines.. 
[Poo r syntax] 
D26 16 I took a broom and swept the yard and after that I helped Agnes to 
prepare salds. From there we prepared other dishes like sausage rolls, meat 
pies and biscuits. After all these the party began and my sister was wearing a 
very beautiful dress. [very limited and repetitive style] 
D27 15 The Marico river provides us with fish which means that there are lot of 
fis h which supplies us with proteins which will enable us to grow healthy and 
replace old tissues which we loose. There is a lot of rain which enables grass 
growing and thus domestic animals like cattle are reared and as a result it 
increases the countries mone y which coms from beef when the cattle are sold. It 
is along hills which brings a lot of fertile soils when the rain falls... the area in 
which I live is near the South African Boarder so the most thing I do not like is 
that since the South African government need the African Nation Congress they 
easily cross the border and search the village thinking that they will find them so 
they injure most off the people like when they injured one of the servants at 
Sikwane Primary School. (10 So on this pages noted by mark er) [Style 
deteriorates esp SS vague, loose style, v. repetitive] 
D30 14 They is no good traverbord that link to food markers s o to other modern 
district. This cause many people to depend mstly in subsistence farm. And also 
they is no industry that can supply people with employment. Most people are 
work mainly on farms. 
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D31 14 We enjoy eating gum, berries, making model cattle ou t of clay. 
Moreover, we enjoy drinking from the water imagining _the giraffe. ... I like 
resting, staying and sleeping in a grass thatched house. In hear, niether rain nor 
heat will disturb you during a sleep. In addition, the soils in this area are very p 
roductive.. .. For example, coperatives buying agricultural products.. ... In 
addition to this generous nature, industries are thenext [lnacc + loose exp. Poor 
idiom D Poor para.] 
D32 13 In addition to the good changes in my district I like the develo pment 
going on in it... ... In contrast with the developments made, there are also 
consequences brought with them which I do not like about the district. ....and the 
increase in the number of vehicles. Consequently theere are always accidents 
in these roads .. [Gen inacc + unidiomatic SS. Ideas not expressed with clarity.] 
D33 13 this is the most interesting thing to do. The sam e applies to women 
initiation. Except that they are not circumcised. This helps the men because if 
they are circumcised they ca nnot have sexual diseases like veneral diseases.... 
I know they are planning to have money, but if they open it (disco) during th e 
day is better. Again school children went to party instead of reading their books 
and doing their homework. This is why child ren fail their examinations. Again 
people who are rough and cruel, after drinking their beers or alcohol, they start 
to anoy other people who are there at the party. [lnacc + v. limited style. Clear] 
D35 9 para 1: The place where I live is a remote rural area. ...Although the place 
is small the houses are not crowded together.. para 2 On otherhand the place is 
poor und eveloped compare to other areas...There is a smell of animal 
_everywhere around the place. para 3 Moreover the homes are of poor 
standard, compare to other areas... Most of the case are held by elders of the 
village with the chief as the chief judge. para 4. Furthermore the place is 
undeveloped. There are few educated people. [v. weak. Many words, punct 
marks omitted. Mat v. baly arranged. Words misused meaning unclear because 
of error Spelling] 
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Temporal 
Comparative Weightings 
Botswana Scripts 
Appendix 6 page 1 
for Connectives 
Hinckley Scripts 
when 0.402 .76 
while 1.038 .78 
then 2 2.1 
after (textual) 16 
clause 1.77 3.6 
" 	 phrase 7.4 
before(textual) 16 
" 	 (clause) 2.6 13 
" 	 (phrase) 16 
until 5.7 4 
first(ly) 6.15 
finally 80 
lastly 40 
at last 11.4 
at this.(day/time) 40 
One day 	 80 
Inuediately 	 26 
since 
	 16 
later 
	 80 
next 26 40 
Meanwhile 80 40 
Now that 26 
The day 40 20 
thereafter 80 
everytime 80 13 
as soon as 40 
eventually 80 20 
Coincidentally 80 
at once 16 
Additive 
26 and (textual) 
" 	 (parataxis) .125 .14 
-" 	 (phrasal) 1.09 0.61 
also 1.23 3 
again 16 40 
as well as 40 20 
evem 2.96 20 
Furthermore 26 
Moreover 20 
inaddition 80 
as for 80 
what's more 80 
too 40 
A blank = no occurrence 
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Adversatives 
Appendix 6 page 
but(textual) 3.6 
but (parataxis) 0.57 0.33 
although 8.88 4 
yet 40 13 
though 4 4 
on the other hand 20 
however 5.7 5 
in spite of 11.4 40 
while 26.6 
whreas 40 
in contrast to 80 
only to 40 
Deprivatives 
26 8 without 
except 8.88 6.6 
apart from 40 40 
Conditionals 
40 in case 
if 1.19 1.6 
unless 80 
or else 40 
as long as 40 
otherwise 80 40 
provided 16 
Causative 
20 because(textual) 
" 	 (clause) .44 1.4 
because of 20 
so 2.2 1.05 
1.2 
40 
8 
20 
40 
so(adject.).that 3.8 
	
13.3 
in order 
	 13 
to(purpose) 
	
2.42 	 4 
so that 
	 3.8 
so as to 
	 26- 	 40 
for the sake of 40 
Comparison  
like 	 3.07 	 1.7 
as 	 6.15 	 8 
as if 	 4.44 	 2.5 
as though 
	 80 	 6.6 
as...as 
	 20 	 10 
as 2.8 
since 2.7 
as a result 16 
hence 80 
consequently 80 
for 10 
due to 8.8 
therefore 7.2 
thus 26 
rather than 
	 20 
same 
	 - 40 
different 
	 26 	
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anaphora 
Appendix 
so 20 13.3 
the(textual) 3.6 
this/that 1.01 40 
It 3.63 
wh -relative .25 .40 
where 1.8 1.5 
whatever 80 
here/there 
exemplar 
80 
8.8 40 for example 
that is 13 
such that 20 20 
especially 11.4 10 
particularly 80 
in that 80 
Alternative 
. 2.9 1.7 or 
instoad of 8.8 
either/neither 80 
whether 40 
Textual 1 
40 13.3 anyway 
no matter 80 
in fact 80 6.6 
indeed 80 
actually 40 
after all 80 
regardless 80 - 
besides 80 
Textual 2 (also listed under categories above) 
before 	 16 
after 	 7.4 
firstly 	 6.15 
finally 	 80 
lastly 	 40 
at last 	 11.4 
one day 	 80 
later 	 80 
next 	 26 
meanwhl.e 	 80 
eventually 	 80 
coincidentally 80 
and(initial) 	 26 
furthermore 	 26 
moreover 	 20 
inaddition 	 80 
what's more 
	 80 
But(initial) 	 3.6 
on the other hand 20 
in contrast to 80 
as a result 
	
16 
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APPENDIX 8 
SPSS Pearson Moment Correlation Statistics 
Botswana Scripts 
Table 1 - Data for PASS Scripts (narr. + descr) 
WPSENT 
	
WPSENT 	 /4ii1N. ( HYPE 
	
1.0000 	
i 
.3132 	 .7177' 
( 	 0) 	 43) 	 \( 	 43)/ 
P= . 	 .020 	 ‘P.„=____--0-070 
I SUBOR 
.5057 
43) 
.000 
PARA .3132 
( 	 43) 
P= .020 
1.0000 
C 	 0) 
P= . 
-0.2668 
43) 
.042 
HYPER 
SUBORD 
.7177 	 .2395 
( 	 43) 	 ( 	 43) 
	
P= .000 	 P= .061 
.5057 	 -0.2668 
( 	 43) 	 ( 	 43) 
	
P= .000 	 P= .042 
1.0000 
( 	 0) 
.7891t 
C 	 43)'. 
P= . NP= 	 .000, 
.7894 1.0000 
( 43) C 	 0) 
P= .000 P= 	 . 
Table 2 -Data for FAIL Scripts (narr + desc) 
WPSENT 
WPSENT 
1.0000 
( 	 0) 
.6958 
, 	 28) 	 ) 
HYPER 
.6665 
C 	 28) 
/ 
/ 
suitiRo 
.3021 
C 	 28) 
P= . ..000 / --7.____. = 	 .059, 
-------- 
.________- 
PARA .6956 1.0000 .7944 -0.2578 
( 28) ( 	 0) C 	 28) ) ( 	 28) 
P= .000 P= 	 . P= 	 .000 P= 	 .093 
HYPER .6665 .7944 1.0000 .1643 
( 28) C 	 28) C 	 0) ( 	 28) 
P= .000 P= 	 .000 P= 	 . P= 	 .202 
SUBORD .3021 -0.2578 .1643 1.0000 
( 28) ( 	 28) ( 	 28) ( 	 0) 
P= .059 P= 	 .093 P= 	 .202 P= 	 . 
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APPENDIX 8 page2 (cont..) 
Sentence Complexity compared to Cohesion Count=147SCORE 
and Exam raw mark=TSCORE 
Table. 3 - Data for PASS Scripts (narr. + descr) 
TSCCRE 
	 6SCCRE 
, 4RSENT 
PARA 
HYPER 
.0403 	 .0565 
C 	 43) 	 C 	 43) 
	
P= .399 
	 P= .360 
.1835 
	
-0.0560 
C 	 43) 	 C 	 43) 
	
'= .119 	 P= .361 
	
-0.0841 	
-0.1483 
( 	 43) 
	 C 	 43) 
	
P= .296 
	 P= .171 
SUBORD 	 -0.1705 
	
-0.1367 
C 	 43) 
	 C 	 43) 
2= .137 
	 P= .168 
Table 4 - Data for FAIL Scripts (narr + desc) 
TSCCRE 	 WSCORE 
WPSENT 
PARA 
HYPER 
SUBORD 
.2862 	 .1715 
( 	 28) 	 ( 	 28) 
	
P= .070 
	 P= .191 
.2394 	 .1957 
( 	 28) 	 ( 	 28) 
	
P= .110 
	 P= .159 
.3056 
	 .1551 
( 	 28) 	 ( 	 28) 
	
P= .057 	 P= .215 
.0684 	 -0.0700 
( 	 28) 	 ( 	 28) 
	
P= .365 	 P= .362 
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APPENDIX 8 page3 (cont..) 
Sentence Complexity compared to Cohesion Count=WSCCIRE 
and Exam raw mark-TSCORE 
Table 5 - Data for NARR Scripts (pass + fail) 
TSC: E 
-0.3231 	 .0934 
( 	 36) 
	 C 	 - 36) 
• .027 	 P= .300 
PARA 
HYPER 
SUBORD 
	
-0.1603 	 ,-0.0532 
( 	 36) 	 ( 	 3E) 
	
;= .146 	 P= .375 
	
-0.2013 	 .0279 
( 	 36) 	 ( 	 36) 
	
P= .120 	 .436 
	
.0146 	 .1023 
( 	 36) 	 ( 	 36) 
	
P= .465 	 P= .265 
Table 6 - Data for DESCR Scripts (pass + fail) 
	
TSCC;E 	 'ASCORE 
WPSENT 	 .0576 	 -0.2563 
( 	 35) 	 ( 	 35) 
	
P= .371 	 P= .069 
PARA 
HYPER 
SUSORD 
-0.0623 • -0.0706 
( 	 35) 	 ( 	 35) 
	
. P= .362 	 p= .344 
-0.1151 	 0.33f7  
• -. 
C 	 35) 	 ( 	 35) 
• .:55 	 P= .02 
-0.1670 
. 	
i -0.2962 
( 35) i 	 ( 	 35) 
Pr- .16; \?_ 	 .042 
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APPENDIX 8 page4 (cont..) 
Cohesion Count=CSCORE compared to Exam raw mark=TSCORE 
Table 7 - Data for PASS Scripts (narr + descr) 
TSC:RE 
ISCORE 
CSCC,-'RE. 
	
1.000O 	 .2067 
C 	 C) 
P= . 	 P= .092 
1 .0000 
C 	 43) 	 C 	 0) 
P= .052 	 P= . 
Table 8 - Data for FAIL Scripts (narr + descr) 
TSCC E 
CSCORE 
1.t.:, 0C10 
C 	 C.) 	 C 	 2F,) 
P= 
1.0000 
( 	 C) 
7= .J4:7 	 == . 
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APPENDIX 8 page 5 (cont..) 
Cohesion Count=CSCORE canpared to Exam raw mark=TSCORE 
Table 9 - Data for NARR Scripts (pass + fail) 
TSCCRE 	 CSC=;E 
TSCOR-E 
	
1.0003 	 .3511 
C 	 0) 	 ( 	 3c) 
P= . 	 P= .01E 
LJLuKt 
	
.3511 	 1.0000 
C 	 36) 	 C 	 0) 
P= .018 
Table 10 - Data for DESC Scripts (pass + fail) 
T$CC-RE CSC:RE 
TSCORE 1.0000 .2957 
C 	 0) ( 	 36) 
P= 	 . P= 	 .340 
CSCORE .2957 1.3300 
( 	 36) C 	 0) 
P= 	 .040 P= 	 . 
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Rank Order of Frequency of Connectives 
Botswana scripts 	 Hinckley scripts 	 Cobuild 
the* 
and 
that.. 
it* 
for* 
as* 
but 
this 
or 
which 
so 
if 
when 
who 
then 
because 
even 
too 
such 
still* 
also 
though 
while 
again* 
next* 
yet 
however 
although 
1. and 
2. wh-relatives 
3. -when 
4. because 
5. but 
6. this/that 
7. if 
8. also 
8. while 
10. so 
11. after 
12. where 
13. then 
13. since 
15. or 
16. like 
17. too 
17. even 
19. as...as 
20. therefore 
20. except 
22. until 
23. however 
23. as(comparison) 
25. due to/owing to 
26. in spite of 
26. although 
28. especially 
28. instead of 
30. meanwhile 
30. for 
32: since 
32. again 
34. what's more 
34 while/whereas 
and 
but 
wh-relatives 
when 
so 
because 
where 
if 
like 
or 
then 
as if 
as (causal) 
also 
after 
although 
until 
to-infin 
even though 
however 
except 
in fact 
without 
as(comparison) 
for 
while 
so..that 
so that 
only to 
before 
the day.. 
the time... 
as well as 
even 
due to/owing to 
Totes: The rank numbering applies to the Botswana data 
*means that other uses of this word besides the 
se as a connective are included 
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'Connective Counts by Register 
Botswana scripts 	 Hinckley scripts n=41 
Narrative essays n=36 
Descriptive essays 
Expository n=8 
Raw 
Temporal 	 B-Narr 
n=35 
Frequency counts 
B-Descr B-Expos H-all 
Freq./n 
B- all 	 H-all 
when 	 122 73 10 52 2.5 1.26 
while 	 57 9 4 8 .88 .12 
then 	 26 5 3 19 .43 .46 
after* 	 26 13 4 11 .54 .26 
before* 	 17 4 2  3 .29 .07 
until 	 8 4 1 10 .16 .24 
first(ly0 
	 5 6 .13 0 
next 
	 3 1 .08 .02 
meanwhile 
	 1 1 .02 .02 
at last 	 6 1 .08 0 
finally 1 .01 0 
now that 
	 3 .03 0 
everytime 
	 1 .01 0 
as soon as 	 2 .02 0 
thereafter 	 1 .01 0 
eventually 	 1 2 .01 .04 
the day (that) 2 2 .02 .04 
the time (that) 3 .03 0 
immediately 	 3 .03 0 
coincidentally 1 .01 0 
since 	 3 2 .06 0 
at once 
	 1 .01 0 
Additives 
188 46 285 8.13 6.95 and* 	 409 
also 	 7 55 3 12 .88 .29 
again 	 1 4 1 .06 .02 
in addition 	 1 1 .02 0 
as well as 	 1 1 2 .02 .04 
as for 	 1 .01 0 
too 	 1 .02 0 
even 	 13 10 3 2 .32 .04 
whats more 
	 1 3 .05 ' 	 0 
moreover 	 1 .01 0 
furthermore 	 1 2 .03 0 
Deprivative 
1 1 5 .05 .12 without 	 2 
except 	 2 6 6 6 .17 .14 
but 	 1 .01 0 
apart from 
	 1 1 .01 .02 
* A blank = no occurrence 
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Connective Count -Botswana & Hinckley 
Raw Frequencies 	 Freq/n 
B-Narr B-Descr B-Expos H-All Bots Hink 
Contrastive  
but 	 108 
although 	 2 
even though 	 7 
on the other hand 
yet 	 2 
only to 	 2 
however 	 7 
in spite of 	 4 
while/whereas 1 
despite 
Conditionals  
if 	 14 
otherwise 	 1 
provided 	 2 
in case 	 2 
Causal  
because 	 88 
so 	 23 
as 	 20 
since 
	 18 
result 	 3 
consequently 
so ..that 
	
21 
for 	 6 
due to/owingto 3 
therefore 	 2 
Purpose  
in order to 
to + infinitive 15 
so that 
	 7 
so as to 	 2 
for the sake of 2 
for 
36 
5 
10 
3 
5 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
120 
10 
9 
3 
1 
8 
1.82 
.11 
.22 
.03 
.02 
.02 
.15 
.11 
.05 
2.92 
.24 
.21 
0 
.07 
.02 
.19 
0 
0 
1 0 .02 
32 34 25 1.01 .6 
1 .02 0 
.02 0 
.02 0 
87 17 28 2.43 .68 
35 6 38 .81 .91 
5 1 33 .32 .8 
9 2 .36 0 
2 .06 0 
1 .01 0 
3 .26 .07 
1 5 .08 .12 
7 1 2 .13 .04 
10 2 1 .17 .02 
3 3 .07 0 
18 10 .41 .24 
8 1 3 .2 .07 
1 1 .03 .02 
.02 0 
5 0 .12 
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Comparison 
Raw frequencies 
B-Nar 	 B-Desc 	 B-Expo 
appendix 10 cont.. 
freq/n 
H-all 	 Bots 	 Hink 
like 4 21 2 23 .34 	 .56 
as 6 4 2 5_ .15 	 .12 
as if 23 1 15 .3 	 .36 
as...as 1 2 4 .03 	 .09 
rather than 1 2 1 .05 	 0 
same/different 2 2 .05 	 0 
as though 6 0 	 .14 
Exemplar 
3 1 4 .1 	 .09 especially 
for example 1 .08 	 .02 
such as 2 0 	 .04 
Alternative 
7 16 5 23 .35 	 .56 or 
instead of 5 1 3 .11 	 0 
Focus 
1 6 .01 	 .14 in fact 
indeed 1 .01 
actually 1 .01 
at least 3 .03 
no matter 1 .01 
in that 1 .01 
regardless 1 .01 
that is to say 1 .01 
after all 1 .01 
besides 1 .01 
anyway 3 .07 
obviously 1 .02 
Deictic 
The* 16 9 .31 
this/that* 21 62 7 1 1.05 	 .02 
It 22 4 .32 	 0 
wh-relative 114 164 32 98 3.92 2.39 
where 23 16 3 26 .53 	 .63 
that is 2 4 .07 	 0 
see notes for appendix 2 
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Correlation Data on the Essays of the Top 5th, Hinckley 
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Appendix 11 Table 2 
Correlation Data on the Essays of the Lower 5th, Hinckley! 
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Appendix 11 Table 3 
Correlation Data on the Essays of. the 4th Form, Hinckley 
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Appendix 11 Table 4 
Correlation Data on the Essays of all 3 forms, Hinckley 
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Appendix 11 Table 5 
Analysis of Variance between Hinckley Forms on Gap-Fill 
N = answer fits, but not a connective 
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Appendix 11 Table 6 
Correlation Data on Essays and Gap-Fill -Top 5th, Hinckley 
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Correlation Data on Essays and Gap-fill -Lower 5th, Hinckley 
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Correlation Data on Essays and Gap-fill - 4th Form, Hinckley 
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Appendix 11 Table 9 
Correlation Data on Essays and Gap-Fill -All forms, Hinckley 
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Appendix 12 
Frequency of Connectives in 
Narr/Descr 	 n=41 
Hinckley 	 Scripts 
Expository n=44 
and 285 269 
also .12 -86 
as well as 3 9 
too 4 
even 2 14 
but 120 99 
whereas 0 13 
although 10 24 
though 9 5 
however 8 41 
yet 3 2 
only to 3 
without 5 12 
except 6 
only 4 9 
if 25 71 
for example/ 
instance 
particularly 
1 32 
3 
especially 4 9 
such as 2 56 
like 23 31 
unlike 4 
as (comp) 5 20 
-er..than- 10 
more..than 58 
as if 15 
as though 6 
because /of 29 70 
so 38 29 
therefore 1 36 
as (caus) 33 48 
for (purp) 5 2 
to (purp) 10 10 
either/or 23 72 
whether 3 
wh -relatives 98 95 
where 26 11
this/that 1 6 
.It/This is 19 
338 
2 
so (anaphoric) 3 
Append.ix 	 12 	 page 
when 52 51 
while 5 12 
as (time) 46 2 
then 19 17 
after 11 5 
before 3 16 
until 10 
List of"rarer" cohesive devices  
meanwhile 	 2 
as soon as 	 1 
	
2 
eventually 	 2 
every so often 	 2 
suddenly 	 2 
no sooner 	 1 
The day .. 	 1 
by the time 	 1 
apart fron 	 2 
considering 	 1 
surely 	 2 
generally 	 5 
this said 	 1 
Fortunately 	 2 
it cannot be denied 	 1 
for this reason 
	
2 
ranging from 	 1 
in some respects 	 3 
in the case of 	 2 
merely 	 2 
indeed 	 1 
rather than 	 3 
hence 
undoubtedly 	 2 
the latter 	 2 
as a result 	 5 
to a certain extent 	 2 
besides 	 1 
afterall 	 1 
concerning 	 1 
so much as 
	
2 
in the first place 	 1 
other than 	 1 
in this sense 	 1 
in fact 
	
5 
since 	 3 
arguably 	 3 
it could be argued 	 1 
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all things considered 
	
1 
in my opinion 	 5 
example 	 14 
as..as 
	 3 
in conclusion 	 4 
in addition 	 1 
to sum up 	 1 
overall 
	
3 
regardless 
that's why 
otherwise 
so far 
unless 
another 
not only but also 
so that (result) 
instead of 
finally 
effect 
neither 
as (comp) 
as much as 
as well as 
on the other hand 
so far 
same/diff 
again (textual) 
prefer ..than 
in that 
from this 
in case of 
hence 
resulting 
as (time) 
in some cases 
consequently 
indeed 
at last 
since 
as opposed to 
at the same time 
as to 
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Maturational Comparison, 
n=22 in each form 
inckley Scripts 
5th 	 Form 	 4th 	 Form 
and 	 136 	 133 
also 	 48 	 38 
as well 	 1 	 7 
too 	 3 	 • 1 
even 	 13. 	 1 
but 	 49 	 50 
whereas 	 10 	 3 
although 	 18 	 6 
though 	 5 	 0 
however 	 41 	 0 
without 	 12 	 . 	 0 
only 	 6 	 3 
if 	 31 	 40 
for example/instance 	 19 	 13 
particularly 	 3 	 0 
especially 	 7 	 2 
such as 	 23 	 33 
like 	 6 	 25 
as (camp) 	 18 	 2 
unlike 	 0 	 4 
more..than 	 47 	 11 
..er ..than 	 8 	 1 
because of 	 10 	 44 
because 	 24 	 12 
as (caus) 	 44 	 4 
to (purp) 	 8 	 2 
therefore 	 10 	 26 
or/either 	 46 	 26 
whether 	 3 	 0 
then 	 2 	 10 
after 	 ' 4 	 1 
before 	 6 	 10 
when 	 18 	 33 
while 
	 7 	 5 
This/It is 	 15 	 4 
where 	 3 	 8 
wh -relatives 	 62 	 33 
That 
	 5 	 1 
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The/this(inter-sentential) 
	 47 	 21  
such 	 3 	 1 
List of rarer connectives arranged by category 
Additive 
5th Form 4th Form 
besides 1 
another 
not only..but also 
again (inter -sententially, 
not as repeated action) 
2 
2 1 
Contrastive 
2 on the other hand 
yet 2 
as opposed to 1 
in fact 3 1 
after all 1 
Deprivative 
1 merely 
other than 1 
at all 1 1 
Comparison 
1 rather than 
as....as 2 1 
as much as 4 2 
same/different 2 5 
Exemplar 
0 1 as with 
example 11 3 
Reason/Result/Causal 
For this reason 2 
That's why 1 
hence 3 
as a result 5 
since 2 1 
so that 2 2 
resulting 2 
effect 	 . 2 
consequently 3 
Conditional 
2 3 otherwise 
unless 1 
as long as 1 
* A blank = no occurrence 
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4 
2 
4 1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 1 
1 
1 1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 1 
1 2 
3 
1 
2 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 1 
1 
2 
1 
Alternative  
instead of 
neither 
Time  
as soon as 
at last 
since 
at the same time 
Reference  
the latter 
Summary  
In conclusion 
To sum up 
Finally 
Specificity 
ranging from 
in some respect 
in case of 
to a certain extent 
concerning 
in this sense 
so far 
in that 
in case of 
in some cases 
as to 
Generality  
Generally 
overall 
Topic organising 
Considering 
This said 
In the first place 
All things considered 
From this 
regardless 
Emphasis and truth loading  
surely 
indeed 
so much as 
undoubtedly 
arguably 
it could be argued 
possibly 
it cannot be denied 
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Appendix 14 
Item 
C=correct 
Gap 
S = linker 
Additives 
-fill Scores: Hinckley and ESOL 
in same category 
n=24 
	 n=24 	 n=44 
H -5th F 	 H-4th F 	 L-ESOL 
C 	 S 	 C 	 S 	 C 	 S 
1 besides 0 24 0 24 3 29 
5 indeed 0 7 0 14 0 18 
20 as well as 1 15 1 19 1 23 
44 even 2 4 2 2 1 6 
45 in addition 0 13 0 7 5 13 
48 both 7 1 1 0 24 0 
62 even 0 10 0 3 0 9 
63 moreover 0 3 0 4 0 7. 
Contrastives 
7 however 9 0 1 5 1 11 
9 but 12 0 4 0 11 1 
18 although 9 3 1 5 10 7 
38 by contrast 0 8 0 1 1 12 
41 nonetheless 2 15 0 4 6 17 
53 whereas 10 12 2 4 1 27 
51 but 8 8 8 0 18 8 
55 but 7 6 4 2 8 4 
59 nevertheless 0 3 0 7 4 13 
60 although 
deprivatives 
10 13 3 6 8 6 
31 merely 0 19 0 11 2 19 
50 without 18 4 16 4 8 6 
Conditionals 
2 if 22 0 16 0 25 0 
22 if 17 4 19 0 38 0 
27 if 4 9 0 2 0 10 
68 otherwise 13 0 1 0 0 0 
Comparatives 
15 more 24 20 32 
36 compared to _ 	 0 21 0 3 0 9 
40 than 24 24 39 
Causatives 
17 because 12 10 18 2 27 4 
21 so 10 1 2 0 4 8 
24 • so that 0 0 2 0 2 2 
29 as 3 9 8 3 6 2 
33 so...that 8 6 1 0 0. 1 
39 thus 1 1 1 3 2 12 
43 because 8 3 4 0 6 1 
61 since 0 20 0 23 2 21 
66 in conclusion 0 8 1 0 7 1 
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Appendix 14 (cont..) 
Comparison of Gap-fill scores' 
Item 
C-correct S=linker 
Alternative 
in same category 
n=24 	 n=24 
H-5th F 	 H-4th F 
C 	 S 	 C 	 S 
n=44 
ESOL 
C S 
10 or 24 16 34 
16 whether 9 1 0 6 7 4 
57 instead of 13 4 4 8 5 1 
65 either 12 3 1 3 4 0 
Exemplar 
6 especially 2 15 0 15 0 23 
26 such as 15 2 10 6 10 11 
42 namely 0 6 0 7 1 18 
46 such as 10 14 0 15 11 18 
Time 
4 while 4 19 5 17 24 17 
8 when 19 1 14 2 30 1 
34 then 9 4 3 0 2 2 
58 since 4 19 1 15 1 15 
Reference 
3 another 24 24 31 3 
19 the 24 24 32 
25 the 20 1 23 0 23 2 
28 the 21 3 24 0 33 3 
30 these 23 .1 20 3 19 9 
32 which 18 3 5 1 28 4 
37 in which 4 19 1 14 10 23 
49 the same 3 4 0 8 0 0 
54 such 1 19 0 15 1 8 
67 each 7 0 1 0 5 0 
Enumerative 
12 firstly 20 0 3 0 42 0 
13 secondly 18 0 2 0 38 0 
14 thirdly 15 0 2 0 26 0 
Lexical 
11 assumption 10 12 1 6 3 3 
Topic focus 
47 as for 0 3 0 0 1 9 
Attitudinal 
23 not surprisingly 0. 15 0 3 0 4 
52 of course 0 13 0 0 1 1 
56 regrettably 0 8 0 2 0 2 
64 in fact 11 1 1 0 0 3 
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Appendix 15 
Gap-fill scores by Connective Category 
Comparison of totals in each linker category 
Totals = C + S from Appendix 14 
ESOL* adjusted x24 	 divided by 44 for comparability 
H -5th F 	 H-4th F 	 ESOL* 	 ESOL -raw f 
Additives 87 77 74 137 
Contrastives 135 57 ' 	 94 174 
deprivatives 41 31 19 35 
conditionals 69 38 39 73 
comparatives 69 47 43 80 
causatives 100 68 58 108 
alternatives 66 38 30 55 
exemplar 64 53 50 92 
time 79 57 50 92 
reference 195 163 127 234 
enumeration 53 7 57 106 
lexical 22 7 3 6 
Topic focus 3 0 5 10 
Attitudinal 48 6 6 11 
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Gap-fill and Essay Scores by Category 
Comparison of totals in each linker category 
G = Gap-fill 
For the essays: 
ESOL* adjusted 
E =Essay Count 
14inck.n = 22 each; 	 ESOL 	 n =34 
x24 	 divided by 44 for comparability 
X22 	 divided by 34 for essay 
H -5th F 	 H -4th F 	 ESOL* 
G 	 E 	 G 	 E 	 G 	 E 
Additives 111 201 101 180 105 79 
Contrastives 135 123 57 59 94 54- 
deprivatives 41 18 31 3 19 13 
conditionals 69 31 38 40 39 8 
comparatives 69 79 47 43 43 36 
causatives 100 120 68 93 58 51 
alternatives 73 49 39 26 35 21 
exemplar 64 52 53 48 50 16 
time 79 37 57 59 50 22 
reference 164 135 138 68 91 34 
enumeration 53 7 57 
lexical 22 7 3 
Topic focus 3 0 5 
Attitudinal 48 6 6 
Additives 56 201 51 180 53 79 
Contrastives 61 123 25 59 42 - 	 54 
deprivatives 93 18 70 3 43 13 
conditionals 78 31 43 40 44 8 
comparatives 78 79 53 43 48 36 
causatives 56 120 38 93  32 51 
alternatives 66 49 35 26 31 21 
exemplar 72 52 60 48 56 16 
time 89 37 64 59 56 22 
reference 93 135 78 68 51 34 
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Read the sample text below and note carefully the underlined words which 
bring out the writer's argument: 
IS TELEVISION HARMFUL ? 
Many countries of the world now have television, but there is also anxiety 
that too much watching of television is harmful. For example, in Hungary 
they do not transmit T.V. programmes on one evening each week in order to 
encourage families to continue traditional forms of have entertainment. In 
many countries, especially in the U.S.A., there is anxiety about the 
excessive number of hours of T.V. watched by children. Alarmingly, surveys 
indicate that many children watch late night programffes of sex and violence 
which are supposed to be for adults only. On the other hand, there are also 
reports from youth leaders that young people are flocking to club activities 
because they are bored with T.V. Among adults, too,there seems to be no 
decline of interest inn sports and hobbies as can be seen by reading the 
announcements in local newspapers. So, in spite of the public fears about 
the effects of excessive T.V., it does not in fact scan to be overwhelming 
the other interests in many people's lives. 
A British research team recently decided to'investigate audience response to 
T.V. programmes. They did this by concealing cameras in the T.V. sets to 
video families while they watched.The researchers expected to discover how 
people behave when they are concentrating on the programmes that grip their 
attention. To their surprise,they discovered that most families don't give 
their full attention to any programme, even the exciting ones.Instead, the 
cameras recorded people eating meals, doing the ironing, quarrelling or 
welcoming visitors, all with the T.V. set on. Thus this evidence suggests 
that T.V. is not about to take over our lives because we are only 
half-attending to the programmes anyway. 
Nonetheless,this half-attention may be the reason why T.V. has a dangerous 
influence on us. If we are relaxed, or doing something else at the same 
time, we can't be applying our usual thought processes to the programme. At 
sucha time we may be most easily influenced by false ideas from the fantasy 
T.V. world, which explains why  business firms are willing to pay so much 
money to advertise on T.V. 
In conclusion, television can be regarded as harmful not so much because we 
watch too much of it but because it influences us subtly when we are only 
half-attending to it. 
INSTRUCTIONS  
The underlined words in the sample text above bring out the writer's 
arguments: 
1)WOrds like the, this, which that refer back to something just stated 
2)words which show how one idea relates to the next - but, for example  
3)words which reveal the writer's attitude - alarmingly  
4)words which convey the argument -evidence, explain, reason  
IN THE TEST PASSAGE(see separate page), FILL IN THE BLANKS with words like 
these (more than one word per blank may sometimes be required,see 
in order to) or other useful words you know that help to join ideas together 
and present an argument. 
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NAME 
A COMPARISON OF THE USE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION IN BRITAIN 
Nearly every home in Britain has both a radio and a television set. 
There are 4 national T.V. channels and 4 national radio stations 
many local radio stations. 	 people don't like one programme, they 
can easily tune in to 	 . Many people listen to the radio in their 
cars 	 they travel to and from work. 	  some even listen 
in at their places of work, 	 in factories. 	 they watch 
television mostly after work 	
 they want to relax. If they have 
video sets, they do not have to watch programmes of the day 	  
can watch video-tapes they have themselves recorded at home 
	  
they have hired from a video shop. 
It is sometimes assumed that people value T.V. more than radio. This 
	  seems to have at least 3 reasons. 
	 , televsion is 
a 	 modern invention than radio. 
	 , people have to pay 
more for a television set, 	
 they buy it or hire it. 	  
television seems more glamorous than radio 
	  it can beam famous 
faces right into our sitting rooms. 
	
 radio in its heyday of World 
War 2 brought 
	 voice of Winston Churchill to every British home, 
nowadays the glamour seems greater if we can sec the famous face 
	  
hear the famous voice. 
	 nowadays people seeking fame seek T.V. 
coverage. Churchill himself would probably have preferred T.V. 
	  
it had been more available in the 1940s. 
At Election time, the political parties put much effort into their 
political broadcasts. 
	 , such broadcasts have become more 
important than live meetings with the voters 
	 people are 
beginning to complain about the "media-packaging" of politics. By this they 
mean 	 way a person is dressed and made up for a T.V. appearance, 
as well as small background details 	
 the furniture, books and 
flowers. 	  T.V. cameras film conferences, and the speakers are on a 
platform, any banners behind or in front of 
	
 platform will appear 
on the T.V. screens. 	  radio has none of 	
 distractions 
the speakers have to gain the attention of the audience 
	 by the 
power of what they say. 
The B.B.C., in the old days of radio, used to insist on a certain 
standard of pronunciation 
	 became known as "B.B.C. English". It 
became 	 important for educated people to speak "B.B.C. English" 
that regional accents were becoming unacceptable. 	  local radio 
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stations started up, which frequently transmit the voices of local people 
	
radio is now probably helping to preserve pride in local speech 
and customs. 	  television, radio keeps in closer touch with its 
audience through phone-in programmes 	 ordinary people ask 
questions, tell stories or convey greetings. 	
 the 
audience-participation programmes of regional T.V. studios seem more 
distant, with their studio guests and carefully selected questions. 
	  
radio seems friendlier 	  T.V., closer to ordinary people. 
	 there is one type of broadcasting that is superior on T.V., 
	  sports coverage, 
	
 T.V. cameras can focus on where 
the action is, can give a photo-finish and 	 video replays of 
vital match moments. 	
 , through satellite link-ups, it is 
possible to beam major international sports events, 
	  the 
Olympics, to many countries of the world. 
news programmes, 	 radio and T.V. can deliver the 
news fast. Satellite link-ups enable people all over the world to see 
pictures of the latest disaster on their T.V. screens. Radio dealing with 
	 news stories, but 	
 the pictures,has to rely on the 
descriptions of the reporters on the spot. The B.B.C. Overseas radio 
service has a good reputation in many countries for its fair treatment of 
news, 	
 listeners in the U.K. cannot easily tune into it. 
Radio is, 	 , restricted by the world's language barriers 
	 television overcomes language barriers by using sub-titles or 
sometimes dubbed voices. 	
 international use of T.V. programmes 
could be regarded as valuable cultural exchange, 
	
 it could also 
be seen as undermining local culture because, 
	 ,most people end up 
watching "Dallas" 	
 supporting live local drama or music 
events. 
Do we rely too much on television or radio for our entertainment these 
days ? It is true that many cinemas have had to close 
	
 T.V. 
ownership became almost universal in Britain. 
	 people still go to 
football stadiums 
	 it was once feared they wouldn't bother to buy 
tickets 
	
 they can see a better view of a match on their T.V. 
screens. T.V. has 
	 increased interest in sane sports, such as 
snooker. 
	
 radio recordings of concerts have not caused people to 
stop going to the concert-halls. 
	
 probably more people than ever 
are buying records and concert tickets, for 
	
 classical or pop 
music, inspired by what they hear on the radio. 
	 television and 
radio, 
	
 in their own way, helps people to enjoy many things 
that they might 
	 have been unaware of. 
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NAME 
A CQ1PARI&. OF THE USE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION IN BRITAIN 
Nearly every home in Britain has both a radio and a television set. 
There are 4 national T.V. channels and 4 national radio stations hesides 
 
many local radio stations. 	 le don't like one programme, they 
, 
can easily tune in toJI 
 am °Film.  • Many people listen to the radio in their 
• / ir . cars Gm 4.(4.. 
 they travel to and from works'  .L Ate e 
 some even listen 
6 
in at their places of work, gsred..b factories.7gowt  IAD. they watch 
television mostly after work 8 Gakicri 	 they want to relax. If they have 
video sets, they do not have to watch programmes of the day 
	 6 (.4.  
can watch video-tapes they have themselves recorded at home I. o r  
they have hired from a video shop. 
It is sometimes assumed that people value T.V1 more than radio. This 
I I it,ss tj, 
 t p i-ican  seems to have at least 3 reasons.  Fu g Ii y  , televsion is 
a t
e 
 &to r e_ 	 modern invention than radio. 0 e ed A wr,  people c 
have to pay 
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more for a television set, 4.44g flitcr  they buy it or hire it. "-Aci•diy  , 
television seems more glamorous th 
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an radio 
 o team se_  it can beam famous 
faces right into our sitting tuutic.. elIttArev.,p4  radio in its heyday of world 
war 2 brought 	 0;t 	 voice of Winston Churchill to every British home, 
s. • 
nowadays the glamour seems greater if we can see the famous face  64 Wet:( Rt  
11 
hear the famous voice. 
	 So 	 nowadays people seeking fame seek T.V. 
2„, IL. Lc  
coverage. Churchill himself would probably have preferred T.V. 	 
it had been more available in the 1940s. 
At Election time, ;4 political parties put much effort into their 
political broadcasts.Swit 6i4A5(1, such broadcasts have become more 
important than live meetings with the voters s. 6C,L6.  people are 
beginning to complain about the "media-packaging" of politics. By this, they 
2 4' , I 
mean 	 401 e 	 way a person is irissed and made up for a T.V. appearance, 
as well as small background details suck % c  the furniture, books and 
17 
flowers. 	  T.V. cameras film conferences, and the speakers are on a 
platform, any banners behind or in front of a a e. 	 platform will appear 
21 	 a • 
on the T.V. screens. 	 ftA  radio has none of  b4, s e 	 distractions 
11 t 
the speakers have to gain the attention of the audience micelay by the 
power of what they say. 
The B.B.C., in the old days of radio, used to insist on a certain 
21- 
standard of pronunciation  is A ; 4  became known as "B.B.C. English". It 
became2 3 5c, 	 important for educated people to speak "B.B.C. English" 
that regional accents w re b aninc unacc.:Ttr.t c4 TA c,  local radio 
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stations started up, which frequently transmit the voices of local people 
	
 radio is now probably helping to preserve pride in local speech 
and customs.Ceinpufa All television, radio keeps in closer touch with its 
, 37 
audience through phone-in programmes !A g.phi.444  ordinary people ask 
questions, tell stories or convey greetings. 4ry [4 A AMMJ16 the 
audience-participation programmes of regional T.V. studios seem more 3 
distant, with their studio guests and carefully selected questions. I itioa  4* 
radio seers friendlier 
 0 an  T.V., closer to ordinary people. 
14nc Me cs there is one type of _broadcasting that is superior on T.V., 
43 / 42. 	 t 	 sports coverage, 
 oce44.4.1ie  T.V4  Tares can focus on where 
the action is, can ...jive a photIlinish and 
 et/v.1 	 video replays of 
match rnornmts. 
	 , through satellite link-ups, it is 
possible to beam major international sports events, Si, c4 ft! 4   tthe 
Olympics, to many countries of the world. 
4" 	 4r 
Ifs 	 news programmes, 	 1.ic radio and T.V. can deliver the 
news fast. Satellite link-ups enable people all over the world to see 
pictures of the latest disaster on their T.V. screens. Radio dealing with 
64, s gibic 
 news stories, but 4.1..A ovd-  the pictures, has to rely on the 
descriptions of the reporters on the spot. The B.B.C. Overseas radio 
service has a good reputation in many countries for its fair treatment of 
news!/ 	 6. 	 listeners in the U.K. cannot easily tune into it. 
Radio is, .f. 
 co tAtit , restricted by the world's language barriers 
Witte e G‘t television overcomes laRage barriers by using sub-titles or 
sometimes dubbed voices. 
 S 44. 4  international use of T.V. programmes 
could be regarded as valuable cultural exchange, 
	 G.  it could also 
JP be seen as unde 	 ing local culture because, re'reH-4S(y.most people end up 
watching "Dallas" 	 head 1  supporting live local drama or music 
events. 
Do we rely too much on television or radio for our entertainment_these 
r 
days ? It is true that many cinemas have had to close  Ste; et
c 
  T.V. 
ownership became almost universal in Britain .ilew4e Aciii;/people still go to 
football stadiums 411-4 4  it was once feared they wouldn't bother to buy 
• if tickets so , e  they can ilia better view of a match on their T.V. 
screens. T.V. ha,; tveti  increased interest in sane sports, such as 
snooker.     radio recordings of concerts have not caused people to 
stop going to the concert-halls. 	 f.4 44 probablyare people than ever 
are buying records and concert tickets, for  e Li-Aer  classical or pop 
music, inspired bilwhat they hear on the radio. 	 i_simi,*„..1 television and 
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 e &at 
	
in their own way, helps people to enjoy many things 
that they might ofieci,die have been unaware of. 
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Comparison of Errors made in Gap-fill -Hinckley & ESOL 
KEY! Item difficulty ranking. A low figure means MORE difficult 
The figures for Hinckley are on the left:.ESOL on the right 
No.corr.answers 	 WRONG ANSWERS given 
Item correct word Hinckley 	 London(ESOL) 
I 	 besides 	 of which 	 but 
regardless 
64 48 	 in 
in spite of 
beyond the 
2 If 	 most 	 thus 
many 4 	 the 
46 49 	 sometimes P 	 on the other hand 
some 1 	 P 	 because 
normally 2 N 
3. another 	 more than one 	 other 5 
64 56 	 station 	 change N 
4.• while 
68 67 
5. Indeed 
35 52 
during 
whereas 
which P 	 nevertheless 
although P 
	 nonetheless 
whilst 3 P 	 on the other hand 
often 11 N 
today 1 N 
6. especially 	 at home N 	 mostly N 
55 62 	 in offices N 	 usually N 
7. However 
31 16 
8 when 
68 61  
generally 	 generally 
mostly 	 thus 
mainly 	 for instance 
most people 	 furthermore . 
evidence 2 	 in fact 
nevethe less 
while P 
	 on the contrary 
when 
some N 	 sane 
usually N 	 usually 6 
often 6 N 
when is because. 
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Ll ESOL 	 L1 	 ESOL 
9 but 	 time 	 and 
they P 11 	 otherwise 
29 33 
	
instead they P 	 which they 
. most people 	 so they 
not only 
all -the same 
12 Firstly 
44 66 
13 Secondly 
41 60 
14 Thirdly - 
42 65 
15 more 
59 51 
16 whether 
20 30  
most 3 
the 2 P 
because P 
some 5 P 
most 6 P 
but P 
today P 
some 
the 7 
although 
and 
fairly 
very 
3 4 
even if 
so 
than if 
instead 
but 
new 
but also 
if 
which 
evidence 2 
in fact P 
may N 
at first 
although 2 P 
so P 
useful 
since 
therefore 
so 
because 
finally 
regardless 
even 
providing 
or 
than 
willingly 
10 or 	 and also 
and what 
54 57 	 which 
11. assumption 
	 also 3 
- surprisingly 7 
22 44 however 
also 
however 
for example 
possibly 
often 
now 
it 
sometimes 
fact 
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ESOL 
	 Ll 	 ESOL 
	
17 because 	 so 	 so 
that 	 in which 
	
62 47 	 in which 
in spite of all that 
in case 
18 although 
25 18 
the P 4 	 the- P 3 
because .13 	 for example 2 
British 3 P • 	 hoWever 
BBC 1 P 	 despite of that 
if 
with 
on the other hand P 3 
19 the 	 in 
famous 
64 63 
	
distinguished 
to our surprise 
sent 
alive N 
20 as well as 
42 36 
we 	 in 
rather than 4 	 rather than 2 
than 	 than 3 
or 	 or 
whilst 	 while 
also 	 not 
instead 
21 So 	 but 18 	 if 
mostly 2 	 according to that 
34 36 	 also 5 	 lastly 
everyone 	 finally 
however 	 at 
usually N 
	
even 
sometimes N 
	
in 
normally N 	 the fact 
probably N 	 the 
even though 
as 
22 if 	 as 	 on the grounds that 
because 	 to radio N 
52 68 
	
had 4 
when 
exposure P 
coverage P 
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Ll ESOL 
	 Ll 	 ESOL 
23 Not surprisingly here N 	 in spite of the fact 
coverage 
21 55 	 for instance 	 mainly 
these 5 
	
while 
as 5 	 P 	 especially P 
but 7 P 
because 5 P 
many 2 P 
for P 
if P 
24 so that 
26 21 
25 the 
55 24 
because 11 	 that 4 
many 4 P 	 when 
so many 	 which 2 
that 	 that is why P 
if 	 whereas 
which the 	 at first 
some 2 P 	 in spite of all that P 
nowadays P 
of 	 that 
in the 	 by 
which 
how 
of 
in a 
certain 
26 such as 	 just as 	 on 
57 59 
27 If 	 many 3 	 for 
the 	 for instance 3 
12 	 8 	 now 	 as long as 
on 	 at 
at 	 together with 
sometimes 	 on the other hand 
also 8 P 	 during 2 
neverthless 
for example 
28 the 	 a 	 such 2 
59 51 
29 as 
12 	 50 
the 14 P 
but 13 P 
on the other hand P 4 
in contrast P 
on the contrary P 
whereas P 
because of 
yet P 
nonetheless P 
but P 
like P 
however P 
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ESOL 
	 ESOL 
such 
although 
in 
using P 
30 these 	 this 	 this 
that 
	
62 46 	 any 
31 merely 	 through 	 opinion 
is 	 namely 
	
31 25 	 because 	 and 
listening 3 	 so 
offered 
often 
and 5 
rightly 
always N 
32 which 	 has 	 until 
and 	 in order to 
	
29 48 	 then 	 for instance 
it 	 and 
too 	 accents 
this 10 P 	 had 
• so that 
more 4 	 more 6 
very 27 - 
	 very 5 
most 3 
	 in.fact 2 
extremely 	 indeed 
increasingly 	 such 
the most 
equally 
when 14 P 
	
when 7 P 
the 8 	 many N 
however 
	 local N 
but 	 some N 
since P 
after P 
while P 
the 
on the contrary 
nonetheless 
instead 
however...or 
however...through 
33 so...that 
7 22 
34 Then 
16 12 
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L1 ESOL 	 L1 	 ESOL 
35 so that 	 this kind 	 thus 
this 	 then 
18 1 	 against 	 but 
because 	 or 
the- 7 P 	 the 
as 	 nowadays N 
therefore 2 P 	 through 3 N 
this 	 on the N 
today 	 into N 
on 	 local N 
of which 
36 Compared to 	 the 12 	 moreover 
so 	 comparing with 
on 	 different with 
22 5 	 both 	 regardless 
some 	 apart from 
now 	 unlikely 
with 	 like is 
even against 
sometimes 	 while 
on 
as 
instead 
both 
in spite of 
opposite to 
37 in which 	 and 7 
	 some N 
with 
because 
35 54 	 so 
even 
the N 
38 By contrast 	 when 7 P 
	 nevertheless 
if 	 P 	 on the contrary 
despite P 	 even 
16 13 
	 whereas P 
	 instead 
although P 
	 though P 
because 	 while P 
since P 
39 Thus 	 the 14 	 while 2 
10 11 
40 than 	 the 	 as 
and 	 to our surprise 
59 58 	 furthermore 
of 
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L1 ESOL 	 11 
	
ESOL 
41 Nonetheless 	 for example 	 where 
although 
mainly 
46 45 	 today N 
usually N 
42 namely 	 and 	 in case of 
like 	 like 
51 42 	 such as 3 	 such as 
for example 	 such 
most 	 specially for 
as it is 
so 	 which 
the 13 	 the 3 
although 	 many 
all 	 also 
were 	 which 
on 	 and 
here 
etc 
now 
the 	 the 5 
and 	 a 
verb 28 N 	 verb 8 
adjective 4 N 	 through 
now 4 P 	 instead 
but 	 hence 
as well 	 alarmingly 
although 	 surprisingly 
and 	 that is 
recently N 
43 because 
26 16 
44 even 
7 48 
45 In addition 
12 29 
	
46 such as 	 of 	 where 
from 9, N P 
	
44 53 	 to 
47 as for 	 the 19 P 	 the 3 
all 7 	 some 
	
3 42 	 on 	 both 
many P 	 with regards to 
most P 
today P 
modern 4 P 
better P 
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Ll ESOL 
	
Ll 	 ESOL 
48 both 	 of 
	
in 
on 12 P 	 on 3 
and 4P 
4 28 	 even P 
in P 
on both.4 P 
49 the same 	 all 	 all sorts N 
and 	 various N 
whether P 
25 27 
	 or P 
many N 
50 without 	 turn 	 imagination of 
for P 	 T.V dealing with 
50 14 	 of P 	 it can't show 
naturally 
the 
lack of 
regardless 
in fact 
referring to 
instead 
51 but 	 that 
	 in comparison to that 
sane 	 where 
as 	 which 
39 32 	 the P 8 
	 first 
many P 
few 
52 of course 
31 41 
reach 	 to put it 
now 	 in other words 
often 	 surprisingly 
very 8 P 
	 in one hand 
really 2 P 
	 still 
although 
local N 
and 5 
	 wich 
the 4 	 because 
when 	 on the other hand 
by 
foreign N 
wide N 	 all N 
sane N 
because 	 moreover 
therefor 
valuable 
53 whereas 
40 31 
54 Such 
57 40 
55 but 
53 41 
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L1 ESOL 	 L1 	 ESOL 
56 regrettably 	 probably 	 referring to that 
of this 5 P 	 frequently N 
24 15 
	 and P 	 usually 
of P 
the P 
although P 
sane but P 
however P 
that P 
then P 
if P 
57 instead of 	 or 7 	 instead 
than 	 for the purpose of 
35 - 2 	 also 	 for 
and 4 
	 and 2 
nowadays N 	 like 
people N 
	 with 
58 since 	 when 	 because of 
down 4 
46 35 
	 and 
59 Nevertheless 	 sane 8 N 
	 although 
many 17 N 
	 many 4 
4 26 	 do 2 
few 	 today 
most 
60 although 	 and 14 
	 and if 
also 	 in spite of 
29 17 	 as 	 as 
because 	 in which 
today N 	 despite 
61 since 	 and 	 spite of 
so 	 which 
46 18 	 because 
	 nevertheless P 
62 even 	 however 
	 on 
the 	 on same 
7 19 	 ever 
or 
not 
on 
much N 
rapidly N 
now 5 N 
possibly 1 
probably 1 
verbs 6 N 
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11 	 23 
ESOL 
the 15 	 on the contrary 
also 	 as regards 
whereas P 
as 
you would think N 
all of the N 
most 5 N 
some 4 N 
adjective 2 N 
but 	 there 
there is 4 	 that is 
the 	 it is 
they 	 this 
its most 
also 
now 	 nowadays 
however 
Ll ESOL 
63 moreover 
64 In fact 
38 	 4 
65 either 	 a 	 a 
more 
15 10 
	
the 
verbs 2 N 	 verbs 3 N 
favourite N 
jazz N 
their N 
66 In conclusion 	 the 13 	 nevertheless 
if 4 
18 20 	 today 
with 
some 
maybe 
on 
it seems 
67 each 	 both 5 
which 
1 9 	 perhaps 
often 
more 
are good 3 
are 3 
Can 
verbs 5 
	 verbs 4 
68 	 not 	 not 
11 3 	 never 	 never 2 
now 	 slightly 
once 	 ever 
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1 listing a enumeration 
1 b addition 
1' 
reinforcement 
equation 
2 transition 
3 summation 
4 apposition 
5 result 
6 inference 
7 
reformulation 
8 replacement 
S 9 contrast 
110 concession 
(1) and 
(2) or 
(3) but 
Appendix 19 
Cross—Linguistic Survey in E.F.L. Class 
The task was based on this textbook extract: 
from Academic Writing Course R.R.Jordan pub Collins ELT 
Appendix 9 	 CONNECTIVES 
The main connectives are grouped below according to the similarity of their meaning 
with the three basic connectives and, or, but. For information about their use in 
sentences. you should look in a good dictionary. 
(1) and 
1 LISTING: 
a EA'L ..ilERATIOA' (indicates a cataloguing of what is being said: most 
enumerations belong to clearly-defined 'Acts. ): 
first. furthermore. finally 
one. two, three, etc. 
first(ly). second(ly). third(ly). etc. 
above all 
last but not least 	 mark the end of an ascending order 
first and foremost 
first and most important(ly) mark the beginning of a descending order 
to begin/start with, in the second place. moreover, and to conclude 
next, then. afterward, lastly/finally ... 
b ADDITION (to what haS been previously indicated): 
i reinforcement (includes confirmation): 
also 
attain 
furthermore 
further 
moreover 
what is more 
then 
in addition 
besides 
above all 
Appendix 19 
too 
as well (as) 
-ii equation (similarity with what has preceded): 
equally 
likewise 
similarly 
correspondingly 
in the same way 
NOTE: A either 
neither 
nor 
not only ... (but) also ... 
neither ... nor ... From the point of view of meaning these are often the 
negative equivalents of and. 
Neither leaves the series open for further additions, whereas nor 
concludes it. 
B The truth of a previous assertion may be confirmed or contradicted 
by: 
indeed 
actually 
in (actual) fact 
really 
in reality 
2 TRANSITION (can lead to a new stage in the sequence of thought): 
now 
with reference/respect/reeard to 
regarding 
let us (now) turn to ... 
as for 
often used when discussing something briefly 
as to I 
incidentally 	 1 indicates a digression 
spoken 	 by the way and an afterthought 
language 	 come to think of it 
talking/'speaking of ... (informal) lto introduce 
apropos (formal) a digression 
that reminds me ... 
3 SUMMATION (indicates a generalisation or summing-up of what has 
preceded): 
in conclusion 
to conclude 
to sum up briefly 
in brief 
to summarise 
altogether 
overall 
Then 
therefore 
thus 
4 APPOSITION (used to refer back to previous sentences or to parallel or 
related references): 
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NOTE: the relationships betweensentences that are included are: 
reformulation (see 7 below), exemplification and particularisation 
i.e.. that is, that's to say 
viz, namely 
in other words 
Or. or rather, or better 
and 
as follows 
e.g. for example, for instance, Say, such as. including. included.especially, 
particularly, in particular, notably, chiefly, mainly, mostly (of) 
5 RESULT (expresses the consequence or result of what was said before): 
so 
therefore 
as a result !consequence 
the result consequence i!..was 
accordingly 
consequently 
now 
then 
because of this that 
thus 
hence 
for this 'that reason 
6 INFERENCE (indicates an inference from what is implicit in the preceding 
sentence(s)): 
then 
in other words 
in that case 
else 
equivalent to a negative condition 
otherwise 
if so•'not 
that implies 
m) conclusion is 
(2) or 
7 REFORMULATION (to express in another way): 
better 
rather 
in other words 
in that case 
to put it (more) simply- 
8 REPLACEMENT (to express an alternative to what has preceded): 
again 
alternatively 
rather 
better/worse (still) ... 
on the other hand 
the alternative is ... 
another possibility would be 
365 
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(3) but 9 CONTRA 
instead 
conversely 
then 
on the contrary 
by (way of) contrast 
in comparison 
(on the one hand) ... on the other hand .. 
10 CONCESS/ON(indicates the unexpected, surprising nature of what is being 
said in view of what was said before): 
besides 
	
in any case 
(or) else 
	
at any rate 
however 	 for all that 
nevertheless 	 in spite of/despite that 
nonetheless 	 after all 
notwithstanding 	 at the same time 
only 	 on the other hand 
still 	 all the same 
(al)though 	 even if:though 
yet 
Based upon Chapter 10: "Sentence Connection-. in A Grammar of Contemporary 
English by Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech and Svartvik (Longman 1972). 
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Appendix 20 
Setswana Connectives 
N.B. The Setswana examples are NOT based on L1 insight, and so are 
open to correction. As reference, I used a standard Grammar of 
Tswana by Desmond T. Cole. He points out that Setswana uses many 
"verbal conjunctives" and states "it is often difficult to decide 
whether such forms are predominantly predicative or conjunctive in 
function". But he points out that they are usually translated into 
conjunctions in European languages. 
ADDITIVE 
also/again 
Furthermore/Moreover 
Comparison 
Exemplification: 
for exammple, especially 
Uses le between nouns and adverbs 
sometimes nothing between strings of 
verbs, which are linked by pronoun 
CONCORDS 
Mile can mean and/but (Cole) -hard to tell 
from out of context e.g.s: 
we saw sane buffalo mme we killed a lion 
Uses same word gape. Common error in 
Tswana English is initial Again 
Tswana equivalents ebile are more common 
and not so heavy 
jaaka = like/as 
But has no comparatives for adjectives 
Jaana = like this 
Jalo= like that 
sekae 
ADVERSATIVE  
But, yet, though 
nevertheless, however 
Of surprise 
CAUSAL 
because 
Therefore, so 
purpose 
Result 
TEMPORAL  
Before, after, since 
Conditionals 
problems because of ambiguous mme ?? 
legale, lefaelejalo, fela 
Antsaana goomoitse = So you don't know 
him ? 
Has rich choice of these 
Root use of ka e.g. kagonne, kagore 
jalo, jalo -he 
go + verb (cp English infinitive) 
gore, esere 
jalo-he 
erile, etlare. esale (verbal forms) 
use of Fa + the modal ka. As ka also 
means "can" this causes common error of 
CAN in if clauses. 
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DEGREES OF CERTAINTY 
perhaps 	 gongwe 
apparently 	 ekete 
actually 	 tota 
No doubt 	 kooteng 
TOPIC RELATIVISING  
after all 	 ntla 
of course 
	
kana 
so(+surprise) 	 ntsaana, aitse 
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Connective Counts on ESOL Essays by Li background 
o 	 - in i=f/n 	 in 	 w 	
-19 ' 	 2 	 .„, 	 . 	 0 . 	 - 
. 	 .,„• •...0i 	 .E4 	 ' rp 
.-i ' 	 - H 
,--i E . 
. 0 
P-) k;  
n = 4 8 1 2 1 1 1 4 	 1 
Additive 
i 	 2.6 3 2 4 1 3 7 6.5 	 6 
v 	 5 7 2 4 1 2 3 6 	 4 
Contrastive 
i 	 2.2 2.2 4 3 2 3 0 1.25 2 
v 	 3 7 3 3 2 2 0 2 	 2 
Deprivative 
i 	 .2 .8 0 0 1 0 1 .5 	 0 
v 	 1 3 0 0 1 0 1 3 	 1 
Alternative 
i 	 1.25 .75 0 0 0 0 1 .75 	 1 
v 	 2 3 0 0 0 0 1 3 	 1 
Conditional 
i 	 .5 .6 0 0 2 0 0 .5 	 0 
v11 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Exemplar 
i 	 .3 1.1 3 .5 0 1 0 1 	 0 
v 	 1 3 2 1 0 1 0 4 	 0 
Comparative 
i 	 .5 .6 0 0 2 0 0 .5 	 0 
v 	 8 8 0 2 0 1 3 3 	 2 
Causal 
i 	 3.75 2.3 0 1 2 8 3 1 	 2 
v 	 6 10 0 3 2 6 2 3 	 2 
Time 
i 	 2.2 1.1 1 1 0 1 1 1.25 1 
v 	 4 7 1 2 1 1 4 1 	 2 
Reference 
i 	 1 	 3.2 0 5.5 2 5 2 2.7 4 2 1.3 4.7 
v 	 4 	 11 0 4 1 3 1 5 4 7 4 6 
Textual 
i 	 1 	 .3 1 1.5 0 .5 1 .75 0 1 .8 2.5 
v 	 1 	 3 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 2 4 14 
TOTALS 
i 17.4 17.4 11 17.4 10 24.5 19 17.7 18 15.6 11.7 35.7 
v 36 	 63 	 9 20 8 18 13 35 16 37 46 81 
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2.75 1.3 6.2 
3 5 11 
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4 	 7 	 9 
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0 	 5 	 4 
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Appendix 22 
Cohesion Errors in ESOL essays 
1. (Chinese) People prefer T.V. because they can see the 
happening of events instead of can only listen to the 
description of events.. 
2. (Japanese) Today most families in Japan have got.a television-
set in their houses. Furthermore, it is said that they are 
colour television-sets. The other hand radio has been for 
about 80 years. 
3. (Japanese) T.V. plays larger roles in mass communication, on 
the other hand radio plays larger roles to response to needs 
of privated broadcast 
4. (Japanese) In Japan, T.V. and radio is very popular media if 
one channel cannot draw audience attention, that channel will 
go bankrupt. Actually in Japan, such cases occurred. 
5. (Japanese) What can be assumed from the above is that 
television company management would be much difficult in the 
future. Since there would be more chanel whereas they might be 
less people watching them. 
6. (Japanese) Consiquently, the television acquires much more 
audience comparing to the radio in the recent days. 
7. (Japanese) T.V. and radio news are easier to understand 
comparing with those of papers and quite convenient 
8. (Korean) In regard to T.V., 3 channels.... 
In case of radio, the most important advantage caused by its 
characteristics compare with T.V. is the large choice of 
selecting stations by the people... 
Particularly, one can do something else whilst he listen the 
radio. That is, it is possible to use other human 
sensitivity orgnization -e.g. vision -with radio whereas 
impossible to use vision with T.V. Conversely, for this 
reason, T.V. can be more powerful for entertainment than 
radio. 
9. (Indonesian) The national...news programme....must be 
broadcasted through all stations. Whereas the time of 
broadcasting of television is different in every station. 
But for National and International news which is broadcast 
from the central national radio station that located in the 
capital, every national radio station must broadcast it. 
10. (Iran) One point which is worth to mention... 
In another word is when T.V. comes on radio goes off.. 
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11. (Egyptian)The 2nd channel is midium wave which almost cover 
the countary but sometimes difficult to be recieved in upper 
Egypt. 
....so it is more wider than the T.V. 
12. (Saudi) (Essay structure is 2 paras. on T.V. ; one on radio 
and one comparing. Quotation below begins at para 2.) 
All the programs are under control by rilegion orgnaization, 
that means they don't show any things about Aldhohol or 
drugs and they avoid to talk about explicitness and no Saudi 
women appear on T.V. 
However, the RAdio in Saudi has got more chances there is 
more than four stations, and cover all contry as well, all 
the kind of programs and there is saudi girls works in Radio 
and play as acteress. 
13 (Greek) Comparing with other European countries 
T.V. is very popular ....Radio programmes, on the other 
hand, are much better according to my opinion of course and 
every region has its own channel. 
It is very important for a democracy to have different 
sources of information; it is the major element in order to 
be the democracy established permanently. 
..comparing with other T.V. amd radio I've watched in other 
countries 
14. (Greek) Radio and television are not similarly popular in 
Greece.... 
I think that there is a tendency in greece young people to 
listen to live radio more and more nowadays we find it 
creative, as imagination works too. 
As a conclusion I would say that Greeks in general are many -
times stuck to the T.V. and unfortunately for a long time. 
14. (Greek) To make it clearer, 95 per cent of the time is 
devoted to the government and only 5 per cent to the 
opposites. Except this, T.V. tries to entertain its 
spectators. 
Advertisments...the problem here remains the same. Most of 
them are from abroad. But except the unusual customs that 
they try to introduce, there is one more bad influence on us. 
Always they tempt.people to buy new products.... 
On the other hand radio is impaired according to T.V... 
(various instances of bad radio follows). As a conclusion I 
think that radio is popular only in these periods of day when 
you go or return from work. Every car or bus has a radio 
constantly on and the songs are listened to very happily. 
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15. (Greek) Reffering to international news the information is 
satisfied, but reffering to other the shortage of'any 
objection make it unccmpletely. 
• 16. 	 (Latino) Respecting to the radio, it is possible to find a 
wide variety.. 
17. 	 (Latino) As regard television and radio, both, have 
different roles in Spain... 
Radio the oldest medium of two, from the point of view of 
science and as a intellectual matters, has better quality 
programs than television. 
The owners of Radio in Spain are namely government and 
private enterprise; being both, similar in resources, quality.... 
Television, the more attractive of the two, has more 
(illeg)audience than radio, nevertheless the choice in 
variety of channels and prgrammes are rather different, 
having radio wider range of programmes.' 
Tb summarize Radio, despite of that, sans the better choice 
for intellectuals minds. 
18 (Latino) Regarding to the radio, there is only one station 
state-owned 
19. (Latino) Clearly, there is a balance between the audiences 
of television and Radio and the former that was painted as a 
polemical danger tothe second, because his message it is is 
easier to understand, taday is limited for having a channel 
only and for being a State channel. 
20 (Latino) Its indiscutible that radio is qualified with 
better training journalists.. 
Nevertheless, I don't subscribe to the point of view that to 
be competent leads to a negative result for the listeners or 
spectators. although it depends on the caracteristics of the 
reception it has to be emphasized that without being 
competent both radio and television the result of improvement 
in temrs of qulaity of information wouldn't be as much 
profitable as is nowadays for the population. 
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21. The parents were absolutely under stress, he stated, their 
children were fascinated particularly by action films and 
thrillers, which did, however, not make them aggiessive or 
cause feelings of anxiety in them. 
[rather odd link here] 
T.V. may became a kind of drug for them and may thus have 
serious consequences for their health. Apart from that, 
scientists tell us that the rays which T.V. sends us 
influence our body and mind immensely. 
These phenomena shouldn't be underestimated, but they apply to 
T.V. lookers all over the world. 
[ Examine your connectives carefully, do they really make 
sense or are they spurious ?] 
22 these prgrammes are not always very interesting and many 
people (illeg) therefore videotapes nowadays. 
• •
I'm sure that television is a basic thing of furniture in 
every house or flat in Austria because it seems to be really 
essential. 
[This last sentence is really a circular argument] 
24. ...can learn many intersting details about their own 
country, like customs and dialects. 
As the Austrian ORF is a state-owned T.V. company they try on 
the one hand to establish a balance between culture and 
information and entertainment on the other. 
[emphasis is not clear here. Position of one the hand...on 
the other] 
Compared to the amount of foreign films, above all from the 
U.S., local programmes form a very small part of our 
programmes, but it is common knowledge that quantity need not 
stand for quality. 
25. The second half of our century may be called the era of mass 
media. As a matter of fact, every Austrian home has at least 
a radio and usually a television set, as well. 
Such a negative influence of television is caused by an 
excess of watching T.V., which ultimately leads to passivity, 
nervousness and finally to aggressiveness [on the part] of 
T.V. addicts. 
26. the moving pictures bring famous faces, fun and laughter, 
heart-rending drama and gripping action right into theliving 
room. That way, [link] television is certainly unrivalled in 
its entertainment value 
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Ranking of Connectives - Longman corpus 
WORD CHINESE ARABIC SPANISH 
the 55.36 63.96 44.17 
and 24.23 30.51 24.81 
that 9.13 13.85 13.58 
for 7.57 8.96 6.93 
as 5.15 4.98 4.94 
this 4.39 5.43 8.01 
but 4.34 4.57 5.63 
so 4.09 3.35 4.50 
like 3.08 2.81 3.25 
or 2.78 3.85 4.14 
when 2.78 3.03 3.20 
also 2.73 2.53 1.53 
because 2.37 3.85 4.68 
before 2.07 1.81 
if 2.07 2.04 4.86 
which 1.92 3.62 2.48 
who 1.77 1.90 1.71 
these 1.62 1.81 1.10 
still 1.31 .72 
then 1.16 .63 1.23 
even 1.11 .50 .79 
than 1.06 1.31 .79 
since .96 .86 .59 
however .91 .41 . 
why .91 .45 .61 
too .86 .36 1.10 
such .66 1.49 .51 
that's .50 . .51 
therefore .50 . 
especially .45 . 
quite .45 . .38 
thus .40 . 
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Corpora Search - Leicester W-P Files  
Cobuild 
Rank 	 Freq EL1 
TOT 
freq. per 100 words 
ESOL 	 EL1 	 ESOL 
TOTAB-C 	 D 	 E F 
the 	 1 309497 6.1 5.4 6.1 4.3 8.1 5.9 5.4 5.03 
and 	 3 153801 
that 	 7 67042 
for 	 13 40857 
as 	 17 34755 .59 .58 .48 .62 .67 .27 .89 .58 
but 	 21 29572 .2 .17 .25 .17 .19 .24 .22 .06 
this 	 27 25185 .46 .41 .45 .61 .33 .58 .3 .37 
or 	 29 22445 .5 .3 .75 .42 .37 .22 .4 .38 
which 
	 40 18344 
so 	 42 17433 
if 	 44 16008 .13 .07 .24 .04 .13 .11 .008 .11 
what 	 49 
when 	 50 13501 
who 	 58 
only 	 77 
then 10205 
because83 .17 .06 .21 .21 .04 .04 .06 .1 
even 	 94 6609 .14 .06 .29 .06 .07 .02 .06 .1 
first 	 95 6410 
too 	 111 .04 .01 .07 .03 .03 .02 .008 .01 
such 	 128 .16 .07 .33 .16 .01 .06 .02 .15 
still 130 4536 .02 .04 .02 .03 .01 .06 .05 .02 
also 	 133 4419 .11 .16 .16 .13 .06 .22 .14 .13 
though176 3224 .07 .03 .07 .07 .02 .01 .05 
while 188 .02 .07 .02 .03 .03 .04 .008 .12 
again 3851 
yet 2198 
although 1331 .05 .04 .1 .04 .03 _ .06 .06 
however 1803 .05 .13 .04 .1 .03 .04 .16 .14 
therefore .036 .03 .04 .03 .04 .06 .03 
thus .36 .06 .1 .01 .09 .09 
blank 	 lines indicate these wor d s were not searched 
number of words, estimated from the 
top figure is positioned first 
EL1 
number of 
ESOL 
bytes, was: 
A 7066 4420 
B 8995 11397 
C 6654 7531 
TOTALS 22715 23348 
The EL1 students were all from USA. 
The ESOL students were from D=India; E=Greece; F=Ghana 
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You are going to read a text which contrasts the 'Western' idea of persQnal 
space with that of 'Easterners'. However, you only see one sentence at a time, 
and you must build up the text yourself by choosing the sentence which fitsfiest 
with what comes before. 
Read the beginning of the text and choose one sentence from the two which 
follow it. Keep choosing one sentence from each two, continuing the text as you 
think the writer might have written it. 
Personal Space and Culture 
Hall ( 959)and others have commented on the different sense 
of space that Westerners and Easterners entertain. 
(continue with one of the following) 
a) When they speak with each other, Easterners tend to stand 
closer. 
b) Easterners tend to stand closer when they speak to each other. 
(continue with one of the following) 
c) Westerners carry with them a spatial cocoon, on the other 
hand, that they do not like to see violated. 
d) Westerners, on the other hand, carry with them a spatial 
cocoon that they do not like to see violated. 
(continue with one of the following) 
e) By a system of keeping reasonable distances between them-
selves and others, Westerners fill up beaches, buses — all 
public places in fact. 
f) Westerners fill up beaches, buses — all public places in fact—
by a system of keeping reasonable distances between them-
selves and others. 
(continue with one of the following) 
g) Deliberately choosing places near each other and even near 
crowded food stands or exits, an Egyptian beach fills up by 
"clumps".. 
h) An Egyptian beach fills up by "clumps", people deliberately 
choosing places near each other and even near crowded food 
stands or exits. 
(continue with one of the following) 
i) They enjoy the movement around them of other people and 
like to watch and interact with their neighbours. 
j) Other people moving around them they enjoy and like to 
watch and interact with their neighbours. 
(continue with one of the following) 
k) By not speaking to those around them, Westerners forced to 
sit near each other effect privacy. 
I) Westerners forced to sit near each other effect privacy by not 
speaking to those around them. 
(continue with one of the following) 
m) During illness the Westerner's desire for privacy becomes 
strongest. 
n) The Westerner's desire for privacy becomes strongest during 
illness. 
(continue with one of the following) 
o) Then dominating the social context is his or her need to 
retreat and "sleep it off". 
p) Then his or her need to retreat and "sleep it off" dominates 
the social context. 
l'continue with one of the following) 
q) Egyptians, as might be expected, feel differently. 
r) Egyptians feel differently, as might be expected. 
(continue with one of the following) 
s) They want the support of others, -when they feel most 
vulnerable. 
t) When they feel most vulnerable, they want the support of 
others. L 	 ; 13 R.Z."‘."-3 
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Results of Sentence Ordering Exercise by Ll group n=54 
Orig. 1 	 1 	 1 	 1 1 
	 1 1 	 1 	 1 	 1 
a bcde f ghijk lmnopqr st 
Danis.1 
n=1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Dutch 
n=1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Grman 7 
n=9 
2 	 1 8 8 1 6 3 9 2 	 7 7 2 3 6 8 2 7 
Spani.2 
n=2 
2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Itali. 
n=1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Port. 
n=1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Fren. 
n=1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Greek 
n=4 
4 4 2 2 4 2 2 2 	 2 3 1 4 2 2 1 3 
Finn 1 	 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
n=1 5. 
Turks 4 
n=14 
10 	 4 10 6 8 3 11 11 3 2 	 13 7 7 6 8 10 4 7 7 
Arab 	 1 
n=4 
3 	 1 3 2 2 4 2 2 1 	 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 3 1 
Twi 
n=1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Bengal 
n=1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Malay 
n=1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Thai 
n=1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Korea 
	 1 
n=1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Jap. 	 3 
n=3 
3 2 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 3 3 
Chin. 	 1 
n=7 
6 7 4 3 3 4 7 7 4 3 3 4 4 3 5 2 
TOTAL 20 34 	 7 47 30 24 21 33 46 8 12 42 32 22 17 27 39 15 26 28 
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